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I 
INTROl>UCTION 
I 
The general interest ~n history in the middle of the 
eighteenth century was phenpmenal. In 1770, six years be-
fore the first volume of Gi~bon's Decline and~ was pub-
1 
lished, Hume remarked, "I ~lieve this is the true historical 
age.Q The number of histo~ies written by Britons during 
Hume's generation justifie$ his remark. Between 1740 and 
I 
1780 Englishmen and Scotsm~n published histories on these 
topics and in these quanti~ies: 
I 
England 18 
Reigns of various English kings 6 
Scotland · 5 
Ireland , 1 
Europe and Euro~ean countries 8 
Rome ' 5 
Greece 1 
America 5 
World 3 
I 
And a number of these hist~ries reached more than one edition 
during this period. 
i 
This list does not i'clude a larger number of works 
that, while not strictly histories, have historical charac-
teristics: antiquities; c~llections; lives of prominent 
people -- princes, nobleme~, statesmen, churchmen, and mili-
tary leaders; memoirs of p~ominent people and families; his-
' 
tories of cities or region~ of Britain; histories of special 
topics the constitution• law, organizations, art, litera-
i 
ture, language, and the a~ed forces; and travels and voyages. 
Since the interest ih history also was general on the 
continent, a large number pf foreign historical works were 
I 
I 
- :f\'Hi -
! 
available to English reader$ in the foreign languages; but 
! 
many of them were translate~ or adapted into English. Mon-
tesquieu's and Voltaire's w~rks were frequently rendered 
i 
into English. ~ Spirit .2.{ the Laws was published in Lon-
don in 1750 and 1752; Berwitk, 1770; Montesquieu's Works 
were published in London an~ Dublin in 1777· An introduc-
' tion to Voltaire's Louis XIt was published in London in 
1739 and 1752, and in Dublif in 1760. one version of Charl~s 
!1[ reached the seventh edi~ion in 1740, and another was pub-
lished in 1734, 1739, and 1750 (?). Voltaire's Essai ~ les 
I 
Moeurs was translated as Th& General History ~ State of 
I Europe, which was publishe~ in London in 1754 and in Edin-
burgh, 1758. Another versilon of the Essai was published in 
' 
Edinburgh in 1758. Smolle~t helped to edit Voltaire's Works, 
which was published in twenty-five volumes in 1761-65 and 
thirty-eight volumes, 1778~81. The History of the Russian 
Empire under Peter the Gre,t was published in London in 
1763 and 1780; and Voltai~'s ~ Philosophy £t History in 
1766. Between 1740 and 17eo the following histories by 
I 
other Frenchmen were translated into English: 
I English 
Roman 
Universal 
Anoient, g~neral 
Greek · 
Portuguese' 
French 
I 
6 
6 
5 
3 
3 
3 
1 
During the same period fro~ Italian were published in trans-
lation two editions of Davfla's History of the Civil~ E!_ 
France; three editions of ~uicciardini's History £t Italy; 
- XiX -
and two editions of Machiavelli's Works. And in 1787 Clavi-
gera's History of Mexico was translated from Italian. 
The new interest was partial to modern history. But the 
ancient historians were frequently published in translation. 
or the Greeks, Herodotus was translated several times after 
1737; Herodian was translated in 1749; Dionysius or Halicar-
nassus in 1758; a fragment of Polybius was translated in 
1743 and his General History in 1756-72. Xenophon was pub-
lished twice in 1770: his History of the Affairs £!Greece 
and Cyropoedia. The Romans, as would be expected, received 
more attention. Between 1732 and 1779 there were six edi-
tions of Caesar's Commentaries. Sallust's History of£!!!-
line's Conspiracy~ the Jusurthine ~was issued six times 
in London between 1734 and 1774 and once in Dublin, 1772. 
Sallust's Works were published in three editions: 1744, 1746, 
and 1766. Livy's Roman History was published in 1744-45, and 
Tacitus' history was published in 1728-31, 1737, and 1778. 
Josephu& seems to have received some particularly lively at-
tention. Between 1737 and 1785 seven editions of his works 
were published. The competitive titles of these editions 
run from simple Works through The Genuine Works to The ~­
ine and Complete Works. 
This heavy attention to history seems to have been a 
part of the general intellectual, political, and religious 
development that has been called the Enlightenment. In many 
respects this attention is closely associated with the so-
called philosophes, as a part of their contribution and as a 
- :tx -
part of the reaction to them. A significant part of the ex-
citement over history, with the philosophes and their dis-
ciples, was the insistence that history should not be written 
by "pedants" and "erudites," but by philosophers who knew 
more about mankind than about musty archives. History was 
also not to be an intellectual resort for a few, but the di-
version and instruction for many; therefore, it should have 
artistic qualities that would attract and hold the respect 
of readers who were not able to appreciate the excellencies 
of dry scholarship. Thus eighteenth century history was 
more literary than academic. Usually it was didactic and 
controversial. Philosophically and morally it was recog-
nized as the best means for distinguishing between good and 
evil; politically, as the best way to argue sides; and com-
mercially, as a good way to make money. It is not surpris-
ing, therefore, that so much of the period's history was 
written by men who primarily were known as something other 
than historians -- politicians or statesmen, journalists, po-
ets, philosophers, novelists, scientists, dilettantes, or 
just plain gentlemen. Many British writers, hardly thought 
of today as historians, in their time were well known for 
their volumes of formal history. Perhaps Bolingbroke and 
Hume today are equally known for their histories and other 
claims to fame; but people like Smollett, Goldsmith, Lyttel-
ton, Walpole, Macpherson, Boswell, Ferguson, and Priestley 
are known for their histories only by some students. 
This wide appeal of history absorbed much of the 
attention of many literary people who never wrote anything 
strictly called history. Some of these were like Chesterfield, 
who intended to write something historical if he ever should 
have the time; like Johnson, whom Boswell suspected of having 
written a history and hoped that he would write one; or Field-
ing, whose accumulating interest in the content and method of 
history might suggest that he would have written a history if 
he had lived longer. 
The new philosophic approach to history that was en-
couraged by Bolingbroke, Voltaire, Montesquieu, Hume, and 
others, freed history from the bounds of political and mili-
tary narrative. History, according to these writers, should 
deal with all the activities and interests of all classes of 
people. Its important function was that of instructing 
readers by the examples of what men had done in distant time 
and place. As in all periods, history was also used to 
satisfy curiosity, whether or not this satisfaction was philo-
sophic or didactic. Biography, travels, and voyages were 
closely associated with if not considered a part of history. 
Often writers when dealing with method and theory of history 
would apply their comments to biography and travel. Of a 
large number of writers of lives and memoirs of princes, 
churchmen, families, writers, and military and civil leaders, 
Johnson and Boswell are supreme examples. Biography, of 
course, at any time is an important part of history. But the 
eighteenth century historians were particularly concerned 
with the "characters" of important people. By their critics 
they were praised or condemned for the quality of these 
"characters." During the period from about 1740 to 1790 
there was a flood of travel and voyage literature. Voyages 
around the world that took years or short jaunts to Paris 
were eagerly read about. Because of the extension of ex-
ploration, it is expected that the literature on travels to 
the western world, Asia, Africa, and the South Seas should 
have greatly increased during the latter half of the eight-
eenth century. With the new exotic places, people, and 
things to write about, writers like Anson and Cooke might 
be expected to supplant those whose travel experiences were 
restricted to Britain and Europe. But the number of accounts 
of travels to those places that had been accessible for cen-
turies increased in about the same proportion as the accounts 
of travels to more recently discovered regions. Eighty-one 
books of travel through Europe and Britain are listed in the 
Cambridge Bibliography with publishing dates between 1660 and 
1740; 181 are listed for the period 1740 to 1790. 
Notable also in this period is the number of histories 
of special subjects, many of which were the first of their 
kind in English; and several were written by people who had 
also written political history of one kind or another. The 
assortment of subjects suggests that the age was intent upon 
knowing about the past in every respect: 
A Short History of the Prime Ministers in Great Britain 
(1733) by Eustace Budgell. 
Naval History of England, 2 vols. (1735) by Thomas 
- lettii- -
Lediard, who wrote a life of Marlborough and a continua-
tion to Rapin's history of England. 
Dissertation Concern!~ the Or1~1n of Printing in Eng-
land (1735) by Conyers Mddleton, Who wrote A TreaTise !!! 
ROman History which was irreverent toward some orthodox 
religious views. 
Lives of the Admirals and other Eminent British Seamen, 
4 vols. (!742=44) by John-c-ampbell, who wrote a history 
of Spanish-America (1741; 1747) and !h! Present State Ef 
Eurole (5th ed. 1759). H story Ef ~Popes, 7 vols. (1748-66) by Archibald 
Bower. An anti-clerical mixture or imposture, scandal, 
and history. 
Histo~ or the Royal Society, 4 vola. (1756-57) by 
Thomas B~cn; who wrote Memoirs of the Reign of Queen 
Elizabeth, 2 vola. (1754) and Life of ¥76~· Prince or 
Wales, Eldest Son of James I (DuD'Iin, • -
Catalo!ue of the Royal and Noble Authors of England, 
2 vola. ( 758JDY1Jorace Walpole. -
Histo;r of the Theatres of London and Dublin (1761-71) 
by Benjam nVictor. - -
Anecdotes of Painting in England, 4 vola. (1762-71) by 
Horace Walpole':" -
HistoO! of the Earth and Animated Nature (1774) by 
Oliver Go dsmitE: ---
History of Etflish Poet~ (1774-81) by Thomas Warton. 
The ConsTitu on of En~~nd (1775) by Jean Louis de Lolme. 
HIStory of Music TI776:S9) by Charles Burney. 
Pierre Bayle's Dictionnaire historique ~critique (1697), 
which inspired Voltaire and many of the other philosophes toward 
their new views or history, was a very popular book in the early 
eighteenth century. Bayle's Dictionnaire was the first of a 
line of great encyclopedias. fe Grande Encyclopedie owes its 
existence to Diderot's being hired to do a popular French adap-
tation or Ephraim Chambers I Universal Dictionary or ~.!!.!:!!! 
Sciences. And in this period or historical excitement the En-
cyclopaedia Britannica was first published (1768-71). Another 
great book or information published in the middle or the eight-
eenth century was historical and belongs to this effort to 
satisfy the wants or knowledge. Johnson's original contribution 
- n1v-
of illustrative etymology in his Dictionary certainly gives 
him and his book a part in this excitement over the history 
of men and things. 
Smollett and Goldsmith, as authors of a number of his-
tories that commanded respectable audiences, are the center 
of interest in this study. Smollett's Complete History~ 
England and Continuation ~ the Complete History were for a 
time rivals of Hume's history. Goldsmith wrote four histo-
ries: History of England in!. Series of Letters~ a Noble-
!!!.!! ~ his .§.2!!, The Roman History, The History ~ England, 
and~ Grecian History. In conjunction with this treatment 
of Smollett and Goldsmith and their efforts in history, are 
included chapters on Fielding and Johnson. The literary and 
personal relationships between these two and Smollett and 
Goldsmith are obvious. And the revelation that both were so 
intellectually and sometimes emotionally involved in history 
suggests a further association. The reactions of Fielding 
and Johnson to the matters of history also suggest that to 
exhaust the material on this eighteenth century literary in-
terest in history would mean to deal with a very large number 
of poets, essayists, and novelists. 
The object of this study is to determine the nature and 
extent of the reactions of Smollett and Goldsmith to the "new 
history" of the middle eighteenth century. Among the writ-
ings of these two was sought evidence of their general aware-
ness of history -- its writers, materials, methods, and ideas. 
Significant, also, was considered their use of any historical 
-XXV-
methods or viewpoints in their non-historical writings. 
Against the definite pattern of the historical ideas of the 
philosophes, .these two writers were watched in order to de-
termine their appreciation of·the methods and ideas of the 
new philosophic history. Then of interest were their steps 
toward the writing of history. Smollett and Goldsmith were 
examined as practicing historians; and their practices were 
examined alongside those of the philosophes. Since these 
writers had a place in the beginnings of the English novel, 
their occupation with history was considered for any pos-
sible relationship to the novel: philosophical, psychologi-
cal, and stylistic. Along with the exposition of the his-
torical ideas of these writers, the attitudes of their con-
temporaries have been included. 
The historical writings of Bolingbroke, Montesquieu, 
Voltaire, and Hume are chiefly used as representative of the 
new history not only because of their general importance but 
because they appeared so important to lesser historians 
like Smollett and Goldsmith. In England during their time, 
discussions of history usually involved one or more of this 
group. 
Besides national histories Smollett and Goldsmith wrote, 
compiled, or edited a number of other works that contained 
for the period a definite relationship with history. Smol-
lett helped write and edited A Compendium £!Authentic ~ 
Entertaining Voyages (1756), ~Modern Part of~ Universal 
History (1759-66), and The Present State of all Nations 
- - -- :::.:==:::. 
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(1768-69); he helped edit The Works£! Voltaire (1761-69); 
and he wrote Travels through France and Italy (1766). Gold-
smith wrote An History £! the Earth and Animated Nature 
(1774). In this study, however, only the six national his-
tories by Smollett and Goldsmith are considered in detail. 
Because of space, these other works on the periphery of his-
tory are noticed only in glancing. For the same reason, 
only casual attention has been given to the vast amount of 
other related historical writings -- biographies, memoirs, 
journals, travels, voyages, encyclopedias, dictionaries, etc. 
that were turned out by many writers during the period. 
Inclusion of the somewhat extensive material on Boling-
broke, Voltaire, Montesquieu, and Hume makes avoidable a 
machinery of references that would be almost impossible to 
handle. Except in Chapters XI-XIV, the material on each 
writer is presented in a chapter or section devoted to that 
writer. The idea of distributing the material among chapters 
on topics rather than men was considered. But the resulting 
patchiness made any continuity with each writer very diffi-
cult for the reader. 
No one has dealt at any length with these writers --
Fielding, Smollett, and Goldsmith -- in their roles as histo-
rians. In all the studies of Fielding notice is made of the 
historical realism of his novels; and since Austin Dobson 
discovered the inventory of Fielding's library, some have 
wondered at the novelist's obvious interest in history. In 
- XltVH -
Smollett's case, his biographers have paid decreasing atten-
tion to him as a historian. Dr. Robert Anderson, one of his 
early biographers, considered Smollett's histories as a major 
part of his literary output. Then Robert Chambers, David 
Hannay, H. s. Buck, and Lewis Melville paid less and less 
attention to Smollett's histories. Recent writers, Lewis M. 
Knapp and George M. Kahrl, have considered in a very schol-
arly manner certain aspects of Smollett's historical compila-
tions in relation with his other works. Goldsmith's bio-
graphers -- Prior, Irving, Gibbs, and Dobson -- usually made 
passing references to his histories for their literary charm 
and popular appeal. Professors Crane and Warner in their 
article, "Goldsmith and Voltaire's Essai ~ ~ Moeurs" 
(Modern Language Notes, Feb. 1923) showed decisively how 
Goldsmith resorted to the material of his great contemporary 
in history for his own unpretentious history. By modern 
writers on historiography in the eighteenth century, Smollett 
and Goldsmith are generally ignored. 
The writer of this dissertation owes his interest in 
the eighteenth century to the stimulating teaching of Profes-
sors George Sherburn and Ronald s. Crane years ago at the 
University of Chicago. For more recent encouragement, he 
owes much to the graduate faculty of the English department 
of Boston University. And especially for friendly assistance 
in guidance and suggestion he is deeply indebted to Professors 
Donald James Winslow and Winslow Harding Loveland of Boston 
University. 
P.AR'l' 01fE 
'l'BB nBIIlDI'l' 011' BD'fORY IH '!'BE MID-J:IGH'l'Dif'l'B 
CD'l'URY 
CJIAP'l'IR I 
BAC%0BOUJID J'Cil 'filE li'ERJIBII'l' 
It baa been said that the eighteenth century 
historical investigation. aade the nineteenth century the 
1 
•oat historically •inded ot all ages. In turn, the eight-
eenth century was spurred on to ita historical •indedneas 
chiefly 'by events ot the ae'Nnteenth. One of the beat 
literary historians of our 4&7 baa enu.erated the forces that 
quickened the eighteenth centwry interest in history: 
1. Kassing of erudite aaterial. 
2. Critical sitting of aaterial. 
3· Conceiving ot history on a grand scale infor.ed by 
aou ruling principle. 
4. Conceiving of hiator,r as a scientific study. 
5· Viewing of historr as an arsenal tor states•n and 
pol1t1ciana.2 
These forces, added to that ot the growing middle class in-
terests in things political and social (abetted by the 
developing literacy and the ezpanding popular press}, are 
quite apparent in any surve7 of the 'background ot the histori-
cal conaciouaness of the century. 
I. AJIASSDIO OP JIA'l'ERIALS 
In J'rance the gigantic ettorts ot the Bollandists and 
the Jlaur1sts in collectins and sitting data on the history ot 
the church produced resources that are still considered by 
1 Preserved Smith, !!!!, Enl1flhteMent, p. 226. 
2 Oliver Elton, Survez 5l! English Literature 1730-1180, 
II, 271. Also see Smith, .12!· cit. 
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historians as or prille value. In England, continuing the 
tradition or the sixteenth century antiquarian, John Leland, 
Sir Villiaa Dugdale gathered his llonasticon Anglicanua ( 1655-
73) and Anthol:l1' Wood his Atbenae Oxonienaes (1691-92). To 
these "vast collections or sources so solid that they are 
l 
still usable today" were added J'oedera !! eosmtntiones ( 170•-
35) by Thoaas R,.er and Robert Sanderson and TJPographical 
Antiguitiea (17-9) by Joseph .U.s. Besides these antiquarians 
working alone, were the societies established to gather and 
conaider the uterials or tbe past. In Prance the Acad8JI1e 
~Inscriptions was chartered in 1701 tor the study of anti-
quities and aonuaents ot J'ranee. In England the Society ot 
Antiquities, founded b7 Archbishop Parker and Sir Robert Cot-
ton in the late sixteenth century and dissolved by Jaaes I 
because or his teariug too auch pr,ring into state affairs, 
was reborn in 1707 with scholars aeeting 1n taverna tor din-
ner, punch, pipes, and papers. It was chartered in 1751 by 
2 
George II. Huae and Robertson found their historical inves-
tigations aade possible by the collections brought together 
in tbe Librar,r ot tbe J'acult7 at Edinburgh and the y.t un-
3 
opened British lluaeua. 
II. CRITICAL AID BROABI'IlfG COKCEPT OF HISTORY 
To the philosophic historians ot the eighteenth century 
1 Saith, ~· !!!·• 2•2. 
2 Ibid., PP• 2·6-·7· 
-
. 3 Thoaas P. Peardon, Jb:J1Caition in Eylish Histori-
.2!!. Writing 1760-1830, PP• 2 • -
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more 11lportant than tbe aere collecting or "monkish annals" 
was the new critical approac~ b7 the earl7 senerations or 
skeptics: 
The drT bones or the ancient valle7 or annalists and 
chroniclers were made to live, and the great work or the 
reconstruction or the put was begun, with an alertness 
and perseverance that has not been surpassed even in· an 
age ot tar purer and Juater historical intelligence.l 
Ba7le 1a Dictionnaire hiatorigue !1 critique (1697) baa been 
called "an arsenal" trom which "Voltaire and his successors 
drew their choice weapons." Ba7le 1a Diotionnaire was one ot 
the moat popular and, to the authorities ot state and church, 
moat &Dilotins books ot the tille. Mornet tound it in 288 ot 
the 500 earl7 eighteenth centurT private libraries which he 
2 
examined. Jlo other book was so trequentl7 tound. To appre-
ciate the impact ot Ba7le'a book upon the reader ot hiator,y, 
one should understand tbe character ot the historical material 
that the reader ot Ba7le had been uaed to. In his torT the 
Renaissance had not got ver,y tar with ita huaanizing influ-
ence. Relisioua controverdea ot the Retol"'ll&tion larpl7 
took over the tield ot histor,y during the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries in volu.e that matched ita violence: 
Biator,y beca.e the expression ot confessional animosi-
ties, aDd reaaiMd ellftloped in ecclesiastical atmosphere 
till the opening ot the eighteenth centur,y. In thia lons 
struggle there ia little to choose between Protestant and 
Catholic controversialists • • • In the seventeenth 
l John Jlorl~; Voltai-re, p. 297· 
2 Daniel Mornet, Prench '!'bought !!! ,!:h.! Eighteenth Centurz, 
P• .6. 
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centu17 sectarian violence soMwhat abate.cl, and usef'ul 
work was acco.plished by the school of' Anglican and 
Gallican divines ••• Wearly every historical acbolar, 
however, regarded ecclesiastical histo17 as the htghest 
object of' stud7, and .. n of' the f'irst rank like Scaliser, 
Caaden, and Conring, who devoted theuelves to secular 
research 'tf8re tew in n•ber except in Holland.l 
Proainent in this tradition of' ecclesiastical histo17 was the 
work of' those like Mabillon, who created the science of' diplo-
aatics, and his tallow Benedictines, the Maurists, who col-
lected and edited such vast stores of' church history. It was 
tbe work of' Bossuet, f'uture Bishop of Meaux, that furnished 
the real challenge to Bayle and the historians of' the En-
lightenant. Appointed by Louis XIV as the royal tutor, 
Bossuet wrote tor the special instruction of' the dauphin his 
Diacoura .!!!!: 1 'hiatoire un1veraelle, 12!. .!! connoiB!ance §.!. 
P.!!.!a..!! de soi---. ~ h!. politigue tiree m proprea 
parolee !! 1 'Bcr1ture Sainte. In these three works Boasuet 
showed the a.ntpresence of' God 1n history, the application of' 
religious principles to Cartesian philosophy, and the rigbt-
2 
f'ulness of absolutism in politics. Bayle's Dictionnaire was 
the tirat iaportant critical response to Bossuet. Boasuet's 
thesis of' providential intervention was roundly attacked by 
al•oat the entire tield ot •philosophicrt historians ot the 
century: Montesquieu, Voltaire, Diderot, Home. Bot only did 
the generality or enlightened historians critically reject 
1 G. P. Gooch, •!he Growth or Historical Science,• 
Cambrim Modern Iiston, XII, 816-U. 
2 Rene Rubert, "Bossuet, • Encyclopaedia 9!...!?!!!, Sooial 
Sciences, II, 6~. 
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the ott ices ot the church ia their interpretations ot history, 
the7 went further and condeantd the spirit or religion as an 
eYil torce 1n the develo,.ent ot human societ7; and the7 in-
sisted that hu.an exaaples tr .. history, not the authorit7 
l 
ot the church, should be the guide to moralit7. A function 
ot the new history was: 
to aake that distinction, which abstract reason was un-
able to ll&lce, between the uturall7 good and the natu-
rall7 bad, between the custaaa that were suited and those 
that were uuuited to •n's nature. Human experience 
would cofttira tbe Yerd1ct or reason, that Christian 
ph1losoph7 and the tntaaous things that supported it were 
int.ical to the welfare or mankind.2 
Another ke7 to the central aoY& .. nt ot the eighteenth century 
is the "cUaperaion ot the association or eY11 and corruption 
3 
rl'OII aatter.• Bere, or courae, was one or the errects or tbe 
new science. Deep in the centuey, Gibbon, in repl7ing to 
those who bad attacked his religious candour, said, "!he his-
torian must indeed be generoua, who will conceal, b7 his own 
disgrace, that or hia country, or or his religion." Above 
all else, should be the historian's "sacred obligations or 
~ 
truth." Buraet, while neY&r an antagonist or religion like 
aany otbera or his century, is said to have turned trom theo-
1087 to h1ator.r b7 hie iapatience with both the Episcopalians 
1 Becker, Beavenl1 .Q.!lz 91.. !!!!, Eighteenth Centurz 
Philosopb!ra, P• 93. 
XVI, n 
2 n!!•, P• loB. 
3 Morle7, Voltaire, p. 270. 
~ "Vindication or 80118 Passages in Chapters XV and 
Miscellaneous Works, p. 767. 
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1 
and the Presb7ter1ans. Aaotber phase or the turning againat 
the spirit or religion was the devotion to the materialisa of 
science. The critical thiDlciag about the external world 
2 
aoved into the historical world and thence into the religious. 
Sir Isaac Bewton, contrar.r to his intentions, supplied hia 
disciples, the eighteenth ceDtur.r Deists, with one or their 
beat al'lltl aga1Dst orthodox religion: 
Hitherto a certain order and unity had been found in 
hiator.r by the Christian tbeor.r or providential design 
and final causes. Bew principles of order and unity were 
Deeded to replace the priDciples which rationalisa had 
discredited. Just aa the advance or science de~nded on 
the postulate that ph7aical pheno .. na are subject to in-
variable laws, so if aD7 conclusions were to be drawn 
froa hiator.r some similar postulate as to social phenOII-
ena was required.3 
The quarrel between the ancients and the moderns was 
another rallying point tor the aew interests in histor.r. One 
writer baa observed that while the disputanta did not write 
histories, they did utilize historical materials: 
What they were concerned with was a comparison of the 
condition ot things, i.e., ot the arts, sciences, inven-
tiona, aorala, 1D aacient and aodem tiaes. '!'be result 
ot this activity was the formation, in relation to the 
study ot aan, ot certain ideas which have continued to 
1 A. w. Ward, "Historical and Political Writers," Caa-
brida! Biatou ot .!pglisb Literature, IX, 216. -
2 Bew discoveries and secularization or natural and social 
pbiloaoDby produced notable extenaion~ot interests ot the his-
torian 'beyond politics and relision. Ste Harr.r Elaer Barnes, A Riston ot Historical Writiy, p. 1 9H "We are now in a 
position to see tliit the ••• histor.r ot the eighteenth cea-
tur,r represents , •• a aoat serious ettort to lay the tounda-
tiona tor a strictly scientific approach to the study ot JIIUl," (Frederick J, 'l'eggart, 'l'beo1'7 gt. Riston, p. 87.) 
3 J. B. Bur.r, :rA!, Idea gt. Prosreu, p. l.IJ5. 
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influence the viewa entertained ot progreaa1ve change and. 
ot evolution down to the preaent.l 
Gibbon co ... nted on the reaalta ot the quarrel: 
Since that tt.e around the end or the aeventeenth 
centur.r it baa been a .. tter or aatoaian..nt to our 
philoaophera, tbat .. n could pasa a whole lite in col-
lecting tacta and wor4Sa, and in loading the aeaor,r instead 
ot enlightening the Iliad. Our s-niuaea have perceived 
wbat advantage• will accbJB to thea troa the ignorance or 
their readers. 'l'be7 bave loaded the ancients and those 
who atill continue to atad7 thea with conteapt.2 
Along with these attacks on aaeient authorities were the aa-
aaulta on inatitutioaa: political and religioua. Wh.1le there 
waa a aubatantial adairatioa tor Greek and Roaan social and 
political inetitutiona, there waa alao a aore aubatantial de-
nunciation ot thea. Alaoat ever,r one ot the writers dealt 
with in the tollowing papa aore orten than not leveled abarta 
aga1nat Athena and Ro•· '!'he Old Teat&Mnt, aa an era or 
hiatocy, waa widel7 castigated. Katurall;y, the "rationaliaa" 
ot the philoaophea round little good in the paat or present 
Rours Church or in the "prteat-ridden" Middle Agee. The po-
litical, cultural, and aocial matters or these institutions 
and times were coapared to tbe present and usuall;y round 
wanting. With .. 87 ot the hiatoriana, histor.r ot aft7 ia-
3 portance be&&n ao .. where between 1500 and 16oo. 
The concept or hiator.r on a acale broader than that ot 
narrow politic• within national boundaries waa given impetua 
1 'l'eggart, 9.2· cit., p. SO. 
2 "Esaa;y on the Stud7 ot Literature," Miscellaneoua 
Works, p •. 63-· 
3 See below, pp. 66, 69, 83, 205, 283, 286-87. 
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b7 the great work ot Bossuet, which in a negative aanner had 
set the new historians ott on another new tangent. Bossuet 1 s 
Discoura sur l'histoire un1veraelle tarnished a great model 
tor the generalized cultural histories that in concept, it not 
in theais, was followed b7 Voltaire, 'l'urgot, Montesquieu, and 
l 
Condorcet. Besides desiring to transcend the nationalistic 
11Jiitationa ot the "chroniclers," the new historians sought 
to go be7ond the breadth and depth ot the old historians in 
2 
historical philosophy aDd subject matter. One ot the inter-
ests that aoved the historian to consider events other than 
those ot rulers and battles was the seventeenth centurT excite-
aent over scieace. About 1663 the RoT&l Societ7 issued a 
declaration ot its iateationa: 
'l'o exaains all s7ste .. , theories, principles, hTPothe-
ses, ele .. ats, histories, and eXP&riaents ot thiags natu-
ral, •theaatical, and .. obanicall, inyented, recorded, 
or practised, b7 aB7 coaaiderable author ancient or modern. 
In order to the coapiliag ot a coaplete s7stea ot solid 
ph1losoph7 tor explicating all pbenaaena produced b7 nature 
or art, and recording a rationall account ot the causes 
ot thinga.3 . 
1 'l'eggart, .2.2· ill·• PP• 81-2; Barnes, ~· ill·• P• 
131; Rorle7, £2• ~·· P• 317. 
2 Peardon, .21!.· ill·• pp. 11-12. Gibbon, who was as 
assiduous in using P~rT sources as aD7 ot the historians 
ot the age, said the tollowin& about the "reaearchers": 
"'!'hough otten t~ir deteDder, Tet never their blind advocate, 
I shall without d1ttioult7 aokDowle~ that their •annera were 
frosa, their labours soaeirhat trifling, and their llinds, drowned a pedantic erudition, •-•ted on what ought to have been 
telt, and coap1led iutead ot reasoning. 'l'he7 were satt1-
c1ent17 enlightened to perceive the utilitT ot their investi-
gations, but tbe7 were lllltither rational nor polite enough to 
uncleratand that theae researches aight have been guided b7 
the torch ot philosopby." (-zssa7 on the StudT ot Literature,• 
Riscellaaeous Works, p. 633·) 
ith ~Charles Richard Weld, A Histol'l ot the ROZ&l Societz !.,._~ira£!~ Presidents, I, IIJ(. --
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A ~ar before, the presid.at of the Society in his "Proposals 
tor the good of the Royal Soeiety" suggested that among the 
"dutys" of the Mabers shoulcl be: "Giving an account of 
authoura;-- giving a history of some trade, manufacture, 
1 
country, operation, etc.;" Here is an ele•ntary step in 
the ger.inatioa of the desire for widening the reach in re-
cording things of the past in a "systea of solid philosephy 
for explicating • • • a ratioul account of the causes of 
things." The arts and sciences, laws and customs, industry 
aDd c~rc• -- all these were to bec011l8 frequently featured 
2 
aaterials of the new history. As great as this insistence on 
the expansion of sull,1ect utter, was the de.aDd for an inter-
pretation-of the affairs of history in a philosophic or moral 
vein. l"ontenelle, who felt that the knowledge of facts of 
wars, treaties, and genealogies by themselves was no better 
than an exact knowledse of all the clocks of Paris, also felt 
that "history is good for nothing it it be not united with 
3 
aorality ••• " Bayle, of course, was another of these late 
seventeenth century writers who gave a philosophic cue to the 
historians of the next century. 
Preceding the influence of Bewton in turning the skep-
tics away trom tbe authority of institutions and the ancients 
was tile <1DI'luence of Descartes. Proceeding from the Cartesian 
1 Ibid., P• 139· 
-
2 Ct. PearCOn, T~ition in English Historical Writ-
.!!!i• PP• 11-12; Smith, ibten..eiit, P• 247. -
3 oeuvres (1790), V, •33, •3• (quoted by Becker, The 
Heavenly ~ 2£_ 1;lle :J!!ilbteenth century Philosophers, pp7"91 
... 104.) 
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postulate ot B7Btematic reduction of the universe to a 
mathematical foraula, II&D7 ot the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centucy philosophers sought to reduce social, political, and 
what remained to thea ot the religious nature of mankind to 
1 
&<318th1ng ot the same kind ot mathematical pattern. Resist-
ance to this kind ot intellectual stoicism came from widel7 
separated quarters. On one hand the churchmen objected to 
ita implications of smug humanism; on the other hand the em-
pirical philosophers and scientists objected to its abstrac-
tion, ita detachment from the concrete affairs of the social 
man; its implied opposition to the spirit of hiator7. Car-
teaianiaa became associated with mathematics itself, and both 
ot these were used as labels suggesting over-presumption and 
1111practicabil1t7. Purtber, the term "metaph7aics" was used 
derisivel7 to denote all the mathematical theorizing ot the 
2 
school ot Descartes, Malebranche, and Leibni tz. The histori-
cal thinking ot the eighteenth centur7 was dom1nantl7 Lockian 
in pa7cholo87 and what was coaaidered Newtonian in science. 
l Bur7, .22• ill·• PP• 145-46; 'l'eggart, .22· cit., pas-
.!J!!, pp. 82-91· 
2 People like ~aple and Swift attacked these mathe-
matical •world-makers• from ODS aide; and the Lockian school 
ot Bewtoniana, who were to lie highl7 favored b7 the "new" his-
torians ot the centur7, attacked trom the other. (See Ernest 
'l'uveaon, •swift and the World-ll&lcera," Journal of the Biatofi 
ot Icleas, XI, l, ~-7- (Jan. 1950); R. d. Coiliiigw'Oo'd, !hi ea 
Ol R!atog, PP• 63 and 72; and Bur7, .!?.2· cit., pp. 159-W.)-
!lie lew xtord DiotMn&l7 gi'YBa 17th and !'Bth centuries' use 
ot -uia:pliii!car ae 6 Appl1ed with more or leas reproach to 
reaabaing' ideas, etc. which are considered over-subtle, or too 
abstract, and •baaed on abstract rneral reasoning; detel"'ll1ned 
on rhetoric or A prio[i principle. 
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The "dr.r bones" ot history were used by the historians 
of tbe Enlightenment on which to hang their political conten-
tiona. LeibnitB, in his :Srunn1ck Annals of !.h!, Western!!!-
pire (1703-16) (but not publ1ahed until the nineteenth cen-
tury) collected by extensive research in archives, after the 
tashion ot the Maurists, taots of the past in order to glorify 
1 
hia country. In England, Clarendon and Burnet, trom the t1• 
their intentions to publish their histories were known, were 
recognized as ebaapiona or opposing factions contending as to 
the .erits ot tbe Civil Wars and the Revolution ot 1688. 
Swift and Bolingbroke tor the Tories and Oldmixon for the 
Whigs were using hiatoey tor tba1r political purposes. In 
Prance, Monteaquieu 1D his CO!l!ideratiou .!.!!.£.!!.! causes a 
.!! qandeur !! .!! decadenoe J!A ROII!iiUI ( 173.1J) was influenced 
by the desire to find lessons tor his own country as well as 
2 
to refute Boaaut and Machiavelli. And Mably wrote a long 
history, Observations sur 1 1b1atoire ~Prance (1765), "to 
prove that once Prance poaaes .. d but ~oaehow mislaid, a moat 
'3 
a~irable political constitution." 
III. OftOifD'G MIDDLE CLAaS IJITERE.ST IH HISTORY 
The growing lllicldle class public that supplied a ready 
urket tor the journalist and the novelist also bid eagerly 
l' Sllith, Enligbten.nt, p. 2~0. 
2 Ibid., P• 265. 
-
3 Becker, Heavenlz Citz, p. 35· 
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tor the work or tbe historian. In England the widening con-
cern with politics, which was a note for satire from Addison 
to Johnson, fostered the deund tor national bistoey. "rhe 
seventeenth centur,y wars and settlements made the average man 
more aware of his place in his government. One or the points 
ot the British constitution that was 10 often noticed and 
uauall7 ca..ended b7 English and French political observers 
was that the Englishaan had a special privilege in being able 
to know about the workings or his govermaent. Defoe 1 s success 
as a journalist testifies to this tact. Whigs and Tories 
alit. looked for historical tacts to bolster their political 
argtaenta. 1fh1le there was no such important middle class 1n 
Prance -- a tact trequentl7 deplored b7 French writers --
such a book as Ba7le 1s Dictioanaire was used covertl7 to 
point out the condi tiona of the ll'rench government. Ironical, 
perhaps, is tbe tact that tbe Dictionnaire 1 a many readers con-
sisted tor tbe moat part of that aristocratic societ7 that 
was to be ~laced eventuall7 b7 the influence or writers 
scaewhat like Ba7le. As the centur,y developed, the popularit7 
ot histor,y developed, too. In his Memoirs Gibbon said, "Bia-
tor,y is the moat popular apeoiea or writing." Be acknowledged 
the new active social ele .. nt, the lower classes, when he con-
tinued, "since it [histor,r] can adapt itself to the highest 
1 
or the lowest capaci t7." In 175-\ Voltaire wrote in a letter: 
11L1hiatoire ,!.!1 l!. pa£tie !.!! belles-lettres g,ui .! .!!, plus de 
1 Miscellaneous Works, P· 93· 
- 1 .. -
1 
partiaans dans~ lea .P.!l!.·" At the same time that books 
of history in increasing nwabers were to be found on the tea 
2 
and dressing tables ot the bon ton in Paris and London, they 
were frequently round on the counters ot trade81118n. It was 
this rising bourgeoisie 
producing "aiddle-class 
tor whom the historians worked in 
3 
histories." This popularity of his-
tory, and a public becoaing more able to buy the books it 
wanted, helped change the attain of publishing. By the 
middle of the century publishing had made a sizable part or 
literature into a commerce depending not upon the demand of 
the noblemen or taste but •on the demand or the general pub-
4 
lie or readers and book-purchasers." The monetary rewards to 
a writer ot history were co.-anding. Smollett, as an editor, 
sensed the financial security to be gained by writing history. 
On the heels ot the success ot Huae's first voluaes, Smollett 
turned traa fiction to history. Goldsmith answered the ques-
tion why he wrote history by frankly professing a desire to 
5 
take care ot the expenses ot l1 ving. '!'he publishers 1 caeh 
paJm8nts for history were greater than tor any other form ot 
6 
literature. Gibbon, with all his patrician attitude toward 
1 To Cideville, July 9, 1754, Oeuvres,lLIX, 130. 
2 Ct. Chesterfield, Letters, I, 365j Gibbon, Memoirs, 
.2£· cit., p. 9,.; Johnson, Riiibier CLXXIII lWorks, VI, 196). 
3 Peardon, ~· ill·• P• 50. 
4 D. Jlllasson, introduction to ~ :.::JIIIo:i::.sc.e::.:l::.::l:;:a:=ne:;:;.;::o.;::u::.s Works 
ot Oliver Goldslllith, p. xxii. 
5 See below, p. 226. 
6 R. W. Chapman, "Authors and Booksellers," Johnson's 
England, II, 321-22. 
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trade, in bia ,foarnal tor Deceaber 1, 1763, (at the tillle when 
Saollett was at his height aa a popular historian) seriously 
conteaplated a "laainous &D4 aatural" history ot Roaa troa 
Raaulus to Augustus that would be •ravourably received by the 
public": 
It would enrich a bookseller, pass through ten editions 
and becaae a classical book with students, colleges, traY-
ellers, aa4 even •• ot lettera.l 
What Gibbon thought about his oonte~aplated work was alaoat 
exactly what happened with Goldsa1tb 1s popular Roman Historz, 
which was published in two Yola.ea in 1769. 
'l'he study or biator.r was coaing to be conaidered aore 
iaportant in education. Lord Chesterfield stressed history, 
eapeciall7 aodern biator,r, abOYe all else in the education ot 
2 
his son. Priestley, aa a tutor ot languages at the Dissenting 
Acadeay at Warrington, telt so auch the need ot biator.r in 
bia school's curriculua that be coapoaed and taught a course 
3 biUelt. Oolclaai tb' a first bia tor.r ( 17~) bad the provoking 
title ! Hiatorz 21 Bru5land.!!.!. Series 21 Letter• ~!. 
::.K~ob::.:l:::e:.::ma:n:: l2, .!!!!. !2!!,; titteen yaara later Williaa Russell also 
u•ed the phrase "letter• troa a nobleaan to his aon• in the 
subtitle or his Hiatorz 2! 1!o4ern Europe ~ l!!!,.!!.!!! 2!]!!!. 
Roaan !!pire !2ll2l· Oolda1th 1s histories becaae a aa,for 
itea in the historical reading ot youth, inside and outside 
l l!iscellaneoua Work!, p. 350. 
2 Letters, I, 5; 36--65; III; 1050; 1075· 
3 Peard.on, Transition .!! EDS11Bb Historical Writ1DS, 
P• 57· 
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1 
ot school, tor •ore than a centarr. 
IV. SUIIIIABY 
The tera.nt ot the upsurse ot historical interest in 
the eighteenth centuey was prepared in the latter part ot the 
preceding centur.r b7 the nu.erous collections ot historical 
.aterials that reach troa the ettorts ot the Benedictines to 
the early eighteenth centu17 :roedora ot R)'ll8r. '!'he antiquar-
ian societies that were bec0111ng active in Prance and England 
also helped. Mora pertinent, honftr, to the philosophic 
history ot the Enlightenment was the critical attitude toward 
the institutions ot state and church that developed along 
with the growing .aterialistic thinking growing out or the 
response to Descartes and to the new science. In England, es-
pecially, the increased interest ot the ~ddle classes in 
national attairs alao contributed to the reception or the new 
history. 
1. See below, pp. 232 n. 
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CRA P'1'ICR II 
EARLY D'l'OR'I'S Ill DGLISH JIA'l'IOIAL HIS'l'ORY 
I. POLITICAL AJID RELIGIOUS COII'l'ROVERSY 
Up to the aiddle or the eighteenth centu17 it was 
coaaonplace that the craft or historical coaposition in 
Britain was •still sadl7 in arrear• or that or Italy or 
1 
J'rance. '!'here was considerable writing or historical ut-
ter, but ror the aost part it was so closely contiud to 
curzwnt pol1t1oal and religious issues that little or it 
reaains to be read as histor7. Clarendon's defense or the 
throne during the civil wara and Burnet's championing or the 
leJit1a&C7 after Jaaes II have been co ... nded, but both ot 
thea aa they caae ott the press were considered political 
poleaica or current aattera. '!'he general 'for7-Wbig contro-
vers7 waa kept going b7 •historians• on both aides. '!'he 
'l'reat7 or Utrecht, the Hanoverian succession, and the utter 
ot Jacobitiaa were dealt with by Journalistic historians: 
Addison, Defoe, and Swift. Besides these political aattera, 
the other tbe .. a ot the aid-oentuey historians were being 
dealt with by the Augustau. As baa been noted, the quarrel 
or the ancients and aoderna bad received the attention or 
people like 'l'eaple and Swift -- also Addison. '!'he Jlewtonian 
1 Elton, Surver ot En«lish Literature 1I!O-ll80, II, 
270; also see below, pp.28~1, aad ~ tor Bo Ins rote's, 
Bu.e's, and Johnson's agreeaents with this observation; and 
see Voltaire, Oeuvres, XVIII, 1-7· 
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reaction to cartesian • .. taphTaioa• had reached the poetr,y ot 
'l'haaon and Pope; and the develoJ)IIent of Hobbes 1 and Locke •s 
attacks on hypothetical reasoning had been dealt with b7 the 
philosophera Mandeville, Shatteabur,v, and Berkele7. 
Closer to the vein or true hiator,v were those seven-
teenth centur,y chronicles or England gathered in a tradition 
that went back to the sixteenth centur,v, culainating in the 
arid wealth or Foedera. Par more readable, 1t leas hiatori-
cal, ia the be'f7 of biographies and .. moire defending and at-
tacking peraonal1 tie a or the ci 'fil ware: Margaret Cavendiab •a 
defenae of her husband, the D~ of •ewoaatle; LUC7 Hutobin-
son1a ""M""e·•-o.i-.re .. ~ ColoMl Hutchiuon, a portrait of the Puri-
tan aide; and Richard Baxter's autobiograph7 and bia Breviate 
or tbe lite or his apouae were atrongl7 apiritual in their 
apologies tor the Puritan aide. Alao, of course, in bio-
graphy and autobiography muat be re .. abered the 11a117 abort 
livea b7 Walton and Aubre7 and tbe Journals or PeP78 and Eve-
17ft· 
Clarendon'• Riatorz of~ Rebellion, while, like the 
Journals and .. moira of the age, it waa perhaps more concer~~~~~d 
with personalities than with politics, outreaches other aucb 
work or hia geu.ration both in formalit7 and nobilit7 of bia-
tor,y. Obvioual7 in 8Japath7 with the ro7al aide, the Biatorz 
~lh! Rebellion waa univeraa117 considered b7 the later hia-
toriana aa a reference to the ti.-a. 'l'heae later hiatoriana 
took iaaue with Clarendon at aaa. pointe, but tbe7 often paid 
reapect to hia .. rita aomewhat in thia •nner of Huae: 
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The pert'ol'II&Dce does honour to his ••o17; and, except 
Wbitlocke 1s .. aorials, is the aost candid account or those 
tiMs coapoaed b7 any conteapora17 author.l 
The appearance or Clarendon's Hiatorz in 1702-170• is 
supposed to baYe inspired Gilbert Burnet "with the thought or 
2 
emulating his great predecessor in his own field." Burnet 
aight not have equalled his noble conteaporar,r in urbanit7, 
but he did aore than equal b1a in adYancing the tora and 
spirit or the centur:r's histor:r. Like 118.117 or the subsequent 
historians ot llnglancl, Burnet turned to a ll'rencbaan tor a 
working aodel. De Thou in his Historiae £!.!_ 'l'eaporis, aore 
than Clarendon, is said to ba.e tarnished Burnet with an ap-
proach to •thod and utter. Burnet's avoidance ot length7 
concern with battles and campaigns is said to have been an 
3 
intluence ot De 'l'bou. Burnet, like Clarendon, was heaY1l7 
used b7 the later writers; but being a Whig and a Latitudina-
rian, he was sneered at b7 aost ot the Tory High ChurchMn, 
troa Switt to Johnson. B7 a aodern historian he baa been 
called "the best llnglisb historian ot the earl7 Enlighten-
4 
•nt.• 
II. IA'l'IOIAL HISTORIES BY EIGLISBJIIEN 
White hnnett and Laurence Echard, during the tirst 
1 Bistorz 9! Bnslancl, VII, •27. 
2 A. w. Ward, "Hill tori cal aRCl Political Writers I II eu-
bridse Bistorz 9! English Literature, IX, 228. -
3 Ibid. 
-
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two deoades or the eighteenth centur,y, turned seriousl7 to 
writing histories or England. One does not have to read tar 
into their volu.aa to realize that they bear the same rela-
tionship to the histories ot Hwae and Gibbon as the Dictionary 
ot Rathaniel Baile7, troa the period ot these earl7 histories, 
bears to Johnson's or the generation ot &1.1118 and Gibbon. This 
does not mean that the7, &n7 more than Baile7 1s Universal 
Etyaological Enslish Dictionarz, are not without some merit. 
!be7 at least helped the later historians b7 working over the 
ll&terial. Bu.. and Saollett acknowledged debts to these 
pioneer national historians. 
White Keanett was not without some preparation tor the 
heavil7 Whig flavored Coapleat History ot England ot 17o6 that 
was to bear his naae. When be was still eo• thing ot a stu-
' dent at Oxtord, be was eaploJed b7 Anthoft7 a Wood to collect 
epitaphs and notices ot eainent Oxtord men; be was turned 
violentl7 against poper,y and ultill&tely against the preten-
1 
sions or the Jacobitea b7 the policies or James II. In 1705, 
aaae booksellers undertook a collection ot the beat books on 
English hiato:ey. Their first intentions were to bring the 
histo1"7 clown aa tar aa the reign or Charles II. P'inall7, 
they induced Kennett to write a continuation to the times or 
Anne; this continuation aacle up the third volume ot the £2!-
pleat Biatorz. Besides writing the third volume, Kennett 
aeeaa to have been the chier ca.piler ot the collection which 
1 '!'h011pson Cooper, Dictionarz E!_ Rational Biography. 
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1 
is notable tor containing IUlton'• Hi1tory ot Britain. While 
Kennett bas been called a "painstaking and laborious anti-
quar,r,• his compilation was aot accepted as objective history. 
It was i..ediately attacked by the Jacobite& tor its politi-
2 
cal leanings. For a time, however, it was regarded as 10M-
thing ot an authority; and a new edition was published in 
1719· In 17•0, Roger •orth dealt with it at length in a aeri-
3 
ous but deprecator.r critioiaa. 
A rival to Kennett's Coapleat History was the work ot 
a Lincoln prebendar,r, Laurence Bcbard. Echard 'a History ~ 
Ensland !E.!!!! .!:e! First Entrance~ Julius Caesar (1707-18), 
while it received much adverse criticism, retained popularity 
until it was superseded by the English translation ot Rapin'a 
If. 
history. It was on a smaller scale than Kennett's and ex-
tended only to the eatablisbaent or William and Mary, but it 
was all the work ot Echard. •orth allowed ita •excellency" 
5 
only in its "coming atter a worse.• It is said to be chiefly 
remarkable tor ita inclusion ot Captain Lindsey's account ot 
cro ... ll's interview with the devil on the aorning ot the 
6 
battle ot Worcester. 
1 Ward, .22· ill·• P• 261. 
2 Thompson Cooper, ,22• ill· 
3 Ward, !e!· ill· 
If. G. P. Russell Barker, Dictionary ~ •ational !.!.2-
graphy. 
5 Ward, ,22• ill•• PP• 262-63. 
' 
6 Russell Barker, .22· .!!.!.!· 
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John Ol~xon, who 1a d1at1ngu1ahed by h1a place in 
the Dunciad, covered a aubatantial atretch or the national 
1 
past 1n a nuaber or hiatorical worka. Oldmixon'a Critical 
Biato;r waa a strong Whig ettort to set the facta or hiatory 
in their true light and to attack the views or the much dis-
cussed Clarendon and the more recent Echard. Be defended 
Biahop Bumet. When he broupt out bia next hiatory, cover-
ing the reigns ot the Stuarts, be added to the political fire 
by accuaing the editors ot Clarendon's work ot altering the 
text to suit their political purpoaea. Oldmixon waa an ac-
2 
t1ve aupporter of' the Walpole adainiatration. Thus, whatever 
waa the historical value ot these histories by Clarendon, 
Burnet, Kennett, Echard, and Oldaixon, their chief' reason tor 
being aeeu to have been that ot serving political propaganda. 
Much that waa in these histories auggeata the character ot 
Switt 'a !h! Biatoq £!.. lh!. !2!!£ .l!:!!ll Years £!.. ~ Quee3 ( 1713) 
which by Cbeatertield waa called a political pamphlet. 
Thoaa Carte waa more ot a conteaporary than a tore-
runner ot the llicl•century historians. Be died in 175~. the 
year ot publication ot Hu.e'a t1rat voluae ot hiatory. 
Carte's General Biatoq !l! England (17~7-55) waa planned to 
2 Ward, .22· cit., p. 266 and G. A. Aitkin, Dictionaq 
ot Rational Bios;rap&. 
3 Lettera, III, 1217. 
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cover the histor7 or England traa the beginning to the Resto-
ration. His death stopped hia history at 1654. Carte, 
for his tt.e, used well the research aacbinery, but he lacked 
any philosophical view. Perhaps •oat remarkable about h~ 
was his violent Jacobite IJIIp&thJ'; dangerous tor the t1•, be 
1 
praised the Pretender. While Carte was acknowledged as a 
reference by Hu.e and S•ollett, because of hie political ex-
traMness he was often abused. l"ielding led an attack of 
wits against Carte because of that historian's assertion in 
2 
his first volu.e the tact of a cure by the 8 king's touch.• 
III. RAPIJI 1S HI.S'l'OIBE D'AXOLE'!'!BRE 
All these attempts at a history of England, tr~ that 
of Kennett to that of Carte, show their deticienciea when 
ooaparad with the work of Paul de Rap in, Sieur de 'l'boyraa. 
Rapin'• Hiato1re d'Angleterra, published at 'l'be Hague in 
3 
1724, reaches down to the death or Charles I. Until Hu.e •a 
history, Rapin is said to have •a~ost held the field"; and 
272. 
1 Elton, Survey £! ED&liah Literature, 1730-1780, II, 
2 Wilbur L· Cross, 'l'be B1atorz ot Hin:l 
87. Carte's collaborat1on1irt6 tbi re'Cogn ze 
'l'b011aa Hearne and the scholarlr Dr. Richard llead in an edi-
tion ot de 'l'bou (7 vola., 1733} associated him with the old 
idea in history. 
3 It was continued in Prancb by David Durand (1734) to 
the Revolution ot 1688; Bicholas ~indal translated it with ad-
clitional notes in 15 volUMe (1723-31); ~ha.as Lediard added 
the reigns ot William and Jlary and Anne; in 1744-45 Tindal 
published in English a continuation trom the Revolution to the 
accession ot George II. In all, tbe history and continuations 
amounted to 28 volumes. (Cambridit! Biatorz ot English Litera-
ture, IX, 263.) -
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to Hume and others this "laborious chronicler" furnished def-
1 
ini te guidance • Voltaire thought well of Rapin and used him 
2 
extensively for the English sections of his Essai ~ les Moeurs. 
Hume respected Rapin; and Smollett and Goldsmith acknowledge some 
but not all of their debt to him. These last two, through Hume 
and Voltaire, often used Rapin when they were not aware of doing 
so. Goldsmith expressed his dissatisfaction with Rapin's handling 
of some of the English kings; he was especially annoyed by the way 
Rapin found fault with James I. For all this, Goldsmith called 
3 
the Frenchman "injudicious." Fielding seems to have read Rapin. 
He corrected him, though respectfully, for what Fielding thought 
4 
was an error in Rapin's history dealing with feaudalism. 
IV. SUMMARY 
These early attempts by such as Kennett, Echard, and 
Oldmixon show that the interest in national history did not 
have to wait for the mid-century philosophic historians. So 
far, however, the historians were fairly old-fashioned. They 
readily used such histories as that of John Milton to fill 
their paste and scissor volumes. The value of these histories 
1 Elton, .QP.• cit., p. 271. 
2 See Crane and Warner, "Goldsmith and Voltaire's Essai 
~ ~ Moeurs," Modern Language Notes XXXVIII (Feb. 1923), 65-76. 
3 See below, p. 266. Hume, before he had written any 
history, also found Rapin a little rough on the Stuarts; but, 
unlike Goldsmith, he described the historian as "the most ju-
dicious of historians.'' (Essays, p. 491.) 
4 Preface to "An Inquiry into the Causes of the Late In-
crease of Robbers, etc.," Works (1903), XIII, 12. We know, at 
least, that Fielding owned a copy of Rapin's history. (See be-
low, p. 114.) 
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as records and tor historical viewpoint was reduced by the 
raucous party politics that they Gontained. These early his-
torians, however, did break ground in uncovering soae or the 
sources that the next generation or more creative historians 
were glad to use; and often tbay, themselves, were used as 
sources by the "enlightened" historians ot the mid-century. 
Pinally, the first respectable history ot England, Rapin 's 
Bistoire d'Angleterre (1723-25), was translated and enlarged 
tor English readers; and b7 the 171f.O's Rapin dominated Eng-
lish history. '!'he scene was set tor Huae. 
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CHAPrElt III 
DIMC'r 011' '1'IIB PRILOSOPBES 
I. HISTORY AS LI'fDA'l'URE 
Perhaps in no other ti .. baa the writing ot hiator,y 
been regarded aa auoh ar part ot literature as it waa in tbe 
eighteenth century. It waa natural to apeak ot it aa a 
1 
branch ot literature. 'l'he leading teaturea ot the 11 terar,y 
at7le ot the day were carried over aa the cbiet quality ot 
2 
tbe period's historiography. Cbeatertield, one ot the aoat 
style conscious aen ot the age, who read and wrote about a 
great deal ot biator,r, bad auob to aay about tbe literar.r 
aerita ot biatoriea. Writing to h1a aon about a soon tortb-
coaing hiator.r ot Guatavua Adolpbua by hia aon'a tormer tutor, 
Mr. Harte, Cbeatertield c~nda the work tor ita "abundant 
and. authentic ~~ateriala which have never yet appeared" but 
3 
wiabea that it bad been •aore correct and elegant" in style. 
Atter the work had been published, the Lord accounts tor ita 
tailure to "take at all" by ita •execrable" style: 
Where the devil be picked. it up, I cannot conceive, 
tor it ia a bad atyle, ot a new and singular kind; it ia 
tall ot Latiniau, Gall1ciaaa, Germaniaaa, and all i ... 
but Angliciaae; in •~ places poapoua, in other places 
vulgar and low. 
1 Black, !1!!, !£! £! Hiatorz, p. 15. 
2 !!:!.!!·, pp. 17-19. 
3 Letters, III, 1252· 
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In tbe sa.e letter he ca..eDds Robertson's listorz ~ ~­
land: 
'l'bere is a hiatol'J' latel:r co• out, ••• written b:r 
one Robertson, a Scotchaan, which tor clearness, pur1t:r, 
and dignit;r ot at:rle, I will not scruple to coapare with 
the beat historians extant• not excepting Davila, Ouicci-
ardini, and perhaps Li v:r. 
With such a preoccupation with st:rle in the air, it is not 
surprising that the springboard ot the "new histol'J'" should be 
a group like Bolingbroke, Voltaire, and Montesquieu. While 
quite otten tbe critics ot the oeBtur:r would voice the .. elvea 
as opposed to certain features ot these writers, rarel:r in-
deed was there a negative appraisal ot their literar:r ettects. 
II. BOLIKOBROD 
Whatever tbe sincerit:r ot the several historical works 
that Lord Bolingbroke wrote, those that were published had 
much to do with wordins the idea ot histor:r that characterized 
the aid-centur:r. P'ew historical shibboleths are better known 
that his pronounce .. nt ot the definition ot histor:r as philo-
aoph;r teaching b:r exuaplea. Because Bolingbroke, atter the 
Whigs took over under George I, was not able to express all 
,l Ibid., PP• 1253-5\. 'fwice Cheatertield tiDd.s tavor 
with BenaurtTa L'Bietoire Cbrono!:li]ue de la Prance because 
it is "enl1 vened ti:r BOlle pre hi uat re?Iectlona." (Ibid., 
I, 362 and • • • to 1&1'4 Bptingdon, p. 29. ) It r.-
interea 's liisroi7, reviewed in 'l'he Critical Re-
view 1759 , probabl;r b:r Saollett, was praised and coi= 
aeiined much aa.e tel'llll as Cheatertield 1 a. '!'be st:rle 
was described as too cUttaae, ea'barrasaed with parentheses, 
stittenect-1fith attected pbraaes, and interlarded with foreign 
words and idioms.• Robertson's hiator:r was praised tor st:rle 
in !be Critical Review in a review acknowledged b:r Smollett. 
(SeiiCritical Review, P'eb. 1729.) 
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bia political views openly, perbapa his biatorica1 writings 
were to a large extent covert .. ana ot expressing ideas that 
he dared not express more directly. But the tact that so 
much that he said about histor.y appears so soundly a voice ot 
his ase and that so many ot the other writers followed him 1n 
his dictates points to the t.portance of his utterances how-
ever insincere and inconsistent he might have been. 
Bolingbroke saw historical writing in the England of 
his day very much as later more objective historian• saw it: 
Our nation has furnished ua ample and as important mat-
ter, good or bad, tor history as any nation under the sun; 
and yet we must yield the palm in writing history most 
certainly to the Italians and to the Prencb, and I tear 
e.,.n to tbe Gel'lll&ns. '.rbe olll.y two pieces ot history we 
have, in any respect to be compared with the ancients, 
are the reign of Henry VII, by my Lord Bacon, and the 
histor.r of our civil wars b7 your noble ancestor, my Lord 
Chancellor Clarendon. But we have no general history to 
be compared with some ot the other countries; neither 
have we, which I l ... nt much more, particular histories, 
except the two I have .. ntioned, nor writers ot memorials, 
nor collectors of monusenta and anecdotes to vie in num-
ber or in •rit with those that foreign nations can boast 
. • . 1 
In many places 1n his writings Bolingbroke suggested ways by 
which this secondar.r place of England could be improved. His 
evaluation ot materials tor histor.r; ot methods of histor,r; 
and of the uses of history was picked up and re-voiced or put 
into operation by writers of history on both sides of the 
Channel. 
Bolingbroke had two ulterior political motives that he 
could serve in his political writings: to justify, and at 
1 Quoted by Ward, CallbriY! History Ef. English Litera-
!!!:!_, IX, 254 • 
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the same tiae clear hiaselt, tor b1s past in politics; to at-
tack as tar as it was possible and sate the Walpole administra-
tion. In ! DiueTtation upon Parties, Letters ,2!! .!1h! StudY 
aDd !l!!. ot Hiatorz, ! Letter ,2!! !!!!_ Spirit ot Patriotism, ~ 
Idea !]! .! Patriot J.!5, So• Reflections .2!! E!!. Present State 
!]! .!1h! llation, and Reaarks ..2! E!!. Bistorz 51! England he did 
much toward both or these ends. At the sa. ti•, however, 
he said much about hiator,r: the events or hiator,r, the writ-
ing or histor,r, and the reading or histor,r. 
Bolingbroke was also motiY&ted toward historical mat-
ters by his philosophic or religious inclinationa. These are 
the directions, more than political, in which he earned so 
much distrust and repulsion or his countrymen. As Goldsmith 
observed, Bolingbroke's politics and religion rarely were 
satisfactory to the same people: 
Those whom his politics 11a7 please, will be sure to 
conde.n hia tor his religion; and on the contrar,r, those 
moat strongly attached to his theological opinions, are 
moat likely to decry his politica.l 
Goldsai th, like aan;r, higbl7 considered Bolingbroke as a po-
litical writer, but tempered his adlliration tor hilll as a 
moralist. The Dissertation on Parties Goldsmith considered 
2 -
"inimitable," and Bolingbroke's political work, in general, 
3 
to Goldsmith was such that "tew can equal, and none can exceed." 
1 "Lite ot Bolingbroke," Works, III, 399· 
2 Ibid., P• Jt.35· 
-
3 ~·• P• 4Jt.2. 
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But Qoldlllith thought Boliqbroke, as a moralist "having en-
1 
deavoured at too much, se ... to have done nothing." Boling-
broke's rationalistic attacks on revealed religion, sacred 
history, and the JU.Chinery ot tbe church associated hill 
closely with the French writers like Voltaire and with much 
that was to characterize Buae. In religious matters it is 
not ditticult to see that Bol1qbrok8 was very much in line 
with the "new history," at the same time shocking to many ot 
his fellow-countrymen like P1eld1q and Johnson. Even his 
adairer and defender Gol4 .. 1th waa critical ot Bolingbroke's 
ecclesiastical crit1c1aar 
In mentioning eccleaiaatical history, be gives his 
opinion very freely upoa the subJect ot the divine origi-
nal ot the sacred books, which he supposes to have no 
such foundation. 'l'h1a aew a7atea ot thinking, which be 
had always propagated 1a conversation, and which be now 
began to adopt in bia more labored coapoai tiona, seeaed 
in no way supported b7 bia acuteness or his learning. He 
began to reflect aerioualy on these subJects too late in 
life, and to suppose those obJections very new and un-
answerable which bad '-•n alrea¢r confuted by thousands.2 
Whatever the net value ot the tame that Bolingbroke 
acquired, be baa been recognised aa having JU.de certain 
definite contributions to eighteenth century lite and litera-
ture. In practical poli tiel be was the "rising hope of that 
section ot the Opposition whoae political creed had been 
learned trom the Crattaman.• And during the late 1730's the 
enthusiasts ot the Opposition that followed the heir-apparent, 
except Pitt, Rregarded Bolingbroke with superstitious 
1 Ibid. 
-
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1 
reverence.• The triple purpoae ot his "Patriot King" (estab-
lishing Bolingbroke with the heir-apparent, berating the ad-
ministration, and furnishing the "Patriots" with a "war cr.r 
and a gospel") prospered so well through the '\O'a and '50 1a 
that it tinall7 becue the ideal ot George III. In Boling-
broke's writings on parties, e~n though be was arguing hia 
own case, be is said to have "grasped the. central tact that 
there waa no real division ot principle between the two par-
ties, and that there waa a wide ground which tbe7 had in coa-
2 
aon." He baa been recognized aa a pioneer in advancing 
• several ingenious theories Which were not loat on Hume and 
3 
Hallaa." A a a historian, he us been further praiaed: 
Bolingbroke • • • was the firat to divert English 
historical inqu1r,r froa tbe 4ead to the living; perbapa 
it aight be aaaerted, more llroadl)', that he was the first 
English writer to recognize and illustrate the cardinal 
principles of the eontinuit7 or histor,r.4 
Another acca.plis~nt ot Bolingbroke was that of earning a 
proaiunt place aaong thoae who were reviled aa voices ot ir-
religion. or couree, he waa held responsible tor the unortho-
doX)' ot Pope's Baaaz 9.! !!e• 'fhe publication ot hia works, 
right atter his death in 175\, waa shocking to •D7 Engliah-
•n, even to aoae who aight have been called mild Deiata. 'l'o 
1 John c. Collina, Bolingbroke, !Historical Stu4Y, pp. 
168 and 169. 
2 A. L. Smith, "English Political Philosoph)' in the 17th 
and 18th Centuries," Caabrid&! !lodern Ria tory, VI, . 819. 
3 Collins, £2• ~·· p. 151. 
4 Schloaaer, cited b)' Jl, Broach, Lord Bol1~broq ~ 
!!!, Vhisa g 'l'oriea seiner~. p. 296. QuoteC!:r Va~ 
op. cit., p. 253· 
--
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tbe orthodox churcn.en, like JohDaon, the occasion called tor 
full blasts or fury and disgust: 
Sir, be was a scoundrel, and a coward: a scoundrel tor 
charging a blunderbuss against religion and aoralit7; a 
coward because he had not resolution to tire it ott hia-
selt, but lett halt a crown to a beggarl7 Scotcbaan, to 
draw the trigger after bis deatb.l 
The whole country was in a te~nt ot astonishment and anger. 
Bever betore bad such a proa1nent Engl1abllan assailed tbe 
2 
natioul faith. JPi:nall7, Bolingbroke baa been "general17 as-
au.ed" to have been tbe •intellectual rather in the subJect 
3 
ot history• to Voltaire. Again, it is said that Voltaire re-
garded Bolingbroke with teel1aca as near reverence "as it waa 
-possible tor hia to attain.• Also traced to Bolingbroke baa 
been "that great revolution in tbe study or history which 
found ita first e~hatic eXPression in Montesquieu," and 
"acarcel7 a chapter in Gibbon's great work in which his Bol-
5 
ingbroke'a influence ia not discernible." 
The uncertaint7 of Bolingbroke's reputation and f ... , 
in spite of the great adulation of a&n7 of his contemporaries, 
began taking shape even 'before hie death. The publication of 
hie religious writings after hie death arouaed such a ques-
tioning of his religious ideas that .any of his admirers 
1 Boswell, Life f1! lobJa!on, I, 160. 
2 Collins, £!• cit., p. 182. 
3 Black, $!· ~·· p. 31 
-Collins, ~·· p. 15. 
5 Ibid. 
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turned agaiut h1Jl. Chesterfield, alwa;va a high adairer or 
Bolingbroke aa a superb at;vlist, as early as 1749 lamented 
1 
his fellow Lord's inconstancy while at almost the same ti.e 
he wished his aoa to be •nothing better than what he [Boling-
2 
broke] ia now." In 1751 he &pin wrote to his son: "I would, 
upon llf3' word, much rather that ;vou had Lord Bol1agbroke • a 
style, and eloquence, in speakimg and writing, than all the 
learning of' the Acadellf3' or Sciences, the Royal Society, and 
3 
the two Universities united." (Ot course, besides praise tor 
Bolingbroke, here we have scae of' Chesterfield's contempt tor 
a certain kind ot learning.) Always praising Bolingbroke aa 
a historical writer, in 1752 Chesterfield acknowledged in 
Bolingbroke a special kind or hiatocy that Bolingbroke had 
challlpioned in his .Q.!! ~ Stug ,!!! .!!!.!. !}! History (the book 
that Chesterfield had in llind when he wrote this letter): 
so .. people load their .. aories indiscriminately with 
historical tacta, as otbera do their staaacha with tood; 
and briag out the one, &Del bring up the other, ent1rel;v 
crude and Ulldigested. You will tind in Lord Bolingbroke • s 
book ankiata1lible specific against this epidell1ca1 com-
plaiat.~ 
While in Pebruacy, 1752, Bolingbroke waa still •o1111is homo" 
to Cbestertield, 1D 1754, atter reading Bolingbroke's Philo-
sophical B:eaaz, the great letter writer, af'ter years of' en-
couraging his aon to read the politest of' all Ciceroniana, 
1 Letters, III, 1-1-42. 
2 ~·• I, 275· 
3 Ibid., p. 376. 
-
carefully wrote: "I shall not reco ... nd to ;you the reading ot 
1 
that work.• It seems that even Chestertield 1s diluted ortho-
dox;y could not reco...nd Bolingbroke 1 s irreligion to ;young 
minds. 
In Goldsmith there is a suggestion, a very evasive one 
it is true, of a very mild conflict between a •rationalistic• 
religion and a aillple, pious orthodoxy. '!'he differences be-
tween his evaluation ot Bolingbroke and that of Chesterfield 
are only 1n degree. In his "'!'he Augustan Age ot England" 
Goldaaith allowed no equal tor Bolingbroke as a political 
writer, but he proclaimed Bolingbroke as a philosopher "ill 
2 
qualified, being destitute of virtue." Here, as he did wher-
ever he co ... nted on Bolingbroke, he praised him tor his 
s t7le. And Goldalli th 1 s characterization ot Bolingbroke in 
!!!!, Historz ot England detiaitel;y resembles a low pitched re-
mark b7 Chesterfield: 
a man ot great eloqueace and greater ambition, enterpris-
ing, restless, active, aa4 haughty, with so• wit and 
little principle.3 
In his "Lite ot Bolingbroke" (1770) Goldsmith was able to be 
more favorable to his aubJecti, as any good hack-writer can on 
occasion. Whatever the reason, in Goldsllith 1 a "Lite,. Boling-
broke came ott rather well. Be appears to be a man ot honor 
"' 
and integr1t7; and be was "couonant with hiuelt to the 
1 Ibid., II, 596-97· 
-
2 '!'he Bee, (Works, I, 155)· 
--
3 IV, 137 • 
II- Works, III, ll-28. 
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l 
1a1t." But the journali•t did acknowledge the tact that his 
subject was "properer tor our wonder than our 11111tation, more 
to be teared than e1teeaed11 and was a being motivated by too 
2 
great ambition. 
B7 others, Bolingbroke wa• 1011etilles respected, •o•-
tilles mistrusted, and acaetbles delpiaed. Smollett was 
tairly objectiTe with Bolingbroke. In his characterization 
ot Bolingbroke in his histor,y he could 1ee the good and the 
bad; he de1cribed the Lord re1id1ng at Battersea "seemingly 
1eque1tered troa the tuault• or a public lite•: 
where be wa1 viaited lilat a sainted shrine by all the dil-
tinguiahed votar1e1 or wit, eloquence, and political aa-
bition. 'l'bere he waa cultivated and adm1red tor the 
elegance or his •annera, and the char.. ot his conver•a-
tion.3 
L:vttel ton aclmowled.pd that Bolingbroke, with men like War-
burton and Pope, had. pre-e11pted all or philoaophy, poetr,y, 
and ancient and aoclern hiator,y and had lett tor the Lyttelton• 
nothing but the "rubbish ot Konkiah Annale" and "rude Gothic 
-ruine." Pielding adaitted his prejudice again1t the doctria.s 
ot Bolingbroke's philosophical works, but aclmowlel!sed the 
"hisbeat and 1trongest prepoa1ession in tavour ot the abi1i-
5 
ties or the author." Dr. Jabnlon, aa usual, does not straddle 
1 Ibid., P• --0. 
-
2 Ibid. I p. --1 
-
3 Continuation 91.l!!!. Biatorz .2! Bns1and, III, -· 
- Jleaoira and CorreapoDdence, I, 18.\. 
5 "A Pragant ot a C01111ent on Lord Bolingbroke, 11 Worka 
(182-), XII, -.1. 
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the issue. Because the word "traupire" was f'irat used in 
1 
English by Bolingbroke, Johnson reportedly condemned it. 
III • VOLTAIRE 
It would be dif'f'icult to ignore Voltaire and Montes-
quieu in any discussion of English eighteenth century 
historical interests. 'l'hese two :rrenchllen spent 111lpress1on-
able years in England. They saw and studied in England much 
o~ the .social and political phenomena that they were later to 
write so much and so adllliringly about. '!'hey became intillate 
with many of' the leading political and. litenry personages. 
With these people they exchanged literary, political, and. 
philosophical ideas. After their stays in England, they cor-
responded. with many EngliahMn; and they were sought out in 
respectful if' not reverential visits by people like Walpole, 
Goldsmith, Gibbon, and Boswell. Their works were published 
and favorably received in Britain; Smollett helped edit Vol-
taire 'a works and Goldsll1 th wrote his biography. HUJUt was 
instrumental in publishing an Ediburgh ed.ition of' Montesquieu's 
Esprit des k2!!• Voltaire and Montesquieu were constantly 
being singled out f'or com.nt by all kinds of' writers. And 
by people like Johnson they were heartily despised. as per-
sonifications of' the new insidious concepts of' sociology, 
politics, and religion. :rinally, their historical views were 
seriously considered by the whole generation of historians. 
1 Boswell, Johnson, II, 2~5· 
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Voltaire aeeaed quite aware or hia pioneering on the 
frontier ot the "new history." Like Bolingbroke, he had little 
more than conte~t tor the aaJorit7 ot historians up to his 
1 
tiM. Be has been acknowledged as tbe inventor ot tbe "philo-
2 
aopb7 ot hiator,r," a phrase that to Voltaire meant not the 
meaning it has today, but tbe .. aning ot philosophical his-
tory. Hi a J: .. ai ..!.'.!£ .!!.! Jloeura ( 1756) is "generally regarded 
3 
aa tbe first universal hiator,r in the true sense ot the tel'll." 
In bia articles on history in the Enczclop!die and Diction-
na1re pbiloaopbigue be expounded in round teras the gospel ot 
the old and new in history. 
Voltaire reacted war.l7 to the influence ot Boling-
broke • When he was in England, he wrote about Bolingbrolce to 
his friend ~iot: 
J'ai trouve dana cet ~lustre Anglaia toute 1 1erudi-
tion de son pays et toute la pol1 tease clu notre. Cet 
ha.ae, qui a paaae toute sa vie dana lee plaiaira et 
dana lea artairea, a trouve pourtant le moyen de tout ap-
prendre et de tout reten1r. 11 sait 1 1biatoire dee an-
ciens Egyptiena o~ celle d'Angleterre; il poeaide 
Virgile co ... Jlilton; i1 •t.e la poeeie Ang1aiae, la 
Prantaiae et l'Ital1eJIJ18 .4 
'l'hia teat1aoft7 to Boliq'Droke 1 e charas in learning and coaao-
po1itaniam no doubt could baY. been added to by Voltaire in 
teras or Bolingbroke's wealth and power, his wit ancl social 
1 See "Reaarques sur 1 1hiatoire," Oeuvres, XXXVI, JJo1. 
2 Bur,r, ~· .!ll·, P• 153. 
3 Barnes, ~· ill·• P• 153· 
IJ Oeuvres, XLVI, 63-61J. 
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charms, his dazzling originality ot thought, his CJDicism 
toward established ideas, and UllJ' other points of faecina-
tion -- all ot which muet have been 1mpreaaive to the young 
Prencbaan. In the dedication ot Brutua to Bolingbroke, Vol-
taire says that the Engliahaan could give him lessons in 
Prench as well aa in Kftgliah: "m'apprendiez ~ moins .! rendre 
i .!! langue cette force .!.! cette enersie qu 'inapire 1! noble 
1 
11berte ~ penaer." Bolingbroke 'a .Q!! .!?!!!, ~ tuq ,!M !f.!! E!_ 
History is said to have inapired Voltaire; and his historical 
dissertations in general are said to have had a definite in-
fluence on the Essai sur lea Koeura, the Essai sur le Pyrrho-
-- 3--
.::;ni;:.:S::;;::-~· ~ 1 1Hiatoire, and the Siecle ~ Louis !!! . Boling-
broke and the Dowager Dueheaa of Marlborough are said to ha'9'8 
furnished the young Voltaire with "much uaetul intoi'II&tion" 
• tor hia Charles B.!. Throughout Voltaire 1 a record of ideaa 
the influence ot hia distinguished English friend baa been 
seen: 
253· 
But there is, we think, a distinction to be drawn be-
tween what he [Voltaire] derived from observation and 
study, and what he derived imalediately from his inter-
courae with Bolingbroke. What he saw and read, sent him 
from our shores a master ia the niceties ot our language 
••• the champion ot civil and intellectual liberty, the 
cUaoiple and exponent ot Locke and Hewton. Prom Boling-
broke he learned the application ot those atudiea. Be 
1 Ibid., I, 309· 
2 Ward, Oaabrids! Biatorz st English Literature, IX, 
3 Collins, Voltaire, p. 120 • 
• Ibid •, p • 93 • 
-
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e .. rged traa the school or Loote and Newton a logician 
and a philosppber. Re e•rge4 troa the school ot Boling-
broke the Prince ot Iconoclast. and the Apostle ot Scep-
ticisa. It was Bolingbroke who taupt hia to pervert 
the "Esaa;y on the Buaan Understanding" into a vindication 
ot aaterialisa, and the "Kovua Organon" into a satire on 
Mtaph;ysica.l 
Looked at troa any angle, Voltaire's stay in England, 
troa 1726 to 1728, was a decisift phase or his career. His 
alread;y tame as a poet and his previous acquaintanceship with 
Atterbur;y, bishop ot Ro9hester, and with Bolingbroke were 
enough to get bia introducti01'l8. As Gold•ith expressed it, 
"his own .. rit was enoup to procure the rest.• It is said 
that when he quitted England in 1729 "there was scarcel;y a 
single person or distinction, either in letters or politics, 
2 
with wh011 he was not pereou.ll;y acquainted. He was triendl;y 
with all political factions; his close intiaacy with Boling-
broke and Pope did not prevent hia, when in financial straits, 
2 Collins, Voltaire 1! England, p. 197· 
- ~-
troa receiving a puree troa the king. And he waa presented 
l 
at court. The king and queen u well aa the heads or all the 
noble taailiea subscribed to the Benriade. Voltaire changed 
2 
tbe dedication ot thia epic troa Louie XV to Queen Caroline. 
At the end or Chan. I or the poea Voltaire pays an extremely 
high coapliaent to England. 
Aaong the iaportant accoapliahaenta ot Voltaire's atay 
in England was hia exposure to the enthuaiaaa tor Newton that 
was very auch in the air. :rrewton's death in 1727, which 
called tor a royal funeral, signalized a tremendous outburst 
ot pr&1ae tor his accoapl1aJmenta. Voltaire was fortunate 
soon atter arriving in England in aeeting Dr. Saauel Clarke, 
who was one ot the toreaoat :rrewtoniana. Voltaire tells us 
3 
that be had several oonterea.a with Clarke in 1126. Vol-
taire becaM a devoted disciple ot the gospel or Newton, even 
though, 
respect 
unlike aoat ot the :rrewtonians, he did not lose his 
4 
tor Descartes. Alao while in England Voltaire 'bee ... 
an enthusiastic disciple ot Locke. Locke's psychology coaple-
Mnted Bewton 1a physica in closing the gates ot the "c!reaa-
land ot .. taphyaics, and banished the vaulting aabition ot a 
5 -priori certainties,• and thus directed Voltaire thoroughly on 
l ~., pp. 25 and -1. 
2 ~., P• 7-· 
3 See Jlorley, .!!!, • ill· , p . 66. 
4 'tettres .!.!!£.!!! Anslaia," Oeuvres, XXIV, 67-73· 
5 Jlorley, .!!!, • ill.. , p. 70. 
hia way to empiricism. He wrote 1D a letter: 
Il taut avouer ••• que quelqu'un qui a lu Locke, ou 
plutot qui eat aon Locke a aoi-.-ae, doit trouver lea 
Platon des diacoureura et rien de plua. J'avoue qu'en 
fait de philoaophie, un chapitre de Locke oy de Clarke 
eat, par rapport au bavardase de,l'antiquite ce que l'op-
tique de Bewton eat par rapport a celle de Deacartea.l 
Again, he called Bewton, Clarke, and Locke, along with Le 
Clerc, "!!!.!. plu~ grandll philowophea !!. l!J. meilleurea pl!lll!a 
de~ teapa." 
The reaponae to Voltaire aaong English writers waa 
usually very favorable. Chesterfield waa a hearty admirer. 
In a letter to hia aon, OctOber -· 1752, be aaid that be had 
read the Siecle four t1•a, and each ttae he read Vol t&ire 
hia ada1rat1on turned to aatoaiabaent; he broadened hia 
pra1ae: "There ia no one kind of wr1 ting in which be bad 
3 
not excelled." To Voltaire he wrote of hia pleasure in read-
ing the S1eole: 
' Que je voua apa1a gre aur tour, Monsieur, du joura 
dana lequel voua avez ~• lea folies et lea fureura dea 
aectea! Voua eaployaz contr. cea foua ou cea illlPOateura 
lea anaea conver_;blea; d'en eaployer d'autrea ce aeroit 
lea iaiter ••• 
Gibbon called Volt&iN the 110at extraordinary aan of the ase, 
5 
whoa he aa a young un had the satisfaction of visiting. Gib-
bon, however, found fault with Voltaire aa a historian in hia 
1 Oeuvres, XLVI, 5-5· 
2 "Lettrea aur .!!.!. Aft8la1f," Oeuvres, XXIV, 32. 
3 Selected Letters, PP· 279·8o. 
- Letters, III, 1033· 
5 "Meaoira," JUscellaneoua Works, p. -6. 
/ 
"talae and contradictory concluaione concerning ancient bia-
1 2 
toey" and hi a careleaaneaa in bia uae ot tacta. Toward the 
Siecle, iutead ot the aatoniahMnt ot Cheatert1eld, Gibbon 
haa rather a patroaizins air: 
Voltaire's Siecle de Louis XIV. 
"I took in my band my triend 
It will employ acme tew 
leisure hours, and will afford .. 
3 
great entertaiDIIItnt." 
Horace Walpole, although be wrote in hia letters about inac-
curacies in Voltaire' a histories, very aol1ci toual;r a ought 
the Prencluu.n 'a good will. Kot only did Walpole praise the 
excellencies or Voltaire'• style, which he elai .. d waa ~i-
-tated b7 Bu-., but in 177- be wrote to Horace Mann that Vol-
taire waa the onl;r great writer in Europe and tbat when he 
. 5 
dies "we may aa;r, 'Good night!'" Boswell, in raRk diaagree-
.. at with hia friend Johnaon, ranked Voltaire equal with 
Shakespeare and conaiclered him among the moat celebrated Mn 
. 6 
that ever lived. 
Smollett's and Goldla1th 1a relations with Voltaire 
were nu.eroua and illportant. Whatever those two showed of 
Voltaire's influence in their historical writiqa, they 
showed in other respects their recognition or his literary 
importance. In the Critical Review tor Januaey, 1759, 
1 "Journal," Ibi4., p. 5~8. 
2 II on the study of Li tara ture. n Ibid. • p . 667 n. 
-
3 "Journal," Ibid., p. •-1. 
-
- Letters, ed. Paget 'l'o;rnbee, III, 29• and IX, 329· 
5 Ibid., VIII, 335 and IX, 85. 
6 Johnson, II, 189. 
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probably written by Smollett, is a atate .. nt pointing out 
Voltaire with Konteaquieu as the only Frenchmen who are inno-
1 
cent ot national Jealousy in writins about England. It was 
Voltaire's Micro.esaa that· furnished tor Smollett the basis 
ot the idea ot the speakins atom in the Hiatorz ~Adventures 
2 
511. ,e ~· An :Inglish edition ot Voltaire's works was pub-
lished in 1761-69 as beiag done by "Dr. Smollett, and others.• 
While it appears that Smollett did little it any ot the 
translating, it does seem that be contributed the critical 
3 
notes to the prose parts, especially the history. 
Goldsmith see .. to have been attected by Voltaire aore 
than Saollett was. In bia histories Goldallith shows a slight 
but persistent wavering troa orthodoxy. '!'his aigbt have been 
" an intluenee ot Voltaire's strong anti-clericalism. For a 
long t~ Goldsmith's .. aoira 511. !· ~Voltaire (1761) was the 
chief source ot information on the Frenchman tor English 
readers. Goldsmith was the first to intilllate the importance 
5 
ot Voltaire's visit to Eqlan4. '.rhere is little doubt that 
6 
Goldaaith had visited Voltaire during his travels on the contiaent. 
1 VII, 3· 
2 See Louis L. Martz, nt Later Career 511. 'l'obiaa Saol-
lett, p. 92· 
-
3 See Eusene Joliat, •saollett, Editor ot Voltaire," 
Modern Language Rotes, LIV (Jue, 1939), 429·36. Saollett is 
favorable and adverse to Voltaire's views. Be ••t• Voltaire 
head-on in nationalistic ll&tters; and he writes in the notes a 
aore obJective view ot Voltaire's strong anti-Christian reaarka. 
4 See below, PP• 269-70. 
5 Elton, .22.• .!.!!•• PP• 117·18. 
6 John Forster, '!'he Lite and Adventures ot Oliver Gold· 
smith, P• 51; A. L. Sel'!i; W. Sources fran~alaii de Goi4ai1th, 
PP• 16-17. 
- n-
In the most extensive work on Golulli th 1 s Prench influences, 
Voltaire is established aa h&Y1Dg had more influence than all 
1 
the other Prench writers topther. And the evidence is con-
clusive that Gol4aa1th, tor biB histories, used a large 
amount ot the material in Voltaire's Essai -- without the 
2 
least acknowledgllent. In a letter to his brother Helll'7, early 
in 1759, Goldsllith wrote: "'fhere is a book ot mine will be 
published in a tew days, the lite ot a very extraordinary 
man --no leas than the great Voltaire.• In this book, the 
Memoirs 9!.. !· ~Voltaire, which has been Mntioned above as 
the chief source ot intor.ation then tor English readers on 
Voltaire, Goldsmith was fairly objective: he could criticize 
Voltaire's fidelity while at the saae time praising his solid-
ity ot judgaent and bia "intiaate acquaintance with huaan 
3 
nature.• In!.!! Ensuirz into .!f!!.!. Present State 9! Polite 
Learnins (1759) Goldsllitb was pnerally favorable to Voltaire, 
whose "voluminous, yet spirited productions are too well known 
-to require an euloa7." In spite or the aaount or criticism 
ai•d at Voltaire 'a character by people like Jobnaon, Gold-
smith defended Voltaire as a aan. In 1761, when Goldsmith 
waa doing hia Citizen 9!..~ World, a rumor got abroad that 
Voltaire was dead. Swa;yed by the talae news, Goldami th wrote 
1 Sella, ibid., P· 59· 
-
2 See below, PP• 269-70. 
3 Works, III, 254· 
- Ibis1., I, -29· 
a eulogy. Without Mntioniag aD7 specific writings or Vol• 
taire, Goldllllith was veey lauctatoey or the man. He noted 
that Voltaire's reputation or vice,!!!_., "aaong journalists 
and illiterate writers" doea not prevail aaong writers of the 
1 
stature ot Voltaire; by thea he is "ve17 differently described." 
And when Reynolds included the figure or Voltaire as one or 
the deaons or infidelity, sophiatey, and falsehood in his 
full-length portrait or the currently highly praised Dr. Beat-
tie, Goldaaith turned againat Reynolds indignantly: 
It is unworthy or you to debaae so high a genius as 
Voltaire before ao •an a writer aa Beattie. Beattie and 
his work will be forgotten in ten years, while Voltaire's 
tame will last forever. TU.. care it does not perpetuate 
this picture to the sbaae or such a man as you.2 
IV. JIOI'l'ESQUIEU 
Rext to Voltaire, the Prencbaan who co..anded the aost 
attention a.ong tbe English eighteenth century thinkers about 
histo17 was Jlontesqu1eu. LiD Voltaire, Jlontesquieu also 
apent aome iaportant years in England. HIS, too, was presented 
at court and was 1nt1aately acquainted with aany of the high 
3 
nobility. He was elected a aaber of the Royal Societ," and 
was a close friend or some of the eminent acientiric men or 
-the times, including Martin Poulkes, a friend ot Jlewton. 
1 Worka, II, 18o-83. 
2 Quoted froa Rorthcote•s Re~olds br_G. B. Bill in 
his edition or Boswell's Jobnaon (0 ord, 1887), V, 274 n. 
3 Collins, Voltaire ~ Jlonteaguieu .!!:! England, p. 159. 
4 .!!!!!·· pp. 164-65. 
- ~-
Curiously, he eeeas never to ha~ .. t.either Bolingbroke or 
Walpole; he never aeeas to ha~ known Pope or any or the die-
1 
tinguiahed English .. n or letters. But it has been said tbat 
hie stay in England, with its intiate view or the workings 
or the English sove:rau.nt, was a detel'lllining ractor in hie 
ruture work, and that th: Esprit S!!, 12!.! was almost entirely 
the rruit or this visit. 
In 1748, with hie Esprit des 1£2!!, Monteaquieu t1l'Jily 
established hie reputation as a historian and a political 
thinker. The EpPrit bee ... tbe textbook or etateeaen aDd a 
3 
conversation topic or salona. The sub-title or tbe Baprit 
suggests the first ror.ulation or a large part or the new hia-
torical interests: •!!!. rapport que .!!!. lois doivent avoir 
!!.!!.! 1!. constitution ~ ob&tue souverneaent, .!!!. moeura, 1.!. 
clillat, 1!. religion, 1.!. •OI!!!rce, .!!£·" 
To a atate ... n like Chesterfield, on whose yacht Montea-
quieu came to England, the author of the Esprit was nonpareil. 
Chesterfield went to the trouble or transcribing a whole chap-
4 
ter or the Esprit to aend to hie eon. When Montesquieu died 
in 1755, Cheatertield wrote a ••orial in the London Evening 
!gll: 
• • • He well knew, and justly admired, the happy con-
atitution or this country, where rixed and known laws 
l Ibid., p. 159· 
-
2 Ibid., p. 180. 
-
3 Smith, .2P.· ill·. pp. 2o6-207. 
4 Letters, I, 351. 
eqaal17 restrain monarctq troa tyraDD7, and liberty from 
licentiousness. Ria works will illustrate his name, and 
sln'Yive him as long as right reason, moral obligation, 
and tbe true spirit or the laws, shall be understood, 
respected, and ~~aintained.l 
Goldsmith lauded Montesquieu along with Voltaire as a member 
ot a selected group or Frenchmen "whose writings will be 
transmitted to posterity with an aaple share ot tame.• Gold-
smith's admiration is more tor the genius or the writer than 
tor his •system.• This system, which has been "adopted by 
the literati," Goldsmith said in the same place, could be 
plausibly refuted with opposite principles "it a genius like 
2 [Jionteaquieu] could be tound to attempt such an undertaking." 
In another place Goldsmith called upon "the great Montesquieu" 
to substantiate one ot Golclamith'a favorite arguments: the 
superiority or customs to laws in determining the happiness 
3 
ot society. Partly, perhaps, because or Montesquieu's influ-
ence on the position ta~n by the American Congress, Gold-
smith's good friend Dr. Johnson could tind nothing to respect 
in the Frenchman: · to ~ohnson he was "the fanciful Montes-
~ 
quieu.• 
v. JlUI(E 
The histories ot Smollett and Goldsmith, in one way or 
1 Letters, III, 1120. 
2 Enquiry ~ .!h!, Present State, (Works, I, 429. ) 
33·) 
3 "Customs and Laws Compared," The Bee (Works, I, 132-
- "Taxation no Tyranny,• Works, VIII, 173· 
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another, aeea to owe a great deal to HUIII8. On the other 
hand, how auch HUM' a History £!_ Ensland owed to the French 
school or "rationaliaa" and how much Hume was independent in 
reaching often the same grounds as the Prench remain ques-
tions. Hwae can be considered an example or the spirit or 
the age turning from philosophy to history. The public re-
ception of his philosophic work was a disappointment. When 
he became librarian or the Faculty or Advocates at Edinburgh, 
he found hi .. elf' with access to a fine store or authorities. 
l 
This might have done much in turning him to history. Of 
course, the wide audience that Rapin's history had acquired 
in England by the 17.-.o•s might also have got Hwae thinking 
about writing an English history; and the appearance of Vol-
taire's Siecle and Bolingbroke's On the StudY~ Use£!_ J!!!.-
..!?.2!7. in 1752 llight have helped, too. But ten Jears before 
' the Siecle was published, Bu. had shown very definite signa 
of being interested in the new idea or history. In his !!,-
san (1742). in a .anner aucb closer to that or the develop-
ing history than to that or his earlier philosophic writings, 
Hume dealt with topics and materials very close to the inter-
eats of the incipient generation of historians. The questions 
of politics, political changes and forma; religion and ita 
historical credibility; and arts, sciences, and commerce were 
discussed like new interests. In the Easazs, Hwae devoted 
hilllaelf to historical theory. In the essay "On the Rise of 
l Peardon, .22.· _E!., p. 21. 
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the Arts and Sciences," he dealt with historical laws, and 1n 
"On the study or History," in a sOMwhat light manner, he 41s-
cusaes the advantages or reading history -- as an amusement 
ot the tane7, improve .. nt or the understanding, and a streng-
thening or the virtue, it is a worthy rival or romance in the 
1 
reading matter or the ladies. 
All these contributiona to the change trom philosopher 
to historian in Bu.. are auasested b7 three present day his• 
torians. Preserved Sllith writes that HUII8 turned to history 
"when hie metaphysics eDC!ed in a perteot !S! ~ .!.!.£ • • • 
to discover what, in the wa7 or ethics and practical wisdom, 
2 
could be learned tram it." Collingwood point' to elements 1n 
Hu.e's philosophic writings that were directing him to history 
and that had demonstrated to him that history was a legitimate 
and valid type or knowledge: "more legitimate 1n tact than 
most otbera because not pro.ising more than it could pertorm 
3 
and not depending 011 &n7 questionable metaphysical hypothesis." 
Professor Becker considers the change more or a matter or the 
age: 
Hume's turniDg awa7 tram speculation to the studY ot 
history, economics, aDd politics was symptomatic or a 
cet-tain change in the climate or opinion -- ot an 1n-
creaains interest in the concrete political and social 
activities or .an, and or tba disposition to approach such 
matters in a more ea!'ll8at temper, a mood more highly 
charged with emotion.4 
1 Essal!, p. 558. 
2 En11ghteDII8nt, p. 256. 
3 ~ 9! Histoq, p. 75. 
P· 
83
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Whatever the reasona were for Bu.e joining the profeaaion of 
hiatorian, hia turning to it waa a aignifieant tact in tbe 
courae of hiatoriography in Bngland. 
Whether or not Bolingbroke and Voltaire directly in-
fluenced Hue in hi a hiatorical Writing, the scotsman lll&fti-
fested re .. ablancea to these predecessors in historical 
1 
thinking. Co.aon eleMnta in the historiea of Voltaire and 
Bu.e have been pointed out: 
Both held the aa.e praeaatic and didactic view of hie-
tory, and showed the aa.e conteapt for •re erudition. 
Both, again, entered the do.ain of history ar.ed with 
certain philosophical ideaa which they allowed to exer-
cise a controlling and directing influence over their 
studies. Both expreased the aame bitter hostility to 
superstition, tanaticiaa, intolerance; both condemned all 
.. tapb7aical, idealiatic and providential interpretatioae 
of the h~n record; and both held that positive religion 
in every abape and fol'll, being an aberration fro~~ the 
universal and pri~tive cult of pure theiaa, was detri-
Mntal to the progreaa of aocie ty. Jl'inally, both laid 
supre .. stress on •aoral factors,• and identified prog-
ress with cultural progress.2 
Voltaire, hiaaelt, recognized in Bu.e a historian after his 
3 
own heart, one who bad written history •en philosophe." 
While BUM was workiag on his firet volu.e of hiatory, 
he no doubt felt that he had a good chance of making a aark 
for biaaelf as a hiatorian -- if hB aucceeded at all. Like 
Bolingbroke, he bad little reapect for the efforts or previ~• 
-English historians. In .June, 1753, he wrote the following in 
1 The first voluae of Buae'a history appearing in 17~ 
certainly would allow for BOlle influence; furthel'llore, Buae 
became acquainted with Bolingbroke when they both were living 
in Prance. 
2 Black, .22· ill·• p. 78. 
3 Oeuvres, XVII, 1-7· 
4 See above, p. 28. 
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a letter: 
The more I advance in my work, the more I am convinced 
that the history ot England baa never )'et been written; 
not onl;r tor 8t;rle, whioh i8 notorious to all the world, 
but al8o tor matter; 8UCh i8 the ignorance and partiality 
ot all our hi8toriana.~ 
· And again, atter co•enting that C&llden's history ot Queen 
Elizabeth ia among the beat histories :ret written by Enalisb-
aen, Huae addedz "It is well known that the English have not 
2 
much excelled in that kind ot literature." After Huae's ~-
tiae had fallen 8 dead-born troa the press" and hia Basara had 
done better, his Hiatorz ~ England did 80 well b7 ita cop;r-
mone;r that Buae, according to his own testimony, became "opu-
3 
lent." It aeema that the hiatorical age that Huae procla11118d 
in 1770 atarted, in his a1D4, about 175-· 
The publication ot the first volu.es ot Huae's Riatorz 
signalized to man;y people tbe end ot the aaaumption that 
Britain was barren in history. Excepti, tor the short tussle 
it had with Smollett'a Co!!plete Hiatorz, Bume'a Bistorz ~ 
Ensland tor the next hundre4 ;reara was to be "the moat widel;r 
read and moat influential" ot English histories. Gibbon tea-
titles that the H1atorz £! England with ita "calm philoaoph;r" 
and ita "carelesa inimitable beauties" often forced him to 
1 J • R. Burton, !!!!!. ,!.!!! Correspondence £! David !!!!!!!,, 
I, 380. 
the 
VI, Appendix, 195-96. (This was 
3 Rume, "M;r own Lite, 8 (a short sketch included in .an;y 
ot bis works) • 
-See below, pp. 145-47. 
5 Peardon, 2!!-• d~., J!. 19. 
- -
- - -
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close the volu.e with a Rai~d aenaation of delight and de-
l 
spair,• -- d•apair in facing hia owa abilitiea. And with 
more than pol1 te hua111 t7, after be had collll8nted on Bume aDd 
Robertson, he aaid, "I have never presumed to accept a place 
2 
in the triumvirate of Britiah hiatorians." 
Saollett and Goldaaitb greatl7 respected Bums's hie-
tory. 'l'be7 aclcnowledged a heaV7 debt to it when the7 pub-
lished their own histories -- and the7 did not acknowledge all 
the7 aeea to owe. Rven though B\1118 's hiatory caat a great 
ahadow over Saollett•a, in the au.aary of the culture of the 
reign of George II in his Continuation, Saollett wrote this 
high COIIpliMnt to Buae: 
'l'be field of hiatory and biograph7 was cultivated b7 
a&ft7 writers of abilitTJ aaonc whom we distinguish the 
copioua Guthrie, the circuaatantial Ralph, the laborioua 
Carte, the learaed and elegant Robertson, and above all, 
the i~~genious, penetratiq, and coaprehenaive Hu.e, whom 
we rank aaons the firat writera of the age, both as an 
hiatorian and philoaopber.3 
In a letter to Bume, August 31, 1769, Saollett addreased his 
countr,r.an in teras alaoat iclolatroua: 
1 "Meaoira, • M1acellaneoua Worka, p. 55· 
2 Ibid., P• 91!-. 
-
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In whatever part or the earth it may be rq tate to re-
side, I shall always re ..... r w1tb pleasure and recapitu-
late with pr16e, the trieDdly intercourse I have maintained 
with one ot the best MD, and undoubtedly the best writer 
ot the age.l 
The ditterences in the religious constitutions or Smol-
lett and Goldsmith account tor some or the differences in 
their reactions to Bu... Excepting to rise in wrath against 
superstition, tanaticin, bigotry, !12.·, Saollett manifested 
very little rervor over the idea or religion. While Golcl· 
saith, especially in his histories, was able to treat reli-
gion, even Christianity, with so.- Buaian and Voltairean skep-
2 
ticism, otten he would ezpress hiaaelt as shocked at these 
attacks on the church. Be assailed the skepticism or Bwae 
through the aouth or the coachaan or tbe P'ame llachine: "he 
who disturbs religion is a bleckbead, and he shall never travel 
in a coach or mine." But, wbile rejected for his views on 
religion, Buae is accepted 1a the Pame Machine tor his his-
3 
tory, aore specifically tor his first volU118. And Goldsaith, 
in the preface to his Bistorz £! England, further found fault 
with Bume 1 s religious views. He singled out H1111e 1 11 skeptical 
evaluation or. religion as simply "the political necessity" or 
the state. Be also called Huae •reprehensible" tor his poli-
tical views; but these he allowed ror because or the tree 
nature or tbe British constitution which encouraged divergent 
1 Letters £! Tobias Saollett, p. lo4. 
2 See below, pp. 354 ff, 
3 Goldnith, Works, I, 99· 
political views. But at the sa. tille, Goldslllith paid high 
tribute to HUIII8 as a writer and a historian. He "warmly" 
subscribed to "the learning, elegance, and depth" of' Hume 's 
history; and ha saluted tha "deliberate reasoner" in tha au-
thor. Speaking of' tha chief' sources he used in his own his-
1 
tory, he na.d HUIII8 in particular. 
VI. SUIDIARY 
These four strong llinds appeared in the philosophic 
and historical picture so closely together in time that it is 
difficult to determine what inf"luence they might have had on 
each other. '!'he inf"luenee they all had on the philosophical 
and historical thinking of tbe age was more like a single 1m-
pact than four separate ones, however variable were the im-
pressions. HUIII8 and Voltaire continued to dolllinate the new 
historical thinking f'or a couple of' decades after the deaths 
of' the other two. But b7 the tiM of' Montesquieu's death in 
1755 the imprint of' the new philosophic history bad been all 
but fully made. Hontesquieu, of' course, had published his 
two important works: _c,.on_a,_i:;;:de;:;:;~..,ra.:t.-i::.:O;:;:;hl:!.!!£ 1!!. causes ~ 1.! 
grandeur !.11.! decaftnce ~ Roll!ins ( 1734) and .!?!. 1 'Eapri t 
~ !&!!, (17Ji.8). Voltaire, who was still to publish his im-
portant universal his tory, Baaai .!.!!!: 1!.! Hoeurs ( 1757) , bad 
published his Charles m. (1731). Siecle ~Louis!,!! (1752), 
and Annalea ~ 11Empire ( 1753-5Ji.) . Buae had publiahad his 
1 Historz £!England, I, v-vii. 
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philosophical worka, besiuiq with the 'l'reatiae ,2!! BIDI&D !!-
!9!!. (1739). In 17.\1--2 he had pu'bUahed hia Eaaaza, which 
aeea to haYe 'borne much influence upon hia historical think-
ing; in 1752 he pu'bliahed hia Political Diacour.ea and in 175.\ 
he published the tirat voluae ot hia Hlatorr ~ England. 
Practically all Bolinsbroke'a writinsa except hia posthumous 
worka had been published: his Remarks .2!! !!!!. Historr ~ !!!&-
land (17-3). Letters .2!! ~Spirit~ Patr1otiaa: .2!!.!:!!.!, Y!.! 
~.!Patriot!!!!& (17~), Lettep .2!!!!!!,!!!!,,!!!! Stu&~ Bis-
!2!7 (1752), and h1a sensation creatine: poathUIIoua Works (175.\). 
B7 the tiM ot ll'ieldins'a death, betore Saollett had written 
any hiatol'Y', and betore Goldaaith had arrived in London, a 
decade and a halt had been tairl7 saturated with ideas ot tbe 
DeW h1atOl'Y'• 
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CHAPTBR IV 
THE PBILOSOPBBS 1 COJITRIBU'l'IOJr 
TO HISTORICAL PftOCKDUJIE AlfD THEORY 
I • METHOD AliD PROCEDURE 
One or the stronsest caaplaints that the philosophes 
had to make about histor,r was that against the method fol-
lowed b7 the annalists aad chroniclers. Bolingbroke consid-
ered the great repositories of chronicles conteaptuousl7 as 
l 
works of "monkish annalists.• His aversion tor the older his-
torians' dependenc7 upon anecdotes sprang troa something of 
the same feeling that aa4e hia look with dislike upon ancient 
histor,r. "'l'bough the,- were true," he sa,-s, •ten millions of 
such anecdotes" in •coaplete volumes of Egyptian or Chaldean, 
of Greek or Latin, of Gallic or British, of French or Saxon 
recorde, would be of no value in a,. sense because or no use 
towards our iaproveaent in wisdoa and virtue." Tbe7 would be 
2 
no better, he continues, than "4r,r and ~~eagre annals." With 
the learned, •pedantic• t,-pe or historian, he dealt b7 a 
special reference: 
one of thea I knew in this countr,r. He Joined, to a 
aore than athletic etrength of body, a prodigioue aeJtor,r; 
and to both a prodigious 1D4ustr,r. He had read alllost 
constantl7 twelve or fourteen hours a da7, tor five-and-
1 Stuc1z!!!!.!!!!, 9! B1ato17 (Works, II, 225.) 
2 Ibid. , p • 223 • 
-
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twent7 or thirt7 ,-.are; and ·bad heaped together aa auch 
learning aa could be crowcled into a head. In the courae 
ot ~ acquaintance with hill, I conaulted with him once or 
twice, not oftener; tor I toUDd the JU.aa ot learning aa 
little uae to • aa to the cnrMr. 'l'hia JU.n waa COIIIIunica-
tive enouJb, but nothing WBI diatinct in hia mind ••• •1 
In apite ot thia conte~t tor the acholarl7 hiatorian, 
Bolingbroke protesaed at tt.ea his own devotion to authenti-
cit7 in sources. Remarking on a hiator,y or the reign or Anne 
that he would like to write •it life and health enough" fell 
to hia ahare, he aaid 
there will be no uteriala that I ahall examine more 
acrupulousl7 and aeverel7, than those ot the tt.e when 
the events to be apoken ot were in tranaaction,2 
He also professed a seriouanesa in aelecting authorities that 
were free from partial1t7 tor hie aub,1ect. He would uae Bur-
net and Rapin tor aateriala on the Long Parliament as "authori-
ties which no man likel7 to contradict me auat retuae." Por 
the same reaaon, he said, "I would quote my Lord Clarendon 
3 
againat King Charles the Firat, or Ludlow tor hill." Along 
with this flash ot acientific hiator,y, Bolingbroke did avail 
hiaaelt ot a scattering ot authorities in hia works. In his 
Reaarka ~ ~ Historz g! Bnsland he used, beside& Clarendon 
and Rapin, Habbington, C&llden, Walainghaa, Prancis Bacon, 
:Jathaniel Bacon, Pather Paul, Wilaon, and others. Rapin, how-
ever, perhapa reluctantl7, he round moat available. Even 
l Ibid., PP• 219-20. 
-
2 Ibid., p. 218. 
-
3! Diasertation upon Parties, (Works, II, 51.) 
taire su~sted the s ... aauaer or avoiding partialit7· 
"Bistoire," Dictionnaire Philoaophigue.) 
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Machiavelli, whom Bolingbroke advises should not be admitted 
into his reader's •canon ot political writings," is said to 
1 
contain "llallY excellent things • • • interspersed." 
In method, Voltaire put into execution all the theoriz-
ing or Bolingbroke, and addecl soae features that seem to have 
never occurred to his lordship. Be discarded the old annalis-
tic Mthod ot strict and contusing chronology. Instead, he 
adopted a topical method, which disparaginglT has been called 
2 
the "chest-of-drawers" Mthod. 'l'hia departure from all pre-
vious historical writing was tbe Mthod ot his first historT, 
,.C:.::ha:::r:.:l::.:e'-=-s !1!.· Voltaire sought to separate histocy trom the ar-
ra7 ot miscellaneous obaervationa on seography, statistics, 
anecdote, biograph7, and tactics that is to be round among 
the chronicles. His obJect was to invest histor,y with "an in-
3 dependent character and qualitT apart from all these." His-
-torT waa to be a philoaopby, not a mere record. Voltaire'• use 
ot authorities baa been generally criticized; however in soma 
quarters he has been round •ore than adequate. On the nega-
tive aide be bas been aaid to have done very little to improve 
historical reaearcb, to have had too little interest in history 
1 Remark&,!!!'! Biatoq!J! England (Worka, I, 302.) 
2 See Smith, Enlightenment, p. 253· 
3 Morley, Voltaire, P• 307. 
- Be wrote to 'l'hieriot, Oct. 31, 1738: "Il taut eorire 
l'hiatoire en ph1loaophe •• 0 Jamaia le public na m1eux aenti 
~u'il n'appart1ent qu 1aux ph1loaophea d 1ecr1re l'h1atoire." (Oeuvres, XLVII, 250.) 
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tor ita own aalce to reconatruct obaeure perioda. He had no 
concept of inatitutiona created by the spirit of the people; 
he a~ly discounted theae aa trioka of clever thinkers im-
1 
posed upon the aaasea. Also, a kind of laziness created a 
carelessness of detail and a dependence upon secondary sour-
ces. '!he philosopher felt too contented with his ability to 
2 
grasp the aain line of developMnt without the detail. Even 
a dilettante like Horace Walpole complained about Voltaire's 
• 3 
failure to produce authorities and proofs. On the other hand, 
John Morley, who perbapa had aore than a historiographical 
interest in Voltaire, said that tbe rrenchman: 
had the beat attainable authorities and material, and no 
one was ever acre d111pnt 1n putting them to the beat 
possible use. Ria acute sense, strengthened by contact 
with the world and ita aoat active peraonages, aade him 
what we may alaoat call preaaturely saientific in his de-
mand tor adequate evidence aDd proof. 
Voltaire 1 a conteaporary historian, Robertson, was very favor-
ably impressed by Voltaire's accurate facta even though like 
Walpole be deplored the Prench historian's failure to naae 
his authorities, which cauaed Robertson a great deal of otber-
5 
wise unneceaaary labor -- as he said hiaselt. Like most of 
the other eighteenth century historians, Voltaire considered 
1 Collingwood,~~ Biatorz, pp. 77-78. 
2 Slllith, ~· _m., P• 2·9· 
3 Letters 91.. Horace Walpole, ed. Paget Toynbee, IV, 72. 
4 Voltaire, p. 303. Also aee Hornet, French Thought 
!!! !!!!. Eijh1lienth Centu17, pp. 162-63. 
5 B1ato~ and ReJ.Jm of the 
quoted by Biac~ Art £I1l'fatori7" Charles .!!!!,_ J'itth, 
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histo17 ve17 much as a 11tera17 tol'll. His histories were 
written with artistic aiu in mind. Toda7, to readers who are 
too tar trom histo17 that was written to be enjoyed as litera-
ture, Voltaire's histories as well as those of the great 
nineteenth centu1"7 historical artists call forth a suspicion 
that the7 are too good to be true. This reaction to the "ro-
aance" elements in history was also present with some of Vol-
taire's readers. Goldaaith, of all people, had something to 
sa7 about Voltaire's excess devotion to literary effect. In 
Goldsmith's review ot the lleaoirs 91.. lladaae ~ :.:ll=a::1n::.;te=n:::o=n, he 
objected to Voltaire's having called the Memoirs a romance; 
he said that Voltaire "of all •n, should have been cautious 
ot thus stigaatiz1ng a work which bears so strong a resemblance 
1 
to "The Age ot Louis the Pourteenth." Goldsmith's implication 
that the imagination was perhaps too heavil7 used in the 
Siecle was extended to include the Esaai: 
Voltaire's beauties as a writer are man7 and obvious; 
his faults tew, and those well concealed under the dazzle 
ot his abilities. It is certain 11. Voltaire often colora 
too strongl7. Pond ot characters and anecdotes that aay 
serve to strike the reader, he generall7 raises or de-
presses both, as beat suits the point ot representation 
he baa in view; and it be does not find his facts and 
personages autt1c1entl7 :NIIIlrkable, or to his purpose, be 
gener&ll7 aakea them ao.2 
llontesquieu appeared to Lealie Stephen as the •rounder ot 
3 
the historical method." After the scandalous lightness of 
1 Works, III, 485. 
2 "On'Voltaire's Universal History,'" Works, III, •66. 
3 Bistorz £! Eighteenth Centurz Thought, II, 265. 
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LettNa Peraanea (1731), hia couiterationa .!.!!£.!!!. causes ~ 
.!A grandeur.!!~ .!A f!cadence tes RoDins (173~) was some-
thing ot a diaappointaent to the Nadera ot the Lettres. 'l'he 
. 
Conaiderationa was a solid influence on uny later writers, 
especially on Gibbon, who in his lleaoirs paid high tribute to 
Montesquieu's "energy ot at7le and boldness ot bypotbesia• 1n 
which Gibbon round trequent delight while be was a student at 
1 
Lauaanne. Gibbon a lao aalute4 with reapect the historical 
2 
geniua ot Montesquieu'a use ot tacts -- a respect Gibbon could 
3 
not expNss tor Vol taiN • 
Bume might have approached the writing ot history tilled 
with the new philoaophic apirit and with the sa.e approach to 
11&117 things as did his tellow crattaman Voltaire, but he did 
not tollow Voltaire in ~~ethod. Instead ot the •cheat ot draw-
era• topical organization ot Voltaire'• Siicle, Bume, in his 
Bistorz, tollowed the method ot the old chroniclers: history 
by Nigna. When be did interrupt this annalistic method, he 
seema to have had trouble in aaintaining the maturity ot his 
st71e. When be adds the non-political utter ot arts and sci-
ences at the end ot the reisn-, be aeeaa to be jotting notes 
tor a later rendering into the brilliant prose ot which he 
1 Miscellaneous Wo£k!, p. -3· 
2 Ibid., P• 657· 
-
3 See above, p. 42. 
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1 
was capable. Certainly he seeu in a hurey. In tact, HUM 
seemed to have been wary or the Voltaire kind or reflection 
on "lea moeurs." He reaoTed long passages from the text or 
-
the first edition of his history "in order to avoid, aa much 
as possible, the style of dissertation." These passages 
were relegated to notes in the appendix or the succeeding 
editions; they were included at all only because they con-
2 
tainad "Tiews so important.• ~o the unwary reader or Hume's 
history the!! philoaophe ele .. nt might not be apparent. 
Only seldom does the author overtly express an opinion or 
reflection at any length. But as the narratin proceeds, the 
accumulative effect or "philoaopbio" criticism, that so many 
ot the eighteenth century readers wanted, bacomea noticeable. 
As Proteaaor Becker says: "B~.~~~e unaged with unobtrusiw 
skill, to weave into the texture ot the narrative a condeana-
3 
tion or the yery things the ei&hteenth century condemned." 
1 Here is the opening paragraph from his caa.ents on 
the cultural achienaents ot the period or the Comaonwealth: 
"Cra.well, though hiuelf a barbarian, was not insensible to 
literary •rit. Usher, notwithstanding his being a bishop, 
receiTed a pension troa hia. llarvel and Milton were in his 
service. Waller, who was his relation, was caressed by him. 
That poet alwaTS said, that the protector hiaaelf was not so 
wholly illiterate as was c-only iaagined. He gave a hun-
dred pounds a-year to the divinity professor at Oxford; and 
an historian mentions this bounty as an instance or his loTS 
ot literature. He intellded to have erected a college at Dur-
ham tor the benefit of the ftorthern counties." (VII, 3'1-1.) 
Perhaps this is not the beat ot the passage, but the general 
tone, in style and in coaprehension, is tar from the highly 
poised style ot the bulk or the work that met praise trom so 
many cofttemporary connoisseurs ot prose • 
2 Historz !d_ EnglaDd., VI, note to note tor p. 106. 
3 Heavenly City, p. 109. 
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When we set to the incidental historians like Smollett 
and Gold.-ith, we shall find thea standing condemned for their 
casual and indiscriminate use of sources. So•, if not a 
great deal, of this superficiality, of course, is attributable 
to their profession of writing for hire. A noticeable share 
is also attributable to their eatee .. d historical model, David 
&mae; and, when they went beyond Buae, to the other philosophic 
historians. 'l'hese historians were opposed to the method as 
well as the spirit of the scholarly "mauristic" historian. 
'!'be tel'IIB "pedantry" and "eruclition" were readily associated 
with the old unenlightened "annalists." Bums's use of authori-
ties was casual and illpertect. He did not look far and long 
tor his source of facta. Wilen he strongly suspected hla sour-
ces, instead of prolonging his investigation for what might 
appear to bia as a reasonable view, be used what he had if 
only to assail it with epithets of superstition, unreason, 
bigotry, .!!£• It is fair to observe that this attitude to-
ward authorities was not all chars-able to laziness or care-
lessness. '!'he nature of the eighteenth century philosophy of 
history -- a higher regard for the end than the means -- rele-
gate(!. details to a secondary iaportance. Hume considered his-
tory as "a collection of facts which are multiplying without 
end" that must be "abriclsed" to be 111ade "intelligible"; there-
fore the historian should retain only the "more material 
events" and ignore the "minute eircuastancea, which are only 
interesting during the tiM, or to the persona engaged in the 
1 
tranaactions." In tact, Bu.e see .. to apologize when he finda 
it neeesaary to deal with 111nute details. Regarding the in-
teresting and perhaps significant contributing events in the 
shaping of tba character of Charles I -- those dealing with 
the relationship between the young prince and the clever 
Buckingham -- Bu.& stops to Justif7 their inclusion: "These 
oircu .. tances, which so well characterize the persons, ••• 
2 
though lll1nute, are not undeaerving or a place in history." 
They at least had seemed deserving to Clarendon, from whose 
work Buae admittedly transcribed them. '!'his unwilUngneas or 
the Buae t7Pe of historian to go deeper than the surface tor 
their material might be siiiiiMd up as the prominent weakness of 
the historical writing of the age: 
The histories of Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon, the 
great tr1uaTirate of the day, have a co•on weakness, 
though Gibbon•s protoUDd knowledge has enabled his great 
work to survi't'e the ao:re fl1.1uy productions of his col• 
leagues. The fault, br1et'ly stated, seems to be an in-
capacity to recognize the great forces by which history 
is moulded, and the coatinuity which gives it a real 
unity. We haTe but a superficial view; a superficiality, 
in the case or BUlle aDd Robertson, implying inadequate 
research; and both 1n their case and in. Gibbon 1 s implying 
a complete acquiesceace in the external aspect or e't'ents, 
and the accidental 11aka or connection, without any at-
tempt to penetrate the UDderlying and ultimately deter-
mining conditiona.3 
1 Black, Art 9! Bi!tog, p. 90. Leslie Stephen be-
lieved that this attitude toward details was a condition in-
herent in Huae •s eXPressed philosophy: "'l'he detect was inevi-
table from the point or view of Bume 1 s philosophy, or in the 
absence or all philosophy. The fol"'IUla that •anything may be 
the cause of anything else• must obviously lead to a perfunc-
tory discharge or the duties or a philosophical historian." 
(Bistog 9! E1AAteentb Centug 'l'housht, I, 58.) 
2 Bistog ~ England, VI, 133. 
3 Stephen, 2£· .:.!!·· I, 57-58. 
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With this perfunctoriness aaong the highest echelon of his-
torical writers, no wonder it is that writers like Smollett 
and Goldsmith felt ever,y confidence in applying their unhis-
torical hands to turning out volume upon volume of histories. 
II. SUBJEC'l' MA'l"l'ER OF HISTORY 
In dealing with the subJect matter of history, Boling~ 
broke was like many of his age highly skeptical about reported 
events of a distant age. Be resorted to the experience of 
histor,y itself to show the extent of lies in history: 
Experience shows sufficiently, that there is no false-
hood too gross to be t.poaed on any people, civilized or 
barbarous, learned or ignorant, 
and he continued by advancing a rational test tor truth: 
but we shall never conceive that the same lie could be im-
posed on all people: because it is impossible that the 
same lie should flatter them all alike, or be equally 
well proportioned to the interests and designs of a 
prevalent society in every nation.l 
This rational teat of universality he applied to his attack 
on scriptural history: since Moses is the only authority tor 
such a universal thing as 5oah 1s flood, then this tradition 
2 
"is liable to suspicion." Be wanted more than reported facts. 
Bistocy, to "relate faithfully, and inform us truly" must "re-
late tully, and inform us ot all that is necesaar,y to make a 
3 
true Judgment concerning the matters contained in it." Like 
most of his fellow historians, he considered the Middle Ages 
1 "Letter toM. de Pouilly," Works, II, 491. 
2 ~., P• 48g. 
3 Study~.!!!!. E!_ Bistocy, Works, II, 228. 
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conte11.ptible insofar as real learning ia concerned: "to be 
l 
learned about them ia a ridiculous affectation." To Boling-
broke the real usefulness ot biator.y began around 1500: 
Should we persist to carr.y our researches much hi&her, 
and to push th.. tTen to some Qther period ot the same 
kind, we should 11.iaemplo7 our time; the cauaea then laid 
having spent themselves, the eeriea ot eftecta derived 
trom them being over, aad our concern in both consequently 
at an end. But a new ap• of eausea and ettecta, that 
aubaiata in our time, and wbereot our conduct is to be a 
part, arising at the last period, aad all that paaaea in 
our time being dependent on what baa passed since that 
period, or being iaediatel7 relative to it, we are ex-
tremely concerned to be well informed about all these 
paaaaps.2 
Oa the other hand, to Boliqbroke history also preeented 
probleu ot credibility when it came close to the present. 
After Clarendon, Bolingbroke said, "history leaves you." But 
"you will want no materials to form true notions ot transac-
tions so recent." Pamphlets of party dispute must be read 
carefull7 in order to get to the truth: "neglect all declama-
tion, weigh the reasoning, and advert to tact." And then •even 
3 
Burnet's history aay be of some use." 
In practice, Bolingbroke does not reflect the insist-
ence ot the new historians Ob dealing with the attairs ot man-
kind other than those of rulers, battles, and treaties. As 
Lealie Stephen wrotet "Be [Bolingbroke] would desire a nar-
rative of •iniaterial intrigues, not a theor,y of the deeper 
1 Ibid., P• 239· 
- . 
2 Ibid. Gibbon, too, recognized the period from 1500 
on as a r~tield tor the historian: "Pro• that time we are 
enriched, and even oppreseed, with such. treasures or contempo-
rary and authentic documents in our language • • • " {Miscel-
laneous Worq, p. ~2.) 
3 Works, !I, 332· 
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1 
cauaea or organic changes." In a review or the important 
events in the h1ato17 or England, France, Holland, and Spain 
trOIIl the early aixteenth century to 1688, a rather extensive 
auppleaent to hie 'Stug and Uae of History, Bolingbroke 
pays little attention to aft7thing but the current diplomatica, 
wara, and intrisuea or courta. He barely mentions Colbert 
and the economica of Prance; he makea but a glancing refer-
ence to anything like the da.estic conditions in England; he 
considers trade and industry hardly at all; and the only 
reference he makea to any colonial ••pire is an ite• to do 
with the Spanish treasure fleet. The English colonial et-
2 
torts in hia pasea do not exist. 
!ecauae of Voltaire's prominence in the insistence upon 
a broader field of subJect matter tor history than the careers 
ot kinga, diplOIIl&ta, and soldiers, the new history often baa 
been called Voltairean. But tbia demand to include in the 
pagea of history the more bumble atfaira of society waa tar 
from being exclusive with Voltaire. !etore hi•, contemporary 
with him, and after him there were calla for thia kind ot new 
history. Leibnitz, before 1679, demanded the cultural and 
intellectual hiatory that waa later supplied by Voltaire; in 
1670, Leibn1tz proposed that history be expanded to include 
1 Hiatorz of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century, 
II, 174-75. - -- - -
2 Bolingbroke does pay h1a reapecta to trade in hia 
politically pointed Patriot tun&.· See below, p. 196. 
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literature, science, and. religion. Fenelon, in 1714, dem•nded 
a histoey ot social pheno.ena; and. Diderot, in the "Discours 
prel~naire" ot the Bnczclop!die, considered the importance 
2 
ot science in histol'7· Pontenelle, in the true spirit ot the 
pbilosopbe, expressed his disgust with history concerned onl7 
with wars, treaties, and geaealogies and. said that history is 
3 
good tor nothing it it is not united with moralitz. Condillac 
in his Ancient Historz an4 •odern Bistorz is said to have 
dealt aore with intellectual, cultural, and social aaterial 
than had Voltaire; and Condillac considered in detail the in-
4 
tluence ot oa.Berce on politics and govern.ent. Pietro Gian-
none (1676·1748) is said to have been the first historian to 
aake the historz ot law and constitutions a legitiaate field 
5 
ot historical research. Aaoq \be Bnglislmen there were aaey 
who followed Voltaire's ideas. Horace Walpole suggested to 
Robertson that a biator.r ot learning would be the "worthiest 6 . 
occupation ot his pen." Robertson called a "cruel mortifica-
tion• the tact that histories were eo tilled with "the exploits 
ot conquerors" and "the treaks ot tzrants" while the arts and 
1 Slllith, hlighteDilent, P• 2•U. 
2 I, XTi11. 
3 Beclotr, Beavenlz Q!tt 9!. Eighteenth Century Philoso-
phers, pp. 91 and 104. 
4 Barnes, Bistorz 9!. Historical Writing, p. 154. 
5 Ibid., P• 129. 
-
6 Letters 9!. Horace Walpole, ed. Peter Cunningham, 
III, 212. 
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1 
sciences of ca.aerce were "suttered to sink into oblivion.• 
He also considered histor.y aore of a source of wisdom than a 
2 
record of tact. Gibbon in his "Bssay on the Study of Litera-
ture" wrote, "It philosophers are not always historians, it 
were, at any rate, to be wished that historians were always 
3 philosophers." Among the minor, and perhaps all but forgot-
ten, historians of the late eighteenth century many eaulated 
the major Voltaireana or struck ott originally in soae de-
partment of histor,r that associates them with the "new histor.y" 
4 
tendency. Bven Doctor .Johnson, who considered the entire 
French school ot philosophers and historians generally as so 
much poison, expressed h~elt as favoring the French seasoned 
t1P8 of histo17. In Chapter XU of Rasselas he wrote: 
1 Peardon, Transition in English Historical Writing, 
1760·1830, p. 27· 
2 Black, Art ~ Historz, p. 128. 
3 Nscellueous Works, P• 657. 
4 Robert Henry in his 11stoa of Endand (1771) de-
plored the tact that there was. DO &aequate1ilstory of learn-
ing, arts, c~rce and II&DMra, (pp. xi-xi:l); William 
Russell' a. Barop! trom the Fall of the Roman 
a iiillurai and 1ociai1iia to17; 
~t!~;~ '-!,"-'"..,.'" his lectures, lt:leaenta ot the ~6t~:S' because tM7 were 10 populi"r-;-Tn ~:l~~~=~~a! ot -the •lliln- history" (Peardon, Sir John D a favori~ ot Dr. Johnson, 
three-voluae (1788) 
or political rules of conduct from it, is little better than 
writing a romance," (Peardon, p. 73); and Thomas Hutchinson 
in biB Historz of the Province ot Kaaa.achu1etta raz, (1764, 
1767) i1 •ala-to-have beea a .. iier of the scboo ot Montea-
quieu, Turgot, ancl Voltaire -- •a dilcipleA con1ciou8ly or 
uncon1ciou1l7, of the B1aai 1ur lea Moeur• (.J. F. Jameson, 
.!!!!, Hiato17 ~ Historical Vrffins h Aaerica, p. 79.) 
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'fhere is no part ot hiato17 so generally uaetul as that 
which relates to the progress or the human lllind, the 
gradual iaprove•nt ot reason, the auccesaive advance ot 
science, the vicissitudes ot learning and ignorance, the 
extension and resutcitation ot arta, and the revolution 
or the intellectual world. 
As auch as Voltaire was iapreaaed by the need ot ex-
panding the subJect aatter ot hiator.r to include these other 
topics, he telt aore a need to broaden the spiritual reach ot 
histor,v. The nationalistic view ot historians should be sub-
ordinated to the international. Proa Bossuet he received the 
suggestion ot universal histor,v; and he made the aoat or it. 
Besides this universal1t7 ot time and place, Voltaire consid-
ered all the actions and interests or all classes ot men as 
his subJect. The opening sentence or the Steele announces 
the spread ot his canvas: 
On veut essayer de peiDdre a la poaterite, non lea ac-
tions d'un aeul homme, aais 1 1eapr1t des hoames dana le 
s1icle le plus eclaire qui tu1t Jamaia.l 
His announced intention in writing the Siecle was that or 
writing a histor.v of the arte froa Descartes to Rousseau with 
• 
the nacessar,r political fr ... work lilllited to an introduction. 
The affairs of diploaacy, the great concern of Bolingbroke, 
2 
Voltaire relegated to the •region of inhuman occupations." 
Like Monteaquieu, Voltaire carefully analyzed law and custom 
3 
as indices of the level of civilization. Be has been called 
the first writer in Europe •who bad the courage to vindicate 
l Oeuvres, XVII, 187. 
2 Morley, Voltaire, p. 315. 
3 Black, !.£!?. E! Bistorz, p. 48. 
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1 
the dignity or trade." Voltaire'• contribution to history 
through his address to subject metter has been summarized: 
He cbaftsed-~he whole conception or history, not only by 
treeing it troa the chain ot traditional authority that 
had hitherto bound it, but by expanding its subject-mat-
ter troa a 'Bftfes ot anecdotes or ca.mps, councils, and 
courts, to include the record ot, and, as tar as possible, 
the explanation ot, the deYelopaent ot nations, their 
growth and deca;r, their virtues and vices, their sciences 
and arts, their laws, cuatOIUI, manners, opinions, and so-
cial arrangements.2 
III • PURPOSE OP BIS'l'ORY 
Since the sixteenth century, history had been used as 
a battleground ot contention. In the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, it bad been the place tor furious contro-
vers;r over religious questions coming out ot the Retonaation. 
In England, eapeciall;r, the political adjustments relative to 
the co .. onwealth and the 1688 Revolution had been used b;r the 
Clarendon& and Burnets aa historical argwaent. In the seven-
teenth century, alao, we have the stupendous efforts ot Ma-
billon and the Benedictine historians to gather the aaterials 
ot history toward suppl;ring a Just chronicle of the place ot 
the Church in European deYelopaent. Whatever the purpose or 
the accomp~isbment or these ettorta was, it was regarded b;r 
the philosophes as propaganda tor superstition and authority. 
So when history in the eighteenth century becaae prominent 1n 
1 Collins, Voltaire ~ England, p. 50. 
2 Smith, Enl16hte•nt, p. 252. 
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the bands ot the philosophic rationalists, we bear much about 
the need ot the historian to transcend .partiality and to look 
upon the paat with the e78 ot a philosopher. It is true, 
however, that these very philosophers, in combatting the for-
ces ot institutionalism or whatever else they were opposing, 
used the propagandistic approach ot their named toes. As in 
literature, in history the century was characterized by a 
very strong didactic flavor. Tbe historians did not stop 
with an attack on the contentions ot the older authoritarians; 
they carried the tight tar enouJb to assume a positive role 
tor the .. elves, insisting that history, trom a rational· view-
point, should supplant the institutions ot authority -- reli-
1 
gious or political -- as private and public moral guide. At 
the same time that the pbilosopbes resisted the partiality of 
the older historians, they also expressed their contempt tor 
the purposelessness ot the old "chroniclers" and "annalists." 
These, they declaimed, served no use beyond catering to a 
kind ot curiosity. And this is a very strong point of at-
tack by those who who would have history written by philoso-
phers. In general, eighteenth century history was conceived 
to serve as a utility in furthering the philosophers' favored 
ideas of the moment; and as such it was to be considered by 
the reader as something useful as well as entertaining. 
Bolingbroke stands high among those who sought to make 
history into a pragmatic Journeyman. In his Letters on the 
--
1 This idea is the leading theme of Becker's Heavenly 
City~~ Eighteenth Century Philosophers. 
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stug ~!!.!!. fl! Bietorz, be ude much or history as a tool ot 
the practical political scientist or statesaan. The study or 
history, he insisted, is a necessity tor the young nobleman 
who must assuae a role in his goyernment. Like Chesterfield, 
he considered modern history necessarily a large part in the 
1 
young gentleman 1s education. '!'his turning ot Bolingbroke to 
history tor didactic guidance is representative or much or 
the new concern with history. Goldsmith, in his sketch ot 
Bolingbroke, recognized in this strong turn or the nobleman 
a process SJJRptomatic or the new interest in history. It ap-
peared.to Goldsmith that Bolingbroke's resort to history was 
a result or his becoming disappointed in "philosophy," which 
"could not gratify his ambition to its tull extent," and thus 
by turning to the concreteness or history he "endeavored to 
2 
learn the art ot despising philosophy. The frame ot Boling-
broke's tamous definition or history suggests the truth or 
Goldsmith's idea: 
I think that history ia philosophy teaching by examples. 
• • • such is the imperfection ot human understanding, 
such is the trail temper or our minds, that abstract or 
general proposi tiona, though ever so true, appear obscure 
or doubtful to ua very often, till they are explained by 
examples; and that the wi .. st lessons in favor ot virtue 
go but a little way to convince the Judgment, and deter-
mine the will, unless they are enforced by the same means; 
and we are obliged to apply to ourselves what we see hap-
pen to other men. Instructions by precept have the fur-
ther disadvantage or ca.ing on the authority or other~, 
and frequently require a long deduction or reason1ng.3 
1 Bolingbroke, Works, II, 235-37· 
2 Goldsmith, Works, III, -30. 
3 .Qa ~ Stug !M !l.!!. E! History (Works, !I, 177-78). 
On the surface, this tBplied antithesis between history 
and philosophy seems to conflict with the frequent insistence 
by the enlightened historians tor philosophy in history. The 
philosophy tbat these "philosophers" wanted to tind in history 
was a penetration beneath the surtace ot events to find a 
meaning it not a cause • The results ot this penetration in 
the hands or a philosopher-historian would be then used to 
extend to the reader an application ot the meaning to the 
reader's well-being; or this IIIBaning would be used by the his-
torian to justify some conclusion on politics, religion, 
aorality, .!!!· '!'he philosopher in history is, therefore, an 
empiricist. He takes the details or man's career and trom 
them formulates his conclusions. The philosophy that these 
historians disdained was the speculation ot those who in "the 
jargon ot the schools" developed systeas or~ priori morality, 
religion, politics, !!£•• all ot which the enlightened philo-
sophe would frequently label • .. taphysical." This kind ot 
philosopher was described by Chesterfield: "the speculative, 
cloistered pedant in ·his solitary cell !)rho] torms systems ot 
1 
things as they should be, not as they are." Something ot the 
same seaantic contusion is involved in the philosophes', in 
the name or right reason, attacking the reason or the cartes-
ians. Here • too • the difference ia that between speculation 
and experience or observation. '!'he pbilosopbes' rationalislll 
was tbat or cOMDOn sense against the Cartesians' mathematical 
abstraction. 
1 Letters, I, 283. 
• 
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It was natural that the •rationalist,• after he had 
turned away tram the authorities that had been accepted in the 
past as guides and then had found the philosophy of pure rea-
son unsatisfactory, should turn to the study of man as his 
social, political, and moral instructor. Bolingbroke, as a 
politician and a "moralist,• had much to say about the use-
1 
tulnesa of history in these r.apecta. Reading history simply 
for the facts therein to Bolingbroke was a waste of time. 
Commenting on Bodin's suggestion tor a systematic reading or 
history, he said: 
I doubt that this method of Bodin • • • would leave us 
no ti• tor action, or would 1111ke us unfit for it. A 
huge coamon-place book, wherein all the remarkable sayings 
and facts that we find in history are to be registered, 
may enable a man to talk or write like Bodin, but will 
never make him a better aan, nor enable him to promote, 
like an useful citizen, the security or peace, the wel-
fare, or the grandeur or the community to which he be-
longs.2 
He continued more to the point against a system like Bodin's 
which he labeled Marrectation or learning" and "wantonness or 
curiosity": 
This silly custom so prevalent among men or letters 
who apply themselves to the study or history, and has so 
much preJudice and so much authority on the side or it, 
that your lordship must give me leave to apeak a little 
more particularly and plainly than I have done, in favor 
ot co .. on sense against an absurdity which is almost 
aanctitied.3 
History, as a guiding function or examples, is very 
1 What Bolingbroke had to say about the value ot his-
tory closely resembled II&JlY re~~&rks by Chesterfield, who was 
an a~rer ot Bolingbroke. 
2 .Q!'!!!!!. Stu!Sy ~ !l!! 9!, History (Works, II, 195). 
3 Ibid. 
-
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close to that of experience: "The school ot example • • • is 
the world: and the maaters of this school are history and ex-
perience." Biato17, Bolingbroke added, is "absolutely neces-
sary to prepare us tor" experience; and it one is "conversant 
in histo17 without experience," he is "worse than ignorant"; 
1 
he is a pedant. Later, he pointed to the colllll8nts he had made 
on the Peace or Utrecht: 
ay this exercise ot the mind, the study or history 
anticipates, aa it were, experience, ••• and prepares 
us tor action.2 
Man is better able to learn from the examples ot history than 
troa those ot experience because he can see the whole example 
3 
at one time from a distance. 
The illlportance ot the examples or history having been 
established as adjuncts to experience, Bolingbroke was con-
cerned with qualities of tbeae examples, and the means by 
which they may be made available tor the student. As he round 
fault with Bodin's method ot studying history because or its 
pedantry, be turtber insiated tbat the virtues from history 
must be arrived at inductively. It we want to learn trom 
history "how to conduct our .. lves in all the situation& ot 
private and public lite," we auat use the philosophic spirit 
and manner and "rise from particular to general knowledge," 
assuring ourselves, however, that the "particular" justifies 
1 Ibid •• p. 179· 
-
2 Ibid., p. 330. 
-
3 Ibid., p. 185. 
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a generalization. Be bad more to say about this •thod or ex-
tracting the virtuous utility trom the examples or history: 
!57 comparing ••• the experiences or other man and 
other ages with our own, we improve both; we analyse, as 
it were, philosophy. We reduce all the abstract specula-
tiona or ethics, and all the general rules or hUII&n policy, 
to their first principles. With these advantages every 
.an aay, though tew do, advance daily towards those ideas, 
those increased essences a Platonist would say, which no 
human creature can reach in practice, ••• "2 
This back-handed attack on the "abstract" speculators is also 
a testimony to the opttaiatic spirit or progress that pre-
vailed among the historians. '!'he systema or ethics and poli-
tics that once were expected to coae from the abstract specu-
lators u;r be round. in history: confirmed b;r "universal ex-
3 
perienee." Jl'urther than these general civic virtues that his-
tor;r can inculcate, Bolingbroke saw the examples or history 
being more direct in their application to the national poli-
tical well-being. A "clue reflection upon the experiences or 
other ages and countries" would serve to point out and avoid 
4 . 
national corruption. An "earl;r and proper application to the 
study o~·histor;r" would do much to eliminate a "ridiculous 
partiality in favor ot our own country, and a vicious preJu-
dice against others." At tbe sa.e ti .. , history will create 
5 
in us a patriotic attection tor our own country. 
1 ~., P• 191. 
2 Ibid., P• 222. 
-3 Ibid., P• 193· 
-4 Ibid., p. 188. '!'his observation was very closely as-
sociated Witn an attack on the Hanoverian administration. 
5 Ibif., p. 183. Chesterfield bad much the same idea (ll'ootnote continued on next page) 
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As in hia philosopb7, Bume sought in history primarily 
tor the universal and conatant principles of' human nature. 
Aa it was to Voltaire, history was to Bume a atud;y or the 
virtue or aan•s rational acta and the vice of' his irrational 
acta. History was thoroughly a didactic matter. Since so 
much or the ottice ot religion appeared to the enlightened 
pbilosophes as tottering on the brink or bankruptcy, history 
pertorcedly was to take over all aoral guidance. Thus to 
Bu.t, as to Voltaire (and to Bolingbroke), the intellectual 
guidance or histor,y was aoral. In addition to this intellec-
tual and moral instruction, Bu.e saw in history an opportunity 
tor political propaganda. It ia true that be protested his 
innocence here, but an;y reader ot his history can easily 
discover political leaning in ita comments. 
IV. 'l'BB<IlY OP BIS'l'ORY 
Between the two giants or history, Voltaire and Montes-
quieu, there were significant differences of' views on politics 
and religion. But the aoat aipitioant point ot departure 
between these two historians was that concerned with the for-
ces behind historical development. Voltaire's ideasof' histori-
cal causation represent an extension ot the skepticism or John 
(Pootnote continued troa preceding page) 
about the usefulness of history. In a letter to his son, Hov. 
20, 1739, he wrote: "The utility or history consists princi-
pally in the examples it gives us ot the virtues and vices ot 
those who have gone before us. History animates and excites 
ua to the love and practice or virtue ••. •; to the same, 
April 26, 17-8: "history ••• ot all studies is the most ne-
cessar,r tor a aan.who is to live in the world"; and to Lord 
Huntingdon, Oct. 20, 1750: "The Bouse ot Lords must be your 
encl, history one and the chiet or your means. • 
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Locke in the race or the abstract ideas or Carteaianism, and 
the akepticiaa or Bayle toward the idea or providential inter-
vention or Boaauet. The skepticism or Voltaire allowed tor 
no spiritual forces in histor,r; to Voltaire history was an 
•enchainment or events and the ~diate motives or men." 
Ria interpretation or hiator.r was not in tel'IU or general 
causes, but in teras or particular causes for particular 
events. What was not detel'llined by chance was brought about 
by hwu.n reason -- good aenH -- guiding mankind through the 
1 
usa or ignorance, superstition, tyranny, !.!£·, or the past. 
ln Voltaire's •ind, society baa developed through the wilder-
ness or passion by man's instinct or justice and love or or-
der (which Voltaire is careful to explain are not innate ideas): 
Be pictured it [hiator.r] as a battle, in which the for-
ces or destruction associated with .an's passion or self-
love in ita numerous .anitestations contend tor the aaatery 
with constructive forces proceeding from primary instinct 
ot justice: a battle, •oreover, which always ends, how-
ever long the struggle aay be, in the progressive triUIIph 
ot order, reason, and civilization.2 
Monteaquieu looked beyond the facta for principles. Be 
would not allow fortune a place in the affairs or the world; 
accidents in history, he insisted, were entirely aubject to 
3 
causes. Along with these principles that Montesquieu studi-
ously sought and expressed in his Considerations ~ !! 
l.B\117, Idea or Pr9ress, pp. 149-52; also Black, Art 
of Bistog, pp.-,;; 1!t a 73; and Barnes, History .2!, His-
torical riting, p • 154. 
2 Black, .2£• ill·, PP• 38-44. 
3 Albert Sorel, Monteaguieu, p. 6o. 
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Grandeur !! Decadence ~ Rouina and L 'Eaprit ~ !!2!.! was 
hia ineiatence that the genius or people was a product of 
1 
natural forces, particularly ot the influences or climate. 
We might consider the following summary as an adequate picture 
ot Monteaquieu'a theory ot cltaate: 
Ria theory ot climate, tor which be might have got the 
suggestion trom Bodin, tries to show that all institutions 
are shaped by physical environment. Liberty is round in 
cold countries because the people are energetic; despotism 
and alaver,y are congenial to hot countries because the 
people are lazy. Even religions are adapted to climate. 
The Christian religion is auitable to cold zones and to 
moderate governaents becauae or ita spirit of virtue and 
equality; Mohaamedaniam flourishes in hot countries be-
cause. it allows polyga.JQ' and slaver,. In Europe the 
northern countries adopted Protestantism because it suited 
the independent spirit or the people; the southern nations 
had cluni to Catholicism because they round in it a sensu-
ous and easy culture. Even the different fortunes ot 
LutheraniBI!l and Calvinism are referred by the author to 
tl!,eir different chara-ctera, the one adapted to benevolent 
despotism, the other to republicanism.2 
To Monteaquieu, the teat of the naturalness ot the laws ot a 
people is whether or not laws correspond logically with the 
nature or the people; and this nature is that determined 
3 
chiefly by clilllate and geography. Thus Montesquieu 1 s idea of 
virtue in political attaira waa conditioned by a relativism, 
quite different from Voltaire's view of absolute standards as 
motivated by the dictates ot uniformitarianism. And by the 
nature ot this difference, Montesquieu was leas radical in 
1 This idea is fairly prevalent 1n L'Es~rit; it is 
pointedly developed in Book XIV, Vol. II, pp.22-35· 
2 Smith, Enlishtemaent, p. 209. 
3~· 
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his attacks upon political and religious institutions of the 
past and present than was Voltaire. 
Montesquieu's materialistic concept of historical de-
velopment, that implied that tbe physical conditions of en-
vironment dete1'1111ned man 1 s destiny, was not acceptable to many 
of the apostles of "rationalism.• Voltaire attacked it in his 
"Collllll8ntaire sur 1 1Espri t ~ .&21!." With as much material 
as Montesquieu used in entorcing the idea, Voltaire attempted 
1 
to show how the concept is not at all valid. Hume, in his 
essay "On National Characters,• written six years before L'Es-
-
prit ~ .&21! was published, repudiated the idea that physi-
cal conditions determined character or men or government: 
That the character or a nation will much depend on 
moral causes, must be evident to the most superficial ob-
server; since a nation is nothing but a collection or 
individuals, and the manners or individuals are frequently 
determined by these causes • • • 
As to physical causes, I am inclined to doubt altogether 
of their operation In this particular; nor do I think that 
men owe any thing of their temper or genius to the air, 
food, or cl1mate.2 
Hume goes no further than Voltaire in allowing these "causes" 
to be more than an "enchainmsnt of events." In his essay "On 
the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences," also or 1742, 
he first makes light of the displays or ingenuity and subtlety 
that swell many volumes with prof'ound knowledge of causes. He 
than states a general rule: 
What depends upon a few persons is, in a great measure, 
. to be ascribed to chance, or secret and unknown causes: 
1 See Oeuvres, XXVI, 345 ff. 
2 Essays ~Treatises, I, 214-15. 
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What arises :f'rom a great number, may o:f'ten be accounted 
:f'or by determinate and known causes.l 
But these "determinate and known causes" are nothing but the 
numerical accumulation o:f' the odds o:f' chance. Hume uses :f'or 
illustration the idea o:f' a die which at each throw decides 
the issue -- thus the element o:f' chance in the actions o:f' a 
:f'ew; the accumulated "bias" o:f' the die will influence more, 
and eventually the numerical superiority of the biassed die 
will influence the multitude, even i:f' by suggestion. But the 
extent of the influence o:f' this rule is circumscribed: 
To judge by this rule, the domestic and the gradual 
revolutions o:f' a state must be a more proper subject o:f' 
reasoning and observation, than the :foreign and the vio-
lent, which are com.only produced by single persons, and 
are more influenced by whim, :f'olly, or caprice, than by 
general passions and interest.2 
Leslie Stephen, perhaps influenced by his impatience with 
Hume's "cynical conservatism" in politics, called Hume's his-
torical philosophy a "crude empiricism" rather than an "ex-
3 
periential philosophy." 
Bolingbroke, like Voltaire and Hume, saw nationality 
and government developing by the individual acts o:f' men ac-
4 
cording to universal laws o:f' reason. No pervading spirit of 
society was responsible tor the condition o:f' society at any 
given time; men and society were what they are because some-
thing else had happened before. Bolingbroke's interest in 
1 ~., PP• 115-16. 
2 ~·· P• 116. 
3 History Et English 'l'hought 1!:! the Eighteenth Century, 
I, 58. 
4 See Smith, Enlightenment, p. 190. 
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the history ot Europe onl7 since the beginning ot the si~teenth 
century was determined by the tact that around that time "all 
those events happened, and all those revolutions began" that 
1 
influenced his own age. As to the causes of the&e events and 
revolutions: he "will not indulge' himself in "guessing at 
2 
the reasons, or accidents." 
V. SUMMARY 
·The philosophes' ideas on procedure and theory ot his-
tory justify calling their contributions to historiograph7 a 
revolution. They departed from the old historians in every 
department of history. The7 repudiated the "chroniclers" and 
"annalists" in method; they insisted that history must be writ-
ten, not b7 erudite pedants, but b7 philosophers. The philoso-
pher-historian would also depart from his forbears in style. 
Instead of dry chronicles, he would write his histories as 
literature. Instead ot merely supplying a record, the histo-
rian would instruct and entertain. Lessons tor the present 
would be found in the past. For subject matter, the new his-
torian would not be satisfied with the affairs ot kings and 
wars; he would deal with the events of man's social, cultural, 
and economic lite. Interest in the new history tended toward 
modern times. The new historian was skeptical about the re-
liability of the ancients of all nations and saw importance 
1 .Q!l .Eh,! Stugy .!.!!!! :!!!!, st. History (Works, II, 239). 
2 A Dissertation Xfrr Parties (Works, II, 139). Here 
he is talking about the erent developments of constitutions 
ot the French and English after these people had sprung from 
common ancestors. 
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only in modern events. "Erudition" and "pedantry" were used 
by the new writers as terms or distaste describing the dull-
ness and social uselessness or their predecessors. 
The one feature of the new history that represents a 
decisive difference among these tour leaders is that of his-
torical theory. Voltaire's distrust of any kind or principle 
in historical causation seems to have had more appeal to the 
common sense of the period. Montesquieu's depending upon 
climate and other principles for historical causation -- as 
respectfully as Montesquieu was considered in general re-
quired too much faith in a system tor the skeptically minded 
rationalists. Hums and Bolingbroke went along with the Vol-
tairean idea, as did most of the other English historical 
critics and writers. 
PART 'l'WO 
REACTION 'fO HISTORY BY FIELDING, SMOLLETT, 
GOLDSMITH, AID JOHNSON -- IN 
COMMENT AID PRACTICE 
CHAP'l'ER V 
FIBLDIJJG 
I. GEIIERAL IJJ'l'.li:RES'l' IN HISTORY 
Henr,v Fielding died the same year that Hume's first 
volume of histor,v came trom the press. He thus did not live 
to realize the possibilities or success that in England were 
awaiting a well written national history. Smollett did; and 
Smollett, up to the time he wrote his Complete History £! 
England, indicated far less than Fielding any interest in 
history. Fielding was quite historically minded; in tact, 
his comments on the matters or histor,v are almost as tar 
reaching as those of Bolingbroke when the latter was not 
writing on historical matters directly. 
Politics, which seemed to have drawn Bolingbroke to 
an interest in history, attracted a great deal of Fielding's 
literary attention. Like Bolingbroke, Fielding expended a 
large amount or writing energy in attacking the Walpole ad-
ministration. In his writings tor the theater, until Walpole 
closed the theaters to him, Fielding frequently used current 
and past history as veils for his attacks on the government. 
After Walpole tell, Fielding continued his political writing 
in his journals -- first attacking the Jacobites, then cham-
pioning the government containing his friends and benefactors, 
Lyttelton and Bedford. 
Besides this political pragmatism, Fielding showed 
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strong interests in other major characteristics associated 
with the new history. Like the philosophic historians, 
~ielding accepted the idea or human nature as a kind or en-
tity. This concept or "substantialiam" is so prevalent in 
the histories or the age that it has been charged against 
them as a defect. ~ielding 1 s novels, perhaps more than 
those of any other writer of the period, predicate this con-
cept. The law -- its nature and its execution -- was another 
of ~ielding's major interests, in his literary as well as his 
professional work. During the decade of ~ielding's great 
work, Montesquieu was writing his magnificent exposition or 
the spirit of the laws. Morality and humanitarianism are 
persistently pervasive in Fielding's fiction and non-fiction; 
Voltaire sounds them as the keynote of his histories. Field-
ing's sense of practical benevolence, plus his tendency to-
ward literary realism, carried him to a philosophic position 
of opposition to the pure reason or the "metaphysical" specu-
lators associated with Cartesianism. In this opposition, he 
can be considered an ally or the new historians, whose raison 
d'etre was substantially owed to a dissatisfaction with 
Descartes' system. This social empiricism of Fielding is ex-
tended, especially in his late work, to a profound interest 
in economics, industry, and trade. His last book, A Journal 
of & Journey to Lisbon, is remarkable for its sympathetic in-
terest in these matters. We have seen that a large part of 
what was considered a revolution in history was the new his-
torian's insistence upon the importance of these subjects. 
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In short, the fields of interest that Fielding applied himself 
to -- politics, human nature, laws and customs, social wel-
fare, industry, and commerce -- in terms or the new history, 
go considerably beyond those of Bolingbroke, who is often 
called the spring-board of eighteenth century historiography. 
II • HISTORIES OP THE 1 45 
Fielding is present in this discussion of eighteenth 
century history because or his incidental application to the 
spirit of the new history. We must realize, however, that be 
has been acknowledged as the author of two works of history, 
even though both of them are very slim performances; and are 
very much of the nature of political pamphlets. The first or 
these "historiesn was the forty-seven page ~ History of ~ 
1 
Present Rebellion in Scotland. This was published, Oct. 5, 
1745, right atter the confirmation in the London Gazette 
(Sept. 24, 1745) of the rumor that the king's army had been 
cut to pieces by the Pretender's at Prestonpans. Amid this 
and other wild rumors or the Pretender's successes, feverish 
military preparations were on toot in London. An "Association 
tor Defense• was organized; high clergymen preached sermons; 
and numerous pamphlets were issued spelling the doom ot the 
1 Full title: The Histo~ ot the Present Rebellion in 
Scotland. F'rom the Departure o tne Pretender's Son from -
ROII8, down to the present '1'1me. In which is A run Account 
~be Conduct of this Young Invader, from his first Arrival 
in Scotland, with the several progresses be made there; and 
likewise a very Particular RELATION of the Battle of Preston, 
with an exact List of the Slain, Wounded, and Prisoners, on 
both sides. 
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nation unless the threat of the invaders was stopped. Field-
ing's A Serious Address to the People or Great Britain was an 
- ---y - -
item of the pamphlet barrage. The purpose or ! Serious Ad-
dress !2 the People seems to have been to offset whatever ro-
mantic sympathies, especially in the provincial areas, the 
excitement or the young Stuart's audacity might have aroused. 
It bas been suggested that the success or this pamphlet en-
couraged Fielding to write an account or the whole war up to 
2 
date. 
On the title page of 1!!!!. History 2! !!!!. Present Rebel-
11£n, Fielding states that his material is taken from the ac-
count of a Capt. Macpherson, who had escaped from a forced 
servitude with the Pretender's army. Fielding very easily 
could have secured from the London Gazette the material he 
used, as Miss Seymour, in her article, points out. Since the 
booklet was written while the rebellion was still in progress, 
one need not expect historical obJectivity. The religion of 
the invaders is vilified on every occasion: 
A dreadful Religion indeed, which teaches us to divest 
ourselves or Humanity to our fellow Creatures, only from 
serving their God in a different Manner~ and holding dif-
ferent Tenets of Religion from our own.~ 
1 Mabel Seymour, "Fielding's History of the Forty-
Five," Philological Quarterly (1935), XIV, 105-107. 
2 1lli • 1 p • 113 • 
3 The Histo~ or the Present Rebellion, with an 
duction and notes yo !?an Kyrle Pletcher, p. 15. This 
reprint, with facsimile title page, of this rare item. 
in tro-
is a 
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• • • every Page alaost or the Histories or popish Coun-
tries abounds with Exaaples or the bloodiest and most 
cruel Actions done, at the Instigation or Priests, ..• 1 
The Pretender's son is castigated along with his religious 
followers: 
But such is the Nature or this Cause, and or the Spirit 
with which it is conducted; headed by a young, rash, ambi-
tious, fiery Zealot, under the absolute Government and 
Guidance or furious, enraged Priests, who breathe nothing 
but Blood and Desolation ••• 2 
The country is called to the seriousness or the threat and is 
exhorted to rise up in defence: 
••• it is never safe to despise the most contemptible 
Enemy too absolutely. A Lesson which, I hope.._ our future 
Politicians will learn from the present Case.~ 
As to the Rebels, we have been since informed, that 
they have been mustering their whole Porce, in order to 
invade this Kingdom, where, we doubt not, but they will 
meet with a Reception becoming a brave Nation, whose All 
is at Stake in the Contest.4 
I shall conclude these Papers, with exhorting every Man 
in this Kingdom to exert hiaself, not only in his Station, 
but as rar as Health, Strength, and Age will permit him, 
to leave at present the Calling which he pursues, and how-
ever foreign his Way or Lite may have been to the Exercise 
ot Aras, to take them up, and enure himself to them: Nor 
should this be delayed a Ma.ent, tor, I repeat it once 
more, HIS ALL IS AT STAll. This is not the Cause or a 
Party: I shall be excused, if I say it is not the cause 
in which the King only is concerned, your Religion, my 
Countrymen, your Laws, your Liberties, your Lives, the 
Safety ot your Wives and Children; The Whole is in Danger, 
and for God Almighty's Sakal lose not a Moment in ARMING 
YOURSELVES tor their Preservation.' 
1~ •• P• 16. 
2~ •• PP• 20-21. 
3 Ibid., P• 10. 
-
4 Ibid., 
-
p. 45. 
5~·· PP• 46-47. 
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After the rebellion had been put down, but with notice-
able Jacobite sentiment still broached by some writers, Field-
ing expanded !b.! History ot the Present Rebellion into a 156 
page history ot the entire war entitled ! Compleat and Authen-
~ History!}!.. !ej !!!,!, Progress, ~Extinction Ef.. ,W!_ .&!!!, 
Rebellion (17-7)· Professor Cross believed that Fielding 
wrote this book in order to establish, in the tace ot numerous 
untrustworthy accounts, a true account ot what happened in 
2 
the rebellion. While the book is generally partial to the 
Hanover aide, it does not contain the fervid denunciations 
and pleading that History !}!.. ,.!?!!! Present Rebellion did. A 
historian's high devotion-to tacta and dates characterizes 
the book and calls to mind Fielding's introduction to the 
version that appeared in tile MuaeUII: 
'l'bere is nothing that can contribute more to the fur-
nishing proper Materials, tor the History ot any Period 
ot Time, than the setting-down in a clear and chronologi-
cal Order, a plain Jfarration ot Pacts while they are yet 
recent, and it ia in a manner impossible that any material 
Mistakes should be made about them • • .3 
On the title-page ot the Dublin, 1747, edition, the only ver-
sion that was available to this writer, is the following 
description: 
The whole coapoaed with the Greatest Accuracy possible 
2 History Ef..Henrz Fielding, II, 54-55· 
3 Quoted by Seymour, .21?.. ill· , p • ll5. 
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in regard to Pacts and Dates, and free from all Mixture 
of fictitious Circumstances, or ill-grounded Conjectures. 
Only twice in the book does the author seem to step aside from 
pure historical objectivity. He indulges in a patriotic out-
burst as he praises the virtues of the royal prince, the Duke 
of Cumberland. The magnificence of the deportment of the 
Duke is claimed by Fielding to have secured for England "the 
present Possession and future Prospects of the wisest and best 
framed Constitution, administered by the sentlest and most in-
1 
dulgent government Europe can boast." And later, the reader 
is treated with pictures of the executions or the Scottish 
Jacobite& that abound with ele .. nts of sensationalism. That 
or Lord Balmerino, light-heartedly mounting the scaffold, tak-
ing out his spectacles to read a paper to the crowd, gra-
ciously forgiving George II, giving the executioner all the 
guineas be bad in his pocket aa a douceur, donning his plaid 
cap in order to die a true Scotsman, and finally slapping the 
2 
axe-man on the back to encourage him, seems aimed at an audi-
ence that might be impressed by something other than solid his-
tory. 
As interesting as these two little historical works 
are, they do not go very far in establishing Fielding in the 
ferment ot history peculiar to the period. The most that they 
do is to indicate that the no.alist could appreciate the task 
the 
1. p. ~7· 
2. Pp. 63-68. The book also carries a copper-plate or 
execution of Lord Lovat. 
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of narrating facts, tbe task of any historian; and he could 
do so effectively while conducting a propaganda argument, 
the purpose so frankly served by many of the eighteenth cen-
tury historians. But Fielding did not have to write history 
to show his awareness of the subJect. Throughout his works 
he reminds the reader of the presence of history in his 
thought. 
II • HISTORY Di HIS OTHER WRITINGS 
In his novels and Journals, Pielding often used details 
with the flavor of history to serve him in his needs of the 
moment. For instance, he would use in his novels an individ-
ual's knowledge of history as a detail in establishing the 
individual's character. In !2!! Jones, Mrs. Western's worldly 
intelligence and combative politics, so troublesome to her 
brother, are in part portrayed by her reading: 
[She] had gone through Rapin •s History ,or England, 
Echard's Roman History, and many French Memoires pour 
servir a 1 1histoire: to these ahe had added most or the 
political pamphlets and Journals within the last twenty 
years.l 
In contrast to this assertive historical equipment of Mrs. 
Western, is the domestic reading or Amelia: 
• • • whose reading waa confined to English plays and 
poetry; besides which, I think she had conversed only with 
the divinity of the great and learned Dr. Barrow, and with 
tbe histories of the excellent Bishop Burnet.2 
1 Works£! Henry Fielding (New York, 1903), IV, 7· 
2 ~·• VIII, 110. 
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And very frequently Fielding retera to historians in inci-
dental but familiar comments. He mentions Plutarch with his 
1 
"minute circumstances"; Pliny with his "monstrous probabili-
2 3 
ties"; Li~, with his superstition; Echard, quoted on the laws 
of Canute; and Rapin, corrected on a detail of feudalistic 
5 
law. And his argument in "A Full Vindication of the Duchess 
of Marlborough" was frequently supported by references to Bur-
6 
net, "so impartial a historian." 
Fielding frequently resorted to historical materials 
and viewpoints in his novels. First to mind comes the Jacob-
ite uprising of 1 45 that hovered in both background and fore-
ground of Tom Jones. The troop movements and the general ap-
-
prehension relative to the rebellion may be considered as bits 
of current history, slanted with political prejudices which 
were assumed as a prerogative by the eighteenth century histo-
rians. Perhaps the most worn item in the explications of 
!2!! Jones is the time-place scheme, a pattern that could be 
Justified in any avowed non-fictional account. Several of the 
characters mentioned in the novel are frankly historical --
Jennie Cameron, for whom Sophia is mistaken; and Whitefield's 
sister, the landlady ot the Blue Bell. A rather good list ot 
12. 
1 ~Jones, Works, VI, 193· 
2 Journal£!~ Journey to Lisbon, Works, XI, 191. 
3 "'l'hia World to the Next, " (Works, XI, 56. ) 
4 Covent Garden Journal, II, 121. 
5 Preface, "Increaae in Robbers,~ Works (1903), XIII, 
6 Works (London, 1903), II. 
l 
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other real people, only slightly o.bscured by fictional names, 
1 
has been uncovered by researchers. This realism of charac-
ters is explained by Fielding as he comments on his aim in 
his use of facts to avoid fiction-romance: 
In this, however, those historians who relate public 
transactions, have the advantage of us who confine our-
selves to scenes of private life. The credit of the for-
mer is by common notoriety supported for a long time; and 
public records, with the concurrent testimony of many 
authors, bear evidence to their truth in future ages ••• 
But we who deal in private character, who search into the 
most retired recesses, and draw forth examples or virtue 
and vice from holes and corners of the world, are in a 
more dangerous situation. As we have no public notori-
ety, no concurrent testiaony, no records to support and 
corroborate what we deliver, it becomes us to keep within 
the ~imits not only of possibility, but of probability 
too. 
If such a passage means nothing else, it does suggest that 
3 
the writer was highly aware of the machinery or history. 
This concern of Fielding with the substance of life or 
human nature, a concern that had so much to do with Hume's in-
terest in history, is a large part of the idea of Fielding's 
novels. It may be said, of course, that literature always, 
everywhere, is primarily concerned with life. The "philoso-
pher" of the eighteenth century, however, in his "rationalistic" 
1 !. .g., see E. A. Baker, !h! History ~ ~ English 
Novel, IV, I51· 
2 !2! Jones (Works, IV, 189). 
3 In this instance, as in all the instances in which we 
shall be considering the element of real life in the novels of 
the period, we should be aware of the convention of the fic-
tion writer to set up devices of verisimilitude. On the other 
hand, the more we allow for this convention, the more we must 
concede of the recognition of the importance of history in the 
minds of the novelists, before the frankly historical novel. 
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urge to universalize, to find his scientific common denomina-
tor, sought by examination or manipulation to discover an ar-
rangement of the elements of human nature that would do best 
for all people, everywhere. A good example of this "substan-
tialism" is the material of the Essay~~· And Voltaire 
and Hume as philosophers carried this attitude over into his-
tory; Bolingbroke made a point of this approach: 
Man is the subject of every history; and to know him 
well, we must see him and consider him, as history alone 
can present him to us, in every age, in every country, in 
every state, in life and in death .•• and, therefore, 
whilst they ~rrate as historians, they hint often as 
philosophers.! 
Fielding viewed this subject of man in very much the same 
light: 
Life may as properly be called an art as any other; and 
the great incidents in it are no more to be considered as 
mere accidents than the several members of a fine statue 
or a noble poem . . . By examining carefully the several 
gradations which conduce to bring every model to perfec-
tion, we learn truly to know that science in which the 
model is formed: as histories of this kind, therefore, 
may properly be called models or HUMAN LIFE, so, by ob-
serving minutely the several incidents which tend to the 
catastrophe or completion of the whole, and the minute 
causes whence those incidents are produced, we shall best 
be instructed in this most useful or all arts, which I 
call the ART OF LIFE.2 
In these two views, one by the philosopher-historian Boling-
broke and the other by the novelist Fielding, we see a resem-
• 
blance between the philosopher seeking human nature in history 
and the novelist assuming much the same philosophy in his 
1 Study~!!!!_ 2.f. History (Works, II, 229). 
2 Amelia (Works, VII, 2). 
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consideration of the materials of his art. Fielding views 
here the moral utility or fiction very much in .the manner in 
llhi:ctl the historians like Bolingbroke were regarding the 11lu-
~ination of history. 
Bolingbroke's On!!!! Study~ Use of History has been 
frequently pointed to as having had a wide influence in modify-
ing the conception of history. It was in this work that Bol-
ingbroke handed down his famous aphoristic definition of his-
tory as "philosophy teaching by examples." He then analyzed 
this "school of example": 
.•• the masters of this school are history and experi-
ence .•• the former is absolutely necessary to prepare us 
for the latter ••• I admit that the study of history, 
without experience, is insufficient, but assert that ex-
perience itself is so without genius. Genius is prefer-
able to the other two; but I would wish to find the three 
together; for how great soever a genius may be, and how 
much soever he may acquire new light and heat, as he pro-
ceeds in his rapid course, certain it is that he will 
never shine with the full lustre, nor shed the full influ-
ence he is capable of, unless to his own experience he 
adds the experience of other men and other ages. Genius, 
without the improvement, at least of experience, is what 
comets once were thought to be, a blazing meteor, irregu-
lar in its course, and dangerous in h~s approach ••• 
Mere sons of earth, if they have experience without any 
knowledge of the history of the world, are but half schol-
ars in the science of mankind. And if they are conversant 
in history without experience, they are worse than igno-
rant; they are pedants ••• The man who has all three, 
is an honor to his country, and a public blessing! 
Three years before Bolingbroke published this work in 1752, 
Fielding published the following on the requirements for a 
historian: 
1 Works, II, 179· 
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I shall here venture to mention some qualifications, 
ever.y one of which are in a pretty high degree necessary 
to this order or historians. 
The first is, genius • • • By genius I would understand 
that power or rather those powers of the mind, which are 
capable of penetrating into all things within our reach 
and knowledge, and of distinguishing their essential dif-
ferences ••• But though they should be so, they are not 
sufficient for our purpose, without a good share of learn-
ing . • . A competent knowledge of histor.y and of belles-
lettres is here absolutely necessary . • • 
Again, there is another sort of knowledge, beyond the 
power or learning to bestow, and this is to be had from 
conversation • • • Now this conversation in our historian 
must be universal, that is, with all ranks and degrees of 
men. • .1 
Thus we have Bolingbroke insisting that the "school of example," 
which he has named elsewhere as the material or history in 
the instructing hands of philosophy, consists of the triumvir-
ate: experience, histor.y, and genius. Fielding insisted that 
the historian, who to Bolingbroke should be the philosopher 
teaching by example, must have genius, learning ("history and 
belles-lettres"), and experience (universal conversation). 
The point is not that the two contemporary writers influenced 
each other (certainly StudY~~£! History could not have 
influenced !£! Jones because of chronology) nor that both men 
had a common source for their ideas; but it is that such 
terminology of the obviously historically minded Bolingbroke, 
widely recognized as the sponsor of so much of the histori-
cal mindedness of the succeeding period, should have been used 
1 !£!Jones (Works, IV, 314-17}· 
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1 
by the earlier writer in his History£! !2m Jones. 
The tact that Fielding used the word "history" in the 
titles of his novels need not be labored with in a survey of 
the author's historical mindedness. The word had long been 
used by the French as a term tor "story." As Professor 
Sherburn has pointed out, it no doubt suggests "an avoidance 
2 
ot the lofty, the marvelous, and the fantastic." But beyond 
the title, there is much of the theory of history in Tom 
Jones. We have already considered some ideas in the novel 
with parallels in the ideas on history expressed by Boling-
broke. Not uncommon, furthermore, are Fielding 1 s remarks 
that show him consciously assuming for himself something of 
the role of the historian. He considers himself one of 
those "historical writers who do not draw their materials 
from records" at the same time that he hopes to avoid the 
contempt deserved by the writers of "novels and romances." 
In short, he claims tor his work the title or history: 
Though, as we have good authority for all our charac-
ters, no less indeed than the vast authentic doomsday 
book or nature, as is elsewhere hinted, Qur labours have 
sufficient title to the name of history.j 
1 Elsewhere Fielding used much the same formula: as 
aids in writing he invoked Genius "to know mankind better 
than they know themselves"; Learning(, "thy philosophic, thy 
poetic, and thy historical treasures'; and Experience, "long 
conversant with every kind or character ••• From thee only 
can the manners of mankind be known; to which the recluse 
pedant, however great his parts or extensive his learning ~ 
be, hath ever been stranger." (Tom Jones, Works, v 262-6~.) 
Note how closely Fielding with his "recluse pedant, A "stranser" 
to the "manners of mankind," parallels, with more kindliness, 
Bolingbroke's "worse than ignorantn "pedants." 
2 ! Literary History of England, p. 957. 
3 ~Jones (Works, IV, 313). 
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Further than claiming for his work a greater historical valid-
ity than is desened by the wr1 tera of "novels and romances," 
Fielding, in what must be allowed an uncertain degree of 
seriousness, claims a higher degree of true historicity for 
his work than is to be found in many so-called histories: 
Notwithstanding the preference which may be vulgarly 
given to the authority of those romance writera who en-
title their books "the History of England, the History ot 
Prance, of Spain, etc.," it is most certain that truth is 
to be found only in the works of those who celebrate the 
lives of great men, and are commonly called biographers, 
as the others should indeed be called topographers, or 
chorographera; ••.• but as to the actions and characters 
of men, their writings are not quite so authentic, of 
which there needs no other proof than those eternal con-
tradictions occurring between two topographers who under-
take the histocy or the saae country: tor instance, be-
tween my Lord Clarendon and Mr. Whitelocke, between Mr. 
Echard and Rapin, and many others; • • • But though these 
widely differ in the narrative or facts; some ascribing 
victory to the one, and others to the other party; some 
representing the same man as a rogue, while others give 
him a great and honest character; yet all agree in the 
scene where the fact is supposed to have happened, and 
where the person, who is both rogue and an honest man 
lived. Bow with us biographers the case is different; 
the facts we deliver may be relied on, though we orten 
mistake the a~ and country wherein they happened. 
(Along with the claim here, the author displays something of 
a real inclination toward a criticism or history.) And in 
introducing Squire Allworthy in~ Jones, Pielding assures 
the reader that he intends to deal with "matters or a more ex-
traordinary kind" than the reader would find in the "pa~a 
which certain droll authora have facetiously pleased to call 
The History of England." 
1 Joseph Andrews (Works, II, 34-35·) 
2 Works, III, 8-9· 
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In the same year that ~ Jones was published, Field-
ing wrote and published the pamphlet ! Charse Delivered to 
l!:!! Grand~· This work was written to establish the im-
portance and dignity or the grand Jury. It is a sound his-
torical sketch or the development or laws and customs and 
would make an acceptable chapter in the type or history that 
Voltaire and Montesquieu were writing. In tact, a suggestion 
ot an influence ot Montesquieu's Esprit~ b2!!• which bad 
been published the year before, is Fielding's statement or 
the strong probability that the English system or grand Juries 
1 
"bad some existence even among the Britons." Montesquieu, 
perhaps, went beyond all others in tracing the virtues or the 
British constitution back to the ancient Britons and their 
Germanic forbears. In this pamphlet Fielding used historical 
sources, primary and secondary, that would have done credit 
to many of the historians of his tillle: Rap in, Echard, Brae-
ton, Lord Hale, Coke, Machiavelli, and Tbucydides -- to name 
those most obvious. He also dealt with other items that were 
oammanding the attention or the professed historians: the 
current administration, the luxury or the age, and the Jacob-
ite turmoil • 
In 1751, the same year as Amelia, Fielding published 
another pamphlet, !!! Enguiry .1!!!.2!!!!, Causes 2! ~ ~ ~­
crease 2! Robbers. In this, Pielding attacked the vices of 
drink, g&~~~bling, etc., especially among the lower classes, as 
1 Works, (London, 182.}, XII, 299· 
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the cause of the increase in crillle. He examined each of 
these vices substantially from the historical viewpoint: 
!. ·.&., 
whom 
that of drunkenness is traced back to the Danes, by 
1 
it was introduced into England. Again very much in the 
vein of Montesquieu, Fielding dealt with the correlative de-
velopment of laws and customs toward the shaping of the con-
stitution: 
Hence the historian, who is ignorant of our law, and 
the lawyer, who is ignorant of our history, have agreed 
in that common error, remarked above, ot considering our 
constitution as something fixed and permanent:. for the 
exterior form of government (however the people are 
changed) still, in a great degree, remains what it was; 
and the same, notwithstanding all its alterations, may be 
said of the law.2 
In the tradition of much of the eighteenth century history, 
Fielding, in the Enquiry, dealt with the growing dangers of 
luxury, the changes in social classes, and the new probleliiS 
broached by these social changes. 
Although Fielding's last novel follows in structure 
the epic, beginning in medias !!!• rather than the historical 
form ot ~ Jones, it perhaps contains more historical sug-
gestion than the earlier book. First, this novel is confes-
sedly didactic as the author says in his introduction: 
The following book is sincerely designed to promote 
the cause of virtue, and to expose the most glaring 
evils, as well public as private, which at present in-
fest the country.3 
1 Ibid., p. 23 ff. 
2 Ibid., p. 4. 
3 Works (New York, 1907), VII, xiii. 
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This pragmatism or Amelia has been compared with that of the 
Enquiry: 
The "Enquiry" is rather the background of~melia." 
In the pamphlet, Fielding proceeds by exposition and ar-
gument enforced by examples for illustration. He is 
there addressing lawyers and legislators. In the novel 
he proceeds by narrative -- by plot and characters --
that he may bring home to his readers the moral condition 
of London within the immediate Jurisdiction of his court, 
and warn the unsuspecting against the lures or vice and 
crime .1 
Not only is the pragmatic concept of Amelia a point in common 
with much or the historical interest or the mid-century, but 
the subJect matter, social and private morals, also, is a fac-
tor in the new history. 
The subject matter of Amelia, however, did not detract 
Fielding from his characteristic realism. Considering the 
author's sympathies in the story, the fidelity of its realism 
is remarkable. His assumed "part as a faithful historian" 
would not even allow him to be partial to one of his favorite 
characters. After a scene in which the good Dr. Harrison has 
been rather rude toward Mrs. Atkinson for her pretensions to-
ward learning, Fielding seemingly warns himself out loud 
against departing from the historian's objectivity: 
Nay, I am aware that the esteem which some readers be-
fore had for the doctor may be here lessened .•• but it 
is our business to discharge the part or a faithful his-
torian, and to describe human nature as it is, not as we 
would wish it. 
1 Cross, ~· cit., II, 312. 
2 Works, IX, 113. 
One of the characteristics of the "new history" was a 
1 
sharpening of interests in arts and sciences. As Fielding 
progressed toward his last book, Journal~~ Journey !2 1!!-
~~ he indicates an increasing concern with these practical 
affairs of society. In the original edition of Amelia, be-
tween Chapters I and II of the third part, there was a chap-
ter devoted to a detailed account of the practice of medicine. 
About·this chapter, which is frequently omitted in later edi-
tions of the novel, Fielding said: 
Some readers will, perhaps, think this whole chapter 
might have been omitted; but though it contains no great 
matter of amusement, it may at least serve to inform pos-
terity concerning the present state of physic.2 
The stated purpose, "to inform posterity," is frankly histori-
cal; but it is not as philosophically historical as the writer's 
purpose in the Journal~~ Journey !2 Lisbon, where we shall 
see Fielding's accelerated preoccupation with arts and sciences 
was aimed at finding some "principle" among their operations. 
While this chapter in Amelia"concerning the present state of 
physic" is not as much in the manner of a principle-seeking 
Montesquieu as is much of the material in the Journal • . . to 
Lisbon, it is closer to this "new history" and farther from 
fiction than Joseph Andrews or even~ Jones. 
In 1752, when Fielding turned to editing the Covent-
Garden Journal, for the first time he had real journalistic 
independence. His previous editorships -- of~ Champion, 
1 See above, pp. 9-10. 
2 Works, VIII, 10. 
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The True Patriot, and The Jacobite Journal -- all had politi-
-- -
cal strings of some kind attached to them. His interests, 
which seemed to have been increasing since ~ Jones, spread 
themselves in width and depth. Fielding's desires in~ !E-
quiry and Amelia to reform laws, morals, and manners are more 
evident in the Covent-Garden Journal. In certain respects 
the Journal was frankly concerned with current history; it 
carried a section of "Foreign Affairs" and one of "Modern His-
2 
tory." The lead articles were on a wide variety of subjects, 
many of which, however, being those that were being discovered 
by the contemporary historians as materials for their histo-
ries: laws and social welfare, the question of political 
"liberty," religion, science, "metaphysics," revolution in 
social classes. In No. 12, Feb. 11, 1752, as a somewhat 
humorous prelude to an ironic-comic sketch of the history of 
the times, there is a rather lengthy comment on the matter of 
truth in histories. After dealing with the outright liars in 
history, like "Master Geoffry of Monmouth," the writer shows 
that he is too full of good-nature to be completely, or even 
"rationally," pyrrhonic toward history: 
But if no Latitude be given Historians, I am afraid 
not only for -Matthew Paris, the best of our ancient Annal-
ists, but the valuable Remains of Livy, Tacitus, Suetonius, 
Dion Cassius, and, indeed almost every History, must be 
condemned to the Flames • . . 
1 Cross, .Q!!.. ill·, p. 364. 
2 The "Modern History" 
humorous domestic news items. 
and sometimes satiric. 
was a mixture of serious and 
Sometimes they were straight 
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In Reality, there are other Apologies for the Historian, 
besides the Allowances which we are to make for Supersti-
tion and Credulity. Nothing is so short-lived as Truth, 
occasioned I suppose by her extreme Indolence and Sluggish-
ness, which are so remarkable, that she never cares to 
wag out of her own House, not even to visit her next Door 
Neighbor. Physicians may on the contrary well account 
for the long Life of Falsehood, b7 the constant Exercise 
which she uses.l 
It is this good-natured humanity, so much of which is found 
in! Journal £! ~ Journey to Portugal, that might disarm a 
reader and prevent him from realizing much of the serious im-
port of the book. 
In 1754 Fielding had become such a sick man that only 
a change of climate promised any relief. As sick as he was, 
with the added pain and discomfort of taking ship and making 
the voyage, he was still able to gather the material for a 
last book -- which to some readers is one of his most read-
able. For our purpose it is interesting because it is an ex-
tension of so many of the characteristics that contributed to 
Covent-Garden Journal.. The elements of !b.! Covent-Garden l2!!!:-
nal that suggest contemporary history are still more evident 
in the Journey ~ Lisbon. This relationship is suggested by 
Professor Cross as he comments on Fielding's Preface to the 
Journey: 
This delightful rambling foreshadows the conclusion 
that the voyage or the travel-sketch, like the novel, is 
but history illumined by the imagination. • . 
A well-written voyage or journal, Fielding would thus 
imply, is a novel without a plot, and as such it approaches 
a step nearer contemporary history . • • Fielding also 
1 Covent-Garden Journal, I, 207-207. 
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tel t at liberty to digress whenever he pleased. His di-
gressions read like little essays such as he had written 
tor his newspapers or like sections in his pamphlets.! 
Frequently in the book Fielding explicitly expressed an aware-
ness of the immediate function ot the historian. He deplored 
the fact that "there should scarce exist a single writer of 
this kind [voyage-writer] worthy or our regard" adding that 
"whilst there is no other branch or histor.v (for this is his-
tory) which hath not exercised the greatest pens." In this 
charge of mediocrity among "voyage-writers" he made excep-
tions in favor of Addison and Burnet; and he nominated Homer 
the peer or all. Then in what might be the most heretical or 
all literary opinions, he said that he would have preferred 
that Homer bad written a "true history of his own times in 
2 
humble prose, than those noble poems." 
The method of the historian occupied the writer. For 
the sake of literary appeal "some few embellishments must be 
3 
allowed the historian"; however, history demands a lower key 
than does more imaginative writing: "The foregoing is a very 
imperfect sketch of this extraordinary couple; for every 
4 
thing is here lowered, instead of heightened.'' Fielding found 
fault with the antiquarian chroniclers. He compared the "ways 
ot tracing all things, used by the historian and the antiquary": 
1 Q2· cit., III, 61-62. 
2 Works, XI, 188. 
3 .!lli·' Ii>. 193. 
4 ,!lli•, P• 266. 
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The former shews you how things are, and leaves to 
others to discover when they began to be so. The latter 
shews you how things were, and leaves their present exist-
ence to be examined by others. Hence the former is more 
useful, the latter more curious. We shall pursue the 
historical method.l 
2 
He poked mild fun at the medievalist Thomas Hearne, and he 
humorously related how the "society of Antiquarians" "lighting 
by accident" on the Bible discovered that "the first man was 
a traveller, and that he and his family were scarce settled 
in Paradise before they disliked their own home, and became 
3 
passengers to another place." 
The spirit of the revolution in history was the ration-
alist's sense of utility against the antiquarian's curiosity. 
Just as Fielding elected the historian's method against that 
or the antiquarian, he professed to follow the new historian's 
method in evaluating the details he will use: 
• • • if any merely common incident should appear in this journal, which will seldom, ••• it is not introduced 
for its own sake, but for SODa observations and reflections 
naturally resulting from it.4 
These "observations and reflections" are to be those that have 
the utility or "instruction" in their natures: 
. . • my purpose is to convey instruction in the vehicle or 
ertertainment; and so to bring about at once, .•• a per-
fect resolution in the laws relating to our maritime af-
fairs.5 
1~ •• P• 218. 
2 Ibid., P· 255· 
3~·· PP• 217-18. 
4~ .• P• 193· 
5 Ibid., 
-
P· 195· 
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And in his historical survey of the problems of shipping, 
Fielding was concerned with "one general principle" common to 
1 
all conveyances. And he limited his observations to ships as 
vehicles because they constitute importance that will justify 
his obaervations; and will establish the utility of his pur-
pose. Thus Fielding is pursuing the "historical method" that 
in his mind distinguiahed the historian from the antiquary. 
Still further did he devote himself to the office of the re-
flective historian when he announced in the Preface to the 
Journal that "political reflections" will "form so distinguish-
2 
ing a part." These reflections consist in part of a condemna-
3 
tion or certain types of despots, royal or popular; an unex-
4 
plained compliment to his old enemy Walpole; comments on the 
5 
abuse or the idea of liberty by the lower classes; and a eita-
tion of a passage from the Esprit ~Lois on political slav-
6 
ery. 
1 ,!2!g., p. 219· 
2 ,!2!g., P• 194. 
3 Ibid., PP· 233-311-. 
4 ,!2!g·, PP· 279-80. 
5 ,!2!g., PP• 213 and 267-69. 
6 Ibid., p. 205. A general principle or the entire 
book -- t~customs and laws are peculiar to geographic con-
ditions -- also seems attributable to the influence of Montes-
quieu. (See Journal, P• 185, for Fielding's appreciation ot 
the corresponding dlfterences of customs and manners and of 
geographical conditions.) This departure or Fielding from a 
rather prevailing neo-classical idea or uniformitarianism sets 
him ott from one like Johnson, who insisted that "one town, one 
country, is very like another: civilized nations.have the same 
customs, and barbarous nations have the same nature." ("Let-
ters," Works, XII, 355·) Johnson, incidentally, considered 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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Travel accounts were considered a kind of historical 
writing by the historians and critics of the period. Gold-
smith devoted an entire letter (chapter) in his History~ 
England ~ ~ Series of Letters to a rather elaborate account 
of Anson's voyase. As a critic, Goldsmith considered ac-
1 
counts of the traveller as "modern history." Johnson in his 
Preface to the Translation of Father Lobo's Voyage praised 
the Por~uguese traveller for the same kind of rationalistic 
probability and good sense that were round in favor by the 
critics of history: 
..• whatever he relates, whether true or not, is at 
least probable; and he who tells nothing exceeding the 
bounds of probability, has a right to demand that they 
should believe him who cannot contradict him; . • . he 
appears ..• to have copied nature from lite, and to 
have consulted his senses, not his 1magination.2 
Johnson insisted that every writer of travels should "mingle 
3 
pleasure with instruction.• Fielding,in his Journal~~ 
Journey, insisted upon the same standards for the traveller 
or historian. At fault, he said, was the writer who treated 
"facts of so co•on a kind," the "minutest thing," "without 
any consideration whether it is capable of pleasing or sur-
.IJ 
prising, of diverting or informing the reader." 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
Montesquieu's theory of climatic influence "idle speculation." 
1 "On Charlevoix' History of Paraguay," Works, III, 456· 
2 Works, II, 265. 
3 Idler, XCVII (Works, VII, 384). 
4 Works, XI, 191-92. Fielding previously had expressed 
this neo-classical principle or utility as a responsibility of 
the traveller: "Nature is not, any more than a great senius, 
always admirable in her productions~ and therefore the travel-
ler, who may be called her commenta~or, should not expect to 
find every where subJects worthy of notice." (Ibid., p. 186.) 
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IV. RECOGNITION OF FIELDING'S SENSE OF HISTORY 
Recognition of Fielding's realism is a commonplace of 
literary criticism; many writers, however, have extended the 
idea of realism in Fielding's works to where it becomes a 
record of contemporary history. As one might say of the 
wider place of history itself, Cazam1an says that Fielding's 
realism "unites the most common desires of the new society of 
1 
England: the taste for the concrete." Cross compares the 
author of ~ Jones with a historian: 
A good historian or biographer should let his readers 
know how old his characters are in order that youth and 
age may be duly considered in passing judgment on their 
conduct. Well aware or this principle, Fielding tells us 
in many cases their exact age, or when they were born, or 
supplies a clue to this information.2 
Cross rationalizes the unpopular affair or Lady Bellaston as 
an item in Fielding's inclination toward verisimilitude: 
Take her out of the novel, and it would become a book 
for the fireside. Fielding has paid the penalty for 
strict fidelity to tbe society of which he was a part.3 
G. H. Maynadier in an introduction to ~ Jones considers the 
novel as genuine social history: 
•• the reality or the various scenes which is essential 
to perfect verisimilitude, -- or this in Tom Jones, as in 
Fielding's other novels, the highest praise is not too 
great. So tar as printed words can take us from our ac-
tual surroundings to places removed by time and distance, 
while we read Tom Jones we live in the England of George 
II., in that England whose life Hogarth was putting into 
1 Legouis and Cazamian, A History .2! English 
p. 888. 
2 History .2! Henry Fielding, II, 195· 
3 ~·· p. 218. 
Litera-
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his pictures as accurately as Smollett and Fielding were 
putting into their booka.l 
Hazlitt, who preferred the novels of Smollett to those of 
Fielding, considered Fielding's devotion to the details of 
contemporary society as contributing to his weakness as a 
novelistt "it has been argued that Fielding must have had his 
materials ready-made to his hands, and was merely a transcriber 
2 
of local manners and individual habits." Hazlitt, in positive 
terms, evaluated Fielding's historical quality: 
I should be at a loss where to find in any authentic 
documents of the same period so satisfactory an account 
of the general state of society, and of moral, political, 
and religious feeling in the reign of George II as we 
meet with in The Adventures of Joseph Andrews and his 
friend Mr. Abraham Adams.3 
In The Decline and !!!!!., Gibbon wrote that !2!! Jones "may be 
considered as the history of human nature." 
V. HISTORICAL MATERIAL IJI FIELDING 18 LIBRARY 
Thanks to Austin Dobson, we have had revealed the cata-
logue of Fielding's library. This happens to be the list pre-
pared by the auctioneer for the sale of the books for the 
benefit of Fielding's widow and family shortly after the novel-
4 
1st's death. An examination of this list reveals some interesting 
1 Works£! Henrz Fielding (New York, 1907), III, xxxi. 
2 Collected Works (1904), XII, 374. Quoted by Cross, 
~· £1!., III, 265. 
3 Lectures on the Comic Writers (Waller and Glover's 
Hazlitt), VIII, 100. Quoted in Cambridge History E!_ English 
Literature, X, 48. 
4 See Dobson, Eighteenth Centurz Vignettes (Third Series),pp. 
164-78. 
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materials for speculations as to Fielding's interests and 
1 
possible intentions in the field or history. or the 653 
items in the list, about ninety consist of reports and such 
that the lawyer and justice would be interested in profes-
sionally. About a hundred and seventy of the rest are his-
torical works. About thirty-five of these are on ancient 
history. Among the ancient writers are: Polybius, Herodo-
tus, Grotius, Livy, Suetonius, Tacitus, Caesar, Josephus, 
Dionysius Halicarnassus, Plutarch, Procopius, Thucydides, 
Eusebius, Xenophon, and Strabo; and practically all the con-
temporary writers on ancient history are present: Vertot, 
Hooke, Kennett, and Catro and Rouille. Fifteen items may be 
classified as modern histories other than English; among this 
group are histories of Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Asia, Africa, 
and Europe in general. Voltaire's Siecle and Bayle's Diction-
baire Historique !! Critique represent the tradition of the 
philosophes. (One wonders where was Montesquieu's Esprit, 
that Fielding seems to have known.) About a hundred and 
twenty are items that consist of materials of English history. 
All kinds of this material are present. The Old English chron-
iclers like Bede, Asser, Geoffrey of Monmouth are there; the 
Middle English chroniclers like Robert of Gloucester and 
Trivet also. The sixteenth century chroniclers, antiquarians, 
and historians are represented by Stowe, Holinshead, Leland, 
and Polydore Virgil; and more recent collections of historical 
1 This list is supplied verbatim in Ethel M. Thornbury's 
Henry Fielding's Theory~~ Comic Prose Epic, pp. 168-89. 
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materials included in the list are Camden, Dugdale, Selden, 
Rushworth, Whitlocke, Rymer, and Hearne. The Eikon Basilike, 
Milton's historical works, Clarendon, Burnet, and an anony-
mous f!!! ~ Cromwell are among the authorities covering the 
civil wars and Restoration. And Burnet along with Strype 
were among the modern historians of the Reformation. Prac-
tically every general history or England except Oldmixon's 
was present: Echard, Kennett;.. Ralph, Tyrrell, Salmon, and 
Tindal's two folio volumes of Rapin (1732). Fairly contempo-
rary history was supplied by an Annals of Queen~ (1703) 
and Annals~ King George! (1716) 1n ten and six octavo vol-
umes respectively. And also listed were Bolingbroke's Letters 
.2!! Patriotism (1749) and Letters .2!! !h!_ Stud,y and Q!! of His-
~ (1752). Besides these works directly concerning the 
historian, were the philosophers that so often supplied the 
points of departure for the eighteenth century historians: 
Bacon, Locke, Boyle, Cudworth, Shaftesbury, Newton, and Hume 
along with Descartes' disciple Malebranche (no Descartes). 
The new science was supplied by Hill's Review~ !h! Works of 
~Royal Society, Boyle's Works, Clarke's Works, Maclaurin's 
Account~ Newton's Discoveries, and Pemberton's lli!!_ of~­
ton's Philosophy. Books on commerce, a subject in which 
Fielding manifested such a strong interest in his last book, 
Journal ~ ~ Journey 12 Lisbon, were Britannica Languens, £! 
~Discourse upon Trade (1680), Thoughts .2!! Trade !.!!£ ~ l.!ll?.-
11£! Spirit (1716), King's British Merchant (1748), and Law's 
Proposals for ~ Council ~ Trade ~ Scotland. And sixty-two 
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of the items in the catalogue are biography, memoirs, etc., 
most of which would have had value for the historian. 
The weight of this evidence of an interest in history 
is impressive. The books in Pielding's library would have 
well supplied a historian for necessary sources for a national 
history, and would have gone far toward satisfying the needs 
of a universal history. Of course, we cannot tell just when 
any of these books was acquired. But the date of publication 
would establish at least the earliest time that any particu-
lar edition could have been purchased. Of the editions in 
the library with dates after 1745, one third deal with his-
tory. We have seen that from 1746, when Fielding wrote his 
two little histories of the rebellion, through his work on 
!2!!! Jones until the last book, !, Journal of .! Journey .i£ ~­
tusal, his occupation with matters of history seems to persist 
if not increase. Before Hume had access to the Advocates Li-
brary, he gave less evidence than Fielding gives of an inten-
tion to write history. And Smollett seems to have been en-. 
tirely dependent upon Hume's first volumes of history for any 
impetus toward historiography. The speculation, therefore, 
is interesting as to what Fielding's death in 1754 denied 
English historical writing. 
VI . FIELDING OH PROCEDURE AND THEORY IN HISTORY 
Fielding freely expressed his ideas on the historian's 
craft. On the historian's method of presenting his material, 
Fielding in general was in sympathy with the "philosophic" 
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method of the new historians. Like an enlightened historian 
he thought little of the antiquarian who "shews you how things 
we~~ ,and leaves their present existence to be examined by 
others." Such, he added, is not the historical method he shall 
1 
pursue. He ridiculed the antiquarian, Thomas Hearne, and the 
"society of Antiquarians"; he shunned the detail of history 
2 
that satisfied nothing but idle curiosity. On the other hand, 
Fielding favored the philosophic approach to history. He 
named as a requirement for the historian the element of 
"genius," which he defines as "those powers of the mind, 
which are capable of penetrating into all things within our 
reach and knowledge, and of distinguishing their essential 
differences." 
3 
And for the sake of literature, 
4 
must be allowed "some few embellishments." In 
the historian 
keeping with 
the weight of feeling among the historians of his age, Field-
ing viewed the source-seeking of historical scholarship as a 
topic of satire. In Joseph Andrews, the novelist playfully 
5 
affects great minuteness in searching out Joseph's ancestry. 
On the historian's use of details, Fielding expressed 
a sense of decorum and skepticism that suggests a relationship 
with Voltaire and Hume. He thought that facts of extraordin-
ary nature, that tax the credulity but are of consequence, 
1 See above, p. 108. 
2 .!:\?14. 
3 See above, p. 98. 
4 See above, p. 107. 
5 Works, I, 5· 
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should be recorded by the historian; but such facts that are 
not or consequence should not be recorded: 
. . . which, though ever so well attested, may neverthe-
less be sacrificed to oblivion in .complacence to the 
scepticism or the reader. Such is that memorable story 
or the ghost or George Villiers, which might with more 
propriety have been made a present of to Dr. Drelincourt 
. . . than have been introduced into so solemn a work as 
the History of the Rebellion. 
To say the truth, if the historian will confine himself 
to what really happened, and utterly reject any circum-
stance, which, though never so well a.ttested, he must be 
well assured is false, he will sometimes fall into the 
marvellous, but never into the incredible.l 
Pinally, like the new historian of the Enlightenment, Pielding 
joined the revolt against the method of the mere annalist of 
"monkish dulness." Again his collllll8nt could be put into the 
mouth or Bolingbroke, Voltaire, Hume, or even Smollett or 
Goldsmith: 
Though we have properly enough entitled this our work, 
a history, and not a life; nor an apology for a life, as 
is more in fashion; yet we intend in it rather to pursue 
the method of those writers, who profess to disclose the 
revolutions of countries, than to imitate the painful and 
voluminous historian, who, to preserve the regularity of 
his aeries, thinks himself obliged to fill up as much pa-
per with the detail of months and years in which nothing 
remarkable happened, as he employs upon those notable 
aeras when the greatest scenes have been transacted on 
the human stage.2 
Fielding's family background was aristocratic; his edu-
cation could have been instrumental toward a furtherance of an 
attitude of the "land" against that of trade. He has been 
associated with a resistance to the bourgeois flavor of 
1 Ibid., IV, 188-89. 
2 Ibid. , III, 65-66. (See Bolingbroke, above p. 56; 
Voltaire, above p. 58. 
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Richardson's morality. One would expect him, therefore, to 
be averse to belaboring the dignity of history with the af-
fairs of commerce. The evils of luxury that became so no-
ticeable in the forties and fifties of the century were gen-
erally associated with the increase in wealth; and the in-
crease in wealth with the expansion of trade, domestic and 
foreign. One of the sensational books of the fifties was 
John Brown's !!! Estimate E! !!!!, Manners and Principles or ~ 
Times. Brown held trade responsible for much or the current 
sin of luxury and effeminacy. Goldsmith, in the sixties, was 
to attack commerce as the instigator or luxurious tendencies. 
Fielding, in his Enquiry into J!b!_ causes E! the ~ Increase 
in Robbers (1751), did attribute the decrease or virtue among 
the lower classes indirectly to the introduction or trade: 
The narrowness or their fortune is changed into wealth; 
the simplicity of their manners into craft; their frugal-
ity into luxury; their hu.ility into pride; and their 
subjection into equality.l 
But, in general, Fielding does not condemn trade with the 
virulence of Brown or Goldsmith. In fact, he is more than 
frequently on the side of the proponents of commerce. As 
early as Pasq.uin, he satirized the opponents or trade. He has 
Lord Place make a tool of himself by promising the socially 
affected Mrs. Mayoress that he will introduce a bill "to ex-
tirpate all trade out of the nation" -- "low, dull, mechanick 
2 
trade, such as the canaille practise." In Joseph Andrews, 
1 "Preface," Works, (London, 1824), XII, g. 
2 Act II, So. 1. 
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Parson Adams assures his boat that he is no enemy of trade 
"whilst it is consistent with honesty; nay, I have always 
looked on the tradesman as a very valuable member of society, 
1 
and, perhaps, inferior to none but the man of learning." In 
the~ Patriot for November 26, 1745, Fielding argued 
against the Jacobite& by pointing out the devastation or 
2 
trade should the Jacobite& ever take over. But it is in !h.! 
Journal ~ ~ Journey !2 Lisbon that Fielding manifested an 
interest in and a sympathy with trade that are suggestive of 
such feelings in so much of the "new history." He deplored 
the royal holidays because they are "opposite to the genius 
3 
of trade, and consequently contra bonum publicum"; he ex-
pressed pride in the many fine ships in the yards at Deptford 
and Woolwich because of the "figure which we may always make 
4 
in Europe among the other maritime powers." He considered 
British superiority in sea power and a flourishing state of 
5 
trade as mutually dependent -- and implied they are both good. 
Finally, he pulled out all the stops in a statement of the 
virtues of trade: 
There is, indeed, nothing so useful to man in general, 
nor so beneficial to particular societies and individuals, 
as trade. '!'his is the alma ma~r at whose plentiful breast 
all mankind are nourishi'Cf""':" . . 
1 Works II, 32· 
2 Miscellaneous Writings (ed. Henley), I, 21. 
3 Works, XI, 212. 
4 Ibid., P• 225. 
-
5 1lli. , p • 227. 
61EM,., P• 235· 
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And very much 1n harmony with those who were desiring to make 
more room on the pages of history for the arts and sciences 
of peace than for the glories and sufferings or war is Field-
ing's remark on men-of-war: 
Are they not alike the support of tyranny and oppres-
sion or innocence, carrying with them desolation and ruin 
wherever their masters please to send them? • • • I heart-
ily wish there were no necessity for it; for, though I 
must own the superior beauty or the object on one side, 
I am more pleased with the superior excellence of the 
idea which I can raise in my mind on the other, while I 
retlect on the art and industry or mankind engaged in 
the daily improvements or commerce to the mutual benefits 
or all countries, and to the establishment and happiness 
or social life.l 
This abhorrence or the instruments or war alongside a praise 
or the affairs or peace and prosperity is in keeping with the 
decided attitude of Voltaire toward the military spirit even 
in his history of the glories of Louis XIV; Hums and Smollett 
were also cynical at times about the splendors or military 
exploits. 
Besides this heavy interest in commerce, Fielding dis-
played a concern with the other topics that were getting the 
attention or the historians away from the doings of courts and 
armies. In ! Charge Delivered ~ !h!_ Grand .l!!!z, Fielding 
2 
dealt with laws and customs in a way that suggests Montesquieu; 
and in Amelia, he devoted an entire chapter to a history or 
3 
medical science. So, like Voltaire, Fielding seems partial to 
the idea that history should show not as much the way one ty-
rant supplanted another as the way mankind rose from barbarism. 
1 ~., P• 280. 
2 See above, PP• 101-102. 
3 See above, p. 10-. 
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VII. FIELDING 18 PARTIALITY F'Cil THE VOLTAIREAN THEORY 
OF CAUSATION 
Fielding's idea or social development seems to spring 
from a combination of two premises: first, human nature is 
basically good; second, the mode or behavior necessary to 
realize maximum goodness requires sound and educational ad-
vantages. In spite of Fielding's Joking with the moral doc-
trines of "the Great Lord Shattesbury" as advanced by Square, 
Professor Cross thinks that in a sober mood Fielding would 
have accepted as completely as did Square the ideas or the 
optimistic philosopher: 
He never burlesques or parodies Shaftesbury, never 
quite uses his phrases; he rather puts to a sort of hu-
morous test his lordship's ethical system by bringing it 
into conJunction with real lite ••• 1 
The good Dr. Harrison in Amelia expresses this combination or 
Shattesbury's innate goodness or human nature and the Lockian 
importance of education and experience: 
The nature or man is tar from being in itself evil; it 
abounds with benevolence, charity, and pity, coveting 
praise and honour, and shunning shame and disgrace. Bad 
education, bad habits, and bad customs, debauch our na-
ture, and drive it headlong as it were into vice. The 
governors of the world, and I am afraid the priesthood, 
are answerable for the badness or it.2 
In the "Essay on Conversation,• Fielding further insists on 
the tact that the nature or man is disposed toward happiness, 
in spite of certain exceptions. And this disposition tends 
to make man seek society: 
1 History£! Henry Fielding, II, 212. 
2 Works, IX, 31. 
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• • • tor all creatures seek their own happiness, and so-
ciety is therefore natural to any, because it is naturally 
productive or this happiness.l 
The contribution or society, as shaped by the refinements of 
civilization, is credited with eliminating that "malevolence 
or disposition or which at our birth, we partake in common 
2 
with the savage creation." Here Fielding is commenting on 
the bad manners of the vulgar who are not "polished and re-
fined in such manner as human nature requires to produce that 
perfection of which it is susceptible." While this is a 
slight contradiction of the idea of man's innate goodness, it 
is a forceful expression of the idea that human nature is de-
pendent upon the elements or society for the accomplishment of 
its complete goodness. It also suggests a corollary to the 
general thesis of Voltaire that historical development comes 
from the forces of intelligence overcoming the obstacles of 
superstition and passion even though Voltaire's institutional 
obstacles or religion are hardly acknowledged by Fielding. 
Between the divergent ideas of historical causation of 
Voltaire and Montesquieu, Pielding, like almost all the Eng-
lish historians, was less partial to those of Montesquieu. 
Pielding was satisfied to see the causes of historical devel-
opment in those "many little circumstances too often omitted 
3 
by inJudicious historians." In this passage Fielding considers 
1 Works, XII, 202-203. 
2 Journal ~~Journey~ Lisbon (Works, XI, 213.) 
3 !2! Jones (Works, III, 273). 
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the world as a machine in which the great wheels are originally 
set in motion by almost imperceptibly minute wheels. The meta-
phor suggests a more inter-locking relationship between events 
than does Voltaire's idea or a simple enchainment or events; 
but in the Champion Fielding had expressed himself rather 
strongly as believing in the importancect fortune in history. 
He considers Tacitus' slight consideration of fortune a 
blemish in that historian. He uses this idea of the place of 
chance in history to explain the rise of Cromwell; thus Crom-
well becomes "an object rather of our surprise than admira-
l 
tion." In his novels, especially Tom Jones, Fielding produces 
results as the consequences of a string of accidents, results 
so tenuous in plausibility, so redolent with historical ac-
cident, that it has been remarked that Jones, in plot, is 
2 
beyond the point of acceptability of poetry or drama. 
In the Covent-Garden Journal, LXVI, Fielding repudiates 
the materialistic theory of Montesquieu. This paper is in-
teresting because within a paragraph or two the author touches 
upon several ideas that were frequently brought up in contem-
porary discussions o~ history. He insists on the validity of 
Locke's empirical psychology (the mainstay of the historian's 
creed); he advances an argument with an analogy between na-
tions and the individual personality (a frequent device of 
contemporary historical discussion); and he denies Montesquieu's 
1 Miscellaneous Writings, II, 87-91. 
2 Baker, History£! the English Novel, IV, 149. 
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theory. He declares that from our earliest habits we derive 
our dispositions or characters, and this same "Force of Habit 
or Custom" also forms the character of na tiona. Thus the pe-
culiar manners of individuals and nations are derived from a 
difference in response by the actor, not from a characteristic 
of the environment; and Fielding continues his argument with 
proof: 
If this Diversity arose from the Difference of Cli-
mates, it would be constant and perpetual; and this we 
see is not the Case. The same Sun which formerly warmed 
the Spartans and the Romans, now shines on the modern 
Greeks and Italians . . • 
It is not therefore the Difference of Climate, but of 
the Customs and Institutions of Men, which produces the 
different Characters of Nations.l 
Thus we see that Fielding, in spite of many inherent 
tendencies toward conservatism, was rather progressive in his 
historical thinking. No one more clearly than he saw the 
plethora of social evils of his time -- as his numerous pam-
phlets testify; but he was not willing to condemn the progress 
of civilization for some or its evils. "Refinement and polish" 
were the means by which human nature realized its goodness; 
and by the inculcation of good habits and customs of individ-
uals and states, virtue could be made to reign. Evidence 
that Fielding was not in sympathy with an old-fashioned idea 
of history, racial degeneration, is the speech on the degen-
eration of society that is put into the mouth of the hypocrite 
and reprobate, "my lord," in Amelia: 
1 Covent-Garden Journal, II, .p~ 110. 
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. • • • . in the natural body, I believe, you will allow 
there is the season of youth, the season of manhood, and 
the season of old age; and that, when the last of these 
arrives, it will be an impossible attempt by all the means 
of art to restore the body again to its youth, or to the 
vigour of its middle age. The same periods la ppen to 
every kingdom. In its youth it rises by arts and arms 
to power and prosperity. This it enJoys and flourishes 
with a while; and then it may be said to be in the vigour 
of its age, enriched at home with all the emoluments and 
blessings of peace, and formidable abroad with all the 
terrors of war. At length this very prosperity intro-
duces corruption, and then comes on its old age. Virtue 
and learning, art and industry, decay by degrees. The 
people sink into sloth and prostitution. It is enervated 
at home -- becomes contemptible abroad; and such indeed 
is its misery and wretchedness, that it resembles a man 
in the last decrepit stage of life, who looks with uncon-
cern at his approaching diasolution.l 
VIII. SUMMARY 
Although the only strictly historical works by Fielding 
were two short accounts of the Jacobite uprising of 1745, 
Fielding had much to say historically in his other writings. 
In Tom Jones he claimed the role of historian in every respect 
but that of sources. He insisted upon a distinction between 
him and the writers of romances. He set up requirements for 
the historian that closely resemble those that Bolingbroke 
was so consciously to state a couple of years later. In ~­
lia Fielding seems inclined toward writing something of a 
history of his times. With a picture of manners and morals, 
he included a didactic purpose similar to that of the histories 
of the philosophes. In the Covent-Garden Journal the author 
1 Works, IX, 166-67. 
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frequently and frankly occupied himself with the functions 
and matters of history. And his final book, ! Journal of ~ 
Journey to Lisbon, more than all, shows the novelist in the 
role of a historian. The subject matter is that of contempo-
rary social history; the method is like that of the reflective 
philosophes. Recognizing history as being primarily utilitar-
ian, Fielding claimed for his work the title of history. 
¥inally, Fielding's library at ijis death contained so much 
material, primary and secondary, that a historian might use, 
that one might speculate that the novelist, had he lived, 
might have contributed to English history. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SMOLLETT'S IMPLICATION IN HISTORY 
I. FIRST THREE NOVELS -- ABSENCE OF' THE 
MATTER OF' HISTORY 
Smollett's literary career may be considered in three 
parts. The first, of his first three novels --Roderick Ran-
~~ Peregrine Pickle, and Ferdinand Count Fathom -- ended in 
1753; the last, of the Travels, Adventures of !-E. Atom, and 
Humphry Clinker, extended from 1766 to the end in 1771. The 
substantial period in between, except for the failure, Sir 
Launcelot Greaves (1760), was largely devoted to historical 
compilation and historical editing. He wrote the Complete 
History 2[ England (four quarto volumes in 1757-58 and re-is-
sued in eleven octavo volumes in 1758-60) and the Continuation 
2[ ~ Complete History£! England (four volumes in 1760-61 
and a fifth volume in 1765); he edited and contributed to! 
Compendium of Authentic and Entertaining Voyages (seven vol-
umes, 1756), .!!!!. Modern f.!!:! or !-E. Universal History (forty-
four volumes, 1759-66), and The Present State £! !1! Nations 
(eight volumes, 1768-69). He at least wrote the critical 
notes for the prose part or an edition of Voltaire in thirty-
six volumes (1761-69). 
A difference between the three early novels and the 
last three books that Smollett wrote suggests an accumulated 
1 See Joliat, "smollett, Editor of Voltaire," Modern 
Language Motes, LIV, 429-36. 
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effect of the voluminous middle period. In the early novels 
the emphasis is on the entertainment bf a central character's 
picaresque adventures. The viewpoint is that of this central 
character. In keeping with the tradition of picaresque tales, 
many of the persons mentioned in Roderick Random and Peregrine 
1 
Pickle are thinly veiled prototypes of real life. Many of 
the events, too, of these novels are based on real life ex-
periences, with more or less historical significance. Most 
notable of these are the experiences of Random as a naval 
surgeon on the exped1 tion to Carthagena. Smollett also drew 
on his experiences with this 111-fated naval campaign for an 
article in The Compendium £! Voyages, and he included much of 
2 
the detail of the expedition in his Complete History. These 
experiences also supplied him with models for Commodore Trun-
nion, Lieutenant Hatchway, and Boatswain Tom Pipes of Pere-
3 -
Pickle. In Chapter 36 of Peregrine, Smollett included grine 
an incident of a pathetic group of Scottish and English Jacob-
ite& mournfully pacing the French shore near Boulogne; the 
real life event for this fictional passage was mentioned in 
4 
his letters. But the emphasis in his concern with these 
1 Garrick is caricatured as Marmozet in Random (see Let-
ters of Tobias Smollett, p. 156); Akenside as the physician---
wrtri iii excess! ve love of the ancients in Peregrine (Ibid., p. 
184); manr claims have been made for strap ( fbid., pp 7lr9, 
159-60 n.); Lord Augustus Fitzroy has been suggested for Capt. 
Oakum; the Duke of Bolton for Whiffle; James Buchanan for Jer-
emy Gawky; James Elphinston for the ludicrous schoolmaster in 
Random (Knapp, pp. 100-101). 
2 See below, pp. 173-76. 
3 See Kahrl, Tobias Smollett, Traveler-Novelist, pp. 28 ff. 
4 Letters, pp. 123-24. 
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characters and events in these early novels was personal, 
often for purpose of satire or caricature. The historian's 
social viewpoint is dim or even disguised. While the realism 
of the material might furnish sources for a later historian, 
Smollett was not the historian himself. Politics, that are 
to be practically the entire theme of Adventures of an Atom 
---
and to be greatly noted in Humphry Clinker, are very slightly 
mentioned in the early novels. Peregrine's betrayal by the 
'· ' 
false minister, whereby the hero loses his money, is about 
all one can find of politics in that story. The remarkable 
interest in geography and local manners, which characterizes 
Humphry Clinker and relates that novel so closely to !a!!£!!-
!n! State and Travels, is also absent in the earlier novels. 
In Peregrine, we have a passage like this: 
Being joined by their fellow-travellers in the morning, 
they made a tour of all the remarkable places in this 
celebrated village [The Hague]; saw the foundry, the Stadt-
hause, the Spinhuys, Vauxhall, and Count Bentinck's gar-
dens, and in the evening went to the French comedy, which 
was directed by a noted Harlequin.l 
The only details that the novelist gives the reader of "the 
remarkable places in this celebrated village" are those of 
the vulgar scenes in the comedy with the Harlequin. 
The point is not that Smollett was not realistic in 
these early novels; he was as realistic as he intended to be 
according to a statement in Roderick Random: 
Every intelligent reader will, at first sight, per-
ceive I have not deviated from nature in the facts, which 
1 Works, VI, 106. 
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are true in the main, although the circumstanc~s are al-
tered and disguised, to avoid personal satire. 
His realism of detail is such that the historian can find his 
materials there, as many have noted: 
His account [of naval service] may be trusted as es-
sentially accurate • • • a lasting contribution both to 
literature and to the social history of England.2 
No historian of Bath, Bristol, Harrowgate, and the 
other watering-places introduced in "Roderick Random" 
and the other books, can afford to neglect the accounts 
therein given.3 
But the materials treated so realistically are not directly 
those of history. They represent the atmosphere of history, 
but not the things. Professor Saintsbury, writing on Roderick 
Random, made this point: 
This is a kind of history • • • by a man who is con-
tent to give his public just as much detail and just as 
mach criticism as that public cares for, but not a jot 
more ••• they are often useful points de re~re; not as 
storehouses of historical fact as to their su ects, but 
as instances of the temper, the views, the requirements, 
the general atmosphere of their own day.4 
II. HISTORICALLY FLAVORED LAST THREE BOOKS 
The above remark or Saintsbury's could not be made of 
Smollett's last three books wherein we do find "storehouses of 
historical fact" or at least evidence of the author's inten-
tion to furnish us with them. In a recent study of Smollett's 
xv11i. 
1 Works, I, xlix. 
2 Knapp, Tobias Smollett, Doctor £! Men and Manners, p. 38. 
3 Melville, ~~Letters £!Tobias Smollett, p. 218. 
4 Roderick Random (London and Philadelphia, 1899), p. 
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late career, a study in which emphasis is placed upon the his-
torical element in the novelist's final works, this store-
house is noted: 
... in his later creative period Smollett's focus has 
changed: half his Travels presents minute and exact his-
torical material; the Adventures of an Atom is almost 
wholly concerned with historical ~tails-:-•. ; and half 
his last novel, Humphry Clinker, deals with historical 
matter, topography, social, and political.I 
In June of 1763, broken in health and sorely dis-
tressed by the death of his only child, Elizabeth, Smollett 
set out for the Continent. Landing at Boulogne, he crossed 
France to Rice where, except for a trip in the Fall of 1764 
to Italy, he spent three years. A result of this continental 
sojourn was Travels through France ~ Italy. Published in 
1766, this book was an account of Smollett's views and opin-
ions in form of letters written in the then established tradi-
tion of travel accounts. The difference between Smollett's 
Travels and Fielding's Journal ~ ~ Journey largely is the 
difference between the tempers of the two men. Like Fielding, 
Smollett made a record of the social life, economic condi-
tions, and manners of the places he saw. Of course, his ac-
count covered a much larger time and space than Fielding's. 
It deals in long passages with the history of places and 
their customs, laws, and government -- with notes of the de-
tails of the political changes from ancient to modern times. 
Domestic and economic affairs are noted in detail: roads, 
1 Martz, Later Career ~ Tobias Smollett, p. 124. 
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aqueducts, industry, food, commerce, cost of living, and re-
ligion are but some of the matters that Smollett wrote about. 
Perhaps because he was a valetudinarian, he made careful note 
of the climate: temperature, sunshine, rainfall, winds, and 
the healthfulness of the air. Public buildings and works of 
art also received his attention. Especially did he devote a 
great amount of space to the character of the people he saw 
wherever he went. The book is excellent reading, but its 
value as contemporary history is reduced because of the vio-
lence of the writer's prejudice against foreigners and Catho-
licism. 
When Fielding wrote his Journal or !. Journey !Q_ Lis-
bon, he launched his work with a preface in which he dis-
cussed the method he planned to follow. And in sundry places 
in his book Fielding reflected a serious preoccupation with a 
method of approach which is suggestive of certain of the ideas 
of the historical theorists of the time. He was particularly 
concerned with the selection of details for comment that 
carry with them the historian's burden of instruction as 
1 
well as entertainment. Smollett showed no sign of any such 
concern. His Travels abounds in details that are interesting 
only because of the person writing about them. In other 
words, Travels, as a literary genre, is heavily charged with 
the qualities of letter writing. 
In his History~ England Smollett's political views 
1 See above, pp. 108-109. 
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were perhaps not much more cynical than those of Hume • As 
will be seen in more detail later, Smollett, in his histories, 
reflected something of a typical Tory attitude; in the Q2n-
tinuation, when he got to the late years of George II, at 
times he was rather strong in his denunciation of the poli-
cies of the Hanoverian ministry and throne. He favored the 
Pitt of before 1757; he denounced him when the minister 
changed his policy in favor of war. He expressed his preju-
dices toward people in public life, sometimes rather personal 
ones; but on the whole he was not violent even though he was 
inclined at times toward a skepticism and even a kind of 
ironic cynicism. In 1769 appeared his !.!!!!. History !M Ad-
1 
ventures 9!_ ~ ~· This book is filled with bile; few 
political figures -- past or present -- come off favorably. 
Through the veil of Asiatic representation of the characters 
as seen by the atom, tbe author's vitriol scorches figures of 
the past and present of England, Scotland, France, Spain, and 
Germany. One editor says of the book: 
Smollett is clearly a political Ishmael, who has 
severed his ties with all parties, and regards them all 
alike with the sour impartiality and clear-eyed contempt 
of a worn out and embittered pamphleteer.2 
Another writer calls it a "brutal satire on British public 
3 
affairs from the year 1754 to the date of publication." As 
1 While Smollett's name was not attached to the book, 
and he denied authorship, it has generally been accepted as 
his work. 
Works, 
2 T. Seccombe, "Bibliographical Note," Miscellanies, 
XII, xiv. 
3 Child, Cambridge History 9!.. English Literature, X, 
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one would expect, the book labors with historical pyrrhonism. 
Brusquely the author assails h1s problem: "I shall now pro-
ceed to a plain narration or historical incidents, without 
pretending to philosophize like H-me, or dogmatize like 
1 
s-----tt." Then with a vengeance he adds: 
Britain never gave birth but to two historians worthy 
of credit, and they were Taliessin and Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth. I'll tell you another secret. The whole world 
had never been able to produce six good historians. 
Herodotus is fabulous, even to a proverb; Thucydides is 
perplexed, obscure, and unimportant; Polybius is dry and 
inelegant; Livy superficial; and Tacitus a coxcomb. 
Guicciardini wants interest; Davilla digestion; and Sarpi 
truth. In the whole catalogue of French historians, there 
is not one of tolerable authenticity.2 
Amid this welter of castigation of character, the 
reader is surprised in confronting one historical character 
completely white-washed, that of Richard III. In his Complete 
History, Smollett had treated Richard in the conventional W&7, 
attributing to him all the villainies that Shakespeare gave 
him. He characterized Gloucester as 
the most cruel, unrelenting tyrant that ever sat on the 
throne of England. He seems to have been an utter 
stranger to the softer emotions of the human heart, and 
entirely destitute or every social sentiment. His ruling 
passion was ambition, for the gratification of which he 
trampled on every human law, both human and divine: but 
this thirst of dominion was unattended with the least 
mark of generosity, or any desire of rendering himself 
agreeable to his fellew-creatures: it was the ambition 
of a savage, not of a prince.j 
1 Works, XII, 263. 
2 ~., PP· 263-64. 
3 V, 198-99· Smollett does allow that after Richard's 
accession he ruled with "uncommon solidity of judgment, a 
natural fund of eloquence, the most acute penetration, and 
such courage as no danger could dismay," (Ibid.); and as a 
(Footnote continued-cmlnext page) 
Before Smollett's history, several British historians had dis-
allowed some if not all of the Lancastrian charges against 
1 
Gloucester; but Smollett, in his Complete History, took pains 
to castigate one of these, Sir George Buck, for his efforts 
to remove from Richard some of the historical stain: 
. . • a most despicable historian, and seems to have com-
menced the panegyrist of Richard, because one of his an-2 castors was engaged in the service of that human tyrant. 
The question arises why did Smollett go out of his way in ~­
~v•-n~t~u~re~s £! ~ ~. a book seemingly dedicated to vicious-
ness, to hold forth this benevolence to Richard: 
Richard was a prince of very agreeable aspect, and 
excelled in every personal accomplishment; neither was 
his heart a stranger to the softer passions of tenderness 
and pity ••. Moreover, it is but Justice in me ••• to 
assure thee that this princ§ was not so wicked and cruel 
as he was represented • • .j 
Horace Walpole in 1768, the year before Adventures of 
~ A!9! was published, issued his handsomely printed The ~­
toric Doubts ,2!! ~ Life and Reign £! !!.!:!& Richard the Third. 
This book was received with such excitement that the first 
edition of twelve hundred copies was exhausted in one day, 
and a new edition of a thousand was undertaken the next day.4 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
king Richard "seelll!ld bent upon making atonement for the blood 
through whiCh he had waded to the throne." (Ibid., p. 175·) 
But there seems little doubt that Smollett intinaed to inter-
pret Richard as a blood-soaked Gloucester. In a review of the 
Complete History in the Critical Review for June, 1757, prob-
ably written by Smollett, one of the extracts from the history, 
illustrating its excellencies4 is in part the above passage on Richard's inhumanity. (III, 89.) 
2 v, 175· 
3 Works, XII, 352-53· 
4 Walpole's Letters, ed. Paget Toynbee, VII, 60. 
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Soon after, another edition was issued in Dublin. Walpole, 
using surprisingly scientific machinery in his historiography 
along with a substantial quantity of jejune reasoning, wrote 
the entire book to prove the point that "many of the crimes 
imputed to Richard seemed improbable; and, what was stronger, 
1 
contrary to his interest." He charged Thomas More and Fran-
cia Bacon as having "prostituted their pens, the one to 
2 
blacken a great prince, the other to varnish a pitiful tyrant." 
(He also acknowledged these two noble writers as "two or the 
greatest men in our annals.") Except Rap in and Carte, Wal-
pole wrote, all historians have "swallowed implicitly all the 
vulgar tales propagated by the Lancastrians to blacken the 
3 
house of York." 
The speculation is interesting as to whether Smollett 
in his Adventures£!~ Atom was influenced by Walpole's 
sensational little book. The weight of probability seems in 
favor of Smollett'a knowing the book. The book was far-reach-
ing in its effects. Hume and Gibbon took exception to ita 
argument in Gibbon's critical journal, Memoires Litterairea 
~ 
de la Grande Bretagne; Dr. John M1lles, Dean of Exeter and 
President of the Society of Antiquaries, demolished the 
1 Historic Doubts, xiv. 
2 !!!.!!!·' p. 63. 
3 !!!.!!!·• P· 5· 
~ R. w. Ketton-cremer, Horace Walpole, p. 279; also 
see Gibbon's "Memoirs," Miscellaneous Works, p. 86. 
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significance of Walpole's chief source; and the Rev. Robert 
Masters, of Cambridgeshire, roughly handled the "boasted 
discoveries" of what amounted to "ridiculous tradition" 
1 
against the spirit of true history. That Smollett was in-
fluenced by the book, of course, is more ot a question. 
Chronology makes it quite possible. Walpole's book was well 
distributed by February 18, 1768, when the author wrote to 
2 
Gray that its "success baa gone beyond my expectation." 
Smollett published Adventures of an Atom Just before he lett 
. 3---
England near the end of 1768. '!'he tact that the Richard III 
passage comes close to the end ot the Adventures of an Atom 
---
allows possibility of a last minute suggestion. 
The general theme of the ll2!!!, current politics, 
makes that book a contrast to Smollett's early novels, in 
which politics are barely conaidered. Furthermore, the at-
tacks on Pitt in the Atom, in which the statesman is reviled 
- 4 
as a turncoat, demagogue, !!£., are in strong contrast to 
Smollett's earlier attitude toward Pitt, especially that of 
his laudatory dedication of his Complete Historz. This grow-
ing preoccupation with politics is noticeable in Smollett's 
histories. In the volumes on England before the eighteenth 
century, Smollett, while generally favoring the Tory viewpoint, 
1 Ketton-cremer, .Q.R.· cit., pp. 280-81; Dorothy M. Stu-
art, Horace walpole, pp • -rao-=sr. 
George 
2 Horace Walgole's Correspondence, ed. by w. s. Lewis, 
L. LaiR, and hariea H. Bennett, XIV, 168. 
3 David Hannay, Lite gL Tobias George Smollett, p. 150. 
4 Works, XII, 280 tt. 
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was not at all virulent in any political comment. But as he 
approached the present, he became more politically conscious. 
In the final volume of Complete History and all through the 
Continuation, his attacks on the administration at times be-
l 
came vociferous. To this developing tendency may be added 
the effects of his experiences as editor of Bute 's Journal, 
!h! Briton. Smollett's Jaundiced view in general in the 
~ has been attributed to his bitter resentfulness of this 
experience with the Bute ministry, when he was so harshly 
exposed to the "devilish mockery" of John Wilkes and to the 
general bumptiousness and prejudice against the Scots of the 
2 
English enemies of Bute. Smollett, in the opening words of 
his Travels, indicated this bitterness of feeling toward the 
English political scene: 
You know with what eagerness I fled from my country as 
a scene of illiberal dispute, and incredible infatuation, 
where a few worthless incendiaries had, by dint or per-
fidious calumnies and atrocious abuse, kindled up a flame 
which threatened all the horrors of civil disobedience.3 
Smollett's bitterness for the people behind Wilkes is expressed 
in terms which he used in the !!2m to describe the people: 
"many headed monster," "blatant beast," "a filthy, aukward, 
lubberly, unmanageable beast," and other as opprobrious epi-
thets. 
Of'Smollett's last book, Humphry Clinker (1771), Robert 
1 See below, pp. 177-78. 
2 Martz, Later Career£! Tobias Smollett, p. 130. 
3 Works, XI, L 
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Chambers wrote: 
[It] was regarded by his relations as only a history, 
fictitiously coloured, of his northern tour in search of 
health, fnd his residence successively in Edinburgh and 
Glasgow. 
· Seccombe in his "Bibliographical Notes" on Smollett 's Travels 
said that Smollett made notes on the road during his Journey 
through England and Scotland in 1766-67 "and these notes, 
which bear a close relationship in point or style to the 
2 
Travels .•• formed the nucleus of ••• Humphry Clinker." 
Martz suggests that the material for the Scottish part of 
Humphry Clinker came from that which Smollett had compiled 
for Present State ~ .!!! Nations and now wanted to use in 
a form attractive enough to his Scotch connections to make up 
3 
tor his objectivity toward England in the earlier work. 
No doubt the fashion in which Humphry Clinker was writ-
ten was that of Christopher Anstey's!!!!! ~ .,G.;;;u"'i""d=-e, a very 
popular book of 1766. The sub-title of Anstey's book is 
"Memoirs of the B--r--d P'amily. In a Series of Poetical 
Epistles." Smollett's novel is certainly a guide for the 
traveller. The picaresque idea of his early novels has given 
way to an almost day by day account of the Bramble entourage 
crossing England to London, traversing the island to Edin-
burgh, and then west to Glasgow and south through England, 
almost completing the circle. The substantial opening portion 
1 Tobias Smollett, p. 130. 
2 Works, XI, xii-xiii. 
3 Martz, 2.£· cit., p. 131. 
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devoted to the stay at Bath not only picks up the subJect of 
Anstey's book, but also avails Smollett of an opportunity of 
using his unhappy experiences attempting to establish himself 
as a medical practitioner in that town. Smollett's novel 
certainly abounds with real life, historical detail. The 
geography is realistic; the people are often named from life, 
especially when the family gets to Scotland: Dr. Gordon, to 
whom Smollett had been apprenticed; the author's cousin, James 
Smollett, at whose house on Loch Lomond the group spent 
several days; Smol.lett' s friend, Dr. Moore, described in the 
novel as "agreeable, well-bred, kind, and obliging"; and 
Samuel Derrick, master of ceremonies at Bath, who was por-
1 
trayed in the early letters of Humphry Clinker. An excellent 
prototype for Lismahago has been suggested in the person of 
Captain Robert Stobo, who experienced many amazing adventures 
2 
similar to those of the Lieutenant. There is a plethora of 
historical material in Humphry Clinker that has 
as "invaluable to the social historians of the 
been described 
3 
period." But 
the details are not those of the neo-classical historians. 
The book differs from its probable model, the ~ Bath .:G..;;;;u'"'i""d"'"e, 
not only in the fact that it is prose instead of verse but 
also in the presentation of particulars. Anstey, as did 
Fielding and the general fraternity of historical theorists 
1 See Letters of Tobias Smollett, pp. 115, 145 n., 160 
n., and 158 n. 
2 Cf. George M. Kahrl, "Captain Robert Stobo," Vir,inia 
Mafazine B! History~ Biography, XLIX (1941), pp. 141-5 and 
25 -68. 
3 Melville, Life !m!!. Letters B! Tobias Smollett, p. 263. 
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of the day, noticeably avoided "particularity in neo-classic 
1 
manner.K Smollett neither expressed an interest in this 
principle nor did he practice it. 
There is a noticeable difference in terms of history 
between Smollett's last three books and his first three 
novels. In the early novels --Roderick Random, Peregrine 
Pickle, and Ferdinand Count Fathom -- while literary realism 
is pointedly ever-present, historical realism -- identity of 
events and places -- is usually absent. In his last three 
books -- Travels, Adventures E!_,!!! ~. and Humphry Clinker 
the materials of history abound. Naturally, the subject mat-
ter of Travels and Adventures E!_.!!! ~ is the subject matter 
of history; so the choice of such subjects contains the dif-
ference. Something of the same might be said of Humphry 
Clinker; but in this novel the story of the Bramble family 
could have been told with less reference to events and people 
by name, with less of the material that makes the novel so 
much of a travel book and contemporary history. But in all 
three of these late books, in spite of the concern with his-
torical things, the writer shows that he is not concerned 
with what his generation so widely accepted as historical 
method. 
III • HISTORICAL MIDDLE PERIOD 
Although Smollett wrote more than thirty volumes of 
1 Martz, .2E.· cit., p. 133. 
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historical works and before his death and for some time after 
enjoyed a reputation as a historian, outside of his histories 
he gave less indication of historical mindedness than his 
rival novelist, Fielding. Unlike Fielding, Smollett was 
fairly detached from the political controversy. He came from 
a Scottish Whig family, but in London the Whig administration 
was so annoying or even repulsive to a Scotch national that 
Smollett's political reactions became those or the opposition; 
in the new administration of Bute (1762), Smollett even 
edited !h! Briton, the political Journal supported by the 
Tory administration. But in the years before he turned to 
writing his histories, up to the second half or the decade of 
the '50's, Smollett•s concern with politics was, for a 
writer, fairly negligible. And although he had travelled 
abroad almost as extensively as Goldsmith and was interested 
enough in the French philosophes at least to give his name to 
a translation and editing of Voltaire's works, he does not 
show as much philosophic awareness of history as did Gold-
smith or Fielding. 
At the age or eighteen Smollett arrived in London with 
his tragedy !h! Regicide and hopes for a literary career. 
But disappointed by the managers• reception of the play, he 
was forced to resort to his medical training by shipping as a 
naval surgeon. In London again, he turned to literature only 
after an unsuccessful attempt to make a living in medicine. 
His first novels --Roderick Random, Peregrine Pickle, and 
Ferdinand Fathom -- came in short order: 1748, 1751, and 1753· 
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The last of these three gives signs of a kind of exhaustion 
of material. The autobiographical element certainly dimin-
ishes on a falling curve. Against the "resounding success" 
of Peregrine, Count Fathom was a disappointment. In the 
meantime, Smollett had made a final stab at medicine, which 
again was a failure. And his expensive living required a 
substantial income. 
The popularity of history was gaining momentum. Vol-
taire had published his Charles!!! (1731), Siecle de Louis 
ill (1752), Annales ~ l'Empire (1753-54), and Essai.!!!:!!: les 
Moeurs, surreptitiously, (1754}; Montesquieu met great popu-
larity with his Esprit~~ in 1748; and Bolingbroke's 
provoking ~ ~ Study ~ Use £! History had been published 
in 1752. However little Smollett might have been influenced 
by the philosophes• new approach to history, he could not 
help being aware of the fact that the subJect that was newly 
very popular was history. Rapin's history, by the aid of a 
couple of continuations, had reached by the late '40's 
twenty-eight octavo volumes; and as such had been published 
in translation in England. To offset the leaning toward Whig-
ism in Rapin's history, Thomas Carte had published a four 
volume General History of England (1747-55) with strong Tory 
if not Jacobite leanings. And Hums's first volume was pub-
lished in 1755 with promise of others to follow. 
We are told that Smollett from 1755 to 1757 "worked 
with tremendous energy" on his first sally into the ranks of 
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1 
history. In 1757 he published A Complete History of England 
!.!:2!!! Ji!!!!. Descent 2!_ Julius Caesar !Q. the Treaty 2!_!!.! la 
Chapelle, 1748. Smollett seemed to be in such a hurry to get 
the work to the public that he could not wait until the last 
volume was finished. Issuing three volumes, he inserted the 
following notice in the announcement of publication: 
N.B. The author begs leave to inform the public that, 
finding the materials for the latter Reigns multiply upon 
his hands, he has extended his plan to a fourth volume 
which begins with the Reign or William III and will end 
with the last treaty or Aix la Chapelle. This addition, 
which is already partly compiled, will be finished with 
all possible care, accuracy and dispatch, and deliver'd 
to the purchasers of the work without any further expense, 
and a promissory note, under the proprietors' hands for 
that purPose, will be bound up at the end of the third 
volume.2 
Whether Smollett so suddenly and so energetically applied 
himself to getting out a history of England on his own ini-
tiative or at the suggestion or inducement of some business-
3 
like publisher remains a question, but the fact is obvious 
that the venture strongly suggests a commercial desire to 
strike while the iron was hot -- and before Hume could get 
4 
his complete version from the press. 
1 Knapp, Tobias Smollett, Doctor of Men and Manners, 
P• 186. ---
2 Public Advertiser, April 11, 1757· 
£.2· £!!•, P• i87. 
Quoted by Knapp, 
3 Chambers believed that Smollett was induced to write 
the history by some booklleller. {Smollett: His Life ~ .! 
Selection !!:2!!! £!!Writings, p. 94.) 
4 Professor Joliat described Smollett's history as 
purely a commercial venture to outstrip Hume. (Smollett et 
la France, pp .. 213-14); Professor Child agreed: "In order to 
take the wind out or his Hume 1s sails by bringing out a com-
plete history before him, Smollett worked very hard." (Cambridge (Footnote continued on next page) 
During these years when Smollett was so hard at work 
on his history or England, he had started his literary rae-
tory. In 1755 he published a "translation" or~ Quixote, 
, ~ 
which has been described as a rechauffe of an earlier trans-
1 
lation. In 1756 he had taken over the editorship of~ 
Critical Review, and in that year he finished the Compendium 
£!Voyages. In all of this work, except perhaps the history, 
Smollett was substantially assisted by several hired writers. 
In the summer of 1756 he was in correspondence with Richard-
son, then a very prosperous book-dealer, concerning plans for 
a history, obviously the Complete History· On August lOth 
Smollett wrote to Richardson thanking him for his "Judicious 
remarks on the Plan" for his history, and said that he would 
2 
be "proud" of Richardson's "advice on any future occasion." 
On August 13th Richardson replied: 
I am no less obliged to you, good Sir, for your taking 
so kindly the little hint I presumed to offer on a plan 
I was very much pleased with, and which I wished to be 
followed, as to the main of it, by any gentleman who 
should be induced to undertake the writing of a new His-
~ of E~land. I had not offered those poor and in-
Signi?Icari: hints, had I not been greatly taken by your 
plan.3 
Whatever else this very friendly relationship meant, it 
. {Footnote continued from preceding page) 
History of English Literature, X, 44); the same idea was ex-
pressed b:1 Thomas Seccombi in the article on Smollett in the 
Dictionary£! Rational Biography. 
1 Child, "Fielding and Smollett," Cambridge History£! 
English Literature, X, 44. 
2 Letters, p. 41. 
3 Quoted by Melville, ~· cit., p. 133· 
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signified a good business sense tor Smollett. Later Richard- , 
son was one of the chief proprietors of the Modern Part of 
the Universal History that Smollett edited and contributed to. 
Unlike the philosophic Hume, who sat back and watched 
his first volume of history fail to sell and gloomily thought 
1 
ot retiring to Prance to live under an assumed name, Smollett 
pushed his history all the way. He is reported to have used 
methods that would do justice to any sales-promoter: 
He addressed a packet of the proposals to every parish 
clerk in England, carriage free, with a half-a-crown en-
closed, as a compliment, to have them distributed through 
the pews of the church, which being generally done, the 
pious people read the papers instead of listening to the 
sermo~, and the result was an extensive demand for the 
work. 
As the history appeared on the market, the Critical Review 
carried two enthusiastic reviews of "Dr. Smollett's" work --
one each in the issues or May and June, 1757· Both of these 
reviews were probably written by Smollett. The reviews praise 
the history for style, conciseness, impartiality, and its es-
pousal of the cause of virtue and humanity; they particularly 
point out the masterly portraitures of characters. Like all 
reviews of the time, they furnish the reader with a large 
amount of the book reviewed. The review for May carries the 
extensive "Plan" that Smollett used to introduce his Complete 
History. In 1758, the Complete History was published in six-
penny weekly numbers, and in September of that year Smollett 
1 William Hunt, "Historians," Cambridge History£! !B&-
.!!!h Literature, X, 321. 
2 William Goodhugh, The English Gentlemen's Libilary 
Manual (London, 1827), p. ~ Quoted tiy knapp, £2· £!&., p. 192. 
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proudly reported that the weekly sale of the pamphlets had in-
1 
creased to more than ten thousand. On the Complete History 
and the Continuation Smollett is said to have cleared two 
thousand pounds -- financial security for any writer except 
the extravagant Smollett. The publishers made a fortune, and 
the publishers and supporters of Rapin's history were furious. 
They not only accused Smollett or being a Jacobite and a Pa-
pist, but they accused him or having plagiarized Rapin and of 
"having by a specious plan, anticipated the judgment of the 
2 
public." 
Hume, now enJoying the prosperity from the excellent 
sales or his second volume, felt the pressure or Smollett•s 
success. He wrote to his publisher, Andrew Millar, April 6, 
1758, an acknowledgment or Smollett•s damage to his own sales: 
" . • • the extraordinary run upon Dr. Smollett has a little 
3 
hurt your sales. But these things are only temporary." It 
seems that Millar must have written to Hume suggesting certain 
1 Letters, P• 173· This weekly installment publishing 
had been done by the publishers or Johnson's dictionary in 
1755-56. apparently as a competitive reply to the same move by 
the publishers of Bailey's dictionary. (See Krutch, Johnson, 
P• 124.) 
2 Melville, .2.2• ill·, p. 165. Smollett never missed a 
chance to plug the VIrtues of his histories. In a review of 
Robertson's History of Scotland in The Critical Review, for 
which Smollett personally accepted RObertson's thankS, the wri-
ter introduced the review with a long paragraph dealing with the 
qualifications of a good historian. After the parade of desir-
able qualities, the reviewer says, "This is a very magnificent 
idea or history"; then, instead or attaching it to the historian 
being reviewed, he added, "and we have seen it happily executed 
in the late Complete HistoH of England," which, or course was 
Smollett•s own work. (Cri ci! Review {Feb., 1759), VII, ~9-90.) 
3 Letters£! David~. ed. J. Y. T. Greig, I, 274. 
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imitations or Smollett's sales methods. At least Hume wrote 
to Millar presumably commenting on a proposed publishing by 
"numbers" after the fashion or Smollett's 1758 successful 
venture. Hume considered such a scheme as having "somewhat 
of a quackish air"; and about cuts for his history, also a 
feature of Smollett's work, Hume wrote: 
I do not imagine, because these Ornaments have help'd 
off the Sales of Smollett's History, that mine would be 
better for them. Thes! Arts are seldom practic'd twice 
with the same Success. 
In 1759, the third and fourth volumes of Hume's his-
tory were published. The reader could now read his national 
history by Hume covering the period from the accession of 
Henry VII to the end of James II. Smollett's history from 
the beginning to 1748 still maintained a selling point for 
those who wanted the complete story. But his advantage was 
diminishing with each Hume volume published. These two vol-
umes of Hume's history were reviewed in Smollett's Critical 
Review for April, 1759. While the review on the whole is very 
favorable, it is not as completely so as the reviews had been 
of Smollett's Complete History. While allowing for the ex-
cellencies of the work, the reviewer points out several un-
favorable elements. He shows the reader some errors in dic-
2 
tion, which he calls "Scotticisms." No one could have known 
better than Smollett how distasteful anything Scotch was to 
many Londoners at that time. He also points out some errors 
1 ~., P· 359· 
2 Critical Review, VII, 288. 
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in historical facts. He regrets very much that the author 
had found occasion to criticize the Protestant reformers for 
1 
their religious zeal. But he is pleased that Hume makes the 
Protestants appear at least better than the Catholics. 
Even when Hume had issued his last volumes, taking 
the history back to Julius Caesar, Smollett still enjoyed 
some advantage in the fact that his history brought the 
story a half century closer to the present. Of course, Hume 1 s 
history far overshadowed Smollett 1s in every other respect. 
Nevertheless, Smollett seems to have sought to make the most 
of the one rea ture that his work could enjoy. As Hume 1 s 
last two volumes were published in 1761, Smollett was bring-
ing out his four volume Continuation in 1760-61, which ex-
tended his history to the reign of George III; and a fifth 
volume of the Continuation, published in 1765, brought the 
story up to the year of its publication. Smollett thus ex-
clusively possessed the field of contemporary history; and 
the closer he got to the present, the better history he wrote. 
The Continuation definitely resembles Hume 1 s history less 
2 
than the Complete History does. 
The fifth volume of the Continuation has a story that 
is remarkable in the vicissitudes of the world of books. 
Anderson, in his biographical sketch of Smollett that accom-
panied the 1820 edition of Smollett 1 s works, included the 
1 .!£!!!·, p. 292· 
2 See below, PP· 173-79· 
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following note: 
It is said, that as soon as the paragraph, p. 444, 
respecting his Majesty's illnes! was observed, the whole 
edition, unsold, was bought up. 
The passage that Anderson refers to is as follows: 
Towards the spring of the year his majesty was attacked 
with an illness, which tho' not dangerous, filled the 
public with prodigious apprehensions, which were perhaps 
increased by the very means made use or to save appearances; 
as nothing or certainty could be gathered from the publi~ 
papers, but that the state of his health was precarious. 
This paragraph refers to what was, perhaps, the first serious 
attack suffered by George III or the physical and mental dis-
ease he inherited from his mother; and which was eventually 
to incapacitate him completely. It was kept so restricted 
that Anderson, who noted the event so quietly in the 1820 edi-
tion or Smollett's works, failed to mention it at all in the 
1806 edition. The buying up or the 1765 volume was almost 
complete. In 1935, only four copies were known to exist: 
one at the Bodleian, two at the British Museum, and one in 
3 
the possession of Fror. Knapp. 
The same sharp commercial interest that was manifested 
in the histories or England was also extended toward the 
other compilations in which Smollett was involved. The Uni-
versal History, which Smollett edited and contributed to, 
was advertised in fourteen notices in Smollett's Critical 
1 I, 74 n. 
2 Quoted by Lewis M. Knapp, "Publication of Smollett's 
Complete History and Continuation," The Library (Transactions 
of the Bibliography Society), XVI (Dee: 1935), 304. 
3 Ibid. 
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Review. These notices were pr0111inent1y displayed and carried 
high praise. When the Universal History was suffering a slow 
sale, Smollett wrote a letter to the publishers with a "few 
hints" as to the reason tor the poor going as well as with 
1 
the writer's prideful encouragement to the publishers. 
IV. RECEPTION AS A HISTORIAN 
Today Smollett receives very little respect as a his-
torian. But in his time he was regarded with considerable 
seriousness as a writer of histories. He could boast ac-
quaintanceship with the two greatest historians of the day, 
his fellow Scotsmen, Hume and Robertson. Smollett seemed to 
take pride in this acquaintanceship. After his hot and cold 
review of Burne's third and fourth volumes or~ History or 
England in the Critical Review, 1759, Smollett seems never 
to have anything but highest praise tor his rival. He was 
effusive with laudatory remarks on Hume at the end of volume 
2 
four of the Continuation. In February, 1759, he wrote a very 
favorable review of Robertson's History£! Scotland, for 
which Robertson expressed his thanks in the same letter in 
which he asked another favor of the editor. On his visit to 
Edinburgh in 1766, Smollett reported: 
Edinburgh is a hot-bed of genius. I have had the good 
fortune to be made acquainted with many authors of the 
1 Letters, pp. 67 and 192 n. 
2 See below, p. 207. 
3 Anderson, !!.!.!!. £!Tobias Smollett, n.d., pp. 187-88. 
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first distinction; such as the two Humes, Robertson, Smith, 
Wallace, Blair, ~erguson, Wilkie, etc., and I have found 
them all as agreeable in conversation as1they are instruc-tive and entertaining in their writings. 
Hume, doubtlessly aware of Smollett's critical bite, was cau-
tious never to show Smollett anything but respect; but to 
others he confidentially expressed something like a patroniz-
ing awareness of Smollett's interiority as a historian. On 
March 12, 1759, he wrote to his friend Robertson: 
There is a Carracioli, who came to me and spoke of 
translating my new volu.e of History, but as he also men-
tioned his intentions of translating Smollett, I gave him 
no encouragement to proceed. The same reason would make 
me averse to see you in his hands.2 
In this same letter, Hume ironically pays his respects to the 
current out-selling or his History by that of Smollett: 
A plague take you! Here I sit near the historical 
summit of Parnassus, immediately under Dr. Smollett, and 
you have the impudence to squeeze yourself by me, and 
place yourself direct under his feet. 
When Hume published his complete history in 1761, he 
regained his first place with the English public as a national 
historian. But the fact that Smollett's Complete History came 
almost sixty years closer to the prssent drew some interest 
away from Hume. And Smollett 's Continuation, which brought 
the narrative into the reign of George III, commanded even 
more of this interest in contemporary history, especially 
since the last volumes of Smollett's history are his best. 
In France, too, Smollett's history constituted a real problem 
1 .M.e.ly1He, ~. cit., p. 220. 
2 Letters 2! !l!!!!!!. I, 302. 
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for Hums's. Thanks to the dilatoriness of Hume's translator, 
the philosopher's volumes on the Stuarts, which had been pub-
lished in 1756, were not available in French until 1760. Two 
volumes or Smollett's Complete History had been published in 
French around September, 1759; and one more volume about the 
time Hume's first volumes were translated and published. (The 
Complete History in its French translation was finished in 
1764, in fourteen duodecimo volumes.) Until Hume's history 
appeared in French, Smollett's history, in spite of ita rough-
handed consideration or the French and the Roman Catholic 
Church, to which exceptions were made even by its translator, 
received a substantial amount or French patronage and was re-
1 
viewed seriously by the French Journals. 
This competition ror readers notwithstanding, the out-
ward relationship between Huae and Smollett remained respect-
ful and friendly. After the meeting with Hume in Edinburgh 
2 
in 1766, Smollett applied to Hume for personal favors. And 
in 1769, in connection with an unsuccessful effort or Hume to 
procure for Smollett a consulship in Italy, the latter wrote 
to his more distinguished countr,rman a highly complimentary 
3 
letter which Hume answered in very friendly terms. 
By his contemporaries in general, friends and foes, 
Smollett's pretensions toward historiography were recognized. 
1 For the complete treatment or the French publishing 
or the Complete HistoQ!, from which the above facts are de-
rived, see Joiiat, Smo lett !! 1! Prance, 216 rr. 
2 See letter or Hume to Smollett, Melville, Life and 
Letters .2!: Tobias Smollett, pp. 225-26. --
3 Letters .2!: ~. II, 185-86. 
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The Complete History was hardly off the press when a Journalis-
tic roe, the Rev. Thomas Comber, attacked its Tory politics 
l 
with true party venom. Belsham, a Whig author or Memoirs £f 
!a! Reign of Georg! !• in attacking Smollett's politics, de-
nounced him as a historian: 
.•• of the dignity and beauty or historic composition, 
he had no conception, much less could he boast of posses-
sing any portion of ita all-pervading and philosophical 
spirit. His work is dull and often malignant compilation, 
equally destitute ot instruction and amusement.2 
In 1761, Charles Churchill, author of the infamous Rosciad, 
attacking hllhwrob3 thought was the author of an article in the 
Critical Review attacking that poem, wrote the following linea 
in :!:!!! __ A.o;.p..;..ol"-o""gy"'-: 
Por me let hoary Pieldins bite the ground, 
So noble Pickle stands superbly bound; 
Prom Livy 1s temples tear th'historic crown, 
Which, with more Justice, blooms upon thine own; . . . 
In 1765, Cuthbert Shaw, in an imitation of the Dunciad, en-
titled The Race, wrote: 
--
Next Sm-11--t came. What author dare resist 
Historian, critic, bard, and novelist.4 
3 
Lady Mary Montagu attackM history more than she did· Smollett 
when she wrote, "My dear Smollett, who I am sorry to say, dis-
graces his talents by writing those stupid romances called 
5 
history." A fellow historian was more objective. 
l See Anderson, .22· ill·, p. 69. 
2 !2!£•, P• 131. 
3 The Poetical Works ot Charles Churchill (Boston, 1854), 
I, 128. - -
4 Quoted by Knapp, Tobias Smollett, p. 261. 
5 Letters ~Works £f !!!rz. Wortley Montagu, II, 349. 
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Goldsmith, in hie review ot the Complete History in the 
MonthlY Review, found much that he thought favorable in the 
history, but he also found what he thought were limitations 
in the historian. He questioned the proportion of truth to 
elegance: 
Truth should be the mai~object of the historian's 
pursuit; elegance is only its ornament; if, therefore, 
we see a writer of this class plume himself upon his ex-
celling in the last, and at the same time slighting the 
evidence that ought to ascertain and support the first, 
suspicion will naturally arise, and the author's credit 
will sink in proportion.! 
Goldsmith agreed with Lady Mary that Smollett deserved more 
respect for his novels than for his histories. The driver 
ot the Pame Machine disallows Smollett admission for his 
"voluminous history" but invites him aboard for his "well-
2 
written romance." One of Smollett's earliest editors, Dr. 
Robert Anderson, in his sympathetic life of Smollett, made 
some of the same objections to Smollett's history as did Gold-
smith: 
As the soul of history is truth, it were indeed greatly 
to be wished that he had been at as much pains to procure 
authentic information, as he has been to obtain the repu-
tation of an elegant writer . . • his narration is not so 
much distinguished for the fidelity and diligence with 
which it is written, as for beauty ot composition.3 
On the other hand, there were those who held Smollett 
in esteem as a historian. The large sale of his histories, 
of course, testifies to the favor of the general public. An 
1 Works, III, 450-51. 
2 Works, I, 99-100. 
3 Q.e· ill·• P• 128. 
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unknown bard, in "An Ode to Dr. Smollett," expressed his 
praise: 
But in thy Histr'y, all thy Genius blooms, 
Old England's battles o'er we wage, 
'!'·read Cresci's plain, .and follow Edward's plumes, 
And glow with Conquest, Liberty, and Rage.l 
In an anonymous letter, dated September 6, 1767, Smollett was 
greeted with "thanks for the instruction and entertainment 
2 
which your History of England ijas given me." People like 
Lyttelton and Boswell seemed to have been very respectful 
of Smollett as a critic of history. Arthur Murphy is re-
ported by Boswell to have said that Lyttelton withheld for 
several years the publication of his History of ~ Life of 
3 
Henry II for fear of Smollett. On March 14, 1768, Boswell, 
having heard that Smollett had taken something "amiss" in the 
recently published History ~ Corsica, wrote to Smollett 
these apologetic words: 
I should be very sorry, if one whom I regard as I do 
Dr. Smollett, should imagine that I meant to offend, when 
it was far from my thoughts. I therefore take the earli-
est opportunity to undeceive you, ~nd I flatter myself 
this letter will have that effect.4 
Anderson, in the first critical work on Smollett's 
writings, considered "history" first in the order in which 
Smollett had distinguished himself: "as an historian, a novel-
1.!!,!, a .1ournalist of travels, a dramatist, and a poet." 
1 Quoted by Knapp, .212.. ill· , p • 224. 
2 Anderson, .212.· ill·, pp. 190-91. 
3 Boswell, II, 24. 
4 Anderson, .212.. ill·, p. 192. 
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Admitting that Smollett was not among the most profound 
writers of the nation, Anderson felt, however, that "consider-
ing the time and circumstances in which it [the History] was 
written, it is, indeed, a great effort of genius and applica-
tion." While it was inferior to Hume's in penetration and 
philosophy, Smollett 1 s historical style was 11 the life and 
1 
soul of true history." 
In France the Complete History was objected to by most 
of the critics because of the strong anti-Gallic sentiment of 
the work. But it was seriously considered as a history, and 
in general it was declared superior to Rapin for its organiza-
tion and succinctness in spite of the points of inexactitude 
as they appeared to the French. Even the writer who declared 
that Smollett had copied hundreds of pages from Rapin admit-
ted that in those parts of the history beyond the period 
2 
reached by Rapin Smollett was no less effective. All this 
was before Hume's history appeared in France. Smollett was 
hardly recognized by the reviewers when his volumes appeared 
alongside the adored Hume. Hume's more restrained attitude 
toward France,added to the superiorities of his history, doubt-
lessly influenced the reviewers. In November, 1761, the ~­
n!l Etranger, although it failed to include Smollett among 
the historians of the reign of George II, added in a note: 
Parmi les bona historians qui ont paru en Angleterre 
depuis quelques annees, il faut compter M. Smollett lui-
meme, dont 1 1H1stoire Complete d 1Angleterre a eu un succes 
1 ~., PP· 126-29. 
2 Joliat, ~· cit., p. 223. 
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distingue. Le style en est vir et facile, quoiqu'un peu 
diffus; il y a quelques inexactitudes dans let faits, 
mais on y trouve assez d 11mpartialite et de philosophie. 
On a commence a traduire cette histoire; et la traduction 
en aurait eu plus de succes, Si elle n 1avait pas ate pre-
venue par 1 1Histoire de M. Hume.l 
Smollett's Continuation was never translated into French. The 
translator of the Complete History, Jean Baptiste Targe, had 
considered translating the later work, but finally changed his 
mind. He decided to write a history of the recent period or 
2 
England of his own -- using Smollett's work as a guide. 
Even though Smollett's final contribution was the mas-
terpiece of fiction, Humphry Clinker, when Smollett died he 
was recognized and eulogized as a historian. A premature re-
port of his death caused a notice to be printed in the London 
Chronicle of August 1, 1769, referring to Smollett as "the in-
3 
genious Biographer and Historian." When he died in 1771 in 
Leghorn, his final attending physician noted the facts or his 
patient's ailment and of his occupation. He described Smol-
4 
lett as "riflessivo!. dedito agli politici!. istorici." For 
a benefit performance of Otway's Venice Preserved, in Edin-
burgh, 1784, for Smollett's destitute widow, a Mr. Graham of 
Gartmore wrote a prologue in which he singled out Smollett as 
a poet and as one ., 
Who dar'd to seize the bold historic pen, 5 Paint living kings, and ministers as men. 
1 Ibid., p. 226. 
2 ~., p. 219 n. 
3 Knapp, .2P.. ill· , p . 284 • 
4 Ibid. , p. 298. 
5 Anderson, ~· 2ll.·, p. 112. 
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And the inscriptions on his tomb in Italy read: 
and 
• • Here Smollett rests, 
A Citizen or the world, 
A Xenophon and an Hippocrates, 
A Terence and a Boccaccio 
The great historian of his day, 
Who.rivall 1d all but Hume below 
v. SUMMARY 
. . 
1 
Smollett's career up through Ferdinand Count Fathom 
(1753) shows hardly any traces or an interest in history; but 
the last third of his career, including his Travels (1766), ag-
ventures £[~Atom (1769), and Humphry Clinker {1771), teems 
with historical suggestions. In between these two periods was 
that of his voluminous historical works: compilations and 
editings. Though Smollett was heavily involved in these his-
torical projects, even in them he does not seem to have been 
motivated by any spirit of the historian. His turning to his-
tory seems to have been primarily motivated by commercial pros-
pects, perhaps suggested by the public response to Hume's his-
tory. It is noticeable that Smollett was always assiduous in 
attending to whatever would aid the sales or his histories. 
He was quite successful with his first history, which caused 
some trouble for Hume's until the publishing of Hume's final 
volumes in 1761. Even then Smollett was ready to challenge 
Hume. He brought out his Continuation, which brought the 
period covered by his work up to the present and gave him ex-
clusive control of the market for contemporary history. 
1 Knapp, £e· cit., P• 300. 
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In spite of this rivalry with Hume, which Hume noticed, 
Smollett was able to gain acquaintanceship with the coterie 
of Scotch historians that looked to Hume as to a sort of mas-
ter. Smollett received at least the open profession of 
friendship of this group, including Hume. In his day Smol-
lett was acknowledged a historian, even by his enemies; and 
for some time after his death, he was regarded as much for 
his histories as for his novels • 
• 
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CHAPTER VII 
Sl'IOLLETT 'S THEORY AHD PRACTICE OF HISTORY 
I. METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Before Smollett published his Complete History of' Eng-
land in 1757, Hume had published two volumes of' his history --
the first, dealing with the reigns of' James I and Charles I, 
in 1754; and the second, continuing until 1688, in 1756. 
Even before Hume' s second volume, which went well after the 
questionable success of' the first volume, Smollett is be-
lieved to have been motivated to write his history by Hume's 
1 
example. And Hume, while somewhat contemptuous of' the his-
2 
torian Smollett, still took notice of' the competition. 
While vying with Hume, Smollett also imitated him; at least 
he followed much the same procedure in writing his history. 
Smollett's history was the fifth national history 
within a decade. Besides the two volumes of Hume's that had 
been published, there was Rapin'a which had grown to seven-
teen volumes by 1747; Guthrie's in four volumes in 1751; and 
Carte's, stopped by his death, in four volumes in 1755· In 
order to gain a place in this field of' lively competition, 
Smollett declared the attractions of' his history in a plan 
that was printed at the beginning of' his history as well as 
in the announcement of' publication in !S! Critical Review for 
1 see above, p. 143 n. 4. 
2 See above, p. 146. 
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May, 1757· While this plan is aa much a publisher's blurb as 
anything else, it is also a description or the salient fea-
tures or the historian's method. The writer first admits no 
claim to discovering •any authentic records which have es-
caped the notice or other historians" or to have made any 
significant contribution to the prevalent views or mankind. 
He then announces the aim or his history: 
••. to retrench the superfluities or his predecessors, 
and to present the public with a suocinct, candid, and 
complete history of our country, which will be more easy 
in the purchase, more agreeable in the perusal, and less 
burthensome to the memoey, than any work of the same na-
ture, produced in these kingdoms. 
And in a review of the work, in Ih! Critical Review for June, 
no doubt written by Smollett, the conciseness or the Complete 
History is coiiDIIended while the "bare sight" of the other his-
tories or England is said to be "enough to impress any delicate 
reader with horror and aversion." To read them, the reader 
"must be endued with the patience and perseverance of a German 
1 
coJIDII8ntator." In retrenching the superfluities and adding 
to succinctness, Smollett, with his four quarto volumes, per-
haps had most in mind the advantages in these respects that 
his work would otter over the much continued work of Rapin. 
The histories of Guthrie and Carte did not surpass Smollett's 
history in extensiveness on the same scale. Guthrie's and 
carte's four volumes were more detailed insofar as they came 
only up to the middle of the seventeenth centuey. The period 
that Hums's first two volumes covered was covered in a little 
1 III, 481. 
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more than one volume of Smollett's. So when later in the plan 
,, 
Smollett refers to the "enormous bulk and prol1xi ty of every 
other English history that stands in any degree of reputation," 
only Rapin's seems relevant. 
Smollett then continues his prospectus with a state-
ment that he has avoided "all useless disquisitions" in or-
der to "compile a history, not to compose a dissertation." 
This feature of his history, by which he no doubt thought he 
would avoid the political and religious controversy that so 
centered around the Whig views of Rapin and the Tory or Jacob-
ite views of Carte, is a point in common with Hume. In the 
review of June, 1757, this characteristic or the Complete 
History is emphasized: 
Every other historian of this island (except one or 
two) has sat down to defend a party, and writ with all 
the intemperance and prejudice of faction. This author 
has, in our opinion, in~iolably adhered to truth, which 
he has displayed in her native colours without fear or 
affection.l 
In the review of volume four, the historian is commended tor 
having so well faced the difficulties of writing the recent 
history of a nation so divided into factions: 
••. he is so far a tory, as to love and revers the 
monarchy and hierarchy; and so much a whig, as to laugh 
at the notion of indefeasible right and non-resistance.2 
The tone of this neutrality is even more philosophical in a 
statement in the earlier review: 
He is commendable for espousing the cause of virtue 
1 Critical Review, III, 482. 
2 Ibid., V, 2. 
-
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and humanity ••• and be takes all occasions to declare 
himself an advocate tor the natural rights of mankind, 
without adopting the barbarous maxims of an enthusiastic 
republican.l 
Such a statement or creed would have satisfied the most en-
lightened or the philoaophes, Whig or Tory. 
In certain respects Smollett, in his history, main-
tains this philosophic objectivity that he insists on speci-
fically in the plan: 
. • . entirely free from all national jealousy and preju-
dice; and altogether uninfluenced by that illiberal par-
tiality which has disgraced the works or many English 
historians. He is soured by no controversy in religion: 
he is inflamed by no faction in politics. Truth is the 
object or his enquiry: and candid information the scope 
or his labour. 
He certainly does not show any partiality for his scotch Whig 
family background. He is just as vigorous in condemning the 
Scotch religionists for any act or intolerance, "enthusiasm," 
or "fanaticism" as be is the English. The first Scottish re-
formers, he says, were "actuated by a Gothic spirit or igno-
rant fanaticism"; the Scottish clergy of 1600 were "sour, 
gloomy pedants, equally inspired with pride and fanaticism"; 
the Scottish commissioners in London in 1641 were scornful 
for their preaching an "unintelligible jargon"; and the 
2 
Covenanters of 1679 were chargeable as "barbarous fanatics." 
Before the "history was published, Smollett was sensi-
tive as to the Scottish reaction to its objectivity. He wrote 
1. Ibid., III, 482. 
159. 
2· Complete History, VI, 218; 435; VII, 179; VIII, 
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to his friend, Dr. John Moore: "I am afraid the 'History' will 
not answer the Expectations that seem to be raised among my 
1 
friends in Scotland." After the first three volumes had been 
published, again he wrote to Moore: 
I was agreeably surprised to hear that my work had met 
with any approbation in Glasgow, for it was not at all 
calculated for that meridian. The last volume will, I 
doubt not, be severely censured by the west-country whigs 
of Scotland. 
He continues, explaining the operation of his objectivity: 
I sat down to write with a warm side to those princi-
ples in which I was educated; but, in the course of my 
inquiries, some or the whig ministers turned out such a 
set of sordid knaves, that I could not help sti~tizing 
them for their want of integrity and sentiment. 
After the publication of the fourth volume of the Complete 
History, Smollett shows in a letter to Moore that his expec-
tations had been justified: 
I am not so much surprised at my book's meeting with 
such censures and enemies in Glasgow, as that it should 
find any number of friends and favourers.3 
Hume, also, had expressed his purpose of favoring no 
political side; and he was distressed by the Whig reaction 
to his first volume. But his account of the troubles during 
the reign of Charles I and of the affairs under the Common-
wealth justifies the Whig charges of partiality. Smollett 
1 Letters, p. 47. 
2 Quoted by Anderson, ~ £! Smollett, p. 70. 
3 Ibid. (In Smollett's account of Scotland in The 
Present State of All Nations (1768-69), he is surprisingly 
objective about:h~native land. He admits the social evils: 
filth, poverty, and lack of industry. At the same time, he 
also remarks· on whatever might be pleasing: landscape, at-
tractive homes and buildings, and picturesque towns.) 
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followed Hume rather closely in his accounts of the Puritan 
troubles. They both criticized Charles I for his over-in-
dulgence in some of his ideas, especially those of the pre-
rogative and of religion; but they both spoke well of his 
character: 
The character or this prince, as that of most men, was 
mixed; but his virtues predominated extremely above his 
vices, or, more properly speaking, his imperfections: 
for scarce any or his faults rose to that pitch as to 
merit the appelation of vices .•• 1 
Charles, in his private character, exhibited a shining 
example of virtue, piety, and moderation. Malice must 
own he was chaste, temperate, and devout; an affectionate 
husb~nd, a tender parent, a warm friend, and a kind mas-
ter. 
While Hume's superior philosophic perspective allowed more 
virtue to the Puritan side than did the more splenetic Smol-
lett, neither Hume's nor Smollett's description of the Puri-
tan Parliament would be expected to satisfy a Whig. Hume 
called the Parliament of 1647 "sanctified hypocrites" who 
"exercised, in the name of the Lord, all their cruelty on men" 
3 
and "saved themselves from blushing by their pious grimaces~" 
The same Parliament Smollett described as "clamorous dema-
gogues" who punished men "without law, justice, or restraint" 
and who "pretended to seek the Lord in 
their iniquity with all the grimace of 
prayer, and cloaked 
4 
affected holiness." 
1 Hume, History ,g! England, VII, 146. 
2 Smollett, Complete History, VII, 140. 
3 History ,g! England, VII, 94-95. 
4 Complete History, VII, 326-27. Smollett could well 
have had Hume 1 s volume open in front of him when he wrote 
this passage. 
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In the plan for the history, Smollett continues with 
his distaste for all "useless disquisitions": 
He has waived all remarks of his own, except such as 
seemed absolutely necessary, that he might not encumber 
the page, and disgust the reader, by anticipating his re-
flections, and forestalling his judgment . . • 
And in the review in Smollett's journal, this quality of the 
history is commended: "The reflections are pertinent, though 
very scarce, and of~en conveyed in a single word of narra-
tion." Then the reviewer demonstrates how the use of single 
mo~if:lers like perhaps, ridiculous, and inhuman serves to 
1 
express the historian's viewpoint succinctly and efficiently. 
Two years after the publication of the Complete History, 
April, 1759, a review of Johnson's Rasselas appeared in The 
Critical Review, if not by smollett then at least under his 
editorial supervision. In this review Johnson was taken to 
task for his philosophizing in his narrative: 
To convey knowledge by insensible steps, to teach 
while you divert, and make wisdom steal into the heart, 
requires [sic] •xecution, genius, and great address. 
For this reason the laws of history prohibit tedious re-
flections, long dissertationsA and laboured disquisitions 
either in morals or politics.~ 
This requirement of history, as far as the reader is concerned, 
of pure empiricism, without the imposition of any ~ priori 
speculations of the historian, is quite consistent with all 
this that Smollett as well as Hume had said about their in-
tentions in their histories. And in terms of the philosophes' 
1 Critical Review, III, 482. 
2 .llW!. , VII, 372-73 · 
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seeing in history a repudiation of the deductive speculations 
of the Cartesians and metaphysicians, it is more consistent 
with the new history than the penchant for conjecture and 
reflection that so characterized many of the philosophic his-
torians. The philosophe anglais, Goldsmith, in his review of 
Smollett's history in the Monthly Review for June, 1757, 
notices this tendency and respectfully chides the author for 
it: 
Determined to avoid all useless disquisitions, as his 
plan professes, he steers wide Indeed of that danger, and 
avoids all disquisitions· as useless. A brief recital of 
facts is chiefly what the public is to expect from this 
performance. But, with submission, we think that the 
ingenious author might have afforded us something more. 
He has undoubted ability; and he well knows that a moder-
ate interspersion of manly and sensible observations must 
have greatly enlivened his work, and would hardly have 
been deemed superfluous by such readers as have any turn 
for reflection.l 
Smollett, with all this avoiding "remarks of his own," 
could, as could Hums, "slant" a passage in a direction he de-
sired without overtly expressing his sympathies. In varying 
degrees of directness he could incorporate his feelings or 
thoughts into his material. He could imply his rationalistic 
religious views without being openly derogatory toward ortho-
dox religion. Such he does in the following passage, alleg-
edly derived from Bede, where be is discussing the early 
churchman Pelagius, who had troubles with the church because 
of his "free-thinking": 
He was a man of acute discernment, and great subtlety 
in reasoning. His doctrine, which at first got footing 
1 Goldsmith, Works, III, -51. 
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in Gaul, was thence imported into this country, where it 
met with a favourable reception, and in all probability 
was the more readily embraced, as the author of it was a 
Briton, and a person or unblemished morals, and as it 
contained nothing repugnant to common sense, or the funda-
mental principles of the christian religion. 
Nevertheless, the progress of this heresy alarmed the 
Gallican church to such a degree, that they sent over two 
eminent bishops to reclaim those who had imbibed such dan-
gerous errors, and to confirm the rest of the nation in 
their adherence to the true faith. These venerable mis-
sionaries were joyfully received by the clergy . . • the 
heretics were confuted, to the unspeakable satisfaction 
of all orthodox believers.l 
Or he could be more direct as he is in expressing his disap-
proval of the generally discounted king's touch: 
His [Edward the Confessor's] continence, so much ex-
tolled by the monkish writers, seems to have been the ef-
fect of constitutional frigidity. His prophecies and 
revelations are no other than the dreams of superstition; 
and as for his curing scrophulous tumours and ulcers by 
the touch, the sensible part of mankind is by this time 
very well convinced that neither he who exercised this 
apostolic function . . • nor any of his successors, ever 
contributed to the relief of one pat~ent, by any inherent 
personal virtue derived from heaven. 
The following passage certainly allows the reader easy access 
.to the author's feelings about the contest between Charles I 
and Parliament, even though the passage contains no attack on 
the Puritans other than a few adjectives that obviously beg 
the question: 
The nation was now divided between the king and the 
two houses. The greater part of the old nobility and an-
cient families in the kingdom, who valued themselves upon 
the loyalty and virtue of their ancestors, adhered to the 
cause of their sovereign, which was also sustained by all 
1 Complete Historz, I, 115-16. 
2 ~., P• 361. 
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those who wished well to the ancient constitution and the 
hierarchy. All in general whom nature had endowed with 
generosity and benevolence of' disposition, whose manners 
were polished by social and elegant intercourse, and 
whose minds were enlarged by a liberal education, glowed 
with ardour in the cause or inJured royalty, upon which 
nothing reflected more lustre than the approbation and at-
tachment of' the learned, loyal, and venerable university 
of' Oxford. The opposite faction was composed of' those 
whom the court had personally disobliged; or such as 
wanted to fish in troubled waters; or republican and prot-
estant dissenters; comprehending a great number of' cor-
porations, manufacturers, and the lower class or people, 
inflamed with the spirit of' fanaticism. The traders were 
generally averse to the king from the discouragements to 
which commerce had been subjected during his reign; 
partly from a spirit of' independence become licentious 
and insolent; partly f'rom hatred and emulation or the 
ancient families which adhered to the interests of' their 
sovereign.! 
What in form might here be justified as an objective comment 
on the two sides of' the question, in spirit -- from the in-
vidious introduction of' the parliamentary "opposite faction" 
to its attributes, "hatred and emulation," at the end of' 
the passage in dramatic nearness to the final word of' respect-
ful dignity, "sovereign" -- the whole passage could be very 
distasteful to the Puritan favoring Whig. And in another 
passage, perhaps more pointedly, Smollett creates the same 
effect by the same means: 
There was now [1680] a very powerful party formed 
against the court, whether we respect the talents or the 
interests of those that were in the opposition; but 
Charles was asaured of' the church, which had ever adhered 
to lineal succession; of' all those loyalists who detested 
fanaticism and republican principles; and of' a great num-
ber, who, from a sincere regard of' their country, dreaded 
the revival of' that anarchy f'rom which the nation had been 
so lately recovered.2 
1 .!!?.!!!·• VII, 232-33· 
2 .!!?.!!! • , VIII, M7. 
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The reader does not need a dissertation to know full well what 
the author of this passage thinks about lineal succession, 
fanaticism, republican principles, as well as the King and 
1 
his opposition. Whether wittingly or not, in another passage 
Smollett threads a course between a Scylla and Charybdis of 
his disfavor and treats both sides with just enough dispraise 
to maintain his position or sympathetic aloofness, but not 
enough to do what would be easy: manifest a complete cyni-
cism in all directions. The passage deals with William III's 
troubles with the non-Jurors. William, in Smollett's opinion, 
in spite of his virtues as a soldier, was "a disagreeable 
2 
man, an ungracious prince, and an imperious sovereign." The 
non-Jurors, because of their willingness to have a religious 
issue disturb the tranquillity or the civil state, were foes 
to what Smollett would call common sense. The passage opens 
with a picture of the deprived bishops' early "meekness of 
resignation" as they hoped for public support. This support 
not forthcoming, the bishops turned to "argument and declama-
tion"; "the press groaned with the efforts or their learning 
and resentment." The bishops' arguments of the primitive 
church are advanced; the other side counters with an argument 
1 Whether from Smollett's tendency toward religious ob-jectivity or from this inclination to avoid disquisition, in 
the section in the co~ndium ~ voaaf:s on Mexico the pious 
remarks against the w~ke&ness or 1 o atry in the Mexican tem-
ples, that were contained in Smollett's source -- Solis' His-
toria de la Conquista de Mexico, are entirely omitted: "not 
one word Of this piety 1a retained in the Compendium." Martz, 
Later Career~ Tobias Smollett, p. 46. 
2 Continuation, I, 383. 
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of "the natural rights of man" with a rationalistic interpreta-
tion of the biblical passage: 'the powers that be, are or-
dained of God -- let every soul be subject to the higher 
powers. 1 The bishops retorted that such changing of sworn 
allegiance was like that of a "fawning spaniel that followed 
the thief." They attacked Tillotson with "bitterness and in-
vective." (Smollett considered Tillotson "one of the most 
learned, moderate, and virtuous ecclesiastics of the age.") 
They "reviled" the new bishops; their "attacks upon individ-
uals were mingled with their vengeance against the govern-
ment"; their aim "as well as of their politicians" was "to 
sap the foundation of the new settlement." They ridiculed 
the new sovereign. At this point in the stated argument, 
the reader perhaps is going along with what he thinks are the 
author's castigations of the violent and unscrupulous bishops. 
But here the climax of the reaction of the government appears: 
"the court employed their engines to answer and recriminate"; 
informers of all kinds were •encouraged and caressed"; magis-
trates were "enjoined to make search" and apprehend those who 
"presume to defame the government." And finally smollett 
definitely steers away from any partiality for the administra-
tion of William with "thus the revolutioners commenced the 
professed enemies of those very arts and practices which had 
1 
enabled them to bring their schemes to perfection." 
In the fourth volume, which was published six months 
1 ~., pp. 102-10~. 
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after the first three volumes ot the Complete History, the 
author deserted even his stated reticence toward reflection. 
This change was noted in The Critical Review for January, 
1758: 
The author had been thought by some readers too spar-
ing or his own reflections in the preceding volumes; but 
in this he has avoided that imputation, and perhaps will 
now be thought too liberal or .. his own observations, es-
pecially by those whom he has not scrupled to stigmatize 
as pseudo-patriots and understrappers in the art and ~s­
tery or ministerial corruption.l 
And no longer does Smollett plead political neutrality: 
He has severely animadverted on the plan of politics 
pursued by the ministry of George I as a system by which 
the welfare or Great Britain was sacrificed to the inter-
ests or Germany; and he has branded the administration or 
Sir Robert Walpole as a machine actuated by corruption and 
big with national ruin.2 
In October, 1761, The Critical Review recognized in the newly 
-
published Continuation or~ History£! England (4 vols.) a 
type or historian decidedly different from the professed re-
later or pure tact that wrote the first three volumes or the 
Complete History: 
The doctor hath so artfully interwoven his reflection 
with the texture or his narrative, that it is difficult 
to exhibit fair specimens or his talents in this disputed 
branch or an historian's province.3 
The reason for such a material change in method might 
be several factors. First, the people who liked his history 
liked it not because it professed to be so objective but in 
1 V, 3· 
2 Ibid., P• 13. But see above, p. 166, The Critical 
Review (Apr!I, 1759), opposing reflection in history. 
3 XII, 289. 
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spite of' this. Goldsmith 1 s reactions were of' this nature. 
Then, the bad treatment that Hume 1s first volume had received 
because of the political objections to it had been far over-
shadowed by the succeeding volumes of' Hume's history with 
their great success. And the disturbance over Hume's first 
volume that might have influenced Smollett in 1755 and 1756, 
when he was working on the first volumes of' his Complete ~­
~. had died down. Pinally, the controversial matters of 
pre-eighteenth century England were to do with topics that 
Smollett never became as excited over as many did: the church 
and the constitution. But the controversies of the Hanoverian 
reigns were of matters that did excite Smollett: the Whig 
ministries of the Hanoverians that ever since Smollett ar-
rived in London in 1739 were anathema to him, personally and 
politically. 
The reasons be what they may, volume four of' the Com-
plete History and the whole of the Continuation are quite dif-
ferent in method. Not only are public personalities dealt 
with with praise or condemnation, but the historian's comments 
on people and events are more intimate than a national his-
tory ordinarily calls for. His personal experiences as a 
surgeon with the expedition to Carthagena, which gave him 
material for Roderick Random, were included in the Continua-
~· It is interesting to see how the novelist and the 
historian used the same material. In the novel, on the way 
to the West Indies Random, for his assault upon Mackshane, 
had been put in irons and stapled to the deck: 
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. . . the admiral discovered four sail to leeward, and 
made signal for our ship and four more to chase: here 
upon every thing was cleared for an engagement; and 
Mackshane, foreseeing he should have occasion for more 
assistants than one, obtained Morgan 1 s liberty; while I 
was left in this deplorable posture to the chance of 
battle. It was almost dark when we came up with the 
sternmost chase, which we hailed, and inquired who they 
were; they gave us to understand they were French men of 
war; upon which Captain Oakum commanded them to send 
their boat on board of him; but they refused, telling 
him, if he had any business with them, to come on board 
their ship: he then threatened to pour in a broadside 
upon them, which they promised to return. Both sides 
were as good as their word; and the engagement began with 
great fury. [Then we are told about Random 1 s feeling of 
great agitation at being so exposed to the battle; of 
the drummer boy who responded to his bellowing and stand-
ing alongside the prisoner received a great shot in his 
belly. With the entrails of the dead man strewn over 
him, Random increasingly vented his rage until he was 
exhausted.] The.engagement lasted till broad day, when 
Captain Oakum, finding that he was to gain neither hon-
our nor advantage by the affair, pretended to be unde-
ceived by seeing their colours; and, hailing the ship 
with whom he had fought all night, protested he believed 
them Spaniards, and the guns being silenced on each side, 
ordered the barge to be hoisted out, and went on board 
of the French commodore. Our loss amounted to ten killed 
and eighteen wounded, most part or whom afterwards died.l 
Following is the historical account of the original of the 
fictional version: 
As the fleet sailed along the island of Hispaniola, 
in its way to Jamaica, four large ships of war were dis-
covered; and Sir Chaloner detached an equal number of his 
squadron to give them chase, while he himself proceeded 
on his voyage. As those strange ships refused to bring 
to, Lord Augustus Fitzroy, the commodore of the four Brit-
ish ships, saluted one of them with a broadside, and a 
smart engagement ensued. After they had fought during 
the best part or the night, the enemy hoisted their 
colours in the morning, and appeared to be part or the 
French squadron, which had sailed from Europe, under the 
command of the Marquis d 1Antin, with orders to assist 
the Spanish Admiral de Torres, in attacking and distressing 
the English ships and colonies. War was not yet declared 
1 Chapter XXIX. 
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between France and England; therefore hostilities ceased: 
the English and French commanders complimented each other; 
excused themselves mutually for the mistake which had 
happened; and parted !s friends, with a considerable loss 
of men on both sides. 
Excepting the incident in the novel of the embowelled drummer, 
the historical account contains more bitterness and cruel 
irony than the fictional version. The dissension among the 
military and naval leaders, which was charged as a cause for 
the failure of the expedition, was quite elaborately colored 
in the novel: 
• . . the demon of discord, with her sooty wings, had 
breathed her influence u~on our counsels; and it might be 
said of these great men {I hope they will pardon the com-
parison), as of Caesar and· Pompey, the one could not brook 
a superior, and the other was impatient of an equal: so 
that between the pride of one, and the insolence of an-
other, the enterprise miscarried, according to the prov-
erb, -- 'between two stools the backside falls to the 
ground. 1 [With this appearance of "stools" and "backside" 
Smollett proceeds as a reader of Smollett would expect.]2 
In the history, the charge against the leaders is without 
adornment and with more directness: "each proved more eager 
for the disgrace of his rival, than zealous for the honour of 
3 
the nation." 
On what appears to be a second voyage to the West In-
4 
dies, Smollett served some time under Admiral Charles Knowles. 
It was against this admiral that Smollett made some ill-ad-
vised remarks in ~ Critical Review for which he was fined 
1 Continuation, II, 401. Practically the same version 
is found In "The Expedition to carthagena," (Miscellanies, P• 
195.) An account of the expedition was included by Smollett 
in! Compendium of Voyages. 
2 Chapter XXXIII. 
3 Continuation, II, 402. 
4 Kahrl, Tobias Smollett, Traveler-Novelist, p. 7. 
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one hundred pounds and sentenced to serve three months in the 
King's Bench Prison. This was in 1759; perhaps even then, 
while in prison -- a rather comfortable arrangement, or very 
soon after, Smollett was at work on his Continuation in which 
he availed himself of every opportunity of inveighing against 
the Admiral. With little timidity, he treads upon the same 
ground where he had already run into so much trouble. With-
out a word of direct reproach but with scornful irony, he 
deals with the expedition under Admiral Knowles on which his 
remarks in The Critical Review sent him to prison. The force 
under Knowles was to attack the French coast as a diversion-
ary measure to relieve pressure on the German army. First, 
Smollett described the strength of the little island under 
attack, Aix, in terms of its apparent weakness: 
••. the fortifications half finished, and mounted with 
about thirty cannon and mortars, the garrison composed 
of six hundred men, and the whole island about five miles 
in circumference. 
The British ship in the van, anchored close to the walls of 
the island fort, delivered an incessant bombardment: 
••• it was, however, near an hour before the fort 
struck, when some forces were landed to take possession 
of so important a conquest, with orders to demolish the 
fortifications, the care or which was intrusted to vice-
admiral Knowles. 
The account of the rest of the eXPedition, all to do with 
blundering and perhaps cowardice, was carefully couched in the 
language describing a great victory. Preliminary to the ac-
tual attack, Knowles is described in true Gilbert and Sullivan 
fashion, "publishing orders and regulations which did credit 
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to his Judgment, and would have been highly useful, had there 
ever been occasion to put them in execution." Finally, the 
ironic summary: 
such was 
expectation 
into utmost 
little less 
the issue of an expedition that raised the 
or all Europe, threw the coasts or France 
confusion, and cost the people of England 
than a million of money.l 
This final alliterated under-statement is suggestive of the 
irony that Smollett uses again against the same Admiral. This 
has to do with the retaking by the English of Louisbourg: 
It may not be amiss to observe, that a cavalier, which 
Admiral Knowles had built at an enormous expense to the 
nation, while Louisbourg remained in the ,hands of the Eng-
lish in the last war, was, in the course <>f this siege, 
entirely demolished by two or three shots from one of the 
British batteries: so admirably had this piece of forti-
fication been contrived and executed, under the eye of 
that profound engineer.2 
Smollett's attacks on the administration of the late 
years of the reign of George II seem very close to the danger-
ous point. He especially assaulted the German commitments of 
the Hanoverian ruler and his government. Of the campaign or 
1759 he said: 
At no times, since the days of ignorance and barbarity, 
were the lives of men squandered away with such profusion 
as in the course of this German war. They were not only 
unnecessarily sacrificed in various exploits of no conse-
quence, but lavishly exposed to all the rigour and dis-
temper of winter campaigns, which were introduced on the 
continent, in despite of nature, and in contempt or hu-
manity. Such are the improvements of warriors without 
reeling! such the refinements of German discipline!"3 
1 Continuation, III, 348-so. 
2 ~., IV, 11 n. 
3 ~·· pp. 283-84. 
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He was particularly profuse in attacks on the great sums of 
money expended by the administration, especially that large 
part of the expenditure that went for the continental cam-
paign. He achieves the effect of enormity by rolling the 
sums off to the last farthing: 
On the whole, the sum total granted in this session of 
Parliament [1759] amounted to fifteen millions five hun-
dred three thousand five hundred and sixty-three pounds, 
fifteen shillings, and nine pence halfpenny; a sum so 
enormous, whether we consider a nation that raised it, or 
the purposes for which it was raised, that every Briton 
of a sedate mind, attached to the interest and welfare of 
his country, must reflect upon it with equal astonishment 
and concern; • . • Of the immense supply which we have 
particularized, the reader will perceive that two mil-
lions three hundred forty-four thousand four hundred and 
eighty-six pounds, sixteen shillings, and seven pence 
three farthings, were paid to foreigners tor supporting 
the war in Germany, ••• 1 
Satire, irony, contempt, and virulence were not the 
only effects for which Smollett would use the instrument of 
history. For Admiral Byng, whose execution stirred up great 
resentment among people like Horace Walpole and Voltaire, 
Smollett expressed a noneomm~al coldness; for the mentally 
unbalanced Earl Ferrera, who was executed for murder, he ex-
tended an intelligent pity; and for Lord George Sackville, 
who was court-martialed and found guilty because of his in-
ability to endure the arrogance of his superior, Prince Ferdi-
nand, Smollett was understanding and respectful. One of the 
most remarkable effects that the historian produces is that 
of one passage in the fourth volume of the Continuation 
1 ~·· PP· 311-12. 
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which is effulgent with the language of the new novels in 
their response to the sentimentalism of Rousseau. This passage, 
which suggests Henry Mackenzie more than Tobias Smollett, is 
concerned with a 1759 act of relief for small debtors, but 
with none for aristocratic debtors with whom Smollett is sym-
pathetic: 
It is the man of sentiment and sensibility, who, in 
this situation, is overwhelmed with a complication of 
misery and ineffable distress. The mortification of his 
pride, his ambition blasted, his family undone, himself 
deprived of liberty, reduced from opulence to extreme 
want, from the elegancies of lite to the most squalid and 
frightful scenes of poverty and affliction; divested of 
comfort, destitute of hope, and doomed to linger out a 
wretched being in the midst of insult, violence, riot, 
and uproar: these are reflections so replete with horror, 
as to render him, in all respects, the most miserable ob-ject on the face of the earth. He, alas! though possessed 
ot talents that might have essentially served and even 
adorned society, while thus restrained in prison, and af-
fected in mind, can exert no faculty, nor stoop to any 
condescension, by which the horrors of his fate might be 
assuaged. He scorns to execute the lowest offices of 
menial services, particularly in attending those who are 
the objecta or contempt or abhorrence: he is incapable 
ot exercising any mechanic art, which might afford a 
happy though a scanty independence. 
So tar the writer seems to have pulled out many.of his stops, 
but the crescendo follows: 
Shrunk within his dismal cell, surrounded by haggard 
poverty, and her gaunt attendants, hollow-eyed famine, 
shivering cold, and wan disease, he wildly casts his eyes 
around: he sees the tender partner of his heart weeping 
in silent woe; he hears his helpless babes clamorous for 
sustenance; he feels himself the importunate cravings of 
human nature, which he cannot satiety; and groans with all 
the complicated pangs of internal anguish, horror, and 
despair. These are not the fictions of idle fancy, but 
real pictures, drawn from nature, or which almost ever.v 
prison in England will afford but too many originals.l-
1 Ibid., p. 132. 
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In a letter to Richard Smith of Burlington, New Jersey, 
a friend of Rivington, one of the publishers of the Complete 
History, Smollett, commenting on his labors on the four vol-
umes of history, said: "I turned over and consulted above 
1 
three hundred volumes in the course of my Labours." On March 
9, 1756, when Smollett must have been at work on the history, 
he wrote to James Smollett a letter in which he included some 
rather extensive remarks on the ancient ruins around his boy-
hood home near Dumbritton and this explanation: 
You may think this is a strange Rhapsody; but to me 
the Subject is interesting. I have bad occasion lately 
to inquire into the antiquities of our Country -- 2 
In the plan for his history, Smollett says that he had col-
lected his materials from "the most authentic historians to 
whose works he refers in the margin." In volume one, of the 
eleven volume octavo edition of 1759 that is here used, in 
the margins are listed over eighty different authorities. 
This volume is of 478 pages and covers the history to the 
reign of Henry II. In order of frequent use, these authori-
ties include William of Malmesbury, Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 
Florence of Worcester, Simon of Durham, Bede, Henry of Hunting-
ton, Roger de Hoveden, Ordericus Vitalis, Brompton, and In-
gulphus. The less frequently included authorities are such 
as Gildas, Ethelward, Giraldus Cambrensis, Alcuin, Aelfrid, 
Asser, Matther Paris, and Polydore Virgil. For the ancient 
1 Letters, p. 81. 
2 Ibid., p. 36. 
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background, Aristotle, Strabo, Herodian, Caesar, Plutarch, and 
Suetonius are mentioned. 
On face value, the sum of the above evidence is quite 
imposing in establishing the Complete History as a very res-
pectable compilation. The same sources, sifted and weighed 
in a historically scientific manner, would serve well for a 
truly scholarly historian. The face value here, however, 
ought not be accepted too readily. Among the historians that 
Smollett charged should frighten readers because of their 
"enormous bulk and prolixity" -- historians like Kennett, 
Rapin, and Carte -- all the authorities that Smollett lists 
in his margin were used; and there is nothing in Smollett's 
work that could not be picked up, labelled with the source, 
from one of these. In the later volumes, Smollett admits 
Kennett, Echard, Rapin, Guthrie, and Hume as occasional sour-
ces. On the basis of what we know about Smollett's use of 
primary sources in his other works, it seems safe to assume 
that the mention of a distant writer in his history does not 
necessarily mean that this writer was directly used. It has 
been shown that in his parts of Compendium£! Voyages, Smol-
lett used more accessible sources for material that he as-
cribed to distant, foreign writers. His references to Ramusio 
came from Hakluyt through Purchas; to Antonio de Herrera y 
Tordesillas and Garcilasso de la Vega from Patrick Barclay's 
1 
Universal History, ~· As Smollett seems to have done with 
1 See Martz, Later Career of Tobias Smollett, pp. 32-34. 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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the Compendium and the Travels, he could have done with his 
history -- resort to the more available materials than to the 
more obscure references he mentions. In a review of Rol t' s 
History£! South America, (March, 1756), smollett shows that 
he considered the "compiler" to be expected to work this way. 
In this review, he mentions the troubles of a compiler of 
history: "to form and digest a proper plan of history; com-
pile materials; compare different accounts; collate authori-
ties,"!!£· For all this, the bookseller, while bargaining 
with the poor compiler on payment and binding him to terms 
1 
"furnished him with a few books." At the time Smollett wrote 
this he was at work on his Complete History. Could he have 
had in mind "a few books" that Rivington had furnished him 
with from which he could "compare different accounts; collate 
authorities," etc.? 
The Whig supporters of Rapin's history did accuse Smol-
2 
lett of plagiarizing Rapin. And French reviewers accused the 
author of the Complete Risto~ of copying hundreds of pages 
from their countryman's work. Goldsmith, while he praised 
much in Smollett's history, expressed himself as slightly dis-
satisfied with the looseness of Smollett's references and 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
Also, Martz has found that half of the thirty-four classical 
quotations found in the Travels prove to be lifted from second-
ary sources; as are the nine inscriptions given in this work. 
Most of the authorities are nearl~ all the erudite details are 
likewise "offered at second hand. 
1 I, 97-98. 
2 Melville, ~~Letters £!Tobias Smollett, p. 165. 
3 Joliat, Smollett et ~France, p. 223. 
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suggested the possibility of skepticism of the reader for 
Smollett's veracity: 
He seldom quotes authorities in support of his repre-
sentations; and if he now and then condescends to cite 
the testimony of former writers, he never points to the 
page, but leaves the skeptical reader to supply any defect 
of this kind, by an exertion of that industry which the 
author disdains; and thus on the veracity of the relater 
are we to rest our conviction, and accept his own word 1 
for it that he has no intention to deceive or mislead us. 
But Goldsmith presumes that Smollett has no designs of decep-
tion because of his "declining all attempts to bias by any 
remarks of his own." 
If from this distance we suspect Smollett, in his re-
mark about the three hundred authorities, of suggesting that 
he had been more scholarly than perhaps he was, we are still 
leaving him sufficient honors for industry. Even with the 
minimum of turning over and consulting whatever sources he 
used, he performed a remarkable stint of industry in producing 
the three quarto volumes of history in fourteen or fifteen 
months. 
When Smollett got to the recent era for which he had 
no narrative of history to use, he was forced to go to other 
sources for his material. We have seen how he used his per-
2 
sonal experiences for some of his naval history. We also 
know something about his efforts to gather first hand informa-
tion on the debates in Parliament. There is an anecdote about 
1 Works, III, 451. 
2 See above, PP· 173-75· 
' 
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Dr. Johnson warning Smollett against depending upon Johnson's 
reports of the parliamentary debates for true accounts of 
what was said. Johnson frankly admitted that he had freely 
1 
improvised from meagre information. Smollett had quoted the 
debates that Johnson wrote for the Gentleman's Magazine in 
the 1730's. But we have one definite instance at least of 
Smollett using a primary source for his parliamentary material. 
William Huggins, a friend of Smollett, had no doubt impugned 
the accuracy of Smollett 's account of a parliamentary commit-
tee of enquiry on the state of the jails (1729) which resulted 
in an unpleasant involvement of Huggins' father. In reply 
Smollett wrote: 
What I have said of Bambridge, I learned from the Jour-
nals of the House of Commons ••• Now, my good Sir, I 
have always thought that in recounting matters of Fact, 
an Historian could not have recourse to better Authority 
than the Journals of the House of Commons • • • 2 
Powell, the editor of this letter, has ascertained Smollett's 
actual copying the material referred to from the Journal. The 
difficulty involved in garnering material in such a scholarly 
manner might have accounted for the presence of so much mater-
ial in the last volume which was not like the political his-
3 
tory of the early volumes. It might also have been in part 
. 4 
responsible for delaying the publication of Volume IV. Also, 
1 Hawkin's Life of Johnson, p. 129; quoted by J, B. Hill 
in Boswell's ~ of JolUiaon (oXford, 1887), I, 586 (Appendix). 
2 L. F. Powell, "William H~ggins and Tobias Smollett," 
Modern Philology, XXXIV (1936), 186-87. 
3 See above, PP• 172-75· 
4 See above, p• 143. 
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in fairness to the historian, it might indicate a sounder at-
titude toward sources than some or the above aspersions sug-
gest. 
The volumes or the Continuation are heavily loaded 
with details or and reflections on the conduct of the war in 
Germany. In a notice or the Continuation in The Critical Re-
!1!! for October, 1761, the reviewer remarks that the reflec-
tions on the continental war were based on a pamphlet entitled 
1 
Considerations .2!1 ~German!!:.!: (1760). 
On April 4, 1759, Smollett wrote to the booksellers 
who were to publish the Modern !!!! of the Universal History 
about some space that needed tilling in that compilation: 
• . • and now I talk or that chasm, I cannot help repeat-
ing my complaint, that Dr Campbell should have left the 
task to me, with a description or a country which all 
the art of man cannot spin out to halt the number. I 
have before me all that ever was written on the subject, 
and find the task altogetber·impossible, unless we throw 
into this place the discovery and description or the 
Straits of Magellan, Terra del Fuego, the Straits of Le 
Maire, Cape Horn, and an account of the voyages or some 
or the Navigators who have sailed around it into the 
South Sea. I do not see any impropriety in this expedi-
ent, as the subject naturally belong to, or at least has 
an affinity with, that or the countries situated towards 
the Antartic circle, and South Pole.2 
Smollett's readiness here to pad a section or the work where 
the material is thin with material that has an "affinity" 
with his subject suggests several places in his history where, 
as he admitted to the reader, the material for history was 
1 XII, 335· See Critical Review, X, 403, for a favor-
able review or this pamphlet. 
2 Letters, pp. 59-60. 
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scarce. In these places he simP17 reached for bits of inter-
1 
eating current news of mui:'ciers, suicides, trials, etc. 
The early eighteenth centu~ historians frequently 
adapted historical facts to fit the need of their political 
polemics. Smollett used these historians for many of his 
facts. Some of his historical errors, therefore, might be 
charged to his sources. But in his histories there are blun-
ders that are obviously chargeable to nothing but careless-
ness, perhaps a product of his haste. On page 193 of volume 
eight of the edition of 1759, in the account of the Rye House 
Plot, we are told that the conapirators "proposed to assassi-
nate the king on his way to Newmarket." This should have been 
!!2! Newmarket, since on the next page we are told that the 
reason the plot failed was that a fire at the house where the 
king was staying caused him to leave that place sooner than 
he had intended. Another such blunder -- in chronology, in 
which Smollett expressed such a concern -- has the newly pro-
2 
claimed Queen Mary entering London "on the third day of April • " 
This should have been August. April for August might have 
been a printer's blunder; careful proof-reading, however, 
would have corrected it. But the busy Smollett seems to have 
been pushed hard for such necessary time. Another example of 
this kind of carelessness in seeing the book through the press 
is that of the repeated series of pages 150-159 in this sams 
volume. 
1 See below, pp. 192-93· 
2 VI, 158. 
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Before we chide ourselves for bringing Smollett to the 
bar for such pedantic details, we should notice that ne was 
something of a stickler for precision and accuracy. In his 
Travels, which must have been written with more leisure than 
his histories, Smollett affects quite a passion for exactness. 
He relates how he made a second excursion to the ruins of a 
Roman amphitheatre north of Rice "and measured the arena of 
the amphitheatre with packthread." He then relates in detail 
1 
the shape and size of the ruined structure. He could also 
be pedantic even about the antiquarians: 
With respect to the an<tient name of Villa Franca, 
there is a dispute among antiquarians. It is not at all' 
mentioned in the Itinerarium of Antoninus, unless it is 
meant as a port of lice. But it is more surprising, that 
the accurate Strabo, in describing this coast, mentions 
no such harbour. Soae people imagine it is the Portus 
Herculis Monoeci. But this is undoubtedly what is now 
called Monaco • . • • Ptolemy, indeed, seems to mention it 
under the name of Hercul1s Portus, different from the Por-
tus Monaec1.2 
It is highly possible that such a passage as this is but an 
affectation of erudition. Both Antoninus and Strabo are among 
the classic authorities that have been found to have been used 
by Smollett at second hand.3 
II. SUBJECT MATTER OF HISTORY 
Hume wrote his history primarily from the political-
1 Works, XI, 178. 
2 Ibid., P• 163. 
3 See above, pp. 181-82, n. 
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military viewpoint; especially does his history appear in 
this older, more conventional manner when compared with the 
1 
EBBai .!!!!: .!!.!! Moeurs and Esprit ~ 1£!.!· At the end or each 
2 
period, Hume, as we have noted above, did devote a section to 
the culture or the period, a rather perfunctory gesture which 
hardly does credit to his history. Smollett, however, seemed 
to be impressed by Hume's enlightened approach to history. 
Perhaps by comparison with some or the older histories, Hume's 
history seemed to Smollett to be quite an advance in its 
reach of subject matter. In the review of Hume's third and 
fourth volumes in The Critical Review Smollett noticed and 
- . 
commended the attempt to write the history of all affairs: 
politics, commerce, literature, police protection, industry, 
3 . 
.!!2,. And before this, when Smollett was writing his Complete 
History, and when only the first volume or Hume's history 
1 The one English history of the period that completely 
followed the tendency toward departmentalizing the affairs of 
the nation and ignoring tbe sequential order of reigns is that 
of Robert Henry, The Histoff of Great Britain from the First 
Invasion Bl tbe Romans, (1~1~5), 5 vois. with 6th vol., post-
humous, 1793:--This history is divided into ten books, each · 
with seven parallel chapters on the civil and military; reli-
gion; constitution, government, laws, courts of justice; learn-
ing; arts: useful and ornamental; commerce, shipping, money, 
prices; and manners, virtues, vices, remarkable customs, lan-
guages, dress, diet, diversions. The author notes that by 
this plan "the sphere of history will be very much enlarged, 
and many useful and entertainins subJects introduced into it, 
which were formerly excluded. {xiii-xiv.) Unfortunately, tlis 
history is very dull reading. 
2 See above, pp.61-62. 
3 VII, 293 • 
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was available, Smollett thought enough of Hume's cultural 
note on the period of the Commonwealth to help himself to it 
liberally. But in spite of Smollett's high opinion of his 
model's handling of these matters, he seems to have consid-
ered them as perfunctorily as did Hume. His borrowings from 
the readily available Hume were not usually so clumsy. Here 
is the opening passage from Smollett's review of the literary 
achievements of the Commonwealth: 
Cromwell was not altogether insensible to literary 
merit. He granted a pension to Archbishop Usher, though 
of the opposite party: he retained Andrew Marvel in his 
service; he caressed Waller, to whom he was related. He 
gave one hundred pounds a year to the professor of divin-
ity at Oxford.l 
And here are the opening words of Hume's review of the same: 
Cromwell, though himself a barbarian, was not insensible 
to literary merit. Usher, notwithstanding his being a 
bishop, received a pension from him. Marvel and Milton 
were in his service. Waller, who was his relation, was 
caressed by him. • • • He gave a hundred pounds a-year to 
the divinity professor at Oxford.2 
Smollett continues: 
and the celebrated John Milton was his secretary for the 
Latin tongue; though his immense genius was but little 
known even .. to his employers; for he is mentioned by White-
lock as an obscure blind man, very unfit for his office. 
InHume's passage Smollett round the following: 
It is, however remarkable, that the greatest genius 
1 Complete History, VIII, 447 n. 
2 Histo~ of E~land, VII, 341. (This passage has al-
ready been quo\id:-bu it is repeated here for obvious conveni-
ence.) While Smollett did not give Hume any credit for this 
material, he did give him something of a composition lesson 
with the substitution or the three active verbs for the copulas 
and the noticeably increased incisiveness of the whole passage. 
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by far that shone out in England during this period, was 
deeply engaged with these fanatics •.. This was John 
Milton .••• It is well known, that Milton never enjoyed 
in his lifetime the reputation he deserved. • •• White-
locke talks of one Milton, as he calls him, a blind man, 
who was employed in translating a treaty with Sweden into 
Latin. 
After noting the existence of Davenant, Denham, and Cowley --
all "indifferent poets" who "acquired a good share of reputa-
tion" -- Smollett proceeds: 
The republican spirit of the times gave birth to the 
Oceana of Harrington, containing the plan of an ideal 
Commonwealth; and the controversies and absurdities that 
deformed religion, encouraged Hobbes to write his Levia-
than. 
In an order which he transformed, Smollett round this by Hume: 
Hobbes' politics are fitted only to promote tyranny, 
and his ethics to encourage licentiousness. Though an 
enemy to religion, he partakes nothing of the spirit of 
scepticism; but is as positive and dogmatic, as if human 
reason, and his reason in particular, could attain a 
thorough conviction in these subjects •••• Harrington's 
Oceana was well adapted to that age, when the plans of 
imaginary republics were the daily subjects of debate and 
conversation •••• The idea, however, of a perfect and 
immortal commonwealth, will always be found as chimeri-
cal as that of a perfect and immortal man. 
While Smollett omits Hume's philosophic reflections, the facts 
he uses can all be found inHume's passage. 
But until Smollett reached the period close to his own 
times, he followed the practice of Hume and chiefly dealt with 
matters of politics and war. There are a few exceptions to 
this tendency. Besides the cultural notes, which he began to 
include at the end of the periods beginning with those of the 
later middle ages, Smollett isolated from his narrative eccle-
siastical affairs which he labeled "or the Church." The fol-
lowing passage on the fourteenth century is about as commendatory 
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as Smollett ever becomes toward the Middle Ages: 
The most remarkable persons that flourished in England 
during this period, of which we have sketched the ecclesi-
astical history, were generally ecclesiastics who had 
made some progress in divinity and the sciences, though 
they were only learned in respect to the times in which 
they lived: not but that some laymenoalso distinguished 
themselves by their genius and learning. Geoffrey Chau-
cer, a man of good family, was caressed for his talent in 
poetry, by Edward III. who allowed him a pitcher of wine 
every day from his cellar. Richard II. fixed this per-
quisite at one hogshead of wine a year, and twenty pounds 
out of the exchequer; and Henry IV. indulged him with the 
same allowance, ••• Chaucer possessed an admirable fund 
of humour; painted the manners of life with great strength 
of colouring; !nd he helped to improve and purify the Eng-
lish language. 
Then at times the author of Roderick Random and Peregrine 
Pickle could not resist a detail or an anecdote that might 
add to reading interest. Often the anecdote would have little 
to do with the narrative, like the following account of the 
tenth century Canons of Hoel Dha with its earthiness of phy-
siological detail that suggests Smollett's novels: 
A committee of one clergyman and twelve laymen was ap-
pointed to draw up the form of these laws; the most re-
markable circumstance of which is the twelfth canon, by 
which it was provided, that a married woman was intitled 
to separation, and the restitution of her fortune, pro-
vided the husband should be impote~t, afflicted with the 
scab, or having a stinking breath. 
Suggestive of the Frere Balthazar incident in Roderick Random 
and also of Smollett's general appraisal of the Jesuits is 
the following portion of an account of a dispute in France 
between the Jesuits and Jansenists: 
1 Complete History, V, 236-37· 
2 Ibid., I, 387. 
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••• [the Jesuits] inspiring a spirit of quietism among 
their votaries, who were transported into the delirium of 
possession, illumination, and supernatural converse. These 
arts were often used tor the most infamous purposes. Fe-
male enthusiasts were wrought up to such a violence or 
agitation, that nature fainted under the struggle, and the 
pseudo-saint seized the opportunity of violating the chas-
tity of the penitent. such was the case of Mademoiselle 
la Cadiere, a young gentlewoman or Toulon, abused in this 
manner by the lust and villainy of Pere Girard, a noted 
Jesuit, who underwent a trial before the Parliament of 
Aix, and veryrarrowly escaped the stake .1 
During the long period of peace under Walpole, the subject mat-
ter for a military-political type of history would naturally 
be slim. Of the period around 1732 Smollett frankly says: 
"The history of England at this period cannot be very inter-
esting, as it chiefly consists in an annual revolution of de-
2 
bates." For 1732, Smollett turned to what he considered "the 
most remarkable incident that distinguished this year" -- a 
suicide, "an act ot despair so frequent among the English, 
that in other countries it is obJected to them as a national 
reproach." The historian extended this account of one Richard 
Smith, bookbinder and prisoner for debts, and his wife who, 
3 
after killing their infant, committed suicide. For the year 
1751 Smollett again noted the paucity of historical interest: 
The interior economy of Great Britain produced within 
the circle of the year nothing else worthy or historical 
regard, except a series of enormous crimes, arising from 
the profligacy or individuals, which reflected disgrace 
1 Continuation, II, 291-92. 
2 Ill!!. , p • 307. 
3 Ill!!·· PP• 304-305. This account was picked up by 
Goldsmith, evidently from Smollett, and related, if not more 
fully, in more sentimental detail. (See History£! England in 
~Series of Letters, II, 145 and History£! England, IV, 261.) 
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upon the morals and polity of the nation.l 
As noted above, in the Continuation Smollett consciously 
departed from the disquisition-free method that characterizes 
Hume's history, and also freely departed from the dependence 
upon the matters of state that characterized his earlier vol-
umes as they had characterized Hume's history. There might 
have been several reasons for this change. First, perhaps 
the shortening of the perspective of political affairs might 
have involved too much difficulty in distinguishing signifi-
cant tendencies; then, of course, the events of common life, 
being as contemporary and as available as they were, forced 
themselves upon the mind of the novelist-historian; and, 
finally, very likely the absence of secondary sources cover-
ing the era in which Smollett proclaimed his historical pion-
eering forced the historian to fill his pages with material 
that he would have disdained/had he more choice. In any case, 
the final volumes of the Continuation give much space to 
these items of popular interest: crimes, robberies, fires, 
earthquakes, scandala, executione, kidnapping&, etc. Several 
pages are devoted to the crime, trial, and execution for mur-
2 
der of Earl Ferrera in 1760; more than ten are filled with the 
sensational trial of George Lord sackville for his military 
1 Ibid., III, 73· These disturbing social matters were 
the same that moved Fielding to write his several pamphlets 
during 1751-52; and to dwell so much on crime and vice in The 
Covent-Garden Journal. The same conditions supplied the sensa-
tional book by John Brownf ~Estimate£!~ Manners~~­
ciplea of~ Times (1757J· 
2 rv, 360 ff. 
1 
deportment in Germany. And these accounts are all written in 
very readable prose that would glorify a Sunday supplement. 
Of course, this contemporary content of Smollett's 
history identified the compiler with the philosophes in their 
oft expressed emphasis on the present more than the distant 
past as worthy of the historian's interests. And it is this 
featqre, even of the Complete History, which stopped fifteen 
years earlier than the Continuation, that Smollett singles 
out for attention in his plan: 
On the whole, this work •.. has one advantage over 
all other histories of England, namely, that of being 
brought home to our times and observation, from the ear-
liest age of our historical credit to the last treaty of 
Aix la Chapelle. 
Goldsmith appreciated this contemporary element in Smollett's 
history. In an article in LloYd's Evening Post, Jan. 29-
Feb. 1, 1762, he noted his entertainment with Smollett's 
characterization of the "Writing and Literature of the present 
times" and the fact that Smollett "is perhaps the first who 
ever undertook to dress the new-born occurrences of the day 
2 
in the pompous robe of history." 
In the late volumes of the Continuation quite a large 
amount of space is devoted to general European affairs; often 
the material has no connection with the history of England. 
Not only are the political and military affairs of western 
1 ~·· p. 354. 
2 New Essays~ Oliver Goldsmith, p. 110. I have com-
mented above on Smoliett 1s difficulties with the fifth volume 
of his Continuation, which he brought down to the time of 
writing. (see above, pp. 148-49.) 
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Europe -- from Scandinavia to Spain -- commented on, but the 
current history of Russia and Turkey are included. Of course, 
this international material could have been space filler like 
some of the material pointed to above; but it must be remem-
bered that for several years Smollett had been engaged in 
editing and contributing to~ Modern !!£1 £!~Universal 
History. His work on this compilation, while it might have 
made readily available a large amount of European history for 
padding his Continuation, could also have inoculated Smollett 
with the idea of history on a grander scale than that of pure 
nationalism. Voltaire's Essai was the nearest current out-
standing example of this broader type of history, and as such 
it was recognized -- and still is -- as a major contribution 
to the historical revolution of the century. Turgot, Montes-
quieu, and Condorcet also contributed to this generalized 
history, which had been given its big impetus by the seven-
1 
teenth century Bossuet. 
The historians of the Enlightenment, in their efforts 
to broaden the old concepts of history, insisted upon includ-
ing in history more of the affairs of common man: commerce, 
2 
industry, arts and sciences. In England especially, since 
Defoe, with the people of trade becoming an aristocracy of 
wealth, these mundane matters were considered with more and 
more respect. Fielding, in his Journal of~ Journey to Lisbon 
1 See above, p. 4. 
2 See above, pp. 9-10. 
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especially, showed a strong interest in commerce and trade. 
Bolingbroke was practical enough as a politician and historian 
to acknowledge the importance of commerce. The Patriot King, 
he said, will make the most of every advantage toward the im-
provement of trade and commerce: 
And this is one of the principal criterions by which 
we are to judge, whether fovernors are in the true inter-
est of the people or not. 
Elsewhere he attributed the military might of England to the 
fruits of 
2 
trade. 
the importance of 
Chesterfield frequently directed his son to 
3 
being acquainted with matters of commerce. 
In spite of these aristocratic leanings toward the dig-
nity and importance of trade, Smollett would have none of it. 
In 1754 he translated from the French a book in English en-
titled Select Essays £n Commerce, Agriculture, Mines, Fisher-
ies, and other Useful Subjects, which was reviewed unfavorably 
-- - 4 
in Smollett's rival, the Monthly Review. In a letter to Dr. 
John Moore, Smollett expressed his contempt for such matters 
as the translation covered: 
Mr. Urie is misinformed about my intention to publish 
anything upon commerce, which is a subject quite foreign 
to my taste and understanding. I suppose the mistake 
arose from my having translated a collection from a ~ri­
odical work published in French, under the title of Jour-
nal OEconolldQ..Ie," in which there are some papers upon 
trade -- but this was no other than a paltry bookseller's job, in which my name ought not to be mentioned.5 
1 Works, II, 415. 
2 Ibid., P• 452. 
3 E·~· see letters of July 1, 1748; August 30, 1748; 
November 19, 1750; January 14, 1751. 
4 Letters, p. 137 n. 
5 ill£. , p • 28 • 
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And in the early volumes or his Complete History, which he 
started writing within a year of this translation, Smollett 
also manifested his "taste and understanding" as being quite 
foreign to such subject matter. Very rarely is anything said 
about the industrial or commercial life of England in his vol-
umes on the period bet'ore the eighteenth century. In this 
respect he resembled Hume, whose history just reaches the end 
or the seventeenth century. But in the volumes of Smollett's 
Complete History on this side or 1700 we find a progressive 
interest in trade and industry. In the volumes of the Continu-
ation, the rate of this interest increases. While he can 
still express his Tory contempt ror trade's mercenary motive, 
1 
which can make men ignore their patriotic loyalties, he respects 
so much the importance of England's advantages in trade over 
the French in 1760, because of the success of the British navy 
during the current Seven Years War, that he thinks "it would 
be for the interest of Great Britain to be at continual vari-
ance" with France to prevent France from again enjoying un-
2 
molested trade. In Smollett's writings after the History --
Travels, Present State~~ Nations, and Humphry Clinker--
he continued this interest in the subject matter so favored 
by the "new histories" for which in 1754 he had no "taste and 
understanding." 
As did Hume, at the end of each reign Smollett furnished 
1 Continuation, IV, 93-94 and 139-40. 
2 Ibid., pp. 139-40 
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"characters" of the principal actors. Smollett seemed quite 
proud of these characters; at least in the notices in The 
Critical Review he held them up as an outstanding feature of 
the history. In the issue for May, 1757, the reviewer in-
sisted: "There is no part of history which is more useful 
and ornamental, and which indeed requires an able and masterly 
1 
hand more than the just portraiture of characters." And in 
the notice for June the reviewer also dwelt on the virtue of 
2 
"characters" in general and Smollett's in particular. Gold-
smith, however, was not overly impressed by these features, 
as he remarked in his review of the history in the Monthly: 
But what he seems principally to value himself upon, 
and what his patronizers chiefly mention in praise of 
his performance, are the Characters he has summed up at 
the close of every reign. Here, however, we Qannot fall 
in line with the ingenious Doctor's admirers.j 
III. PURPOSE IN HISTORY 
When Smollett and Goldsmith turned to writing history, 
4 
they did so largely to make money. But along with this 
1 III, 456. 
2 Ibid., p. 488. 
3 Works, III, 434. But Goldsmith thinks enough of 
these Characters to append "a few specimens, taken from such 
parts of the History as, we apprehend, the author's friends 
will think we do him no injustice in selecting" so that the 
readers will be able "to judge for themselves." And when Gold-
smith wrote his own History of En~land (1771), he also followed 
this practice of political charac er writing of Hume and Smol-
lett. Chesterfield did not have to write a history in order to 
indulge in it. He transmitted to his son a group of such "Char-
acters," including Bolingbroke, George II, Queen Caroline, etc. 
(Letters, III, 1402-1405.) -
4 See above, pp. 142-43 and below 224-26. 
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practical purpose, both touched upon other purposes for their 
histories and history in general. 
Smollett, with his early volumes, was as insistent as 
was Hume in disclaiming any purpose of political propaganda. 
In the review of his Complete History in his Critical Review 
for June, 1757, we read that the historian here, unlike al-
most every other writer on English histo~, 
defend a party, but had "inviolably adhered 
had not sought to 
1 
to truth." We 
have seen above several other, seemingly sincere, protesta-
tiona of Smollett as to his purpose of objectivity in his 
2 
Complete History· The same review, however, acknowledges the 
author of the Complete History to be a moralist: "He is com-
3 
mended for espousing the cause of virtue and humanity." In 
Smollett' s review of Robertson 1 s History f!! Scotland, ·in ~ 
Critical Review of February, 1759, he seems to be satisfied 
with the historian's serving simply to make known to the 
reader the acts of the past, to enlarge his "acquaintance 
4 
with human nature." Of course, by the rationalistic histo-
rian, this kind of historical empiricism was assumed to be 
sufficient to enlighten the reader as to the role of common 
sense in the development of society. Excepting for occasional 
outbursts against superstition and enthusiasm, the early vol-
umes of Smollett's history did not go far beyond this professed 
1 III, 482. 
2 See above, pp. 162-64. 
3 III, 482. 
4 VII, 89. 
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objectivity. But in the late volumes of the Complete History 
and all through the Continuation, Smollett was frankly argu-
1 
ing his political opinions and prejudices. Thus Smollett, in 
practice, became as pragmatic in history as a Bolingbroke 
could suggest. 
As a popular historian, Smollett, of course, had to 
recognize the importance or serving the reader's desire for 
amusement. (But even Hume and Gibbon spoke or history as a 
means or amusement as well as instruction.) Like Goldsmith, 
Smollett made much of the romantic appeal of the career of 
Mary or Scotland. And when Smollett got up to the period or 
the mid-eighteenth century, he supplied his readers with much 
gossipy material. His full length accounts of several causes 
2 
celebres must have had a good journalistic appeal. 
IV. THEORY OP HISTORY 
Fielding and Goldsmith, even when they were not apply-
ing themselves to history proper, freely expressed themselves 
on the historian's functions and obligations. Smollett, how-
ever, in spite or the bulk or his historical compositions, was 
very meager with remarks on history and historians. He seems 
to have recognized the revolution in history well enough; but 
he does not seem to have become deeply involved in the philo-
sophic concepts of historic theory. When he reviewed Robertson's 
1 See above, pp. 172 ff. 
2 See above, pp. 178-79· 
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History of Scotland in The Critical Review for February, 1759, 
he opened his remarks with a paragraph on his idea of history. 
He first observes, in common with most of the English writers 
of the period, that history had been very much neglected. in 
Britain. Then he remarks that "a bare register of past trans-
actions, unconnected by principles or causes, and unadorned 
1 
with any elegance, deserves not the name of history." He 
goes on to say that the historian must concern himself with 
tracing events of "importance and dignity" to their "springs." 
He must do this in "so clear and interesting a manner" as to 
make his readers "present to the actions he records, and to 
enlarge their acquaintance with human nature." He must make 
plain "the successive revolutions of some great kingdom, the 
spirit of its government, the changes of national manners, 
genius and laws." Smollett's focus on the workings of "prin-
ciples" and "the spirit" of government, manners, and laws 
suggests the relativistic operations of history that appear 
in Montesquieu's Esprit. And this idea of history, Smollett 
said in this review, is that "happily executed" in his own 
2 
Complete Historz. 
In the opening paragraph of the Complete Historz ap-
pears the following prologue: 
The first and most important effort of human genius 
appears to have been the art of transmitting and perpetu-
ating ideas; and this shines in nothing more conspicuous 
1 VII, 89. 
2 ~., P· go. 
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than in the labours of historians, which not only present 
us with a view of all those mighty events which influence 
'the fate of nations, but alao communicate to our inquiry 
the whole progress or improvement, the whole circle of 
knowledge and experience. In this delightful study we 
become acquainted with the characters and even the per-
sona of those heroes who triumphed over barbarity, of 
those legislators who strengthened the bands or society, 
and or those philosophers who instructed, polished, and 
reformed mankind. The faculties of the mind are opened 
and enlarged in the contemplation of such an expanded 
field: the humane passions are interested in the fortune 
of the remotest nations, because humanity is everywhere 
the same; and howsoever divided by mountains, rivera, and 
seas, severed by policy, dispersed by accident, or dis-
tinguished by different laws, language, climate or com-
plexion, we are all children of one parent; and all breth-
ren of one family. The understanding unfolds and ripens 
in proportion to the exercise it undergoes; the memory 
retains the reflection, profits by the example, and the 
heart glows with a laudable emulation to rival the prac-
tice or recorded virtue. 
At first sight this passage might appear as nothing more than 
an expedient means or getting under way with a volume of his-
tory. It is interesting, however, on close examination, by 
the fact that it is a paragraph that could hardly introduce 
a history written in any century but the eighteenth. In fact, 
there is very little in the paragraph that is not highly in-
digenous to the intellectual climate of the period. The open-
ing statement is a bland assumption of a kind of rational 
staticism of the human race, a non-evolutionary human nature 
that came into existence with the final efforts of the great 
Clock-maker and in nature has remained materially the same. 
The first efforts of human genius are recognizable in the 
present efforts -- and vice versa. Absent with the evolution-
ary process is the guiding hand of Providence. Next Smollett 
introduces the idea of history as the record of the "progress 
or improvement ... ot the heroes who triumphed over barbarity." 
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Here is Voltaire's idea of history as an ultimate victory of 
order, reason, and civilization over the forces of darkness 
1 
and destruction -- justice over selfishness. And it reminds 
one of Hume's idea of history as the record of the intellec-
tual and moral ideas of the race: 
History, the great mistress of wisdom, furnishes 
examples of all kinds; and every prudential, as well as 
moral precept-, may be authorized by those events, which 
her enlarged mirror is able to present us.2 
This concept of "progress of improvement" is a reflection of 
the idea of progress that was a large part of the philosophic 
legacy or the Enlightenment. The uniformitarianism of the 
last third of the paragraph was a prominent feature of Neo-
classic historical thinking. 'ume, Bolingbroke, Voltaire, 
. 3 
and Robertson accepted this id,a. Smollett's denying the in-
fluence of geographical conditions was also voicing Hume's 
and Voltaire's objections to the theory of Montesquieu. And 
Smollett 1 s final sentence he rei is largely a capsule of the em-
pirical psychology of Locke, which was taken up strongly by 
Hume and Voltaire; and the sen~ence ends with a mild burst 
of didacticism, of course not peculiar to anybody in the cen-
tury. The paragraph, on the whole, is dominated by two char-
' 
acter1st1c neo-classic ideas that were not agreeable to Mon-
! 
tesquieu's relativism: reaso~ -- the proper attribute of all 
! 
1 See above, p. 79. 
i 
2 History _2! England, VII, 150. 
3 See Enquiry Concern! 
85; Bolingbroke, Works, , 
56 and 137; Peardon, Transit! 
1760-1780, P• 28. 
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mankind, utilitarian and experiential, and nature -- the en-
tire rational order of things of which man was the most im-
1 
portant part. And pervasive is the aura of awareness of man's 
accomplishment in finally arriving at the Enlightenment. 
There is little reason to suspect that Smollett set 
down this paragraph as a philosophic framework on which to 
construct his history. He expressly stated that he did not 
intend to do more than pleasingly narrate the facts of his-
tory. He was recognized by his contemporaries as an unphilo-
sophic historian. Goldsmith has been quoted regretting Smol-
2 
lett's lack of reflection in his history. Dr. Anderson ob-
served, too, that in Smollett's history "we do not find so 
many applications of philosophical inquiry" as we find in his-
3 
torians like H~ and Gibbon. But without a pretension to-
ward philosophical disquisition Smollett does fulfill some of 
the formula with which he introduces his history. Like Hume 
and Voltaire he had no understanding of or sympathy with the 
past when its attributes of politeness or reason did not 
compare favorably with the eighteenth century. The religious 
impulses of the middle ages were nonsense or silly supersti-
tion; the social manners when unlike modern ones were childish. 
Because the eighth century King Egbert, who "certainly pos-
sessed great talents as a prince," abdicated his throne and 
1 John H • Randall, Jr. , The Making 2£ jill! Modern Mind, 
P• 274. 
2 See above, p. 167. 
3 11!! of Smollett, p. 127. 
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retired into a monastery, he became a creature of "silly en-
. 1 
thusiasm" who had "derogated from the dignity of his character." 
Peter's Pence was a "disgrace to this nation" and Dunston, in 
his dusputes with King Edwy in 959, was a leader of "ecclesias-
2. 
tical traitors." Because the funeral services of Henry VII 
did not fit the pattern of eighteenth century common sense, 
3 
they were "idle processions, and childish pageantry." This 
parochial time view was not restricted to Smollett•s views of 
the middle ages. He failed to see any glory or beauty in an-
cient Rome. By induction he concluded that the ancient Romans 
were as filthy as the modern Romans; he considered the ancient 
Romans "undoubtedly a barbarous people, who delighted in hor-
rible spectacles"; and he sneered at the vaunted naval power 
of ancient Rome and seriously insisted that "half dozen Eng-
lish frigates would have been able to defeat both the contend-
4 ing fleets." Like Bolingbroke, who considered useful history 
as only that this side of 1500, and Hume, who finally decided 
that the importance of English history started at the end of 
Elizabeth's reign, Smollett saw little satisfaction in the 
"elaborate discussions of those who have fondly endeavoured, 
by wild conjectures, to trace it [history] backwards into the 
sh~des of ignorance and allegory of fables ."5 
1 I, 197· 
2 Ibid., pp. 210 and 297· 
3 Ibid., VI, 114. 
4 Travels, PP· 317, 338, and 342. 
5 Complete History, I, 2. 
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Smollett's stated concern with history seems not to 
have been fundamentally more than a passion for truth. or 
course, any writer of history should be expected to insist on 
the truth of his work; but Smollett 1s protestations are so fer-
vid that it might seem he doth protest too much. In a letter 
to his friend, William Huggins, July 2, 1758, he wrote the 
following testament to his aim of fidelity: 
I think myself very much obliged to any Person who 
will take the Trouble to point out any Errors or Mistakes 
I may have committed in writing the History of England. 
I can safely say that I had no other view in the Execution 
of the work, than historical Truth which I have displayed 
on all occasions, to the best of my Knowledge without 
Fear or affection. I have kept myself independent of all 
Connexions which might have affected the Candour of my 
Intention. I have flattered no Individual: I have cul-
tivated no Party. I look upon the Historian who espouses 
a Faction, who strains Incidents or willfully suppresses 
any Circumstances of Importance that may tend to the In-
formation of the Reader, as the worst of Prostitutes --
I pique myself upon being the only Historian of this 
country, who has had Honesty, Temper, and Courage enough 
to be wholly impartial & disinterested. I may be allowed 
to speak so far in my own Commendation, considering how 
I have been treated in public and private, by Envy, Mal-
ice, and Ingratitude. When I said impartial, I ought to 
have excepted the Infirmities of human Nature in which I 
own myself involved. I have such a natural Horrour of 
cruelty, that I cannot without uncommon Warmth, relate 
any Instance of Inhumanity.l 
To Dr. John Moore, right after the first three volumes of his 
history were published, Smollett wrote: "Whatever may be its 
defect, I protest before God, I have, 
hered to truth, without espousing any 
as far as in me lay, ad-
2 faction." In the preface 
to the first edition of the Continuation, Smollett says he will 
1 Powell, .21!· cit., PP• 185-86. 
2 Anderson, .21!· ill·• P· 70. 
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check his zeal of love for his country by remembering in the 
midst of his transports of exuberance "the rigid severity of 
historical truth." 
Another testimony to Smollett's efforts toward honest 
objectivity in his histories is the passage in the fourth vol-
ume of the Continuation in which Smollett praises and compli-
ments his rival historians and novelists: 
Genius in writing spontaneously arose, and though 
neglected by the great, flourished under the culture of a 
public which had pretensions to taste •••• Akenside and 
Armstrong excelled in didactic poetry ..•• The exhibi-
tions of the stage were improved to the most exquisite 
entertainment, by the talents and management of Garrick, 
who greatly surpassed all his predecessors of this, and 
perhaps every nation, in his genius for acting, in the 
sweetness and variety of his tones, the irresistible magic 
of attitude, and the whole pathos of expression ...• 
Candidates for literary fame appeared in the higher spheres 
of life, embellished by the nervous style and extensive 
erudition of a Cocke, by the delicate taste, the polished 
muse, and tender feelings of a Lyttleton! ... The field 
of history and biography was cultivated by many writers of 
ability, among whom we distinguish the copious Guthrie, 
the circumstantial Ralph, the laborious carte, the learned 
and elegant Robertson, and, above all, the ing~us, pene-
trating, and comprehensive Burne, whom we rank with the 
first writers of the age, both as an historian and philo-
sopher. • . . The genius of Cervantes was transfused into 
the novels of Fielding, who painted the characters, and 
ridiculed the follies of life, with equal strength, humour, 
and propriety.l 
These kind words for Akenside, Garrick, Lyttelton, and Field-
ing do not seem natural coming from the pen of one who had so 
violently and even cruelly attacked them less than ten years 
2 
before. Smollett's reconciliation with Garrick, plus Garrick's 
1 IV, 462-63. 
2 Akenside was the original of the Physician in Pere-
grine Pickle; Garrick was that of the ridiculous Marmoz8t'In 
Roderick Random; Lyttelton's pathetic ode on the death of his 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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generous handling of Smollett's Reprisal in 1757, no doubt had 
much to do with the re-evaluation of the actor-manager of 
Drury Lane. In a letter to Garrick (January 27, 1762), after 
the actor had expressed his appreciation for the glowing com-
pliment in the History, Smollett wrote: 
In giving a short sketch of the liberal arts, I could 
not, with any propriety, forbear mentioning a gentleman 
so eminently distinguished by a genius that has no rival. 
Besides, I thought it was a duty incumbent on me in par-
ticular, to make a public atonement, in a work of truth, 
for wrongs done him in a work of fiction.l 
Perhaps Smollett's words of respect for Fielding, Lyttelton, 
and Akenside might be attributed to the historian's attitude 
toward his History as "a work of truth." For Fielding, of 
course, the words of praise might have been a case of~~­
!!!!.! !!!1..!!!!.! bonum; but L7ttelton and Akenside were still very 
much alive. That Smollett was generally mellowing is not borne 
out by his attacks on many public figures in the same volume of 
history, nor by the fact that his violent Adventures of.!!:!~ 
was still to be written. In this same final volume of the Q2g-
tinuation, when telling the story of the trial and conviction of 
Lord George Sackville, Smollett with a ring of sincerity again 
protests his devotion to objective truth: "Thus we have given a 
succinct detail [of more than ten pages] of this remarkable af-
fair, with that spirit ofimpartiality, thatsacred regard for truth, 
2 
which the importance of history demands." All this testimony, in 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
wife was cruelly parodied by Smollett in "Burlesque Ode on the 
Loss of a Grandmother"; and Fielding was viciously abused in Smol-
lett's pamphlet, Habbakuk Hilding, Justice, Dealer~ Chapman. 
1 Anderson, .!?.£· ill·· p. 74. 
2 Continuation, IV, 354. 
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addition to that which we saw earlier of his disinterested 
treatment of his Scottish homeland and a repudiation of his 
1 
traditional political and religious background, makes it 
rather difficult to discount Smollett's reverent and impas-
sioned protestations of honesty. 
V. SUMMARY 
Smollett, when he started writing history, seems to 
have been satisfied to emulate the practices of Hume. In 
method, subJect matter, and the little consciousness of the-
ory. that he manifested, he followed what appeared to him as 
the characteristics of Hume. Thus his histories, in the be-
ginning, professed little of the formal departures from con-
ventional history that are associated with the revolution in 
historiography. His expressed distaste for disquisition and 
his intention to avoid factional politics or propaganda are 
almost echoes of Hume. But as Smollett reached the eighteenth 
century in his narrative, he definitely departed from these 
restrictions. In the last volume of Complete History and all 
of the Continuation, he admitted "reflections" and included a 
great deal of controversial sociology and politics. His sub-
Ject matter also became more varied than the political-mili-
tary history for which Hume is noted. In theory, Smollett 
was not very much involved. He did launch his Complete fi!!-
~.with a statement that aligns him against Montesquieu's 
1 See above, P• 163. 
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theory of physical influence. In this statement, Smollett 
also recognized as the dominant ideas of history those that 
flavored the neo-classical concept, especially that concern-
ing the uniformitarianism of nature and reason. Above all, 
however, Smollett indicated an unusual insistence upon simple 
truth as the major responsibility or the historian. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
GOLDSMITH'S PHILOSOPHIC PATH TO POPULAR HISTORY 
I • DEVELOPMENT OP HISTORICAL MINDEDNESS 
IN EARLY EXPERIEHCES AND WRITIHGS 
Unlike Smollett, Goldsmith might deserve a place in a 
discussion of the "new history• in England even though he had 
never written a word of what might be called history. Before 
he arrived on Grub Street, Goldsmith's career furnishes us with 
associations between him and the new historians. His travels 
on the continent during 1754-55, with their resulting philo-
sophic survey of the nations of Europe that contributed to 
The Traveller, modestly call to mind Montesqu1eu's pilgrimage 
that contributed to his Esprit. His visit to the great Vol-
taire, who by then had published Charles XII, S1ecle, and~­
nales ~ 1 1Empire, has been verified, as well as the fact 
that while he was in Prance he became acquainted with other 
leading French intellectuals associated with historical writ-
1 
ing. 
Goldsmith's first book, ~Enquiry 1n12 ~Present 
State £! Polite Learning 1g Europe, reflects something of a 
kinship with the French ph1losopbes. The subject matter and 
tone of his early Journalism manifest in him a developed 
French interest and influence which persisted and colored his 
1 Sells, Sources franiaises de Goldsmith, pp. 16-17. 
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literary personality with a definite Gallic quality: 
In very close touch as he is with French literature 
and thought, he is a "philosopher" after the fashion. 
With greater blandness and with his indulgent good humour, 
he criticizes manners and ideas in England, just as Vol-
taire and Rousseau did in France.l 
And another writer, in establishing Goldsmith's relationship 
with Prance, finds a heavy French influence in general and a 
Voltairean influence in particular: 
Il ne manque pas d'exemples analogues chez Goldsmith; 
mais Goldsmith a employe en outre des mots qui sont de 
pure gallicismes. Ainai noua pouvons relever dan sea 
pages non seulement des mots fran9ais et des expressions 
franyaises, mais, ce qui est plus ~ignificatif, bon 
nombre de termes frangais anglicises. 
On peut dire qu'a l'exception de Marivaux, Voltaire, 
l'homme et l'~uvre, ont occupe Goldsmith plus que tous 
lea autres ecrivains fran9ais ensemble.2 
All through his writings Goldsmith expressed himself 
in terms of the subject matter and ideas of the century's his-
torians. He was impelled by an inquisitive interest in a 
philosophic examination of human nature. :!!!! !!!! and !h! 
Citizen of ~World papers are largely occupied with tracing 
the origins and accounting for the reactions of man's nature; 
!h! Traveller pivots on tbe problem of man's place against 
his environment as well as that of man as a universal mechan-
ism; and in The Vicar of Wakefield, the explication of human 
nature bears resemblance to!£! Jones. In !h! Enquiry and 
Traveller we find the cosmopolitanism that signalized a large 
1 Legouis and Cazamian, A History~ English Literature, 
P· 931. 
2 Sells, ~· .£.!!·, PP• 189 and 59· 
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segment of Voltaire's and Montesquieu's interests; and with 
this subject matter we have Goldsmith at least making preten-
sions toward the philosophic attitude of the Frenchmen. The 
philosophes' devotion to a sympathy with the oppressed orders 
dominates Goldsmith's writings, even though usually it seems 
milder than Voltaire's because of its coating of humor and 
sentiment. The philosophy that contributed to the new idea 
of history -- especially the French variety to a large ex-
tent was focussed on political remedies. To Goldsmith, es-
pecially after 1761-62, the political evils in England con-
sisted of the encroachments upon the prerogatives of what 
could be benevolent kings by unprincipled aristocratic nobil-
l 
ity. In George III's promised strong ruler-kingship, Gold-
smith saw Bolingbroke's idea of The Patriot King. Whether 
the cause or the result of this anti-aristocratic political 
bias, closely associated with it was Goldsmith's antipathy 
for the Whiggish commercial-industrial elements. And this 
attitude logically was carried over against the imperialism 
2 
of colonial settlements. Along with the philosophes' attack 
l This idea was one of Goldsmith's most persistent 
themes -- in his essays, poetry, fiction, and histories -- as 
we shall see later in detail. We must not forget that the 
Voltaires, Montesquieus, and Diderots were never so politically 
revolutionary that they saw at the head of an ideal government 
anything but a benevolent monaroh limited by a decent consti-
tution. 
2 It is well to bear in mind that "aristocracy" was a 
label that fitted the new Whig wealth that had been created 
in the first half of the century, or, to quote one historian: 
"The fact that the majority or the peers had now [ cir. 1712] 
become Whigs is of great significance. It means that the 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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on prevailing political institutions was their attack on reli-
gious institutions. While Goldsmith specifically objected to 
Hume's attitude toward religion, he was able at times, espe-
cially in his histories, to be surprisingly objective if not 
critical of certain aspects of Christianity -- especially for 
such a beloved friend or the soundly orthodox Dr. Johnson. 
At other times, however, Goldsmith could be almost enthusias-
tic about his Protestant religion. Goldsmith's attitude toward 
the Roman Catholic Church was as much that of a Protestant as 
it was of a philosophe. While he found more wrong with Rome 
than did his friend Johnson, he was not as penetrating in his 
criticism as was Hume nor as violent as Smollett. The first 
book he had a hand in, his translation of Jean Martheilhe's 
Memoirs, carried a preface by Goldsmith. In this preface 
Goldsmith expressed a Voltairean condemnation of the religious 
and political tyranny or France -- with an overlay of senti-
ment that might not have pleased Voltaire. 
As did Smollett after his voyage to the West Indies, 
Goldsmith, after his wanderings around Europe, attempted to 
establish himself as a practicing surgeon in London. They 
were equally unsuccessful. Like Smollett, Goldsmith drifted 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
greatest magnates of the land were the least influenced by the 
superstitious veneration for the Crown, and the most ready to 
thrust aside the royal authority and to replace it with their 
own • . • ; the conviction that this was their aim largely ac-
counted for the revival of Toryism. The Whig party was, in 
fact, always and essentially an aristocratic party, though it 
had the support of the mercantile classes and the Dissenters." 
R. Muir, ·short History~~ British Commonwealth, I, 630. 
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to literature for a living. The difference between them is 
that Goldsmith had spent his Wanderjahre among places and 
people that were conducive to a philosophic broadening while 
Smollett had spent his years, for the most part, with nothing 
more philosophic than a British warship. It is natural, there-
fore, that Goldsmith's early writings, however much they bore 
the imprint of Grub Street, should reflect more of the new 
world view than did those of Smollett. 
In Goldsmith's miscellaneous journalistic writings we 
have a very wide choice of subject matter. But from the early 
contributions to Griffith's Monthly Review until he had made 
a literary name for himself, Goldsmith frequently t.urned to 
historical subjects, or subjects related to the new histori-
cal view. In a vein of history he addressed his reader in 
the preface of his translation, ~ Memoirs of a Protestant 
Condemned to ~ Galleys Ef France [2£. his Religion ( 1758): 
. • • if there be any reader who can for a moment lay 
aside romance for history; who can prefer a picture taken 
from nature to the more glaring colorings of fancy; if · 
there be any one who can be pleased with a narrative in-
spired by truth, and perhaps executed with modesty . 
we shall contentedly acquiesce in their censure. 
The present Memoir commences where the historians of 
those times discontinue their accounts.l 
Here we have Goldsmith, a few months after Smollett's Complete 
History had been so enthusiastically received by the public 
and the last four volumes of Hume's expectantly awaited, doing 
all he can to entice further the popular reader from his, or 
1 Works, I, 472-73· 
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perhaps~' idle tales or romance. Notice also that here 
Goldsmith draws attention to the subject matter of the "his-
tory" which he is introducing as going beyond the limits of 
"the historians of those times," suggestive of the new his-
tory's criticism of the restricted area of the old historians. 
In April, 1759, Goldsmith published his Enquiry, his 
first original book. As he had referred to the Memoirs of .!!:. 
Protestant as passing beyond the area of the subject matter 
of "the historians," in the Enquiry he was himself writing a 
survey of culture which was a kind of extra-territorial his-
tory that was very much in the minds of those thinking about 
1 
history. Recently Montesquieu's Esprit (1748) and Voltaire's 
Siecle (1752) and Essai !2£ lea ~M~oe~u~r=s (1754 and 1757) had 
presented the world with brilliant historical surveys that 
were as much concerned with things cultural as political. In 
the Enquiry, Goldsmith takes the viewpoint or a historian. 
He indulges in historical theory. After paying his respects 
to Montesquieu's genius, he takes exception to Montesquieu's 
materialistic concept of historical development: 
It is not to nature, however, but to ourselves alone 
that this partiality [of nature for former ages] must be 
ascribed; the seeds of excellence are sown in every age, 
and it is wholly owing to a wrong direction in the pas-
sions or pursuits of mankind, that they have not received 
the proper cultivation.2 
1 See above, pp. 67-69. 
2 Works, I, 397· 
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In the book Goldsmith argues a theory of cyclic changes; and 
for the decay which he finds generally setting in, he hope-
fully suggests that the wheel of change will turn up compen-
1 
sating fruits. 
In August, 1757, Goldsmith reviewed Voltaire's Essai 
.!!.!!!: lea Moeurs for the Monthly. The review is not much more 
than a notice of the book, calling attention to Voltaire's 
"beauties as a writer" that are"many and obvious" and his 
faults which are few. Goldsmith also wrote the Memoirs of!· 
de Voltaire, supposedly for Griffith's Monthly, but not pub-
lished until 1761 in !h! Lady'S Magazine, which Goldsmith was 
2 
.then editing. The Memoirs contain 11 ttle of any importance 
about Voltaire, who still had seventeen or so more years of 
interesting and provocative life; but Goldsmith's interest in 
the work, as well as his doing it, gives us another link in 
the substantial chain connecting him with the great men of 
the •new history." In June, 1759, Goldsmith had reviewed 
Montesquieu's Miscellaneous Pieces for The Critical Review, 
which Smollett was then editing. As he did in the Enquiry, 
he notices Montesquieu's "tire of genius" but takes the op-
portunity to express his dubiety of the Baron's historical 
thesis. With damning lightness he comments passingly that 
1 Professor Sherburn has pointed out this historic 
theorizing in the En~uiry and adds that Goldsmith is "almost 
a philosofhe in his evotion to finite causes of the human 
state.• ! Literary History~ England, 1057.) 
2 Austin Dobson, "Oliver Goldsmith," Cambridge History 
~English Literature, X, 232. 
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Montesquieu "to his other great talents, annexed those of fancy 
. 1 
and invention." 
Two other reviews of histories that Goldsmith wrote in 
this early period, before he was to write a history of his 
own, are worth considering for the author's evaluations and 
ideas of history. In 1757, in the Monthly Review, he wrote 
on the History £! Paraguay by the Jesuit Father Cha~oix. 
He opened the review with a statement that is interesting for 
again showing Goldsmith's conception of the broadness of his-
tory: 
The pleasure we find in modern history arises either 
from the accuracy and veracity of the historian, or from 
our being acquainted with the country he describes. In 
this last respect we look upon the accounts of the travel-
ler as new discoveries, and, in some measure, pardon any 
improbabilities, by considering the hazards he must have 
encountered .•• 2 
The association of travel literature with history is direct. 
Goldsmith expressed a Voltairean pyrrhonism in his concluding 
remark on his subject: 
The greatest part of this performance affords little 
to engage the attention of the English reader. It is 
chiefly to be regarded as an ecclesiastical history, cal-
culated rather for those countries which still retain the 
most bigoted superstition, than for the perusal of such 
as chose to examine into the prodigies before they believe 
them.3 
Previously in this review Goldsmith had expressed his skepti-
cism about many of the reports of the flora, fauna, and cus-
toms reported in the history. 
1 Works, III, 504. 
2 Ibid., P• 456. 
3 ~., P• 462. 
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In !E! Critical Review in August, 1759, Goldsmith re-
viewed a recent translation of Guicciardini's ~History~ 
Italy. As he granted the justness of Lipsius' evaluation or 
Guicciardini,"Inter nostros summus est historicus; inter 
veteres mediocris;'he was moved to wonder "why the ancients, 
particularly the Roman historians, should still remain the 
uncontested and unrivalled masters or historical excellence"; 
and this led him to suggest why the modern historians should 
be superior: 
Their [the Romans'] experience then was much more con-
fined than ours, since, to their wisdom we can add that 
or an intervening space or almost two thousand years. The 
politics of their princes were not so refined, as the law 
of nations was scarce attended to; and war, which with us 
is little more than a treaty written in blood, was with 
them the removing of empires, and the enslaving of mil-
lions.l 
At the same time that Goldsmith expressed his idea or the 
superiority of the Roman historians, he implied that the 
height or civilization or his own age should make history 
supreme -- and he also showed that he was a "modern." In 
daring to explain the fact that since the revival of learning 
the Italians "have excelled the rest of Europe in history," 
the reviewer advanced an interesting if not amusing reason: 
Italy is divided into a number of petty states, whose 
mutual security lies in their mutual jealousies and dis~ 
trusts. Here then politicians are formed, and states 
governed in miniature; here a man may, and often has, 
exerted all the stratagems of war at the head or two hun-
dred men, and exhausted all the chicanery or politics in 
the government of a petty corporation. This was the soil 
for an historian; here, as in a map, he perceived the 
1 Ibid., p. 493· 
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excellence and the inconvenience of every species of pol-
ity; could point out, with precision, the ineffective at-
tempts of democracy, or the headlong efforts of mistaken 
monarchy; this was a field for historical speculati~n; 
even he that ran might, if he pleased, be a reader. 
II. TURN TO 'WRITING HISTORY 
It does not take an overly studious reader of The 1!!!-
eller to recognize a distinctive change in the poem after 
line 334. The early part of the poem is sufficiently con-
ventional to suggest a composition by a wandering student, 
caught up for the moment in a philosophical mood; the early 
lines suggest that their composition took place when the young 
"wandering philosopher" was not far from a prospect seat some-
2 
where in the Alps. Immediately after the wistful passage of 
home-sickness (11. 11-22), come the lines: 
But me, not destin'd such delights to share 
My prime of life in wandering spent and care, ••• 
My fortune leads to traverse realms alone~ 
And find no spot of all the world my own.~ 
And then these suggestions of composition !ll 12£2: 
E'en now, where Alpine solitudes asc~nd, 
I sit me down a pensive hour to spend; lJ. 
and more specific: 
Here let me sit in sorrow for mankind; 
Like yon neglected shrub at random cast, .• 5 
1 Ibid., pp. 493-94. Notice that Goldsmith, to acquire 
a negative7I'avor for the term "monarchy," adds the adjective 
"mistaken." The term "democracy," however, is negative enough 
to stand alone. While minute, this exhibit is characteristic 
of his views on the two forms of government. (See below, pp.261-62.) 
2 In the Dedication, Goldsmith says that parts of the poem 
had been written in Switzerland and sent to his brother, Henry. 
3 Ll. 23-30. 
4 Ll. 31-32. 
5 Ll. 102-103. The italics are not Goldsmith's. 
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But lines 335 ff, strike a different note. Instead of the 
somewhat philosophic acceptance of the virtues of commerce 
and luxury that we find in the early portion of the poem, 
after line 335 we find a directed attack on the evil course 
of wealth, commerce, colonization, and ministerial govern-
ment. As late as 1760 nothing had appeared from Goldsmith 
that comes close to the attitude of these last lines of 
!h.! Traveller. In June, 1760, in "A Comparative View of the 
Races," Goldsmith was effusive with praise for the British 
government: 
Hail Britain, happiest of countries! happy in thy 
climate, fertility, situation, and commerce; but still 
happier in the peculiar nature of thy laws and government. 
Examine every state in Europe, and you will find the 
people either enjoying a precarious freedom under monar-
chical government, or what is worse, actually slaves in a 
republic, to laws of their own contriving. What consti-
tutes the peculiar happiness of Britain, is, that laws 
may be overlooked without endangering the state •••. 
A King who has it in his power to pardon, gives the gov-
ernment at once the strength of an oak, and the flexibil-
ity of the yew.l 
In ~ Citizen of !h! World, Letter L, published less than a 
fortnight before this essay, we have the same sentiments, 
even the same metaphors. Bot until 1762, in Goldsmith's es-
say "Revolution in Low Life," do we find anything that paral-
lels the bitterness toward social and political developments 
of the last part of !h! Traveller. 
These attacks on wealth, luxury, commerce, and the arro-
gance of "aristocratic" nobles accumulate in Goldsmith's writ-
ings after the first edition of !h! Traveller, (1765), especially 
1 ~ Essays ~ Oliver Goldsmith, p. 15. 
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in the last sections or The Vicar or Wakefield (1766) and 
throughout The Deserted Villase (1770). For the sixth edi-
tion of The Traveller, Goldsmith's revision brought that poem 
even closer to The Deserted Village and fart~r from the 
- 1 
first part of the older poem. For our purposes it is very 
significant to note that in Goldsmith's first history, li!!-
12!7 of England .,!E .! Series ,2! Letters .!:!:2!!! .! Nobleman .!2 
h.!! §.2!! ( 1764), the tone of the latter part of !.!!!!. Traveller 
dominates. 
The year 1762 was a year of much concern for those who 
had faith in the promises implicit in the ascension of George 
III. His intentions to rule personally, his patriotic as-
sumptions of the character of "Farmer George" and the "True-
born Englishman" in contrast to his grandfather, George II, 
with whom the new king had had no pleasant relations, all 
gave hope to the tribe of "King's men" that things would be 
different from what they had been under the policies of 
George II' s reign. But by 1762 the new king and his per-
sonal henchman Bute had their hands full of rancorous oppo-
sition. Poor Smollett gave up in disgust his editorship of 
the Bute-supported Briton. The virulence and popularity of 
Wilkes' North Briton were too much for him. Added to the 
strength of Wilkes were the vitriolic satires of Churchill. 
The brazenness of these attacks on the fumbling administra-
tion finally brought persecution for Wilkes for his No. 45 
1 See Gibbs' edition of Goldsmith's Works for these 
changes. 
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1 
that impugned the truthfulness of a speech from the throne. 
Amidst all this strife, the Whig men of wealth, who had be-
come strong under the first two Georges, were not reluctant 
to join forces with these attacks on "The Patriot King." 
In view of these conditions, it is possible that Goldsmith's 
previous mild philosophic soundings in reference to politics, 
.!!!£· became solidified and intense. It is also possible 
that his recently acquired friendship with Johnson had some-
thing to do with his taking up the gauntlet against the 
"virulent Whigs" and their interests. 
The general nature of the evils that Goldsmith seems 
to have become aware of around 1762 had been already noisily 
sounded. In 1757, John Brown's ill! Estimate of~ Manners 
and Principles E!_ ~Times appeared in which the ruin of 
the nation was shown to be imminent as a result of the flour-
ishing of trade and the concomitant opulence of the aristo-
cracy. The Estimate was a sensation-creating book, the sev-
enth edition appearing within a year. The year 1757 was a 
bad year for England in its war with France. By the time 
that Brown got out his EXPlanatory Defense of Jill.! Estimate, 
perhaps late in 1758, things were looking much better for 
England, now under the guidance of Pitt. In fact, Brown 
recognized in Pitt the "Great Minister" that in the Estimate 
he said was necessary for England's salvation. With the 
great improvement in England's military situation, the public 
seems to have turned away from such gospels of despair as 
the Estimate contained. The fact that Goldsmith seems not 
1 c. w. Previte-orton, "Political Literature," £!.!!!-
bridge History of English Literature, X, 438-45. 
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to have picked up an awareness or the dangers of the aristo-
cracy before 1762, suggests that he was not affected by the 
gloom of 1757 that nourished Brown's book. 
Since histocy had long been recognized as a ready 
means of inculcating a political propaganda -- every historian 
since Clarendon, whether guilty or not, had been accused of 
serving a political utility -- it would not have been unnatu-
ral for Goldsmith to use a histocy of England for his new, 
if such it was, political prejudice. If he were so moti-
vated, his first little history published anonymously under 
the title, A History 2£_ England .!!!. .! Series of Letters !.!:2m 
.! Nobleman 12 his §£U, would serve nobly for this anti-aris-
tocratic doctrine. 
Whatever the ideational interest that Goldsmith might 
have had in history, a financial interest seems to have been 
decisive. As Smollett was to Hume, Goldsmith seems to have 
been a poor-man's Smollett. Goldsmith seems to have been in 
a better position to appreciate the financial possibilities 
of popular history by the example of Smollett, than the lat-
ter was by that of Hume. Goldsmith, as we have noted, in 
1757 had written a fairly decent review of Smollett's Q2!-
plete History. While the review was not without some re-
marks on the histo~faults, on the whole it was commendatory 
especially in view of the fact, that Smollett knew so well, 
that the reviewer was earning his bread from Smollett's jour-
nalistic rival and enemy, Griffiths. And in the "Fame Ma-
chine" Goldsmith had allowed Smollett passage as a novelist. 
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Toward the end of 1759, Smollett, along with John Newbery, 
is reported to have made his way to Goldsmith's miserable 
habitation in Green Arbour Court. For more than a year 
Goldsmith had been doing some writing for Smollett's Critical 
Review. While Smollett was in the King's Bench Prison, Gold-
smith's first book, ~ Enguirz, was published and was gener-
ally favorably received. It is claimed by Anderson that 
1 
this book first introduced Goldsmith to Smollett. Into the 
swarm of hotly contending periodicals, Newbery and Smollett 
were preparing to launch a new monthly, ~British Maga-
~; and Newbery was going to start a new daily, ~ Public 
Ledger. The visit of these two important people was to se-
2 
cure the services of Goldsmith for these new publications. 
During 1760 and 1761 Goldsmith was to do a large amount of 
work for them. Masson gives us an interesting picture of 
the relationship between smollett and Goldsmith: 
It is pleasant to think of these two, perhaps the most 
strongly contrasted huaoriats and men of seniua or their 
day -- the simple, gentle-hearted, sweet-styled Irishman, 
and the bold, splenetically-independent, irascible, 
richly-inventive, rough-writing, but sombre and melan-
cholic Scotchman -- to think or these two as knit together 
by some mutual regard, when Smollett was already in the 
full bustle of his fame and industry, and Goldy was strug-
gling and needed employment.3 
Whatever were the personal differences between the two, the 
political tone of Smollett's history, with its sympathy with 
1 Life of Smollett, p. 78 n. 
--
2 Masson, "Memoir of Goldsmith," ~ Miscellaneous 
Works £!Goldsmith, p. xxxix. 
3 Ibid. 
-
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the royal prerogative, was not far from Goldsmith's political 
ideas that were then seemingly taking form. This association 
with the historically bustling Smollett could easily have 
helped suggest to Goldsmith the possibilities of the kind of 
history he was going to write. In the preface to his History 
~England (1771), which greatly resembles his first history 
of England (fa~ Series~ Letters, 1764), Goldsmith acknowl-
edged as one of his chief sources Smollett's history, along 
with those of Rapin, Carte, and Hume. This acquaintanceship 
with Smollett had further bearing on Goldsmith's historical 
writing because along with Smollett Goldsmith met Newbery, 
who was to be the publisher of the History ~ England in ~ 
Series of Letters. 
Washington Irving tells us that at an annual dinner of 
the Royal Academy, Goldsmith, upon being asked by the Earl 
of Lisburn why he neglected the Muses Kto compile histories 
and write novels," answered, "My Lord, by courting the Muses 
I shall starve, but by my other labors I eat, drink, have 
1 
good clothes, and can enjoy the luxuries of life. 11 The pub-
lic wanted to read history. Hume considered himself made 
affluent by his History ~ England; and Smollett is said to 
have been paid two thousand pounds for his histories. If 
there was anything shameful about writing for money, the 
great moralist Johnson did not think so as he slightly shocked 
1 Oliver Goldsmith, The Works of Washington Irving 
(Twentieth Century Edltlonr;-n.p. an~n.d., p. 288. 
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Boswell with his blunt declaration: "No man but a blockhead 
1 
ever wrote, except for money." 
Goldsmith's training on Grub Street prepared him to 
take advantage of the publishing market. His business sense 
seems to have been disturbed by the fact that Lambertus had 
published a universal history "in one folio!" On this Gold-
smith commented, "If he had consulted with his bookseller, 
he would have spun it out to ten at least." He concluded by 
2 
suggesting that Lambertus had too much modesty. When Gold-
smith published his History E£_ England .!!! ~ Series of Letters, 
in two volumes, in 1764, it does not seem that modesty was 
the reason for the book 1 s being published anonymously. What 
fame Goldsmith was to gather from The Traveller and 1h! 
Vicar of Wakefield was still in the future. Hume and Smol-
lett, with their substantial histories of England, were cur-
rently vying for patronage. A modest little history by the 
author of ~ Enquiry and ~ Citizen Q! ~ World would 
hardly cut much of a figure in the bookstalls. As Masson ob-
serves, "The title was a ruse to attract attention to the 3-
book, and it succeeded." While Goldsmith's close friends 
knew who the author was, the public speculated upon Chester-
4 
field, Lyttelton, or Orrery being the "Nobleman" of the title. 
1 Boswell, II, 16. 
2 Enquiry (Works, I, 408.) 
3 ~· cit., p. xxxiii. 
4 Dobson, Oliver Goldsmith, p. 92. 
was actually attached to some editions. 
ed. Gibbs, V, 250 n.) 
Lyttelton's name 
(Goldsmith, Works, 
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In a prefatory letter to the publisher, the ruse of noble 
authorship was enforced by a stratagem that must have 
tempted many readers of the book to claim to have seen the 
patrician letters themselves; the letter reads in part: 
The first fifty-one letters ending with these words 
avenfed ~ £! their enemies -- were written by a Noble-
man o his son, at the university. The rest are added; 
as you will easily perceive, by a much inferior hand; for 
they were drawn by me. • . • With regard to my letters, 
therefore, little else can be said, but that I have en-
deavoured, as much as was in my power, to imitate the 
original. As to his Lordship's, I think it may be as-
serted, that they were written with more judgement, 
spirit, and accuracy than any which have yet appeared 
upon this subject. I am conscious, indeed, that they 
have been, for some time, handed about in manuscript; but, 
it is presumed that that will not make a publication of 
them less acceptable, even to those who are possessed of 
a written copy.l 
Such a finesse toward verisimilitude would have reflected 
credit upon Defoe. The book was as popular as the author 
and publisher dared hope. Seven editions were printed by 
the year or Goldsmith's death, including one edition in Dub-
2 
lin. 
The interest in this history suggested to the publisher, 
Davies, a history of Rome in the same "easy, popular, un-
learned manner." Goldsmith undertook this task in Roman 
1 History of England in a Series of Letters from a Noble-
man to his Son, I, 1. -- - --
----
2 Cambri~e Bibliography of Enflish Literature, p. 641. 
It seems evideri: that the secondlpar of The Geography and 
History or England, published by Dodsley rn-1765, entitJea 
"A ConciSe History of England; or, The Revolutions of the Brit-
ish Constitution" is an abridgment of History of England in a 
series of Letters. And the fact that Goldsmitn-received --
thirty guineas from Dodsley on August 8, 1764, suggests that 
Goldsmith did the abridging. (seeR. w. Seitz, "Goldsmith 
and 'A Concise history of England,'" Notes and Queries, CLIII 
(Footnote continued Oil next page) 
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history -- to complete a two volume work in two years for the 
1 
sum of two hundred and fifty guineas. It was published in 
1769 as ~Roman History, ~~Foundation 2£ the City 2! 
~ to ~ Destruction 2!_ ~ Western Empire; and during 
Goldsmith's life four editions were issued, including two in 
Dublin. Goldsmith's stated reason for writing the Roman his-
tory calls to mind that of Smollett for writing the Complete 
History: that other histories of the period "were either 
too voluminous for common use, or too meanly written to 
2 
please." The compactness of Goldsmith's work and its ex-
treme readability fulfilled the author's and publisher's ex-
pectations; the book was well received by the critics and 
long sought by readers. It was especially aimed at school 
3 
use, and for a long time it was so used. 
In August, 1771, Davies published Goldsmith's ~ His-
.!2!:Z EI.. England, from the earliest Times ~ ~ Death of 
George II in four volumes. This book, too, long after Gold-
smith's death, continued to be read by those who wanted a 
simple and interesting approach to English history. For 
more than a hundred years it was used in England and America 
as the basis for a school text. As always with his histories, 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
(1927)~ 3-4 and bibliographical note in English Literature, 
1660-loOO, A Bibliography EI.. Modern Studies, I, llO. 
1 Forster, Goldsmith, p. 417· 
2 Works, I, 572. 
3 See below, p. 232 n. 
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Goldsmith made no pretensions about the book's greatness; he 
was still primarily interested in the wherewithal to buy new 
suits of velvet and to maintain his "apartments" in the 
Middle Temple. In a letter to Bennet Langton, September 2, 
1771, a month after the book was published, he modestly com-
mitted himself: -"my whole aim being to make up a book of 
decent size, that, as 'Squire Richard says, would do no harm 
1 
to nobody." 
During the same time that Goldsmith was struggling 
with his tremendous compilation of !g History £! ~ Earth 
and Animated Nature, he was putting to~ther The Grecian His-
- -- -
.!2ry, .!!:£!!! ~ Earliest State ~ ~ Death of Alexander the 
Great, which was published in two octavo volumes in June, 
1774, two months after the author's death. The long lasting 
popularity of this book definitely shows that the reading 
public of the late eighteenth century and the first half of 
the nineteenth was interested in reading history of any kind. 
Of all Goldsmith's historical efforts it shows what a genius 
with a pen could do with so little knowled~ of his subject 
matter. But again, it did do what the author intended: sell 
well. 
On June 30, 1774, was published Goldsmith's Abridgment 
£! ~ History £!England. This is the text that was being 
studied by schoolboys as late as the last quarter of the next 
1 Quoted by Stephen Gwynn, Oliver Goldsmith, p. 272. 
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century. It was re-published in many corners of the English 
1 
speaking world as well as in quite a few of the foreign. 
Goldsmith's largest compilation, ~History of the Earth !n£ 
Animated Nature, a re-hash of Buffon, was published in eight 
volumes, June, 1774. A work of this nature was then consid-
ered much more of a part of the canon of history than the 
more restricted use of the word today allows. This work, 
too, long remained an authority to the reading audience that 
Goldsmith and his publisher had in mind. 
III. RECEPTION AS A HISTORIAN 
The immediate and long-lasting popularity of Gold-
smith's histories is testimony to the success of Goldsmith 
as a popular historian. Not only in England and America did 
they last for a century as texts for many readers and students, 
but abroad they were translated. The History ••• 1n ~~­
~ 9!.. Letters was translated into French by the wife of the 
2 
revolutionary leader, Brissot, with notes by Brissot himself. 
The Roman History was translated into German ( 1795-1802) and 
into French (1805) •. Editions of the Grecian History were pub-
lished in German (1792), French (1802 and 1812), Italian 
(1812), and Spanish (1822). Goldsmith's abridgments of the 
Roman History and History 9!_ Epgland for school use were 
widely published in Britain and America; and they were both 
1 See below, p. 232 n. 
2 Forster, .2£· ,ill_., p. 263. 
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1 
translated into French in 1812 and 1801, respectively. 
In 1773, the year before Goldsmith's death, Dr. John-
son is reported by Boswell to have considered Goldsmith as 
standing "in the first class" as a historian as well as a 
poet and "comic writer." Boswell, shocked at Goldsmith's 
Roman History being ranked with those of the other historians 
of the age like Hume, Robertson, and Lytteltort, was answered 
by Johnson with a Justification of Goldsmith as a historian: 
Goldsmith's History is better than the verbiaRe of 
Robertson, or the foppery of Dalrymple •••• it is the 
great excellence of a writer to put into his book as much 
as his book will hold. Goldsmith has done this in his 
History. • •• Goldsmith tells you shortly all you want to 
know: Robertson detains you a great deal too long. No 
man will read Robertson's cumbrous detail a second time; 
but Goldsmith's plain narrative will please again and 
again. • •• Sir, he has the art of compiling, and of say-
ing everything he has to say in a pleasing manner. He is 
now writing a Natural History, and will make it as enter-
taining as a Persian Tale.2 · 
Johnson's preJudices would hardly allow for this statement to 
1 When Goldsmith abridged his Histo~ of England for 
school use, he started a text-book publis ng phenomenon that 
somewhat resembles that or Webster's spelling book. For more 
than a century it was used as the basis of school study in 
England and America. As successive editions were published, 
the history was extended by some enterprising hand. I have 
seen the 106th American edition which was based on the 35th 
English edition. This edition was dated Philadelphia, 1881. 
Along with a continuation to the year of 1872, it contains 
questions for examinations by Wm. c. Taylor. The Roman His-
!2!z and the Grecian Histo~ were also adapted for schoor--
use -- the latter not by G~dsmith. They also enJoyed re-
markable careers. I have seen a Roman History of the 35th 
American edition from the 23rd English, dated Philadelphia, 
1851; a London edition of 1862, and an edition issued by Bau-
dry' s European Library, Paris, 1862. Also a Grecian History 
ot the 35th American edition from the 19th English, dated 
Philadelphia, 1860. 
2 Boswell, I, 469-70. 
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be considered dispassionately objective. His hatred of 
Hume's religious attitude, his disfavor for Hume's and Rob-
ertson's nationality, and his friendship with Goldsmith, as 
well as his partiality for the political leanings or Gold-
smith's historical compilations, must be considered. But 
this statement by the great Cham does show that Johnson took 
Goldsmith seriously as a historian. In a more dispassionate 
utterance, Johnson shows his respect for Goldsmith's narra-
tive skill: 
The life of Dr. Parnell is a task which I should very 
willingly decline, since it has been lately written ;by 
Goldsmith, a man of such variety of powers, and such fe-
licity of performance, that he always seemed to do best 
that which he was doing; a man who had the art of being 
minute without tediousness, and general without confusion; 
whose language was copious without exhuberance1 exact without constraint, and easy without weakness. 
Another recognition of Goldsmith's role as a historian was 
his election to the office of Professor of Ancient History 
to the Royal Academy at the same time that Johnson was 
elected Professor of Ancient Literature. Reynolds, who was 
then president of the Academy, was the motivator of these 
2 
honorary distinctions. Whatever Johnson's intentions were 
when he defended Goldsmith as a historian in his conversation 
with Boswell, he was in all seriousness when he wrote Gold-
3 
smith's epitaph. After Goldsmith's name in the epitaph, his 
1 ""Parnell," Lives !2!_1!:!!_ Poets (Works, X, 49)· 
2 bobson, Goldsmith, p. 148. 
3 Johnson had great respect !'or the contents of an 
epitaph. In his life of Pope, commenting on the truthfulness 
of tomb inscriptions, he says: "Let fiction, at least, cease 
with life, and let us be serious. over the grave ... (Works, XI, 
209·) 
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titles read, "Poetae, Physic!, Historic!." The titles of 
essayist and philosopher or something denoting the author of 
TI!!!. Vicar 2£ Wakefield, that are absent from the epitaph, 
could have been justly used. But Johnson chose to nominate 
Goldsmith as a poet, naturalist, and historian. 
Washington Irving, who wrote his life of Goldsmith 
while Goldsmith's histories were still circulating widely, 
described the Roman History: •though a work written for 
bread, not fame, such is its ease, perspicuity, good sense, 
and the delightful simplicity of its style, ••• has ever 
1 
since remained in the hands of young and old." Of the His-
!Q.ry of England he said: 
It possessed the same kind of merit as his other his-
torical compilations; a clear, succinct narrative, a 
simple, easy, and graceful style, and an agreeable ar-
rangement of facts; but was not remarkable for either 
depth of observation or minute accuracy of research.2 
Prior, in his life of Goldsmith written in 1837, considered 
the observations in the History of England in ~ Series 2£ 
3 
Letters as "Just, forcible, and often profound." The his-
tory, Prior wrote, "was put into the hands of educated 
youth; and even found a high place in the regard of the bet-
ter informed •••• it is still occasionally seen in the 
4 
reading of adults." 
1 Works, IV, 272. 
2 Ibid., pp. 319-20. 
3 I, 494. 
4 IE..!!!•, P• 493· 
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Prior reported an amusing anecdote which is also indicative 
of the fact that the history was more than a student's text: 
That it is still read with attention by the educated 
and able, appears from the fact that a daily journal of 
great political influence, quoted and argued more than 
once from one of its sentiments during the excitement and 
discussion of a late great political measure [Parliamen-
tary Reform]. No suspicion seems to have been enter-
tained by the writer who referred to the work, that its 
author was Goldsmith.l 
Prior has high praise for the Series £! Letters history: 
No very deep critical skill is required to pronounce 
it beyond all competition, the most finished and elegant 
summary of our history, in such a compass, that has been, 
or is likely to be equalled; ease, elegance, and perspicu-
ity will ever claim a large share of public favour even 
when minor blemishes are known to be present •.•• [The 
work has] ingenuity and depth of reflection.2 
Recent writers, of course, do not expect to find in 
Goldsmith's historical compilations anything to be considered 
seriously as history. But a literary historian like Oliver 
Elton credits Goldsmith with having furnished intelligent 
impressions of the past of England to perhaps the greatest 
number of readers: "Everywhere he shows himself a chef; in 
the art of dexterously boiling down and elegantly serving up 
3 
he has not been surpassed." In a study of the historians of 
the eighteenth century, T. P. Peardon dismisses Goldsmith's 
1 Ibid., note. That Goldsmith's histories were taken 
seriously-Ey some people as late as 1844 is testified to by an 
incident in Disraeli's Coningsby. When a group of people were 
discussing the understanding of a vague political problem~ came 
this comment: "'But they say it requires a deuced deal or read-
ing1' c~nttnued Mr. Cassilis. 'One must brush up one's Gold-
smil;h. '' Quoted by Gwynn, p. 171. l It is wortll- noting here 
the resemb ance between the views ot Disraeli's 'Young England 
Party" and Goldsmith's Tory ideas. 
2 .2.2· cit., P• 495· 
3 Survey £tEnglish Literature, 1730-1780, I, 119-20. 
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histories as "compressed accounts for children," "distinguished 
1 
only for their style." 
IV. SUMMARY 
Unlike Smollett, Goldsmith was touched by the spirit 
of the new history even before he wrote anything. During his 
youthful travellings on the continent, he appears to have 
sought out audiences with the French intellectuals who were 
sponsoringmuch or the new idea in history. From the begin-
nings of his career on Grub Street, he seems to have taken 
every advantage to express himself on the matters or history. 
In reviews, prefaces, articles, and biographies he frequently 
touched upon history and the writers of history; more than 
not he inclined his opinions in the direction of the new 
philosophic history. His early works or any importance --
Enquiry 1:!!12 ~ Present State .2f. Polite Learning, ~ ~' 
and Citizen .2f. the World -- if only eclectically, frequently 
reflect relationship with the history of the Enlightenment. 
About 1762 Goldsmith seems to have experienced a kind 
of political awareness that decidedly pointed his prejudices 
in favor or the prerogatives of the monarch. Perhaps asso-
ciated with the political tensions brought about by the 
strong pretensions or George III and possibly with Goldsmith's 
acquaintanceship with Dr. Johnson, this political leaning 
might have suggested to him the idea of using history as a 
vehicle for its expression. In addition to any such possi-
bility or motivation to history, Goldsmith, like Smollett, 
1 Transition in English Historical Writing 1760-1830, 
-- (Footnote continued on next page) 
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seems to have been tempted by the high promise of financial 
returns for historical authorship. His handling of his four 
little histories shows that he was almost as practically 
minded as was Smollett in his efforts to reach a satisfac-
tory commercial audience. He also succeeded. As a popular 
and school historian, Goldsmith during his time and for a 
century afterwards attracted a very sizable audience. 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
pp. 77-78. In view of the weight of the political comment in 
Goldsmith's histories, it is difficult to appreciate a critical 
evaluation of them as books for children. So many of the com-
ments on the histories of both Goldsmith and Smollett suggest 
that the commentators, perhaps excusably, have not looked very 
long and hard at these compilations. 
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CHAPTER IX 
GOLDSMITH 1 S PHILOSOPHIC IDEAS AND 
HIS POPULAR HISTORIES 
I. METHODS AND PROCEDURE 
Goldsmith was stricter in his demands on historians 
than he was in practice as a historian. As a critic, he saw 
the historian obligated to exercise and display a careful 
use of sources. In his review of Voltaire's Essai, as much 
as he finds favorable in the history, he wishes that in it 
there had been more attention to authenticity. Voltaire's 
fondness for "characters and anecdotes," says Goldsmith, led 
him to suit the •point of representation he has in view; and 
if he does not find his facts and personages sufficiently 
1 
remarkable, or to his purpose, he generally makes them so." 
It has been noted that Goldsmith expressed impatience with 
Smollett for the latter's cursoriness in citing his authori-
2 
ties. In his review of Smollett's Complete History, he be-
came quite insistent upon a very high standard of scholarship 
for historians. What he had to say about the use of sources 
at least shows that even a compiler like Goldsmith could ap-
preciate sound scholarship, if only a Robertson and Gibbon 
could practice it. The length of the following quotation 
1 Works, III, 466. 
2 See above, pp. 182-83. 
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from this review of Smollett's history is justified by the 
fact that so much of it was ignored by "historians" like 
Goldsmith and Smollett: 
When the historian relates events far removed from the 
age in which he writes, when evidence is become scarce, 
and authorities are rendered doubtful, from the obscuri-
ties which time has thrown upon them, he ought, above all 
things, to be careful that his narration be as amply au-
thenticated as the nature of his researches will allow. 
strictly speaking, the eye-witnesses alone should take 
upon th~m to transmit facts to posterity; and as for the 
Historians, the Copyists, and Annotators, who may follow 
him, if possessed of no new and genuine materials, instead 
of strengthening, they will only diminish the authority 
of their guide; for, in proportion as History removes 
from the first witnesses, it may recede also from truth; 
as, by passing through the prejudices, or the mistakes 
of subsequent compilers, it will be apt to imbibe what 
tincture they may choose to give it. The later historian's 
only way, therefore, to prevent the ill effects of the de-
crease of evidence which the lapse of years necessarily 
brings with it, must be, by punctually referring to the 
spring-head from whence the stream of his narration flows; 
which at once will cut off all appearance of partiality, 
or misrepresentation. As in law, the rectitude of a 
person's character is not alone sufficient to establish 
the truth of a fact, so in history, not merely the writer's 
testimony, be our opinion of his veracity ever so great, 
but collateral evidence also is required, to determine 
every thing of a questionable nature. The fundamental 
materials for the general history of any country are the 
public records, ancient monuments, and original historians 
of that country; and in proportion as they are slighted by 
the compiler, these venerable originals themselves may 
fall into neglect, and possibly in the end, even into ir-
retrievable oblivion: -- and when they are gone, in vain 
may we look for an enlightening ray to guide us through 
the darkness of antiquity: we must then be content with 
the uncertain gleam with which an erroneous or partial 
leader is pleased to conduct us.l 
And elsewhere Goldsmith delivered another blast at unsound 
scholarship: 
But surely men of real knowledge cannot, without a 
1 Works, III, 449-50· 
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degree of sarcastic contempt, behold such pretenses to 
erudition, such a quackery of learning, acquired by the 
easy art of quoting from quotations, by consulting books, 
but not reading them. 
In "The History of Carolan, the Last Irish Bard," (1760) he 
further displayed a pristine point of view on historical 
sources: 
•.• to be acquainted with the ancient manners of our 
ancestors we should endeavour to look for their remains 
in those countries, which, being in some measure retired 
from an intercourse with other nations, are still untinc-
tured with foreign refinement, language, or breeding.2 
When in 1764, however, Goldsmith had the task of intro-
ducing a general history of the world, which was by nature 
concise, without the impedimenta of research, he readily 
adapted himself to a less pure attitude. After giving some 
thought to the idea that writers on ancient history, "whose 
labors had only been calculated to encumber [ the page of 
truth] with falsehood and vain speculation," should be en-
tirely ignored, he decided on a compromise: 
• • . to mention them and their opinions, quoting the 
author at the bottom of the page, so that the reader who 
is curious about such particularities, may know where to 
have recourse for further information.3 
And in the same introduction he expressed the philosophic 
historian's feeling of superiority to the labors of the re-
searcher: 
1 "Introduction to General History of the World," 
Works, I, 536. 
2 Works, I, 208. 
3 !B.!£ • I pp • 539-40 • 
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But all that could conduce to enlighten history [i.e., 
the stores of antiquity] has been since [the revival of 
learning ] often examined, and placed in every point of 
view; it now only remains to show a skill rather in se-
lecting than collecting, to discover a true veneration 
for the works of the ancients, not by compiling their 
sentiments, but by imitating their elegant simplicity.l 
Goldsmith's first history, History~ England in~ 
Series ~Letters~~ Nobleman~ h.!!! §.Qrr, in the "editor's" 
letter to the publisher, was considered especially for the 
reading of schoolboys. The letter concludes with an expressed 
desire that "the volumes may be sent, at my expense, to each 
of the schools mentioned in the inclosed paper.~ This ex-
pressed intention of having written a history particularly 
proper for the "Juvenile capacity" seems to have satisfied 
one literary historian that the author had done "an original 
2 
work by adapting his narrative to the imagination of youth." 
A careful reader or the history, however, will not necessar-
ily be convinced that the work is properly directed to other 
than a fairly mature reader. Beyond the first two letters, 
which are two little essays on how a young person should ap-
proach the study of history, and the fact that the letters 
are addressed to "Dear Charles," the book suggests no more 
juvenile awareness than any of Goldsmith's other writings. 
Its political reflections are as mature, as little consider-
ate of the innocence of youth, as those anywhere in Goldsmith. 
1 ~., P• 541. 
2 Legoue and Cazamian, History of English Literature, 
p. 930. 
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And his resort to historical criticism of Rapin's tremendous 
work was certainly assuming of the school lad an extensive 
1 
knowledge of history. Contemporary reaction to the book 
also found an inconsistency between the machinery of the 
launching and the contents. In his preface to the edition 
of 1770, Goldsmith was forced to acknowledge these criti-
cisms: 
The first part of these Letters, as we have formerly 
observed, was written for the instruction of a young man 
of quality, who was then at college; the Editor, there-
fore, is surprised with an objection usually made against 
them, that they are rather above the capacity of boys. 
If by boys be meant children, I grant it: the facts, 
stript of all ornament, may perhaps be most proper for 
them; but, on the contrary, those who are rising up to 
manhood should be treated as men, and no works put into 
their hands but such as are capable of exercising their 
capacity, and which the most mature judgment would ap-
prove. I am well aware that many schoolmasters will 
prefer any of those little Histories of England that are 
written by way of question and answer, and think their 
boys making great advances while they are thus loading 
their memory without exercising their judgment: with 
these men no arguments will prevail; • • • 2 
What simplicity there is in the history appears to be little 
more than that of briefness, the reduction of formidable de-
tail to a relatively few pages. This allowed the average 
reader to be satisfied that he was acquiring the story of 
the development of his country by reading two very readable 
little volumes. But as far as the observations on the facts 
that are dealt with are concerned the book is no more juve-
nile than any of Goldsmith's essays, his novel, or most of 
1 See below, p. 266. 
2 Works, I, 549. 
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his poetry. As was Smollett's history, but more so, Gold-
smith's histories were appealing to that vast audience of 
readers who were immature only insofar as they were more 
easily attracted by a two volume treatment of a subject than 
by a ten volume; and this unpretentiousness, or popular ap-
peal, was maintained in all the other features of the works, 
in spite of a persisting effort to maintain the "dignified" 
1 
mannerisms of history. 
Goldsmith, like Smollett, made no claims of any kind of 
originality in his compilations. As he says in the preface 
to the Roman History, "my only aim was to supply a concise, 
plain, and unaffected narrative of the rise and decline of 
a well known empire." He recognized the simple task before 
a compiler: to avoid the "exuberance" of the many volume 
histories; but also he recognized a duty of the compiler 
that is so often neglected by abridgers: to avoid crowding 
facts in a spiritless style. He endeavored, he said, "to 
obviate the inconveniences arising from the exuberance of 
the former, as well as from the unpleasantness of the latter." 
He would be fully satisfied if his history "furnishes an in-
terest sufficient to allure the reader to the end." 
In the beginning of his first history, Goldsmith seemed 
aware of the method of the new history, that the writing of 
history should be assigned to the philosopher rather than to 
the annalist of kings and wars: 
1 See below, PP• 417 ff. 
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To understand history is to understand man, who is the 
subject • • • the end of your labour should not be to know 
in what year fools or savages committed their extravagan-
ces, but by what methods they emerged from barbarity. 
The dry accounts of kings do not express the true spirit of 
history; true history depends upon •the skill, penetration, 
and judgment of the observer." Tacitus is cited as making 
of little incidents and weak and villainous actors "the most 
pleasing and the most instructive history that was ever 
written." In short, the historian must be a philosopher and 
a "politician": 
It is as much his duty to act the philosopher, or poli-
tician, in his narratives, as to collect materials for 
narration. Without a philosophical skill in discerning, 
his very narrative must be frequently false, fabulous, 
and contradictory; without political sagacity, his char-
acters must be ill drawn, and vice and virtue be distrib-
uted without discernment or candour.l 
And in the Preface to the History £! England, after recogniz-
ing the limitations of space in such an abridgment, he prom-
ises to be satisfied if the history "be found a plain, un-
affected narrative of facts, with Just ornament enough to 
keep attention awake, and with reflection barely sufficient 
to set the reader upon thinking." And further than this, he 
states a specific political thesis for the history: 
It is not yet decided in politics, whether the diminu-
tion of kingly power in England tends to increase the hap-
piness or the freedom of the people. For my own part, 
from seeing the bad effects of the tyranny of the great 
in those republican states that pretended to be free, I 
cannot help wishing that our monarchs may still be allowed 
1 History of En~land in a Series of Letters, I, 3-5· 
The suggestion or-voi aire In these remarks is accounted for 
by Goldsmith's apparent use of Voltaire's Essai sur les Moeurs. 
See below, pp. 269-70. --
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to enjoy the power of controlling the encroachments of the 
great at home. A king may easily be restrained from do-
ing wrong, as he is but one man; but if a number of the 
great are permitted to divide all authority, who can pun-
ish them if they abuse it? 
This frank declaration of principle is quite different from 
the declared intention of Smollett in his plan for his ~­
plete History to avoid all useless disquisition and not to 
"disgust the reader, by anticipating his reflection, and 
2 
forestalling his judgment." It was this avoidance that Gold-
3 
smith objected to in his review of Smollett's history. 
Goldsmith was declaring his understanding of history as 
philosophy teaching by example in the true spirit of a 
philoaophe •.. 
Noticed above was the marked contrast between the ear-
4 
lier and later portions of ~ Traveller. It was suggested 
that this latter part of the poem, 11.335 f!·, was probably 
motivated by Goldsmith's reactions to the political situa-
tion in England around 1762. In this last part of the poem, 
in contrast to a rather abstract and even satisfied view 
of politics in the earlier section, Goldsmith becomes force-
fully aware of the dangers inherent in the growing assaults 
upon the royal prerogative. In The Traveller, after a view 
of Holland, which has become "A land of tyrants, and a den of 
1 History of England, I, iv-vii. To this statement of 
his guiding principle, Goldsmith adds that he has no "empty 
notion of divine or hereditary right" in case some may think 
he has "leaned towards monarchy." 
2 See above, p. 162. 
3 See above, p. 167. 
4 See above, pp. 220-21. 
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slaves," the poet looks at England. The lot of the English, 
in contrast to that of the Dutch, is viewed in a passage be-
ginning with fulsome praise: 
How much unlike the sons of Britain now! 
Fir'd at the sound my genius spreads her wing, 
And flies where Britain courts the western spring; 
Where lawns extend that scorn Arcadian pride, 
And brighter streams than fam'd Hydaspis glide. 
There all around the gentlest breezes stray; 
There gentle music melts on every spray; 
Creation's mildest charms are there combin'd. 
Extremes are only in the master's mind! 
Stern o'er each bosom Reason holds her state. 
With daring aims irregularly great; 
Pride in her port, defiance in their eye, 
I see the lords of human kind pass by; 
Intent on high designs, a thoughtful band, 
By forms unfashion'd, fresh from Nature's hand; 
Fierce in their native hardiness of soul, 
True to imagin'd right, above controul, 
While even the peasant boasts these rights to scan, 
And learns to venerate himself as man.I 
This high satisfaction with the general conditions of the 
British government is an echo of what Goldsmith had written 
in Citizen of the World, Letter L, and in "A Comparative 
--- 2 
View of the Races," both written around June, 1760. In The 
Traveller, from line 335 on, the political picture of England 
changes: 
Thine, Freedom, thine the blessings pictur'd here, 
Thine are those charms that dazzle and endear; 
Too blest indeed, were such without alloy, 
But foster'd even by Freedom ills annoy: 
That independence Britons prize too high, 
Keeps man from man and breaks the social tie; 
The self-dependent lordlings stand alone, 
All claims that bind and sweeten life unknown; 
Here by the bonds of nature feebly held, 
Minds combat minds, repelling and repell'd. 
1 Ll. 316-334. 
2 See above, p. 221. 
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Ferments arise, imprison'd factions roar, 
Represt ambition struggles round the shore, 
Till over-wrought, the general system feels 
Its motions stopt, or phrenzy fire the wheels. 
Nor this the worst. As nature's ties decay, 
As duty, love, and honour fail to sway, 
Fictitious bonds, the bonds of wealth and law, 
Still gather strength, and force unwilling awe. 
Hence all obedience bows to these alone, 
And talent sinks, and merit weeps unknown; 
Till time may come, when stript of all her charms, 
The land of scholars, and the nurse of arms, 
Where noble stems transmit the patriot flame, 
Where kings have toil 1d, and poets wrote for fame, 
One sink of level avarice shall lie, 
And scholars, soldiers, kings, unhonour'd die.l 
The rest of the poem deals with these recognized evils of 
"self-dependent lordlings," "fictitious bonds ••• of wealth 
and law," and "level avarice." Later in the poem, Goldsmith 
deals more specifically with the "self-dependent lordlings": 
But when contending chief's blockade the throne, 
Contrasting regal power to stretch their own, 
When I behold a factious band agree 
To call it freedom when themselves are free; 
'Till half a patriot, half a coward grown, 
I fly from petty tyrants to the throne. 
. . 
Yes, brother, curse with me that baleful hour, 
When first ambition struck at regal power; 
And thus polluting honour in its source, 
Gave wealth to sway the mind with double force.2 
Earlier than ~Traveller, in ~ Citizen EJ_ !h! World, 
Goldsmith had shown that he believed in a government with a 
monarch,· even though restricted by a constitution, with 
enough strength to rule at times free from the limitations 
of laws and in the spirit of established custom: 
1 Ll. 335-359· 
2 Ll. 381-384 and 391-395· 
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In a monarchical state, in which the constitution is 
strongest, the laws may be relaxed without danger; for 
though the people would be unanimous in the breach of any 
one in particular, yet still there is an effective power 
superior to the people, capable of enforcing obedience, 
whenever it may be proper to inculcate the law either 
towards the support or welfare of the community ••.. 
In every republic the laws must be strong, because the 
constitution is feeble •••• Thus in Holland, Switzer-
land, and Genoa, new laws are not frequently enacted, but 
the old ones are observed with unremitting severity. In 
such republics, therefore, the people are slaves to laws 
of their own making little less than in unmixed monarchies, 
where they are slaves to the will of one, subject to frail-
ties like themselves.! 
Laws in a commonwealth can be as tyrannous as a tyrant: 
••• the people of Rome, few great ones excepted, found 
more real freedom under their emperors, though tyrants, 
than they had experienced in the old age of the common-
wealth, in which their laws were become numerous and pain-
ful • • • 2 
And the evil of the independent lordlings was pointed out in 
Sweden: 
Sweden • • • though now seemingly a strenuous asserter 
of its liberties, is probably only hastening on to despot-
ism •••• The deluded people will, however, at last per-
ceive the miseries of an aristocratic government; they 
will perceive that the administration of a society of men 
is ever more painful than that of one only ••.• No 
people long endure an aristocratical government, when they 
can apply elsewhere for redress. The lower orders of 
people may be enslaved for'a time by a number of tyrants, 
but upon the first opportunity, they will ever take refuge 
in despotism or democracy.3 
In The Vicar of Wakefield, which was probably written 
- - 4 
in 1761-62 although not published until 1766, this anti-
1 Works, II, 209-210. 
2 ~·· p. 212. 
3 ~·• P• 236. 
4 See Dobson, "Oliver Goldsmith," Cambridge History of 
English Literature, X, 233· 
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aristocratical, pro-monarchical theme is well developed. In 
Chapter XIX, the butler, who is trying to pass himself as the 
wealthy host, after boasting that he reads all the political 
journals, says: 
..• •and though they hate each other, I love them all. 
Liberty, sir, liberty is the Briton's boast! and by all 
my coal mines in CornwallA I reverence its guardians." 
"Then, it is to be hoped, cried I, "you reverence the 
king? ' -- "Yes," returned. my entertainer, 11when he does 
what we would have him; but if he goes on as he has done 
of late, I'll never trouble myself more with his matters • 
• • • I don't think there has been a sufficient number of 
advisers: he should advise with every person willing to 
give him advice, ••• " 
"I wish," cried I, "that such intruding advisers were 
fixed in the plllory. It should be the duty of honest 
men to assist the weaker side of our constitution, that 
sacred power that has for some years been every day de-
clining, and losing its due share of influence in the 
state. But these ignorants will continue the same cry of 
liberty, and, if they have any weight, will basely throw 
it into the subsiding scale."l 
In replying to more of the liberty-crying arguments of the 
fake gentry, Primrose advances his political philosophy touch-
ing on the evils of the aristocratic wealth: 
"Now, sir, for my own part, as I naturally hate the face 
of a tyrant, the farther off he is removed from me, the 
better pleased am I. The generality of mankind are also 
of my way of thinking, and have unanimously created one 
king, whose election at once diminishes the number of ty-
rants, and puts tyranny at the greatest distance from the 
great~st number of people. Now the great, who were ty-
rants themselves before the election of one tyrant, are 
naturally averse to a power raised over them, and whose 
weight must ever lean heaviest on the subordinate orders. 
It is the interest of the great, therefore, to diminish 
kindly power as much as possible; because whatever they 
take from that is naturally restored to themselves; and 
all they have to do in the state, is to undermine the 
single tyrant, by which they resume their primeval authority. 
1 Works, III, 110. 
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Now the state may be so circumstanced, or its laws may be 
so disposed, or its men of opulence so minded, as all to 
conspire in carrying on this business of undermining mon-
archy. For, in the first place, if the circumstances of 
our state be such as to favor the accumulation of wealth, 
and make the opulent more rich, this will increase our am-
bition. "1 
Primrose continues his argument. He shows how in a state 
where "external cormnerce" is encouraged, the rich get richer 
and the poor get poorer. Finally, the social tie is brokea; 
and the poor become the political tools of the rich, leaving 
the large middle class to be crushed in between. His perora-
tion is a burst of monarchical enthusiasm, which even embar-
rasses him for its fervor: 
"In such a state, therefore, all that the middle order 
has left, is to preserve the prerogatives and privileges 
of the one principal governor with the most sacred circum-
spection. • • • What they may then expect, may be seen by 
turning our eyes to Holland, Genoa, or Venice, where the 
laws govern the poor, and the rich govern the law. I am 
then for, and would die for monarchy, sacred monarchy: for 
if there be any thing sacred amongst men, it must be the 
anointed SOVEREIGN of his people; and every diminution of 
his power in war or in peace, is an infringement upon the 
real liberties of the subject."2 
And Primrose's son, George, who has wandered around Europe 
very much as did the young Goldsmith, reports that he found 
"that monarchy was the beat government for the poor to live 
3 
in, and commonwealth for the rich." 
Of course, these lines comel from a work of fiction, 
and the question is how much of the sentiments of Primrose 
1 Ibid., p. 111. 
2 Ibid., pp. 113-3:4 
3 Ibid., pp. 131-32· 
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represents those of Goldsmith. Primrose is very much like 
the good parson that Goldsmith portrays at length in The 
Deserted Village. It might be said that Goldsmith was hav-
ing fun with the Vicar, and was allowing him to utter these 
sentiments simply to enrich his character for the novel. 
Still remains, however, the fact that Primrose voices opin-
ions on government, economics, and religion that were writ-
ten by Goldsmith in non-fiction; the concession to the char-
acter in the novel seems to be little more than the greater 
degree of fervor he is allowed. On the other hand, Gold-
smith might have put into the mouth of Primrose an intense-
ness that he thought unwise to utter in his own character. 
In any case, in his histories he does not miss by very 
much expressing his political views as strongly as did the 
Vicar. 
In his histories of England, Goldsmith, his sources 
notwithstanding, took advantage of every opportunity to ad-
vance his argument in favor of monarchy, or against the 
wealthy aristocracy. Characteristic of the general inability 
of the century to understand the Middle Ages, Goldsmith was 
unable to discriminate in labeling the forces of evil in that 
period. Whenever the crown was in dispute with nobility, 
clergy, or even parliament, Goldsmith considered the dispute 
one between the defender of the prerogative and the .. a&tlfault-
..• 
ers. King Stephen was characterized "active, generous, and 
brave" because 11his sole aim was to destroy a vi·le aristo-
1 
cracy, that then oppressed the people." The effort of Simon 
1 History~ England, I, 218. 
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de Montfort to establish political reform, while recognized 
as a good precedent toward liberty of parliament, was consid-
ered selfish, arrogant, and ambitious: 
They not only abridged the authority of the king, but 
the efficacy of the parliament, giving up to twelve per-
sons all parliamentary power between each session. Thus 
the insolent nobles, after having trampled upon the crown, 
now threw prostrate all the rights of the people, and a 
vile ~ligarchy was on the point of being established for-
ever. 
Agreeing with most historians, Goldsmith gave Edward I a com-
mendable character; but Edward's virtues of kingship were em-
phasized in terms of his agreement with Goldsmith's idea of 
strong prerogative: 
The barons, who might, during this period, be consid-
ered as a junto of petty tyrants, ready to cry out for lib-
erty which ~hey alone were to share, were kept under; and 
their combinations were but feeble and ill supported. The 
monarch was in some measure absolute •••• He was severe, 
indeed; and people tax this severity as a stain upon his 
memory; but let it be remembered, that he was the first 
who began to distribute indiscriminate justice.2 
The Magna Carta, which to practically all historians 
of England appears as a landmark to celebrate in the advance 
of political freedom, is considered by Goldsmith with some 
restraint. He is less than positive about its virtues as he 
calls it a charter by which the English "are said" to hold 
3 
their liberties at present. Goldsmith does not hold King 
1 ~., PP• 362-65. 
2 Ibid., II, 50-51. 
3 ••• Series of Letters, I, 97· In the later History 
of England, perhaps on-second thought or perhaps because his 
second history was not anonymous, he changed this statement 
and became more conventional in respect to the Great Charter; 
he outrightly called it "the standard of freedom" and "the 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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John in any respect; his weakness and cowardliness are to 
blame in his inability to hold the clergy and the barons in 
"nice opposition." But the Magna Carta put the barons and 
clergy into unopposed power, neglecting the commonalty; fur-
l 
ther, it was an "infringement of the prerogative." The sur-
render by the king of his prerogative betrayed the trust of 
the commonalty in their ruler as a protection from the lords. 
With the Watt Tyler affair, Goldsmith displays some of this 
same kind or thinking: 
The insurrection of the barons against their King, his-
torians talk of with no great degree of animosity; the in-
surrection or the people against the barons, in the present 
case, is branded with all the virulence of reproach. The 
punishment of the insurgent barons, is generally styled 
cruelty; the punishment or men who fought for native free-
dom, is called justice; but, we must be contented with 
such misrepresentations of facts, till philosophers can 
be found to write history.2 
Goldsmith's usual characterization of the "vulgar" is in the 
manner of his description or an Athenian multitude as "incon-
stant and capricious." And watt Tyler's demonstration was 
considered a signal of dangerous mobbery. (Fielding had 
pointed to it in one or his Covent-Garden Journal papers as 
a dangerous precedent of a lawless mob of Levellers.) Subor-
dination was an important article of faith in Goldsmith's 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
famous bulwark of English liberty." (I, 332-33·) Remindful of 
Goldsmith's first evaluation of the Charter, in which he at-
tached the responsibility for the truth or a statement to 
others, is his delicate reference to Elizabeth: "This virgin 
monarch, as some historians have called her •••. "(History 
2!.. England, III, 72. ) 
land, 
1 • • . Series 2!.. Letters, I, 97. 
2 Ibid., p. 142; the same sentiments in History 2!.. !ng-
II, 131. 
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political creed. But in the Watt Tyler incident the nobility 
and high clergy were opposed by the people; therefore, Gold-
smith was on the side of "liberty." 
Goldsmith inordinately praised Henry VII. This mon-
arch, on whom history in general has not been particularly 
lavish with praise, was described by Goldsmith as "if not the 
greatest, at least the most useful that ever sat upon the 
1 
British, or any other throne." The gist of the attitude to-
ward Henry VII, in the sources that Goldsmith said he chiefly 
depended upon for his history, might well be that of Smol-
lett's characterization: 
He possessed in a peculiar manner the art of turning all 
h i·s domestic troubles, and all foreign disputes, to his 
own advantage: hence he acquired the appellation of the 
English Solomon •••• The nobility he excluded entirely 
from the administration of public affairs, and employed 
clergymen and lawyers, who, as they had no interest in 
the nation, and depended entirely upon his favour, were 
more obsequious to his will, and ready to concur in all 
his arbitrary measures •••• His soul was continually ac-
tuated by two ruling passions, equally base and unkingly; 
namely, the fear of losing his crown, and the desire of 
amassing riches •••• Nevertheless, his apprehension and 
avarice redounded on the whole to the advantage of the na-
tion. The first induced him to depress the nobility, and 
abolish the feudal tenures, which rendered them equally 
formidable to the prince and the people; and his avarice 
prompted him to encourage industry and trade, because it 
improved his customs, and enriches his subjects, whom he 
could afterwards pillage at discretion.2 
I think this is an excellent example of the philosophe Gold-
smith turning the facts of his source to fit the pattern of 
1 . • • Series ,2!: Letters, I, 208. 
2 Complete History, V, 334-35· It seems that this pas-
sage was Goldsmith's source for his reflections on Henry VII. 
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his thesis. In spite of Smollett 1s low characterization of 
the first Tudor, the facts of Henry's excluding entirely the 
nobility from the administration and his fatherly considera-
tion of his people, however base the stated reasons were, 
furnished Goldsmith with cues for Henry's kingship: 
You are now to behold one of the greatest revolutions, 
that ever was brought about in any kingdom, effected by 
the prudence, clemency, and perseverance of one great 
Prince: a nation of tumult reduced to civil subordination; 
an insolent and factious aristocracy humbled; wise laws 
enacted; commerce restored; and the peaceful arts rendered 1 
amiable to the people, for whom before war only had charms. 
Through the filter of Goldsmith's interpretation, the material 
of Smollett's statement still stands, but with quite a dif-
ferent conclusion. More pointed, and more interesting, is 
Goldsmith's adaptation of the "two ruling passions," which 
Smollett says "continually actuated" Henry's soul: "the fear 
o.f losing his crown, and the desire of amassing riches." 
' ~ ., 
Smollett considers these passions "equally base and unkingly." 
Goldsmith projects these passions unto their objectives and 
finds them praiseworthy: 
He all along had two points principally in view, one 
to depress the nobility and clergy, and the other to human-
ize and raise up the populace.2 
And Goldsmith ties these "two points" together to serve his 
purpose better: 
But his greatest efforts were directed to promote trade 
and commerce, because this naturally introduced a spirit 
1 ••• Series of Letters, .!, 208. 
2 .ill.!!·• P• 220. 
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of liberty among the people! and disengaged them from their 
dependence on the nobility. 
Mary Tudor, by the British historians of the eighteenth 
century generally, was not considered as one of the great and 
praiseworthy monarchs of England. Hume summarized her char-
acter: "obstinacy, bigotry, violence, cruelty, malignity, re-
venge, tyranny ••• a weak, bigoted woman, under the govern-
ment of priests." He allowed her the single virtue of sin-
cerity and a frequent indication of "resolution and vigor of 
2 
mind." Hume found her arbitrary in dispensing the laws; she 
did not scruple to suspend at will, with a high-handed exer-
cise of prerogative, laws passed by Parliament. Hume commen-
ted, "Nobody in that age pretended to question this exercise 
3 
of prerogative." Goldsmith made little of all the Protestant 
horror usually associated with "Bloody Mary" and viewed in 
Mary's strong assertion of the prerogative sufficient grounds 
for proclaiming her succession as "a Juncture that seemed 
favourable to British happiness and liberty; ••• the aris-
tocracy of the last reign almost wholly suppressed; the house 
of commons, by this means, re-instated in their former auth-
ority, the pride of the clergy humbled, and their vices de-
4 
fl tected . . . 
Goldsmith assailed the rank and file of historians for 
1 l£!£•, P· 223· 
2 History of England, IV, 445. Smollett called Mary 
"a bigot of her religion in the most gloomy sense." Complete 
History, VI, 158. 
3 Ibid., PP• 446-47. 
4 ... Series of Letters, I, 266; almost the same in 
History 2!._ England, Ill, 42. 
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their characterizations of James I. Rapin's Whiggish views 
were particularly singled out by Goldsmith as those of an 
1 
"inJudicious" historian. Goldsmith complains that histori-
ans, "for what reason I know not," find pleasure in ridicul-
ing James' rule; for Goldsmith's part, he "cannot avoid giv-
2 
ing Just applause, both to his wisdom and felicity." The 
reign of James I was regarded by people like Bolingbroke 
and Hume as a very important period for studying by one in-
terested in understanding the development of the constitution. 
Bolingbroke regarded the 
tant place from which to 
beginning of the reign as an impor-
3 
understand 1688. Hume, who chose 
to begin his history with James' reign, saw the beginning of 
the seventeenth century as an important period of English 
history because of the undecided limits of royal and parlia-
4 
mentary power. By all it was agreed that, creditably or 
not, James had struggled hard for the prerogative. Again 
we see Goldsmith differing with the "historians" when the 
problem of the prerogative was concerned. The ultimate de-
feat of much of James' contentions in the working out of 
1688, which Goldsmith does not consider at all a disaster, 
is considered a product of the "spirit of the times." By 
implication Goldsmith even makes the first Stuart's insistence 
1 See below, p. 266. 
2 ••• Series of Letters, I, 299· 
3 "Letters on History," Works, II, 281. 
4 History of England, VI, 20. 
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upon power, contribute to the advance of reason in the cen-
tury: 
Reason was extending her influence, and discovering to 
mankind a thousand errors in religion, in morals, and in 
government, that had long been reverenced by blind sub-
mission. The reformation had produced a spirit of lib-
erty, as well as of investigation, among all ranks of 
mankind, and taught them that no precedents could sanc-
tify fraud, tyranny, or injustice. James taught them by 
his own example to argue upon the nature of the king'~ 
prerogative, and the extent of the subjects' liberty. 
James' championing of the prerogative, however much in oppo-
sition to the "spirit of the times," was not ignoble. His 
perseverance in asserting it and his threats to those who 
sought to abridge it were graced by his "justice and clem-
ency . • apparent in the toleration which he 
teachers of different religions throughout the 
gave to the 
2 
kingdom." 
And James' foredoomed struggle, to Goldsmith, was more of a 
matter of wistful sadness with a touch of the grandeur of 
tragedy than it was a matter of stupid obstinacy: 
Whenever the people, as I have already observed, get 
sight of liberty, they never quit the view: the commons, 
as may naturally be expected in the present juncture, 
gained ground, even though defeated; and the Monarch, 
notwithstanding his professions and resolutions to keep 
his prerogative untouched, was every day losing some small 
part of his authority. Historians are apt to charge this 
to his imbecility, but it, in reality, arose from the 
spirit of the times: the clergy, who had returned from 
banishment during the last reign, had disseminated repub-
lican principles among their hearers, and no art nor au-
thority could check its growth; so that, had the most 
active, or the most diligent Monarch upon earth, been 
then seated on the throne, yet could he not have pre- 3 
served the ancient privileges of English monarchy unimpaired. 
1 History£! England, III, 191-92· 
2 Ibid., 162-63. 
3 .•• Series of Letters, I, 302. 
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Goldsmith continued to labor the point of the issue of 
prerogative through the rest of the period of his histories. 
Charles I, who "had the misfortune to be bred up in the high 
notion of the prerogative which he thought it his duty to 
1 
sustain," "happily for posterity" rejected the "Heads of the 
Proposals" that were offered as peace terms by Parliament in 
1647, "which, if they had been accepted, would have moulded 
2 
the government into an aristocratical form." The rise of 
Whig wealth and political power in the early eighteenth cen-
tury to Goldsmith was a matter of alarm: 
At this period, the rich and noble seemed to possess a 
greater share of power than they had done for some ages 
precedin~ ••• It was now seen that the rich could at any 
time buy their election; and that while their laws governed 
the poor, they might be enabled to govern the laws.j 
The declining prerogative of the crown was one of the major 
. 4 
sins of the Walpole administration; George II's foreign con-
cerns allowed the ministry to be "unmindful of his authority 
at home; and that every day the government was making hasty 
5 
steps to an aristocracy, the worst of all governments." The 
eve of Pitt's call to the ministry, the period of Goldsmith's 
first years as a writer, was to Goldsmith a time evil for its 
threatening political dangers: 
1 ••• Series of Letters, II, 42; and History of ~-
l!E£, III, 330. --
III, 
2 ~·~~series of Letters, II, 22; History or England, 
259. 
3 . • Series .2£ Letters, II, 125-26. 
4 ~·, 142-43; History .2£ England, IV, 255· 
5 ... Series of Letters, II, 144. 
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• • • the strength of the crown was actually declining; 
that of the people was scarce any, while aristocracy filled 
up every avenue to the throne with pride, ignorance, and 
raction.l 
This political theme, which Goldsmith made dominant in 
his histories of England, also appeared whenever the occasion 
warranted in his other histories. The Romans, "who could not 
bear the name of king mentioned, readily submitted to a magis-
trate [ Largius] possessed of much greater power; so much the 
2 
names of things mislead us." And to do with Roman politics 
of about 120 B.C., is a passage that is very suggestive of 
much that Goldsmith had to say about English politics of vari-
ous times: 
In short, the empire, at this period, came under the 
government of an hateful aristocracy; the tribunes, who 
were formerly accounted protectors of the people, became 
rich themselves, and having no longer opposite interests 
from those of the senate, concurred in their oppressions; 
since, as has been said, the struggle was not now between 
patricians and plebians, ••• but between the rich and 
the poor •••• Nothing can be more dreadful to a thinking 
mind than the government of Rome from this period • • • 3 
The senate of Rome, around 59 B.C., in order to win the affec-
tions of the people away from the triumvirate "aiming at sov-
ereign power," being "desirous of re-establishing the aristo-
cracy which had been set up by Sylla, gave their struggles 
4 
the name of freedom. 11 
1 Ibid., p. 235; Histo~ or England IV, 390 only slightly~ferent; the aris~cracy were ~intent on the emolu-
ments, not the duties of office.'' 
2 Roman History, I, 74. 
3 !Ei9.·• P• 330. 
4 Ibid., p. 419. Johnson, even with his greater respect 
for property, saw in the "aristocratic" wealth a challen~e to 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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Goldsmith, in championing the power of the throne 
against the usurpation or the aristocracy, also sought to 
protect the institution of monarchy from republicanism, 
which he often saw as the means by which the faction of "no-
bility" gained power. In favor of monarchy he weighed the 
values of monarchism and republicanism: 
A monarchical government has ever been looked upon as 
best, when wisely administered. We are so constructed 
by nature that some are born to command, and others to 
obey. In a republic, how free soever, the people cannot 
govern themselves, and the leaders must be tyrants over 
their narrow circle of subjects. In a monarchy the Gov-
ernor is placed at a distance from the many, as he is but 
one; in a republic the tyrants are near, because they are 
many. In the former the people are subject to oppression 
from errors of will; in the latter, to be harrassed by 
the rigours of the law: in a monarchy the address of 
grievances is speedy; in a republic, dilatory and uncer-
tain: in the one, punishments are few; in the other, 
severe and numerous, from the debility of the constitu-
tion.l 
Even the extremes of despotism are considered less obnoxious 
than those of republicanism: 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
monarchy. In Irene among the "maladies of sinking states" 
he included "luxuriant nobles". (Works, I, 36); in one of his 
last letters to Boswell, he advised the Scotsman that it was 
his duty to resist "the usurpation or the nobility, for they 
apparently usurp all the influence the! gain by fraud and 
misrepresentation." (Boswell, IIi 490 ; and soswell, writing 
to Johnson, also saw the politica con est in the terms that 
Goldsmith so often iterated: "I had high gratification in 
the triumph of monarchical principles over aristocratic influ-
ence." (Ibid., p. 502.) 
1 •.. Series of Letters, II, 8. In a single passage 
in The Vicar of Wakefield, Goldsmith has Primrose voice this 
natural order-or subordination and the inconvenience of local 
tyrants: "Since, then, it is entailed upon humanity to submit, 
and some are born to command and others to obey, the question 
is, as there must be tyrants, whether it is better to have 
them in the same house with us, or in the same village, or, 
still farther off, in the metropolis." (Works, III, Chap. 
XIX, 110-11.) 
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• . • we are now all agreed, that unlimited power arrogated 
on one side, and tumultuous freedom introduced on the 
other, are both intolerable; yet, of the two, perhaps, 
despotism is superior. In a republic the number of ty-
rants are uncontroulable, for they can support each other 
in oppression; in a monarchy there is one object, who, if 
he offends, is easily punishable, because he is but one: 
the oppressions of a Monarch are generally exerted only 
in the narrow sphere round him; the oppressions of the 
governors of a republic, though not so flagrant, are more 
universal: the Monarch is apt to commit great enormities, 
but they seldom reach the multitude at humble distance 
from the throne; the republican Despot oppresses the mul-
titude that lies within the circle of his influence: the 
Monarch terrifies me with great evils which I may never 
feel; the Despot actually loads me with submissions, 
which I am constantly obliged to sustain; and, in my 
opinion, it is much better to be in danger of having my 
head chopped off, with an ax, once in my lifi, than to 
ha~e my leg gauled with a continuous fetter. 
Besides pointing to these inconveniences inherent in a re-
public, Goldsmith finds that such governments have never 
2 
worked but in speculation and in practice have always been 
3 
"turbulent, feeble, and bloody." In the Roman History, the 
author explains the natural turbulency of a commonwealth by 
the fact that unlike a king, who has his whole life in which 
to acquire fame, the annually elected magistrate "has no 
time to lose; 
tiona must be 
and, to maintain his 
4 
within the year." 
ambition, all his exer-
Goldsmith in his idea of an ideal government as that 
in which the monarch ruled with definitely recognized power 
was in agreement with the philosophes like Voltaire and Mon-
tesquieu, who regarded the desired government to be dominated 
1 ••. Series of Letters, II, 16. 
2 History of England, III, 248 and 276; also • . • ~­
ies of Letters, II, 29· 
3 ·• .. Series of Letters, II, 33· In the HistoF, of 
England, added to thisllst of adjectives is "transien~-n:I,286. 
4 I, 61. 
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1 
by a good kin•g. And Hume was not convinced that any govern-
ment more representative than the British government was at 
2 
all practical if desirable. Goldsmith, along with these 
other philosophes, recognized in the British constitution 
the ideal blend of powers. In the tone of his Citizen of 
~ World, Letter L, he declared in the opening section of 
his first history that "all Europe stands in astonishment at 
3 
the wisdom of our constitution." And the consent of the 
people is the "most equitable of all titles" he observed when 
4 
commenting on the accession of Harold. And the elective-
hereditary succession to the throne is the best: 
••. it prevents that aristocracy, which is ever the re-
sult of a government entirely elective; and that tyranny, 
which is too often established where there is never an in-
fringement upon hereditary cla1ms.5 
The observable difference, however, between Goldsmith's idea 
and that of these other historians is that Goldsmith tends 
to go much further toward a Johnsonian monarchistic adula-
tion. Even when Johnson was not momentarily irked by thoughts 
of Whigs and Americans, he is known to have been partial to 
6 
kingship -- even to absolutism. Johnson's respect for the 
new king, George III, with his gestures toward salvaging the 
1 See Voltaire 1 s ~ense'es sur le gouvernement" and Mon-
tesquieu 's "Notes .!!.!:!!: 1 1Ang1eterre • ...-
2 History£[ England, VII, 134 and 347. 
3 ••• Series of Letters, I, 8. 
4 ill.!i. J p • 53 • 
5 Ibid., p. 262 and History of England, III, 34. 
6 Boswell, I, 561 and II, 464-65. 
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prerogative that had lost so much ground to the ministerial 
1 
Whigs of the last forty years, was no more than Goldsmith's 
in spite of Johnson's pension. It is highly suggestive, 
therefore, that Goldsmith used his histories, as he did the 
last part of ~ Traveller and !h! Vicar of Wakefield, to fos-
ter a political contention that was quite a part of the con-
temporary argument. And thus, in these innocent appearing 
little historical works, Goldsmith, in his method, was using 
history according to Bolingbroke's definition: as philosophy 
teaching by examples. 
The epistolary form of Goldsmith's first history, li!!-
~ ££England~~ Series ££ Letters, did not make it 
convenient to say much in a preface about the sources for 
the history. But the fact that his second history of England 
was directly derived from the first makes anything the author 
says about one, to a great extent, apply equally to the other. 
In the Preface to the History £! England, Goldsmith frankly 
said that his chief sources were Rapin, Carte, Smollett, and 
Hume. He explains his selection of these sources on the ba-
sis of their respective characteristics: historical antiqui-
ties, minute anecdote, warm partisanship, and deliberate 
reasoning. After being told by Smollett that he has used 
over three hundred books in compiling his Complete History, 
one should consider these four secondary authorities 
1 See Lecky, Histoy: £!England~~ Eighteenth~­
~. I, 3; II, 45-48; 5 -52. 
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acknowledged by Goldsmith a more modest acknowle.dgment than 
1 
the four volumes of history suggest. Among these sources, 
the twenty-eight volume Rapin is the only one of great bulk; 
except Carte's, the others, in historical scholarship, were 
of a lower order than Rapin's. Rapin, too, is the only his-
torian in this group that reputedly saw the history of Eng-
land from the Whig side. An examination of Goldsmith's and 
Rapin 1 s histories confirms tbe opinion of Sells: 
Une comparaison du modeste abrege de Goldsmith avec 
l 1Histoire de Rapin revele une influence generale plutot 
que des dettes precises. Goldsmith suit en generale le 
plan de Rapin pour la division de son sujet, bien qu 1il 
ne trait point l 1histoire ecclesiastique a part, comme 
Rapin le fait. En second lieu, les ressemblances qu'on 
peut relever entre les pages de Rapin et celles de Gold-
smith, sont plus frappantes dans les chapitres consacres 
a la periode medievale de notre histoire que dans ceux ou 
les temps modernes sont etudies.2 
And even in the Middle Ages, the section on which Goldsmith 
seems to have drawn most heavily from Rapin, the parallels 
between Goldsmith and Rapin are only rarely decisive. Even 
though the Englishman at times used phrases and even paragraphs 
1 Goldsmith seems to have been aware of the modesty of 
this list. In the Preface he justifies, or at least rational-
izes, it: ,.Were an epitome of history the field for display-
ing erudition, the author could show that he bas read many 
books which others have neglected, and that be also could ad-
vance many anecdotes which are at present very little known. 
But it must be remembered, that all these minute recoveries 
could be inserted only to the exclusion or more material facts, 
which it would be unpardonable to omit. He foregoes, therefore, 
the petty ambition of being thought a reader of forgotten books; 
his aim being not to add to our present stock of history, but 
to contract it." So at least in the Preface, the author in-
forms the reader of his wide scholarship, even though he does 
not pretend to use it in his history. 
2 ~Sources franyaises ~Goldsmith, p. 177· 
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from the Frenchman, Sells finds that Rapin was not at all 
1 
the most important source for Goldsmith's history. Perhaps 
one reason why Goldsmith did not resort to Rapin's modern 
section as much as he did to the medieval was that the 
Frenchman's political interpretations were too annoying. On 
James I, who for his strong efforts to maintain a strong 
prerogative was a favored character of Goldsmith, Rapin made 
Goldsmith step out of role as a historian and become a critic: 
Were we to take the character of this Monarch as des-
cribed by Rapin, we should consider him as one of the 
worst of Princes, even while he pretends to defend him. 
It is this injudicious historian's method, wherever he 
finds a good character among our Kings, to load it with 
reproach; wherever he meets a bad one, to extenuate its 
guilt, so that every Monarch is levelled by him to one 
common standard of indifference. His remarks upon partit 
cular facts are similar to his characters: whatever oth r 
historians have laid down as motives, he undertakes to . 
contradict, and fancies that he thus acquires an air of : 
impartiality. 2 ; 
! 
Goldsmith professed that of his sources he had "parti/-
1 
cularly taken Hume" for his guide. His respect for Hume a~ 
I 
the first of British historians was in agreement with the 
opinion of the day, as he added, "wherever I was obliged to 
abridge his work I did it with reluctance, as I scarce cut 
3 
out a line that did not contain a beauty." But with all Hume 's 
excellence, Goldsmith would no more follow him blindly than 
he would the "injudicious» Rapin. Hume's religious skepti-
cism would not do for the more orthodox Goldsmith: 
1~-
2 History£[ England ~~Series of Letters, I, 308. 
3 History£[ Ensland, I, vi. 
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But though I must warmly subscribe to the learning, 
elegance, and depth of Mr. Hums's history, yet I cannot 
entirely acquiesce to his principles. With regard to re-
ligion, he seems desirous of playing a double part; of ap-
pearing to some readers as if he reverenced, and to others 
as if he ridiculed it. He seems sensible of the political 
necessity of religion in every state; but at the same time, 
he would every where insinuate that it owes its authority 
to no higher an origin. • •• and vainly hopes, that 
while free-thinkers shall applaud his skepticism, real 
believers will reverence him for his zeal .1 · 
On Hume's political opinions, while Goldsmith found the Scots-
man "sometimes reprehensible," he made the allowance that in 
a country where "mutual contention contributes to the secur-
ity of the constitution it will be impossible for an histor-
2 
ian, who attempts to have an opinion, to satisfy all parties." 
Carte 1 s history ended with 1654; Hume 's with the reign 
of William and Mary; and Rapin's at the accession of George 
II. Since both of Goldsmith's histories continued to the 
death of George II, for his material for the period 1727-
1760 Goldsmith had to depend upon Smollett. But his follow-
ing of Smollett is not particularly noticeable in this modern 
period. Here and there he follows Smollett rather closely, 
such as for the year 1732 he remarks with Smollett on the 
historical scantiness of the times and gives at length the 
account of one Richard Smith, a bookbinder who destroyed 
3 
himself and family because of distress of poverty. In the 
same place Goldsmith also relates the story of the corruption 
1 .Ibid., pp. vi-vii. 
2 !£!£•, p. vii. 
3 Smollett, Continuation, II, 304-305; Goldsmith, •• 
Series ~Letters, II, 248 and History of England, IV, 262. 
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of the Charitable Corporation as did Smollett. Goldsmith, 
however, could show his complete independence of Smollett. 
Smollett gives the following account of the licensing of the 
theatres: 
The manager of a playhouse communicated to him a farce, 
entitled the Golden Rump, which was fraught with treason 
and abuse upon the government, and had been presented to 
the stage for exhibition. This performance was produced 
in the House of Commons. The minister descanted upon the 
insolence, the malice, the immorality, and the seditious 
calumny, which had been of late propagated in theatrical 
pieces. A bill was brought in to limit the number of 
playhouses • • • "1 
All this is essentially true; the Golden Rump was perhaps the 
2 
immediate stimulus to the licensing act. But as it is recog-
nized today, it must have been realized then that Fielding's 
violent attacks on the government, especially in his Pasquin 
and Historical Register, were material in provoking the Li-
censing Act. Here is Goldsmith's version: 
At a little theatre in the Hay-market the ministry were 
every night ridiculed, and their dress and manner exactly 
imitated. The ingenious Mr. Henry Fielding finding that 
the public had no taste for new pieces of real humour, 
was willing to gratify their appetite for scandal, and 
brought on a theatrical thing, which he called Pasquin; 
the public applauded its severity, and the representation 
was crowded for several nights running, and Fielding be-
gan to congratulate himself upon his dexterity, in dis-
carding wit from the stage, and substituting politics, 
which the people liked better. The abuse, however, threat-
ened to become dangerous, and the ministry, sensible of 
their strength, were resolved, as they expressed it, to 
suppress the licentiousness of the stage.3 
1 Continuation, II, 353· 
2 George Henry Nettleton, "The Drama and the Stage," 
Cambridge History £!English Literature, X, 94. 
3 History of England, IV, 269. 
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Since Smol~ett, in his review of the writers of the reign of 
George II, mentioned Fielding with praise, it does not seem 
that he deliberately ignored Fielding's part in this histori-
cal incident. As it stands, Goldsmith's version certainly 
has more interest for the reader, either then or now; and 
Smollett's more of historic preciseness. In other respects, 
too, Goldsmith did not follow Smollett. They were quite 
apart on the matter of the war in America and the American 
colonies; and Smollett tended to be too sympathetic with 
aristocratic wealth for Goldsmith. 
The source that is most apparent in the History of Eng-
land in a Series of Letters, Voltaire's Essai sur lea Moeurs, 
--- - -- 1 
is not among those mentioned in the History of England. The 
relationship between Goldsmith's history and that portion of 
Voltaire's work on England is not at all subtle; it seems 
amazing that anyone having read both histories would have 
missed the obvious source for so much of Goldsmith's material. 
Not only is the Essai pervasively present in Goldsmith's 
history, but phrases, sentences, and even entire paragraphs 
are directly translated and used in the History • • • ..!.!! .! 
2 
Series of Letters. It is remembered that Smollett's enemies 
3 
were quick to accuse him of plagiarizing Rapin. The political 
1 This relationship is the subject of an article by R. 
s. Crane and J. H. Warner in Modern Language Notes, XXXVIII 
(Feb. 1923), 65-76. 
2 The article by Crane and Warner furnishes a large num-
ber of examples of these direct lifts by Goldsmith from Voltaire. 
3 See above, p. 146. 
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bias of Goldsmith's history should have roused the ire of many 
a Whig reader. Unless Goldsmith was indifferent to what 
might have been said against the alleged noble author of his 
work because of the apparent plagiarizing of Voltaire, he 
must have counted on few of the readers of his little history 
also being readers of Voltaire's great work. 
Of course, the Essai was a very convenient place from 
which Goldsmith could lift ready-made expressions of many of 
the ideas that had been seeping into his mind since his 
early contacts with the Voltairean school during his early 
stay in France and his first years as a writer. But more 
particularly, Voltaire, in the Essai, furnished expressions 
for much of the new turn of ideas that Goldsmith gives evi-
dence of in the late parts of The Traveller, ~ Vicar of 
Wakefield, and !h! Deserted Village. In the Essai, Goldsmith 
found and used passages expressing a low regard for the me-
dieval clergy; a distrust for republican institutions but a 
sympathy with the aspirations of the middle classes; a com-
mendation of monarchs who devoted themselves to their duties 
as civilizing agents; and a skepticism and distrust of the 
2 
commercial assumption regarding overseas colonies. Even the 
expressed purpose of Goldsmith, which he does not fully 
achieve, nnot to write the history of kings, but of men," 
could have been derived from the opening sentence of Voltaire's 
3 
Essai. 
1 See above, pp. 244-51. 
2 See article by Crane and Warner. 
3 See an-ave,, p. 70. 
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Because of the mystery attached to the authorship of 
the anonymous Series of Letters history, of course, Goldsmith 
does not mention it in his History£! England. A point of 
wonder is the fact that the secret of the authorship of the 
earlier history persisted so long when even a casual reader 
of both books should have immediately realized that the sub-
scribed author of the second history either wrote the first 
or indecently lifted from it long passages word for word. 
One would think that the Journalistic attackers on the History 
~England would have lit upon this apparent aping of the 
anonymous nobleman, or would have exposed the author of the 
History . • • .!!! !. Series !2£. Letters. One would also wonder 
at Goldsmith's daring to permit such parallels to stand, that 
is, if he desired to keep the authorship of the unsigned work 
a general secret. 
When Goldsmith accepted the suggestion of Davies to do 
a popular history of Rome, he was to do something much needed. 
At that time the English reader had very little to choose from 
if he wanted to know something about the story of Rome. The 
most recent history of Rome written in English, and at all 
near the type of history that Goldsmith was to do, was Laurence 
Echard's The Roman History in two volumes (1695-98). The 
Cambridge Bibliography notes that a fourth edition was pub-
lished in 1699, also in two volumes. There must have been 
at least another edition because in his preface to his Roman 
History Goldsmith refers to a five-volume octavo edition. 
Nearer in time to the Goldsmith history, but removed from the 
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general aspect of his, were the two popular works of Conyers 
Middleton, History £! ~ ~ £! Marcus Tullius Cicero and 
1 
A Treatise~~ Roman Senate, 1741 and 1747. Nathaniel 
Hooke's .!.h!. Roman History from ~ Building £! ~ .!£ ~ 
~£!~Commonwealth, also mentioned by Goldsmith in his 
preface, was not yet finished; in 1771, when the final vol-
ume was issued, it had reached eleven quarto volumes and 
reached only to the end of the republic. The audience that 
Goldsmith was seeking would scarcely be that which would be 
interested in such a voluminous work. Bundy's translation 
of Catrou and Rouille's .!.h!. Roman History (1728-37), in six 
volumes, was also mentioned by Goldsmith as "entirely un-
suited to the time and expense mankind usually choose to be-
stow upon this subject." ~ Roman History f!:2E! ~ Founda-
..ll2!1 of ~.!£~Battle £! Actium by Charles Rollin, which 
had been translated inr:English, by 1768 had grown to ten 
quarto volumes. (Goldsmith refers to "about thirty volumes 
octavo.") The objections leveled at Catrou and Rouille· were 
applied to Rollin. These works plus Observations ~ the ~­
.!!!!!.!!!. ( 1751) by Mably and The Origin of ~ Grandeur of ~ 
Court of~ (1754) by d'Aubeuf were all that a reader of 
2 
English could turn to for an account of Rome. These works, 
plus what Goldsmith might be expected to know of Tacitus, 
Livy, Caesar, and Plutarch -- all of whom he mentions from 
1 See Hunt, "Historians," Cambridge History£! English 
Literature, X, 360. · 
2 J:l:.c.cording_ to the Cambridge Bibliography 2! English 
Litera tu1-e . · · 
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time to time, could certainly have furnished the compiler 
with all he needed for his Roman History. 
The Grecian History, which Goldsmith obviously hurriedly 
wrote just before he died, in workmanship stands far below 
the Roman History· In two small volumes, it consists of one 
volume of scattered myth and faint history and one volume 
entirely devoted to the life and military campaigns of Alex-
ander. While we have no clue from Goldsmith as to his sour-
ces -- no preface was possible since the book was published 
several months after the author's death -- the most obvious 
source for the history seems to have been another work by 
the Charles Rollin, whom Goldsmith mentioned in the preface 
to Roman History: ~Ancient History of ~EgyPtians, 
Carthaginians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Medea ~ Persians, 
Macedonians ~Grecians, which had also been translated into 
English and had been published in translation in ten volumes 
in 1734-36 as well as in 1738-40. An eight-volume edition 
was published in 1774. The 1774 edition, obviously, could 
1 
not have been used by Goldsmith. 
Two anecdotes, relating to Goldsmith's composition of 
the Roman and Grecian histories, suggest his depth of prepara-
tion for writing ancient history. Gibbon is said to have 
visited Goldsmith when the latter was working on his ancient 
history. Upon being asked by Goldsmith who was the Indian 
1 or course, Goldsmith could very well have used Vol-
taire's Essai for his Roman and Grecian histories as he did 
for his English history; but the evidence is not as obvious. 
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king who caused Alexander so much trouble, Gibbon answered, 
"Montezuma." Only when Goldsmith was about to put it down, 
1 
Gibbon corrected him. Another report of Goldsmith's search-
ing for material for these works on Greece and Rome is given 
by John Day, who was fresh from college when he had the 
privilege of meeting Goldsmith. Day, in a letter to Gold-
smith's editor and biographer, James Prior, said that Gold-
smith "did not disdain to receive from me some opinions and 
2 
hints towards his Greek and Roman histories." 
II. SUBJECT MATTER OF HISTORY 
Goldsmith may be quoted as being in accord with the 
"new history" as far as subJect matter is concerned. In 
1759, before he seemed to have been caught up with his passion 
against commerce and industry, he expressed the need of an 
"Economical Journal" which would "direct to all the useful 
discoveries in other countries, and spread those of our own." 
Unlike Smollett, who sneered at an implied connection between 
himself and an interest in commerce because he had translated 
. 3 
some material from a French Journal OEconomique, Goldsmith 
argued for a place in history for the "most useful part of 
mankind, our peasants and our artisans." This place, he 
1 Gibbs, Goldsmith's Works, V, 171-72 n. 
2 1£1£·, p. 174. 
3 See above, P! .196. 
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said, was too much taken up with "the history of the mischiev-
ous world, for so I call our warriors; or the idle world, for 
1 
so may the learned be called." And in his~ of~ (1762), 
in making a case for the genre he was at the moment engaged 
in, he pointed out that history too often missed its readers 
because of its lack of concern with the simple aspects of 
humanity: 
The intrigues of court, of the devastation of armies, 
are regarded by the remote spectator with as little atten-
tion as the squabbles of a village, or the fate of a 
malefactor, that falls under his own observation ••.• 
Thus no one can properly be said to write history, but 
he who understands the human heart, and its whole train 
of affections and follies.2 
The Bolingbrokes and the Chesterfields might see in the mili-
tary and political rise and fall of nations commendable les-
sons for their proteges, but in Goldsmith's mind these 
princely themes did little for the average reader: 
The relations of great events may surprise indeed; 
they may be calculated to instruct those very few who 
govern the million beneath; but the generality of man-
kind find the most real improvement from relations which 
are levelled to the general surface of life, which tell --
not how men learned to conquer, but how they endeavoured 
to live.3 
1 "Upon Political Frugality," The~ (Works, I, 92). 
2 Works, III, 267. 
3 Ibid., pp. 267-68. The interest in memoirs and bio-
graphy t~so characterized the century seems to reflect 
somewhat this attitude of Goldsmith toward the materials of 
history. Chester~ld recommended the Memoires of Sully as 
"the truest, and the clearest notion of the mos~interesting 
period of the French history." (Letters of Lord Chesterfield 
to Lord Huntingdon, pp. 28-29), and he says abOUt the same to 
ETs-sQn, (see Letters, p. 338). In the opening chapter of 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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Five years earlier than the ~ of ~, Goldsmith was 
doubtful about the place of memoirs in history. In reviewing 
Memoirs.!£!: the History 2!.. Madame ~ Main tenon, and of ~ 
Last Age, he cannot account for "the fondness of some French 
historians" who connect the lives of relatively unimportant 
people with the revolutions of the age: 
We were at a loss in what class to place such amphibi-
ous productions; as they are generally an assemblage of 
truth and falsehood, in which history wears the face of1 romance, and romance assumes the appearance of history. 
Again, Goldsmith questioned the historical importance of 
another subject that might be thought of as belonging to the 
widening scope of history. In "The Augustan Age of England" 
(~ ~), "the history of the rise of language and learning" 
appeared to him to be capable more of gratifying curiosity 
than of satisfying the understanding. He thought that only 
an account of the period of "highest perfection," "the Augus-
2 
tan eighteenth century," is "conducive to real improvement." 
While Goldlllllith might appear to be "unphilosophic" in this 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
Jonathan Wild, Fielding considered the story of men's lives as 
the quintessence or history. Johnson's partiality for bio-
graphy has become famous; in fact, it is probable that the 
above quotation from Goldsmith found its source in Johnson's 
Idler CXXXIV: "Few are engaged in such scenes as give them 
opportunities of growing wiser by the downfall of statesmen 
or the defeat of generals. The stratagems of war, and the in-
trigues of courts, are read by far the greater part of mankind 
with the same indifference as the adventures of fabled heroes, 
or the revolutions of a fairy region." (Works, VII, 337-38; 
see J. E. Brown, 11 Goldsmi th and Johnson on Biography," Modern 
Language Notes, XLII (1927), 168-71.) 
sion 
307 
1 Works, III, 483. 
2 Works, I, 149. See above, p. 70, for Johnson's expres-
of high favor for a history of the human mind, and P·• · 
for his interest in history of languages. 
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restrictive attitude toward the subject matter of history, 
he is at the same time expressing two aspects of the new 
generation of historians: one, an evaluation of history in 
terms of its utility; and, two, an appreciation of the rise 
of civilization to the nee-Augustan level. 
Although Goldsmith, in his incidental comments on the 
proper materials of history, had expressed himself as an 
Enlightened historical critic, in his historical writings, 
like Hume and Smollett, he emphasized the matters of politics 
and war and paid very little attention to the day by day mat-
ters of the common man. His histories of England were almost 
straight political accounts, with occasional slight comments 
on the culture of the times; his history or Rome was chiefly 
given over to the marchings and fightings of armies, and the 
second volume of the history of Greece was nothing but the 
story of the conquests of Alexander. But in dealing with 
military affairs Goldsmith was something of a philosophe by 
regarding as worthy of detailed account only those campaigns 
and battles that to him appeared instructive. Even the 
glorious and much described siege of Quebec by Wolfe was 
slighted by Goldsmith on these grounds of uselessness to the 
reader: 
A description of the siege of this city may instruct a 
soldier, but can scarcely inform a citizen; be it suffi-
cient to observe, that its beginning appeared extremely 
unpromising to the besiegers; and repeated repulses even 
served to abate the hopes of the commander.l 
1 ••• Series £! Letters, II, 240. 
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The military operations of rude armies that lacked military 
finesse he regarded as beneath the dignity of his pages; he 
thus omitted any details of the wars between the early Roman 
Posthumius and the Latins: 
It would be unimproving, however, and tedious, to give 
the particulars of the engagement of this warlike people, 
in the infancy of their empire, while yet they seem but 
the tumultuary meetings of the brave, but obstinate men, 
whose valour alone, rather than conduct, decided the for-
tune of the day.l 
The untutored military "marchings, and counter-marchings" of 
the undisciplined and ill conducted" armies of the Civil War 
of the seventeenth century would be "tedious, and no way in-
2 
structive"; and the war in America, involving the Americans 
and French Canadians, prompted the remark: 
It is unnecessary, however, to transmit these trifling 
details to posterity, or to load the page with barbarous 
names, and unimportant marches.3 
But the battle of Blenheim, "both from the talents of the 
generals, the improvements of the art of war, and the number 
and discipline of the troops," "demands a more particular 
4 
detail." 
Only when military matters were scant did Goldsmith, 
5 
like Smollett, turn to more mundane affairs. But these mun-
dane materials of peace were not the ideal subjects for the 
1 Roman History, I, 76. 
2 History of England, III, 266. 
3 ~., IV, 348. 
4 Ibid., p. 106. The comparatively extensive space al-
lotted to-this battle was about equalled in • • • Series ~ 
Letters. 
5 See above, p. 192. 
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historian. Only in time of strife can history "teem with 
such striking events." In a time of stability, like the 
period of Augustus, the historian has little to write about. 
The historian is moved to observe, however, "But a dearth 
of historical occurrences is generally the happiness of the 
1 
people." The happiness and prosperity of the good Emperor 
Trajan's reign make it "tedious and unnecessary to enter 
2 
into detail." 
But this sense of the dignity of history does not pre-
clude from Goldsmith's histories anecdotes and fable that 
would appeal to the popular reader. The particular type of 
over-indulgence that caused the death of Henry I might well 
be the kind of incident that would be the single fact that 
many readers would remember about this monarch. In the 
Series of Letters history the account reads: 
••• he died, as it is said, of a surfeit, caused by eat-
ing lampreys, in the sixty-eighth year of his age, having 
reigned thirty-six.3 
In the History £! England, the dietary misfortune of Henry 
was dressed with slightly more detail: 
He was seized with a sudden illness at st. Denis, a 
little town in Normandy, from eating too plentifully of 
lampreys, a dish he was particularly fond of.4 
Mentioning the fabled mistress of Henry II, Fair Rosamond, 
1 Roman History, II, 98. 
2 Ibid., p. 326. 
3 I, 74. 
4 I, 199· 
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Goldsmith recognizes the fact that the severity of criticism 
has reJected most of such accounts; but he defends fables in 
history with an argument that echoes some very modern his-
torical ideas: ''well-known fables, when much celebrated make 
1 
a part of the history, at least of the manners of the age." 
In the account of Cranmer's death, perhaps because the de-
tail fitted Goldsmith's purpose of defending Cranmer's be-
liefs, the historian states a legend as a fact: "After his 
body was destroyed, his heart was found entire"; and to the 
point adds, "an emblem of the constancy with which he suf-
2 
fered." In the Roman History, Goldsmith simply surrenders 
to the element of fable in the face of the darkness of his-
tory. The legend of Romulus and Remus and their nurse, Lupa, 
"gave rise to the story of their being nourished by a wolf." 
At this, the historian expediently c0111118nts, "it is needless 
to weed out a single improbability from accounts where the 
3 
whole is overgrown with table.• So in the Roman History in-
credulity is thrown to the winds. In the spirit of romance 
the writer narrates an amazing event of the time that Regulus, 
during the Punic War, was camping on the banks of the river 
Bagrada: 
There, wh11 e he was waiting for the approach of the 
Carthaginians, a serpent of enormous size attacked his men 
as they went for water, and placed itself so as to guard 
the banks of the river. It was an hundred and twenty feet 
1 History of England, I, 255. 
2 ~., III, 60-61. 
3 Roman History, I, 4. 
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long, with scales impenetrable to any weapon. Some of the 
boldest troops at first went up to oppose its fury, but 
they soon fell victims to their rashness, being either 
killed by its devouring jaws, or crushed to pieces by 
the windings of its tail. The poisonous vapour that issued 
from it was still more formidable.l 
And in the slight two volume history of Rome, Goldsmith de-
2 
votes six pages to the story of Appius and Virginius. But 
the story of Joan of Arc was dismissed with the incredulity 
of a Hume as an "unhappy imposture"; Joan being the ignorant 
3 
and ready tool of Baudricourt. 
III. PURPOSE OF HISTORY 
In Goldsmith's comments on the purpose, value, or use 
of history, he was consistent with the dominant opinion of 
his age in conceiving history as a mighty moral as well as 
intellectual teacher, with the implication that the same les-
son comes from history far more easily than it comes from 
any other source: KExperience every day convinces, that no 
part of learning affords so much wisdom upon such easy terms 4 . 
as history." History fairly becomes an omnibus of education. 
After a survey of the educational machinery for youth, he 
added: 
But history is the inexhaustible source from which he 
will derive his most useful knowledge respecting the progress 
1 Ibid., P• 238. 
2 I, 145-51. 
3 ••• Series of Letters, I, 172; but in the History of 
England Goldsmith was-resa harsh with the story of Joan. --
4 "Introduction to General History of the World," Works, 
I, 533· 
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of the human mind, the constitution of government, the 
rise and decline of empires, the revolution of the arts, 1 
the variety of character, and the vicissitudes of fortune. 
In the introductory letters of the History ~ England 
~ ~ Series ~ Letters, Goldsmith commented upon the relative 
value of studies. "Logic or metaphysics," he said, give only 
the "theory of reasoning''; mathematics and poetry "practi-
cally improve and fit us for every rational enquiry." But 
even these studies are but "ornaments of the mind" and do not 
serve in "guiding our conduct as individuals, or members of 
society." It is only from history that one can reap ''every 
advantage that improves the gentleman, or confirms the pa-
2 
triot." To this Bolingbrokian observation, Goldsmith added 
that history must be philosophic in order that it contribute 
profit to the reader: 
But the true use of history does not consist in being 
able to settle a genealogy, in quoting the events of an 
obscure reign, or the true epoch of a contested birth: 
• • • true wisdom consists in tracing effects to their 
causes. To understand history is to understand man, who 
is the subject. To study history is to weigh the motives, 
the opinions, the passions of mankind, in order to avoid 
a similitude of errors in ourselves, or profit by the 
wisdom of their example.3 
The facts of history are of no use in themselves; they serve 
only to show how man "emerged from barbarity"; therefore 
4 
philosophers must write this history for us. Added to this 
1 "on the Cultivation of Taste," Works, I, 273· 
2 I, 2-3· 
3 .!E.!£., P· 3 
4 ru.g. , pp. 3-4. 
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appreciation of the struggle of mankind up to his present 
civilization, is that of an understanding of the present --
laws, customs, liberties -- which can be attained only by a 
1 
knowledge of the past. Thus far, the study of history is 
utilitarian. Even the aspect of appreciation of man's climb 
up from barbarity was socially important. But Goldsmith be-
comes more specific in allocating the usefulness of history. 
He divides the history of England into three periods: (1) 
from the beginning to William the Conqueror; (2) from William 
the Conqueror to the death of Charles I; and (3) the remain-
ing period. The first period is consigned to the passion of 
curiosity; it is useless as exact knowledge except to the 
philosopher. The second period is that in which "an English-
man becomes interested in the narrative." It is the period 
to study for the person who would understand the constitu-
tion, "the proper study of the legislator." And the last 
period is "what is chiefly incumbent upon almost every man 
to be particularly conversant in." This is the period that 
explains England's relationship with the Continent and the 
conditions of foreign and domestic trade. It is the period 
2 
of interest to "the merchant and politician." Goldsmith 
goes back farther than Bolingbroke's 1500 and Hume's 1600 
for the beginning of important history; but he is as insist-
ent as they on the utility of the study. 
1 Ibid., p. 8. 
2 Ibid., PP• 10-11. 
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Like Hume and Smollett, Goldsmith in the History ~·~~ 
~~Series of Letters professed political impartiality. In 
the preface to the History of England he did announce his 
- 1 
feeling in favor of the rights of the monarch, but in the 
earlier history, which supplied most of the political obser-
vations for the History of England, the author views with 
dismay "the historians, who have • • • in general written 
2 
for a party, many with an open avowal of virulence and abuse." 
And in a short preface to the edition of 1770 of the ••• 
Series 5!! Letters, the "editor" expresses his pleasure 
••• to think, that a performance, calculated chiefly to 
dispel the prejudice of party and soften the malevolence 
of faction, has had purchasers at a time when almost every 
new publication that respects our history or constitution, 
tends to fix the one and inflame the other.j 
In view of the obvious political partiality in Goldsmith's 
histories, these declarations, very much like those of Hume 
and Smollett, appear as utterances of unexpected na1vete or 
as specimens of none too subtle political akulduggery. 
Goldsmith assumed other responsibilities as a historian 
for the popular reader. He recognized a moral obligation of 
history as though he were writing another Vicar of Wakefield. 
A propriety, almost prudish, is displayed in his reluctance 
to tarnish an account of virtue with a proximate account of 
vice. Five pages past the details of the noble death of Bru-
tus, he hesitates to recount the profligacy of Antony and 
Cleopatra: 
1 See above, P~· .244. 
2 ~., P· 9· 
3 Works, I, 548. 
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So soon after relating the death of Brutus, I fancy I 
will give the reader very little pleasure minutely to des-
cribe the triumphs of vice and infamy: suffice it there-
fore to say, that Antony was captivated with her beauty, 
and abandon~ng business to s~tisfy h~s passion, shortly 
after followed her to Egypt. 
And even with the compression necessary in a brief history 
like any of his, Goldsmith is ready to devote space to an in-
dulgence in the reader's taste for romance. The most out-
standing example of this seeming indulgence is his account 
of the career of Mary Queen of Scots. This colorful episode 
in English history seems to have had as much hold on the 
reader and writer of the mid-eighteenth century as it has 
had ever since. Mary's story is given within the space 
devoted to the reign of Elizabeth. Eighty-four pages com-
prise the entire space; of these, fifty-three are devoted 
principally to Mary. Like Smollett, Goldsmith was as partial 
2 
to .the Queen of the Scots as the facts would allow. 
1 Roman History, II, 63. 
2 Smollett displays a remarkable sympathy and fascina-
tion for the unf'ol'tunate queen: •bating some acts of' indis-
cretion excusable from her ;youth and inexperience, [she] was 
learned, penetrating, invincibly secret, libera~ charitable, 
unaffectedly pious, meek, affable, magnanimous, and endowed 
with such fortitude as no adversity could discompose. 11 (Com-
~Histo~, VI, 378); Mary's condemnation through the---
te~!mony o bribed servants "was of a piece with the iniquity 
and inhuman oppression to which she had been exposed since 
the day of' her arrival in England." (Ibid., p. 368.) Gold-
smith was less partial than Smollett, ~in spite of Mary's 
culpability he considers her "put to death by a princess who 
had no Just pretensions to inflict punishment on her equal." 
(History of England, III, 129.) Possibly influenced by Eliza-
beth's conduct with Mary, in his anonymous history Goldsmith 
tempers his comments on Elizabeth 1 s greatness by adding "her 
actions should be neither the subject of our praise, nor the 
object of our imitation." ( ••• Series££ Letters, I, 290.) 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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IV. THEORY OF' HISTORY 
Goldsmith, like a true philosophe, had much to say on 
the theoretical side of history. Aside from his own attempts 
at historical writing, throughout his career as a hired 
writer he was frequently dealing with topics of historical 
nature. In view of the fact that often, no doubt, he had 
little choice as to the book he was to introduce or review, 
and would therefore sometimes have to endorse or disparage 
historical viewpoints at odds with what might be his own way 
of thinking, his expressed points of view on historical 
theory supply a remarkably consistent pattern. 
Like most of the philosophic historical thinkers, he 
was suspicious of learned efforts to account for origins of 
the human race. In fact, Goldsmith followed a well-beaten 
neo-classical path in lightly evaluating anything coming out 
of the deep past, as he did in his "Introduction to A General 
History fl! !!!!, World, from !!!!, Creation 12. 1Q! Present Time" 
(1764): 
All other monuments, therefore, of remote antiquity, 
except those contained in the sacred text, are obscure, 
mutilated, and trifling; nor is it, perhaps, any great 
loss to the present world that such useless materials are 
thus fallen in the wreck of time. Man, while yet unreduced 
by laws, and struggling with the beasts of the forest for 
divided dominion, while yet savage and solitary, was 
scarce an object whose actions were worth transmitting to 
posterity. The value of history arises from the necessary 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
He is more favorable to Elizabeth in his later history: "But 
whatever her personal defects as a queen, she is to be ever 
remembered by the English with gratitude." (History fl! Eng-
land, III, 153.) 
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diversity of laws, arts, and customs among men, which 
inform the understanding, and produce an agreeable vari-
ety; • • • Besides, the nearer history comes home to the 
present times, the more it is our interest to be acquainted 
with it, the accounts of ancient ages being only useful 
as introductory to our own; wherefore it happens well that 
those parts of which we know the least, are the least ne-
cessary to know.l 
Notice that Goldsmith, in his skepticism, makes exception for 
the "sacred text," an allowance that Voltaire, Bolingbroke, 
and others would not always extend. 
Goldsmith, in the Vicar of Wakefield, published in 
1766 but probably written several years earlier, made fun of 
the learned theories of creation. In a manner of Pope's ~­
say~~. he expressed an impatience with any inquisitive-
ness that wants to dig deep into the mysteries of creation. 
In dealing with the questions of the mammoth's existence, 
"questions that ignorance may ask, but sagacity never resolve," 
he added: 
••• the use, and not the cause of things, is all allowed 
us here. 'Tis sufficient for us that every thing we see 
is good, and that all those good things have been granted 
for our enjoyment. A mind willing to employ itself in 
vain conjectures can never want subjects upon which to 
expatiate .2 
More to do with the creation of things and more resemblance 
1 Works, I, 539· Bolingbroke regarded history before 
1500 of little value (see Works, II, 239); Chesterfield dis-
counted the value of the studY of ancient history (see Letter 
to his son, April 26, 1748); Smollett regarded the distant 
past of nations as disgusting for its "shades of ignorance and 
allegory of fable" (see Complete History, I, 2); and Robertson 
considered that the events of the infancy of nations "deserved 
not to be remembered" (see History of Scotland, I,_207.) 
2 "Introduction to Brooke 1 s Natural History," Works, v, 
93-94. 
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to Pope and to the general conception of the all-wise and 
all-good Providence in its plan of creation in which the 
1 
machinery "always acts with unifonnity and success," is the 
essence of Goldsmith's tacit acceptance of "final cause" as 
a matter that invites no speculation. And he quotes Bacon 
2 
to enforce the obviousness of final cause. In this same 
place, Goldsmith shows that he goes all the way with Pope's 
idea of the chain of being and the plenum: 
It is thus that nature chooses to mix the kinds of be-
ing by imperceptible gradations, so that it becomes hard 
to detennine where animals end, or vegetables begin. In 
this there are evident marks of her wisdom in filling up 
every chasm in the great scale of being, so that no pos-
sible existence may be wanting in her universal plan.3 
Elsewhere Goldsmith, seemingly na1vely, goes to more pains 
to establish this concept of the wisdom of the creation in 
avoiding a "chasm," or a break in the chain. In an explana-
tion of the rapacity of animals in devouring each other, he 
says: 
Providence is in· this very instance particularly wise. 
The earth was made in order to supply the greatest number 
of animals possible: • • • Were all animals therefore to 
live upon t_he fruits and herbs of the field, they could 
not possibly subsist in such numbers as they now do, as 
there would not be sufficient quantity pf food to supply 
them. But as some live upon the fruits, and are food for 
others, which in turn are themselves prey to the most 
rapacious of all, this very chasm in nature is filled and 
no vacant space left in the page of universal beauty.4 
1 Ibid. , p • 93 • 
2 Ibid. , p. 88. 
3 Ibid., P• 118. 
4 "A Comparative View of Races and Nations,. ( 1760), ~ 
Essays, p. 34. 
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And, finally, Goldsmith refutes some heretical doctrines of 
the locale of man's first existence. The fact of the vast 
unpeopled areas in the southern hemispheres proves to him 
that man first existed in the northern hemisphere and has 
simply failed to cross the line in sufficient numbers to 
populate the southern hemisphere: 
This serves at once to refute the opinion of the human 
race, being propagated from several sources in different 
parts of the globe, and shows the manifest absurdity of 
those who have lately revived the ancient doctrine of 
man's being indigenous, or sprung from the soil; because 
then the most beautiful kingdoms would be best stocked 
with inhabitants, which is. contrary to known observation. 1 
The bland assumption of the proof offered in the quotation 
above is not as personally na1ve as it might seem. Gold-
smith was reflecting his age's lack of understanding of the 
past. It is a quality that characterizes much of the history 
of the period. In the prevailing history the historic sense 
was absolute. As early as 1709, Shaftesbury fervently denied 
the theory that society began in a completely savage state. 
Such an idea was "inconsistent with the conception of a de-
2 
signing providence"; Dr. Johnson impatiently dismissed Lord 
Monboddo's speculations on the primitive state of human na-
ture: 
Knowledge of all kinds is good. Conjecture, as to 
things useful is good; but conjecture as to what it would 
be useless to know, such as whether men went upon all four, 
is very 1dle.3 
1 rug_., P• 30. 
2 Moralists, II, sec. 4 (quoted by Stephen, II, 40). 
3 Boswell, I, 486. 
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On the forces contributing to social development, Gold-
smith, for the most part, is closer to Voltaire's views 
"the progressive expansion of the human mind through the tri-
1 
umph of reason" -- than he is to Montesquieu 1 s -- ''against 
2 
material factors morality was practically powerless." We 
have already seen that Goldsmith decidedly controverts the 
3 
idea of geographic determination of society. In general, 
Montesquieu's idea of "considering every part of art and sci-
ence as arising from simple principles" is "like other agree-
4 
able falsehoods, extremely pleasing till they are detected." 
Under the influence of Buffon, in "The Effects which Climates 
Have upon Men, and Other Animals," which Goldsmith wrote for 
the British Magazine in May, 1760, Goldsmith seems inconsist-
ent with these views on Mon~squieu. He allows for the in-
fluence of climate on intellectual and moral characteristics 
as well as on physical characteristics; the climate that 
"tinctures the negroes skin" also "makes the Italian effeminate, 
1 Black, Art £!History, p. 35· 
2 Ibid., p. 45. Also see Barnes, Histo~ of Historical 
Writin,,-p:-165; Bury, Idea of Progress, p. 1 ;-coilingwood, 
Idea o History, pp. 78-79; Smith, Enlightenment, pp. 208-209. 
3 See above, p. 216. 
4 Enqui~, (Works, I, 433)· Neither would Johnson have 
any stock ine theory of climatic influence on human charac-
ter. "Dreams of idle speculations" he called it. (Idler, 
Works, VII, 41); "Surely nothing is more reproachful to a being 
endowed with reason, than to resign its powers to the influence 
of the air"; he calls folly imagining "the fancy exalted by 
vernal breezes( and the. reason invigorated by a bright calm." 
(Ibid., p. 43·J Also see his Rambler, Works, VI, 266-67; Ad-
venti:irer, Works, III, 280; "Milton," Works, IX, 130-31; and 
Bo~w&il, Life, I, 441. 
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and the Britons brave.~ And he assumes that this influence 
takes effect in a short time; the Dutch in Batavia have taken 
on characteristics of Asiatics, and 
Even the inhabitants of some of our own English colonies 
are said to suffer a change of character, consequent on 
this diversity of climate, and from being pensive, modest, 
and frugal, become vindictive, hasty, and profuse.l 
In the Enquiry, too, Goldsmith had made some concessions to 
the materialistic theory. Heat and cold have their effects 
on genius: the one relaxes the mind into languor, and the 
2 
other chills it into "torpid inactivity." In the same work, 
Goldsmith comments on Sweden with its "jealous sense of lib-
erty, and that strength or thinking peculiar to northern 
3 
climates, without its attendant ferocity." In the "Compara-
tive View" the suggestion is offered that this adaptability 
between human beings and their environment is an inherent 
feature of the plan of things: "Nature, that true benefactor 
of mankind, quickly evinced that savage customs were the 
most fit for savage inhabitants." And this is why refined 
Europeans, even missionaries, living among 
to reform them, were themselves changed to 
savages trying 
4 
barbarians. Man, 
however, is not merely a piece of clay with which the ele-
ments of his environment mould their model. This conforming 
of human beings to their physical background is a product of 
1 New Essays, pp. 10-11. This characterization or the 
colonists;-as early as it was, indicates one point at which 
Goldsmith was to agree heartily with Johnson. Johnson, how-
ever, would have had no truck with the "fanciful" idea that 
climate was the cause of the Americans' troublesome nature. 
2 Works, I, 399· 
3 Works, I, 420. 
4 ~Essays, p. 41. 
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of man's wisdom which Goldsmith paused to consider. Peculi-
arities, even those apt to be called barbarous "because they 
differ from our own, are often the effect of fine contrivance 
1 
and well-guided sagacity." Herein seems to be the big dif-
ference between Goldsmith's remarks on climate and man's 
character and those of Montesquieu. And thus we see that to 
Goldsmith this "fine contrivance and well-guided sagacity" 
of man's wisdom was part and parcel of "nature, that true 
benefactor of mankind''; at the same time we see that "nature" 
and 'Common sense" to Goldsmith connoted each other. 
But in the same place that Goldsmith allowed so much 
of the determination of man's destiny to the weather, he 
also recognized other forces. He is compelled to find rea-
sons other than climate or soil to account for the differ-
ences between the English and the Irish, since he recognized 
no material geographic dissimilarities in the two countries. 
The Irish character -- being contented with indolence and 
pleasure, taking every happiness as it presents itself, be-
ing easily excited to resent and easy to submit -- is deriv-
ative from the nature of the Irishmen's government: 
They live in a fruitful country, sequestered from the 
rest of mankind, protected by a powerful nation from 
foreign insult; and regardless of neighbouring greatness, 
they have no important national concerns to make them 
anxious, or cloud their tempers with the solemnity of 
pride ,2 
1 Ibid., P• 42. 
2 ~., P• 51· 
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The English derive their character, too, from the nature of 
their government, as well as from their excess eating -- a 
corollary to the influence of climate and soil: 
As the government is charged with the most important 
concerns of Europe, and as every man has some concern in 
the government, he by this means acquires a conscious im-
portance, and this superinduces that gloom of solid fe-
licity which foreigners have mistaken in some for melan-
choly and spleen: the soil is fruitful, and this prompts 
to luxury; but as those necessaries which are eaten are 
produced in greater plenty and delicacy than those which 
are drank • • • the inhabitants are more apt to indulge an 
excess of eating than drinking; and this has a mechanical 
effect upon the tempers.l 
But more in keeping with the enlightened interpretation 
is Goldsmith's comment on the distinguishing feature or the 
English: "their superior accuracy in reasoning" and their 
generally being called "the nation of philosophers by their 
neighbors of the continent" are "only the consequence of 
2 
their freedom.~ In Citizen of~ World, this Voltaire-like 
power of reason as a causative force in history is regarded 
as the distinguishing feature of any change in a people: 
Ignorance is positive, instinct perseveres, and the hu-
man being moves in safety, within the narrow circle of 
brutal uniformity •••• A reasoning government like this 
one (England) is in continual fluctuation, while those 
kingdoms where men are taught not to controvert but obey, 
continue always the same. 
Thus we see Goldsmith in harmony with the French and other 
philosophes in considering the British constitution as a 
feature of the culmination of the Enlightenment. In~ 
1 ~·· P• 53· 
2 Ibid., pp. 53-54. 
3 Works, II, 479· 
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Traveller, which was published near the end of 1764 but 
partly written almost ten years earlier when Goldsmith was 
1 
in Switzerland, the theme is that "there may be equal happi-
2 
ness in states that are differently governed from our own." 
Thus while this exclusive English characteristic of reason-
ing and its concomitant political freedom, both of which are 
3 
acknoWledged in~ Traveller, may be elements of change, 
even progress, they do not make for exclusive happiness. 
Although Goldsmith in ~Traveller and later frequently 
expressed his distrust and dismay at what he considered the 
encroachments of the powerfully growing propertied interests, 
around 1760 he was able to appreciate with the followers of 
John Locke the significance of property in the formation of 
society. He inductively arrived at a recognition of the 
place of property in society by considering the inhabitants 
of the a.mtic circle as "destitute of all ideas of social in-
tercourse" and concluded: 
Man in a state of nature never seeks society, or de-
sires the sanction of law, if he has nothing to lose; it 
is property only that draws men into communities, and may 
be properly said to form a people.4 
Goldsmith traced the.course of mankind through the stages of 
hunter, shepherd, and husbandman to the point "when property 
becomes valuable." Then laws are instituted to secure 
1 Dobson, Goldsmith, p. 96. 
2 "Dedication," Works, IV, 19. 
3 Ll. 325-34. 
4 !i!lli Essays, p. 23. 
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possession; then "by the sanction of these laws'' men "become 
possessed of superfluity." Thence luxury; and the appetite 
for more luxury makes the sciences become "necessary and 
1 
useful.• This respect for the keystone of wealth is in keep-
ing with Johnson's respect for property »by which the order 
2 
of civil life is preserved." Johnson maintains this attitude 
fairly consistently. It may be the basis of his refusal to 
3 
go along with so many of the moralists in condemning luxury. 
Goldsmith eventually was to see in luxury a social danger. 
He was to state a change in this veneration for property. 
In ~ Vicar £!Wakefield, written after "The Comparative 
View" and ~ Citizen of ~World, he has become distrust-
ful of the power of the rich and finds in property a baneful 
resource for government: 
Government, while it grows older, seems to acquire the 
moroseness of age; and as if our property were become 
dearer in proportion as it increased, as if the more enor-
mous our wealth the more extensive our fears, all our 
possessions are paled up with more edicts every day, and 
hung round with gibbets to scare every invader.4 
1 Citizen£! the World (Works, II, 342). 
2 'Journey!£~ Western Islands, (Works, VIII, 257.) 
3 See Boswell, I, 424; 457; II, 203; 210. 
4 Works, III, 167. Hume had expressed some of this same 
uneasiness relative to the place of property in government. 
In his "Of the First Principles of Government" (1741) he had 
said: Hit is sufficiently understood, that the opinion of 
right to property is of moment in all matters of government. 
A noted author [no doubt, Locke] has made property the foun-
dation of all government; and most of our political writers 
seem inclined to follow him in that particular. This is car-
rying the matter too far; but still it must be owned, that 
the opinion of right to property has a great influence in this 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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The theory of cyclic changes, that forms the thesis of 
the Enquiry, is again suggested in The Citizen 21 ~World: 
Whence this degeneracy in a state [ China] so little 
subject to external revolutions? • • • 
This decay is surely from nature, and not the result 
of voluntary degeneracy. In a period of two or three 
thousand years she seems at proper intervals to produce 
great minds, with an effort resembling that which intro-
duces the vicissitudes of seasons • • • fatigued nature 
begins to repose some succeeding effort.l 
And again: 
Let us not, then, attribute to accident the falling 
off of every nation, but to the natural revolution of 
things. Often in the darkest ages there has appeared 
some one man of surprising abilities, who, with all his 
understanding, failed to bring his barbarous age into 
refinement; all mankind seemed to sleep, till nature gave 
the general call, and then the whole world seemed at once 
roused at the voice. • • .2 
Goldsmith here is not in harmony with the rationalists like 
Voltaire or Hume, or even Montesquieu, whose skepticism 
3 
would have scoffed at such a metaphysical hypothesis. This 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
subject •••• But where the original constitution allows any 
share of power, though small, to an order of men who possess 
a large share of property, it is easy for them gradually to 
stretch their authority, and bring the balance of power to 
coincide with that of property. This has been the case with 
the House of Commons in England." (Essays, pp. 32-34.) 
1 Works, II, 265. 
2 Ibid., ~· 266. Caution must always be used in consid-
ering the word nature" as used in the eighteenth century. The 
term should suggest the sum total of all forces working on man 
and the world, not the future meaning of the physical forces 
of outdoors, often antithetical to reason, thought, and con-
sciousness. 
3 In a passage in "Remarks on History," (Works, I, 302), 
Bolingbroke dwelt on a degeneration of government "according 
to the natural course of things" which suggests Goldsmith's 
"natural revolution." But Bolingbroke had in mind the current 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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theory of Goldsmith was philosophically old-fashioned. It 
went back to the classics through such works as Sir William 
Temple's Upon Ancient and Modern Learning, from which Gold-
smith's idea is distinguished by its suggestion of progress 
1 
by compensation. This suggestion of progress, however, is 
not overly implicit. The vices as well as the virtues are 
replaced by others: ~Every age produces new follies and 
new vices, and one absurdity is often displaced in order to 
2 
make room for another." And the next year, 1760, Goldsmith 
published ttA Reverie at the Boar's-Head- Tavern" in which, 
in a very delightful way, he expounds on the compensations 
of change -- for better and for worse: 
Let idle declaimers mourn over the degeneracy of the 
age, but, in my opinion, every age is the same. 
In history we find only one side of the age exhibited 
to our view; but in the accounts of a tavern we see every 
age equally absurd and equally vicious. 
The vices of an uncivilized people are generally more 
detestable, though not so frequent, as those in polite 
society.3 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
Hanoverian administration as the nadir of this degeneration; 
the upward swing of the cycle, if any, is implied to be the 
government that Bolingbroke would like to establish. No doubt 
this remark was more politics than historical theory. 
1 Sherburn, "The Restoration and Eighteenth Century," 
A Literary History of England, p. 1057· 
2 Enquiry (1st edition only), (Works, I, 455 n.) 
3 Works, I, 190, 191, and 194. This essay, I think, 
shows another interesting connection between Goldsmith and 
Voltaire. Among Goldsmith's essays, it seems to contain more 
of the sprightly type of wit and more of a Gallic irreverence. 
Against an inquisitive background of nalvete, it reveals a 
thesis that tears into a prevailing generalization. Voltaire's 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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We have noted above that Goldsmith looked upon the con-
ditions and vicissitudes of mankind with something of the 
1 
views of the Essay~ Man. Pope, in the third epistle of 
the poem, expounds on man's present decadence as a departure 
from an original state of nature, chiefly by means of lack 
of measure in passions and in intellectual curiosity. We 
can find a suggestion of this hypothesis in Goldsmith. In 
The Citizen of~ World he suggests man's breaking the chain 
or being: 
Man was born to live with innocence and simplicity, but 
he has deviated from nature; he was born to share the 
bounties of heaven, but he has monopolized them; he was 
born to govern the brute creation, but he is become their 
tyrant.2 
Through the misdirection or his passions man has defeated the 
aims or nature: 
.•• the seeds of excellence are sown in every age, and 
it is wholly owing to a wrong direction in the passions 
or pursuits of mankind, that they have not received the 
proper cultivation.3 
The suggestion of the growing moroseness of the old age of 
society, with its social unJustness in a multiplication of 
4 
laws in favor of the rich, is supplemented in The Vicar £! 
Wakefield by a statement to the effect that all commencing 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
Candide reached England late in the Spring of 1759 -- in time 
for it to be strongly in Goldsmith's mind when he wrote the 
"Reverie" in the early Spring of 1760. It seems surprising 
that no one, as far as I have been able to find, has pointed 
out the similarities between these two delightful works. 
1 see above, P'• . 288. 
2 Works, II, 65. 
3 Enquiry (Works, I, 397). 
4 See above, p. 
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1 
governments have "the print of nature strong upon them." 
This departure from the state of nature is another point at 
which Goldsmith contradicts the historical ideas of Montes-
quieu. He will not accept the proposition of Montesquieu and 
those like him that every nation is free in proportion to the 
number of its written laws. Goldsmith depends upon Tacitus 
and the ancients to support h&s contention; and he quotes 
Chrysostom. He expresses an amazing faith in the primal in-
nocence and potential goodness of humanity in this patriar-
chal observation: "Custom partakes of the nature of parental 
injunction; it is kept by the people themselves, and observed 
2 
with a willing obedience." And the departure from this primal 
innocence is associated with an increase in statutes: "nothing 
can be more certain than that numerous written laws are a sign 
of a degenerate community, and are frequently not the conse-
quences of vicious morals in a state, but the causes." 
3 
This accumulating regresaiveness may on the surface 
suggest a kind of primitivism in Goldsmith. To it one could 
add the negative response Goldsmith makes to commerce, in-
dustry, colonization, and luxury. But to offset these ten-
dencies, we have sufficient from him to show that he was quite 
sympathetic with the idea of progress of society from depths 
1 Works, III, 167. 
2 qc.u_stoms .an4 .Laws Compared," ~ ~ (Works, I, 133). 
3 ~·· p. 135· 
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or darkness between his time and the age of innocence or the 
state or nature. He had no sentimental devotion to the 
savage that was so much in the air since Rousseau had pub-
1 
lished his Discours in 1750. His views of dissatisfaction 
with the evils or his day do not mean that he would return 
to a state of simple bliss, as much as they mean that the 
virtues of a state or nature should be objectives, combined 
with the advantages of a society marked by politesse and de-
corum. The pictures of the past of ''Sweet Auburn" were rus-
tic tableaux of these fruits of civilization. Instead of 
associating Goldsmith with Rousseau's idea that "our souls 
2 
are corrupted as our sciences and arts advance to perfection," 
we would do better to think of him along with Voltaire's test 
of progress which included "peace, security, good laws, 
sound finance, and the spread of material well-being through-
out the community; but it also included, in a pre-eminent 
degree, the cultivation of the arts and sciences, education, 
3 
enlightenment, politesse.~ And we shall see that Goldsmith, 
like Hume, saw in the history of England a progress from the 
1 Goldsmith had no higher regard for savages than had 
his friend Dr. Johnson. He had no illusions about the American 
Indian as did many of the phdlosophers even as late as Chateau-
briand; in Deserted Village, savages are named worse than scor-
pions, snakes, and tigers. (Ll. 3~4-358.) In the "Introduction 
to a General History of the World, savage life is called one 
of "suspicion, indolence, improvidence, and rapacity." (Works, 
I, 539·) 
2 Discours, I (quoted by Bury, .2J2.. ill·, p. 179) • 
3 Black, .212.· ill·• PP• 36-37· 
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"barbarous" middle ages, through the re-birth of learning, 
to the "dawn of civility and science." In The Citizen of 
the World Goldsmith wrote the following view of the history 
of Europe: 
on whatever side we view the history of Europe, we 
shall perceive it to be a tissue of crimes, follies, and 
misfortunes; of politics without design, and wars with-
out consequence: in this long list of human infirmity, 
a great character, or a shining virtue may seem sometimes 
happen to rise, ••• but for an Alfred, an Alphonso, a 
Frederick, or an Alexander the thirdi we meet a thousand 
princes who have disgraced humanity. 
Voltaire could have so well written this passage of the 
black past that the Enlightenment was brightening. 
One of the most prevalent ideas of the eighteenth cen-
tury was that of the substantialism of human nature, that 
among all men of all ages, especially all men of reason, a 
uniform pattern of action and reaction may be expected. In 
historical writing, this idea was as much the cause as it 
was the effect of the militant ignorance of distant human 
motives. It was an idea that dominated most of the histori-
2 
cal writing. For insisting upon a Krelative" view of human 
nature, Montesquieu, in his Esprit, created a "bad taste" 
3 
among the philosophes. Not only the historians, but other 
writers of the period were emphatic about this uniformitarian-
4 
ism. 
1 Works, II, 180. 
2 See above, p. 203 n. 
3 Becker, Heavenly City 2l Eighteenth Century Philoso-
phers, pp. 100-101. 
4 In the Preface to Observations Qn the United Provinces, 
Temple had said that human actions can be reduced to simple 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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Of all his approaches to historical theory, in the one 
to the uniformity of human nature Goldsmith was most con-
sistent. He does not insist on uniformity among all men; 
he allows for diversity among the "vulgar." But "the en-
1 
lightened periods in every age have been universal. u In 
"Picture of the Swedes," (The ~) he says that "the polite 
of every country seems to have but one character. • • • It 
is only among the vulgar we are to find those distinctions 
2 
which characterize a people." In the ".Introduction to A 
General History of the World" (1764) he considers savage life 
3 
"the same in every climate and every age." His feeling for 
politesse is expressed in the nice discrimination he makes 
between the vulgar and the polite as he comments on national 
influences; and he also shows the rational limitations of 
Montesquieu's theories: 
I know of no country where the influence of climate 
and soil is more visible than in England; the same hidden 
cause which gives courage to their dogs and cocks, gives 
also fierceness to their men. But chiefly this ferocity 
appears among the vulgar. The polite of every country 
pretty nearly resemble each other.4 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
formulas analogous to those of physics. Works (Londond 1770), 
I, 63. Chesterfield wrote to his son, Feb. 7, 1749: modes 
and customs vary often, but the human nature is always the 
same;" Johnson was frequently as positive as he was in Adven-
turer, 99: "human nature is always the same." Works, III, 221. 
1 Citizen of .!!!! World (Works, II, 266). 
2 Works, I, 38. 
'3 .!EM. , p. 539. 
4 Citizen of.!!!! World (Works, II, 374-75). 
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And as a reflection upon the cosmopolitanism of the times, 
which overstepped often ,the boundaries of military enemies, 
we see Goldsmith allocating to the vulgar the nationalistic 
enthusiasms that are necessary even though philosophically 
not desirable: 
Enthusiasm in religion, which prevails only among the 
vulgar, should be the chief object of politics. A society 
of enthusiasts, governed by reason among the great, is the 
most indissoluble, the most virtuous, and most efficient 
of its own decrees that can be imagined. Every country, 
possessed of any degree of strength, have had their e~­
thusiasms, which even serve as laws among the people. 
V. SUMMARY 
Goldsmith, in his occasional comments on history, in-
clined notably toward the ideas of the philosophes. He 
could express, however, a serious concern for high scholarly 
standards that were not characteristic of the enlightened 
historians. These standards were ignored by Goldsmith as 
readily as they were by most of his contemporaries. He 
launched his modest histories with a declaration of inten-
tiona closely in keeping with the ideas of Voltaire -- from 
whom we know Goldsmith lifted much of his material. While 
outwardly Goldsmith did little more than record the succes-
sive reigns of kings, covertly he seems to have followed the 
new history's indulging in propaganda. His histories of Eng-
land as well as that of Rome are heavily loaded with a poli-
tical thesis in favor of monarchism. His stand against the 
1 "Of Eloquence and the Pulpit," ~ Bee (Works, I, 
130). 
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encroachments of ministerial and popular government is quite 
in accord with the political views of such as Bolingbroke and 
Voltaire. Considering subject matter of history, Goldsmith 
was quite effusive with his incidental remarks about the need 
for a wider field of interest for the historian; and he was 
very much disposed against the records of kings and wars pre-
empting the pages of history. But in practice Goldsmith, 
even more than Hume and Smollett, devoted his popular histo-
ries to the deeds of the mighty. In his comments Goldsmith 
assigned to the historian the responsibilities of moral and 
intellectual guidance. He contended that history, more than 
other studies, is capable of instruction as well as enter-
tainment. In his own histories, he frequently assumed a moral 
responsibility; but more than all else, he assumed the func-
tion of a political guide. Goldsmith had much to say about 
the theory of history. He expressed a sound neo-classical 
impatience with subtle theories of origins and, like Vol-
taire, attributed man's progress to the ultimate success of 
man's rational efforts. While on the whole Goldsmith repudi-
ated Montesquieu's materialistic theories, in odd places he 
made concessions to the influence of climate. Finally, 
Goldsmith recognized the goodness of society's accomplishments 
which to him appeared as having been brought about by the uni-
versal merits of human nature. 
\ 
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CHAPTER X 
JOHNSON ON HISTORY AND HISTORIANS 
Three years before Hume published his first volume of 
history, Johnson observed, as did Bolingbroke and Chester-
field, that England had been "remarkably barren of histori-
cal genius." He recognized only Ralegh and Clarendon as 
worthy English historians. But both of these fell short of 
the "majesty of history"; the first, because he "endeavoured 
his judgment more than his genius, to select facts rather 
than adorn them"; and the second because he was "stopped 
1 
too frequently by particulars.• Instead of deploring this 
British inadequacy as did his more cosmopolitan countrymen, 
Johnson almost takes native pride in the fact that an Eng-
lishman cannot "stop at that mediocrity of style, or confine 
his mind to that even tenour of imagination which narrative 
requires." Twelve years later, after Hume, Carte, Guthrie, 
Robertson, and Smollett had published their histories, John-
son still insisted upon the low requirements for the histo-
rian. At a dinner party where Bbswell was the host and 
Goldsmith "as usual, endeavoured, with too much eagerness, 
to shine" Johnson was reported by Boswell to have delivered 
the following pronouncement upon the requirements of the 
historian: 
1 Rambler CXXII, (Works, V, 330.) 
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Great abilities (said he) are not requisite for an His-
torian; for in historical composition, all the greatest 
powers of the human mind are quiescent. He has facts 
ready to his hand; so there is no exercise of invention. 
Imagination is not required in any high degree; only about 
as much as is used in the lower kinds of poetry. Some 
penetration, accuracy, and colouring will fit a man for 
the tfsk, if he can give the application which is neces-
sary. 
Johnson's well known prejudices could be expected to account 
for this persistence of his low opinion of the genre because 
of the genre's recognized leaders. He despised Bolingbroke 
and Hume for their religious looseness. He would not even 
2 
allow Hume an honest claim to the title of Tory. He derided 
Montesquieu as fanciful and lumped Voltaire and Rousseau as 
"bad men," it being "difficult to settle the proportion of 
3 
iniquity between them." While Johnson occasionally recog-
4 
nized Voltaire's powers, he more frequently attacked him for 
5 
lack of both literary and personal integrity. He connected 
his contempt for Hume with his hatred for Voltaire, even at 
the expense of a left-handed compliment for the Frenchman; 
in 1768 he said that Hume would "never have written History, 
had not Voltaire written it before him. He is an echo of 
6 
Voltaire." In spite of this combined religious and 
1 Boswell, I, 263. 
2 See Boswell, II, 450. 
3 Boswell, I, 317. 
4 "King of Prussia," Works, XII, 228 and Boswell, I, 392. 
5 "King of Prussia," Works, XII, 248; Boswell, I, 310 
and 588 and II, 295· 
6 Boswell, I, 346. 
I 
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nationalistic prejudice which Johnson so heavily expressed 
against the great proponents of history, he was able to favor 
Bayle's Dictionnaire which, with its political and religious 
skepticism, had encouraged so much of the "new his tory." It 
was the Frenchman's Dictionnaire that prompted Johnson to 
pronounce his well-known partiality for biography: 
Bayle's Dictionary is a very useful work for those to 
consult who love the biographical part of literature, which 
is what I love most.l 
As Johnson got closer to his own semi-historical works, 
A Journej !21h!!. Western Islands (1775) and The Lives .2!. ~ 
English Poets (1779), he seems to have developed a more 
respectful attitude toward the writing of history. In 1770, 
the Rev. Dr. Maxwell said that Johnson "frequently exhorted 
2 
me to set about writing a History of Ireland." In 1777, on 
Shaw's proposed Analysis .2f. the Scotch Celtic Language, John-
son remarked that the study would "afford a pleasing and im-
portant subject of speculation, to those whose studies lead 
them to trace the affinity of languages, and the migrations 
3 
of the ancient races of mankind." In the same year Johnson 
exhorted Charles O'Connor to write a history of the Irish 
nation from the conversion to Christianity to the invasion by 
the English. Even such a work done imperfectly, Johnson 
4 
said, would "amplify knowledge with new views and new subjects." 
1 ~., P• 263. 
2 Ibid., p. 389. 
3 ~., II, 77• 
4 Ibid., p. 82. 
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He wrote to Warren Hastings in 1781: 
I shall hope, that he who once intended to increase the 
learning of his country by the introduction of the Persian 
language, will examine nicely the traditions and histories 
of the East; that he will survey the wonders of its an-
cient edifices, and trace the vestiges of its ruined 
cities; and that, at his return, we shall know the arts 
and opinions of a race of men, from whom very little has 
hitherto been derived.l 
Around 1770, in a list of thirty works that Johnson recom-
mended to a young man, thirteen were historical: Ancient 
Universal History; Rollin's Ancient History; Carte's History 
Q! England; Puffendorf's Introduction 1£ History; Vertot's 
History £! Knights of Malta, Revolution of Portugal, Revolu-
tion£! Sweden; Carte's History of England; Present State £! 
England; Clarendon's History; Dupin's History£!~ Church; 
Sprat's History£! the Royal Society; and Goldsmith's Roman 
2 
History. And in the last year of his life, Johnson is re-
ported by Boswell to have written to the bookseller Dilly to 
procure a set of "Burton 1 s Books," a rather nondescript col-
lection of thirty or more items which is characterized only 
by the fact that it consisted largely of popular British his-
3 
tory written toward the end of the seventeenth century. 
1 Ibid., p. 363 • 
2 Notable are Johnson's selections of Clarendon and not 
Burnet for the Restoration period (although he included Bur-
net's ~£!Hale); Carte's History of England; and Gold-
smith's Roman History. Burnet would have been avoided because 
of his strong Whig sympathy and Carte selected over the Tory 
Hume because of Carte's leanings toward Jacobitism both in 
politics and religion. 
3 Ibid., P• 495· 
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In the Journey .!£ the Western Islands and Lives of the 
Poets, Johnson manifests an historical bent. In the former 
he announces a method and purpose that reflect accepted his-
torical narrative. From Banff he wrote to Mrs. Thrale about 
an inspection of an abandoned blockhouse. He was satisfied 
with nothing less than a specific measurement of the ruins 
which he found to be "twenty-seven feet long, and twenty-
1 
three broad." He stressed the importance of the traveller's 
immediately recording his impressions in order to avoid er-
2 
ror or misunderstanding. He recognized the historian's ob-
ligation to report the complete picture: 
This was the first highland hut that I had seen; and 
as our business was with life and manners, we were willing 
to visit it.3 
Elsewhere he dealt with this area of the historian's inter-
est, as here, where he discussed the topic in terms that 
could have been uttered with insistence by Voltaire: 
These diminutive observations seem to take away some-
thing from the dignity of writing, and therefore are never 
communicated but with hesitation, and a little fear of 
abasement and contempt. But it must be remembered that 
life consists not or a series of illustrious actions, or 
elegant enjoyments; the greater part of our time passes 
in compliance with necessities, in the performance of 
daily duties, in the removal of small inconveniences, in 
the procurement of petty pleasures ••.• The true sta~e 
of every nation is the state or the common life •••• 
1 Works, XII, 357· 
2 Journey.!£ the Western Islands (Works, VIII, 390). 
3 !£!£•, p. 239· 
4 Ibid., p. 228. 
I 
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Along with his most enjoyed part of literature, bio-
graphy, Johnson in his Lives of the Poets produced much his-
tory of the times. In the life of Waller, Boswell recognized 
"a distinct and animated narrative of publick affairs," and 
he noticed in this historical narrative a political propa-
gandist of such "unqualified manly confidence" that the 
readers are convinced "how nobly he [Johnson] might have 
1 
executed a !2!z History of his country." Throughout the 
Lives Johnson showed that he used substantially the sources 
that were being used by historians like Hume and Smollett. 
Clarendon, ~11itlock, and Rapin are used frequently; and even 
the hateful Whig, Burnet, is noticed, even if only for criti-
cism. As Johnson comments on the poets, he comments on the 
social and political background. With Prior, in spite of a 
comment "my business is not the history of the peace [of 
Utrecht]" he gives us a rather full sketch of the negotia-
2 
tiona; and with Addison he includes a history of periodicals 
3 
and jounals since the Civil War. 
In addition to these marginal approaches to history, 
Johnson was believed to have intended at times to do some-
thing solidly historical. Boswell reports that around 1760 
Johnson seemed to have "a floating intention of writing a 
1 Boswell, II, 342. 
2 Works, X, 166 ff. 
3 Ibid., P· 86 ff. In the "life of Ascham" (1761) 
Johnson,-as-he comments on Toxophilus, gives a history of 
fire-arms. (Ibid., XII, 313 ff.) 
! 
I 
i 
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history of the recent and wonderful successes of the British 
1 
arms in all quarters of the globe." Johnson's failure to 
furnish this history was deeply regretted by his biographer. 
Bennet Langton presented to George III a catalogue of John-
son's literary schemes that was supposed to have been supplied 
by Johnson. The immensity of the catalogue rouses questions 
as to the seriousness with which Johnson could have held 
these schemes. Interesting, however, is the fact that among 
them are quite a few proposed historical works. Besides 
translations of Herodian, Machiavelli's History of Florence, 
and Benzo's ~History Ef the New World, were original com-
pilations such as a history of heathen mythology, history of 
Venice, history of the revival of learning in Europe, a body 
of chronology, dictionary of ancient history and mythology, 
consideration upon the present state of London, and a history 
2 
of the constitution. 
Like everything except religion, history was consid-
ered by Johnson with a definite critical reserve. His skep-
ticism in degree if not in kind resembles that of the typical 
"rationalist" of the time. In Idler XX he shows how the same 
campaign might be made to appear by English and French his-
torians to be equally successful for both nations, with the 
1 Boswell, I, 218. Boswell's assumption here was based 
upon Johnson's memorandum of Sept. 18, 1760: "Send for books 
on Hist. of War." One remembers that Goldsmith about 1761 
wrote a preface and introduction to a never found history of 
the Seven Years war. Here would be an opening for a very ro-
mantic literary historian. 
2 Ibid., II, 585-86 n. 
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1 
same details of a battle having opposite meanings. And when 
he allows for the irrefutability of facts, he is reluctant 
to allow for the dependability of motives, which he says are 
"generally unknown." And historical characters are to be ac-
cepted as reliable only when they are described by personal 
2 
acquaintances, such as those by Sallust and Clarendon. Such 
details as size of armies, he insists, are never known 
exactly. The shame of the conquered enlarges the victorious 
army, and the pride of the conqueror decreases it. The an-
cients particularly erred in this respect. Then the method 
was to guess, and "when numbers are guessed, they are always 
3 
magnified." Johnson agreed with Boswell's observation that 
all travel accounts by travellers unacquainted with the coun-
try's language are little better than conjecture;further, 
only objects "falling under the observation of the senses 
might be clearly known; but everything intellectual, every-
thing abstract -- politicks, morals, and religion, must be 
4 
darkly guessed." Finally, Johnson admits very little trust-
worthiness in history: 
We must consider how very little history there is; I 
mean real authentick history. That certain Kings reigned, 
and certain battles were fought, we can depend upon as 
true; but all the colouring, all the philosophy of history 
is conjecture .5 
1 Works, VII, 74-78. 
2 Boswell, I, 361. 
3 Journey to~ Western Islands (Works, VIII, 327). 
4 Boswell, II, 9· 
5 Boswell, I, 559· 
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To a surprising extent Johnson is in agreement with the 
philosophes in their condemnation of the dominant subject mat-
ter of the conventional histories. Quite Voltairean is his 
remark that all the records of history are "but narratives 
of successive villainies, of treasons and usurpations, mas-
1 
sac res and wars." He is still philosophic toward military 
matters when he scorns to transcribe the particulars of the 
battle of Niedburg in his "Memoirs of the King of Prussia." 
The details would be "tedious and useless, because accounts 
of battles are not easily understood, and because there are 
no means of determining to which of the relations credit 
2 
should be given." He could see nothing heroic in military 
champions: 
I am far from intending to vindicate the sanguinary 
projects of heroes and conquerors • • • for I cannot 
conceive, why he that has burnt cities, wasted nations, 
and filled the world with horror and desolation, should 
be more kindly regarded by mankind, than he that died in 
the rudiments of wickedness •••• I would wish Caesar 
and Catiline, Xerxes and Alexander, Charles and Peter, 
huddled together in obscurity or detestation.3 
He had as little patience with legendary history as anyone 
had. He expressed no regret that Pope laid aside his pro-
posed epic on Brutus the Trojan, "who, according to a 
1 Rambler, CLXXV (Works, VI, 205). 
2 Works, XII, 272. 
3 Adventurer, XCIX (Works, III, 223). In general, John-
son had a "common sense" attitude toward war. The threatening 
war over the Falkland Islands, which Johnson's political prin-
ciples were against, called from Johnson generalizations on all 
war: "a calamity so dreadful, that it is astonishing how civ-
ilized, nay, Christian nations, can deliberately continue to 
renew it." (Boswell, I, 399.); "extremity of all evil" ~alk­
land Islands," Works,· VIII, 121.) 
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1 
ridiculous fiction, established a colony in Britain." And 
like Bolingbroke and Hume he had little respect for early 
English history: 
All that is really known of the ancient state of 
Britain is contained in a few pages. We can know no more 
than what the old writers have told us; yet what large 
books we have upon it, the whole of which, excepting such 
parts as are taken from those old writers, is all a dream, 
such as Whitaker's "Manchester."2 
The above remark was made in a conversation with the Scotch 
historian Robertson and others in 1778. Three years later, 
in a letter to Thomas Astle, who seems to have been incon-
venienced in his efforts to regain some books that Johnson 
had borrowed, Johnson, after apologizing for the trouble he 
had caused the gentleman, commented upon some editing that 
Astle was doing on the will of King Alfred. Here Johnson 
shows himself as something of an antiquarian, and he also 
shows a certain historical interest that is borne out in 
other places. He praises Astle's notes as "very judicious 
and accurate"; but he finds them too few. "Measure of land, 
and value of money, it is of great importance to state with 
care. Had the Saxons any gold coin?" He continues by pro-
fessing "much curiosity after the manners and transactions of 
3 
the middle ages." This respect for the "monkish" Middle Ages 
is not in harmony with the weight of the opinion of the 
1 Works, XI, 143. 
2 Boswell, II, 238. 
3 Ibid., pp. 408-409. 
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enlightened historians. Another decided break with the tra-
dition of Voltairean pyrrhonism is in Johnson's attitude 
toward biblical history. With Johnson the distrust of the 
Bible as history, a distrust widespread among the "new" his-
torians, was reversed to a simple and complete acceptance: 
Sacred history has been always read with submissive 
reverence, and an imagination over-awed and controlled. 
We have been accustomed to acquiesce in the nakedness 
and simplicity of the authentic narrative, and to repose 
on its veracity with such humble confidence as suppresses 
curiosity. We go with the historian as he goes, and stop 
with him when he stops. All amplification is frivolous 
and vain; all addition to that which is already suffi-
cient for the purpose of religion deems not only useless, 
but in some degree profane.l 
In his dedication of Dr. Kennedy's book on astronomical 
chronology, Johnson insisted upon the truth of the Mosaical 
2 
account, supporting his insistence with evidence. 
Johnson in Rasselas expressed a kind of sympathy with 
the cultural history that Voltaire and others of the century 
were featuring as superior to the older military-political 
type: 
There is no part of history so generally useful as 
that which relates to the progress of the human mind, the 
gradual improvement of reason, the successive advances of 
science, the vicissitudes of learning and ignorance which 
are the light and darkness of thinking beings, the extinc-
tion and resuscitation of arts, and the revolutions of the 
intellectual world. If accounts of battles and invasions 
are peculiarly the business of princes, the useful or 
elegant arts are not to be neglected; those who have king-
doms to govern, have understandings to cultivate.3 
1 "Cowley," Lives Ef. ~ Poets (Works, IX, 53). 
2 Boswell, I, 226. 
3 Chap. XXIX, Works, III, 384. 
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In 1778, in a conversation with Robertson, Johnson praised 
Henry's History of Britain because of its large attention to 
civil, cultural, religious, and commercial matters. He con-
cluded this praise by saying "I wish much to have one branch 
well done, and that is the history of manners, of common 
1 
life." In keeping with Johnson's preference for historical 
accounts of the simple manners of men is his expressed par-
tiality for the Odyssey because, as he said, a great deal of 
2 
it is domestic. 
As early as 1742 Johnson expressed an attitude against 
pedantry in history that is suggestive of the opinions and 
practices of the century's historians. In a letter to Cave, 
regarding a proposed history of Parliament, Johnson said 
that he thought the work should partake of the "spirit of 
3 
history, which is contrary to minute exactness." And many 
years later, in the Lives, he exploited his dislike for Lyttel-
ton by attributing to vanity the noble poet-historian's ex-
treme care of many years to produce a history of Henry II 
4 
that would be accurate. Whether this distaste for concan-
trated labor was a reflection of the Doctor's professed 
laziness or simply a derogation of the painstaking Lyttelton 
is a question, but elsewhere Johnson indicates that by nature 
1 Boswell, II, 238. But Boswell found no favor with 
Henry's work; he found it more of a dictionary than a history. 
2 Ibid., p. 468. 
3 .!E.!£·, I, 89. 
4 Works, XI, 385. 
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he was unsympathetic with the cold labors of scholarship. 
In his "Memoirs of the King of Prussia" he puts aside the 
value of minute study of primary sources: 
Nothing is more tedious than public records, when they 
relate to affairs which, by distance of time or place, 
lose their power to interest the reader. Every thing 
grows little as it grows remote; and of things thus dim-
inished, it is sufficient to surve1 the aggregate without 
a minute examination of the parts. 
In general, Johnson's standards for history were not 
high. His judgment of Goldsmith's history as equal if not 
2 
superior to Robertson's and Dalrymple's -- with due allowance 
for his friendship for Goldsmith and his antipathy for Scots-
men -- testifies to this fact. Other evidence, also, points 
to Johnson's lack of Gibbon's snobbery toward abridgers and 
compilers. Johnson respected the labors of the writer hired 
to satisfy the popular reader: 
Even the abridger, compiler, and translator, though 
their labours cannot be ranked with those of the diurnal 
historiographer, yet must not be rashly doomed to annihi-
lation. Every size of readers requires a genius of corres-
ponding capacity; some delight in abstracts and epitomes, 
because they want room in their memories for long details, 
and content themselves with effects, without inquiry after 
causes; some minds are overpowered by splendour of senti-
ment, ••• some will gladly contemplate an author in an 
humble imitation, as we look without pain upon the sun in 
the water.3 
When asked by Boswell in 1772 whether one might write a his-
tory of Sweden without going thither for material, Johnson 
1 Ibid., XII, 263. 
2 See above, p. 232· 
3 Rambler, CXLV (Works, VI, 33). 
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1 
promptly answered, "Yes, Sir, ••• one for connnon use." At 
times, however, Johnson seems to have had some thought con-
cerning the importance of sources. We know that he took 
pains to warn Smollett against using the parliamentary de-
bates which Johnson had contributed to the Gentlemen's Maga-
zine, since, as Johnson told Smollett, "excepting as to 
their general import, 11 they were "the work of [my] own imagi-
2 
nation." And he urged Boswell to do a history of the 1 45 
rebellion by collecting from "every body what they can tell, 
3 
and putting down your authorities." 
There was no "foolish consistency" about Johnson's 
impatience with devotion to detail. Still noting the just-
ness of censure upon those "who spend too much of their 
lives upon useless niceties,• he made an exception for 
linguistic studies where "minute accuracy [is] sometimes 
4 
requisite." · And he somewhat reversed his attitude toward 
exactness in history when he praised Lord Haile's Annals of 
Scotland. In 1775, in a letter to Boswell enclosing the 
sheets of Haile's history, which had been sent to Johnson 
for "observations," Johnson remarked: 
It is in our language, I think, a new mode of history 
which tells all that is wanted, and, I suppose, all that 
is known, without laboured splendour of language, or 
1 Boswell, I, 415· 
2 See above, p. 184. 
3 Boswell, II, 120. 
4 "Life of John Philip Barretier," Works, XII, 155· 
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affected subtiltty [sic] of 
his dates raises my wonder. 
ness of Henault without his 
conjecture. The exactness of 
He seems to have the close-
restraint.l 
And in the next year he remarked in conversation that Haile's 
Annals 11has such a stability of dates, such a certainty of 
facts, and such a punctuality of citation. I never before 
2 
read Scotch history with certainty." It is possible that 
Johnson 1s favor with Lord Haile's work reflects some of his 
dislike for Robertson's History of Scotland, which deservedly 
received the praise of most Scotsmen. Johnson expressed his 
disapprobation of Robertson's history a couple of times, once 
3 
in comparison with the Annals~ Scotland. Of course, since 
Boswell had advanced Robertson's work as an important part 
of the literary fame of Scotland, it might be that Johnson, 
in disapproving of Robertson's history, was simply once 
again baiting Boswell's nationalism. 
Toward digression and reflection in historical narra-
tive, that were rather popular with the eighteenth century 
taste for history in spite of Hume's complete and Smollett's 
partial disfavor, Johnson reacted negatively. In Rambler 
CXXII he pointed out the faults of digressions in historical 
narrative: 
Yet we hourly find such an endeavour to entertain and 
instruct us by recitals, clouding the facts which they 
intend to illustrate, and losing themselves and their 
1 Boswell, I, 569. 
2 Ibid., II, 39. 
3 Boswell, I, 346 and II, 285. 
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auditors in wilds and mazes, in digressions and confusion. 
When we have congratulated ourselves on a new opportunity 
of inquiry, and new means of information, it often hap-
pens that, without designing either deceit or concealment, 
without ignorance of the facts, or unwillingness to dis-
close it, the relator fills the ear with empty sounds, 
harasses the attention·with fruitless impatience, and dis-
turbs the imagination by a tumult of events, without order 
of time, or train of consequences.l 
Again, when Johnson unfavorably compared the historian with 
the moralist because there is "but a shallow stream of thought 
in history," Boswell objected and remarked, "But surely, Sir, 
an historian has reflection." Johnson characteristically re-
plied, "Why yes, Sir; and so has a cat when she catches a 
mouse for her kitten. But she cannot write like ********; 
2 
neither can ********." 
An inherent inclination toward common sense prevented 
Johnson from accepting any system of thought that required 
more than the power of immediate observation. The idea of 
the chain of being, as often as he considered it, "left the 
3 
enquiry in doubt and uncertainty." As abrupt as he was in 
kicking the stone to refute Berkeley's idealism, so he was 
in dispensing with "fanciful" Montesquieu's theory of climate 
and geography as historical causes. He was as persistent as 
Voltaire and Hume in insisting that historical development 
was little more than an enchainment of events usually deter-
mined by accident or caprice. As early as 1753, five years 
1 Works, V, 122. 
2 Boswell, I, 440. 
3 "Review of~ Enquiry," Works, VIII, 29· 
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after the publication of the EsErit des Lois, he argued the 
fallacy of Montesquieu's idea; and as late as 1779 he went 
on record as an opponent of the idea. In Adventurer CXXXI 
he grants a slight concession to the environmental theory, 
but insists that the greater part of man's behavior is the 
result of chance, caprice, affectation, or conscious borrow-
1 
ings without any "just motives of choice." In Rambler 
CLXXXVI Johnson presents evidence for his argument: 
The barrenness of the earth and the severity of the 
skies in these dreary countries, are such as might be ex-
pected to confine the mind wholly to the contemplation of 
necessity and distress, so that the care of escaping death 
from cold and hunger, should leave no room for those pas-
sions which, in lands of plenty, influence conduct, or 
diversify characters •••• Yet learned curiosity is known 
to have found its way into those abodes of poverty and 
gloom: Lapland and Iceland have their historians, their 
criticks and their poets; and love that extends his domin-
ion wherever humanity can be found, perhaps exerts the 
same power in the Greenlander's hut as in the palaces of 
eastern monarchs.2 
In Idler XI the essayist is less restrained in dealing with 
the environmental theory. Those who support it, he calls 
"lovers of subtleties and paradoxes"; he calls the theory 
3 
"dreams of idle speculations," and an assault upon human 
reason: 
Yet even in this age of inquiry and knowledge, when 
superstition is driven away, and omens and prodigies have 
lost their terrors, we find this folly countenanced by 
frequent examples. Those that laught at the portentous 
glare of a comet, and hear a crow with equal tranquility 
from the right or left, will yet talk of times and situa-
tions proper for intellectual performances, will imagine 
1 Works, III, 280. 
2 Works, VI, 266-67. 
3 Ibid., VII, 41. 
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the fancy exalted by vernal breezes, and the reason in-
vigorated by a bright calm.l 
He becomes quite scornful in his indictment: 
Surely nothing is more reproachful to a being endowed 
with reason, than to resign its powers to the influence 
of the air, and live in dependence on the weather and the 
wind •••• To look up to the sky for the nutriment of our 
bodies, is the condition of nature; to call upon the sun 
for peace and gaiety, to deprecate the clouds lest sorrow 
should overwhelm us, is the cowardice of idleness, and the 
idolatry of folly.2 
Again, Johnson would not allow conditions of the weather to 
be even immediate or temporary influences on human nature. 
One rainy night in July, 1763, Boswell made a commonplace re-
mark on "the relaxation of the nerves and depression of 
spirits which such weather occasioned." To this, Johnson, 
"with a smile of ridicule," replied, "Why, yes, Sir, it is 
good for vegetables, and for the animals who eat those vege-
3 
tables, and for the animals who eat those animals." In 1772, 
Boswell remarked that a friend of his was unwilling to return 
to England from Spain. Johnson immediately supposed the rea-
son, "Sir, he is attached to some woman." To Boswell's ex-
pressed belief that it was the fine climate that kept the 
friend in Spain, Johnson replied, 
"Nay, Sir, how can you talk so? What is climate to 
happiness? Place me in the heart of Asia should I be 
exiled? What proportion does climate bear to the complex 
system of human life? You may advise me to live at Bologna 
to eat sausages. The sausages there are the best in the 
world; they lose much by being carried. "4 
1 ill£·, p. 43. 
2 ill£· 
3 Boswell, I, 264. 
4 Ibid., p. 441. 
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To add to his dislike of much of Milton's personality, John-
son attacked the theory behind Milton's fears that he lived 
too far north to be a great poet: 
Another opinion wanders about the world, and sometimes 
finds reception among wise men; an opinion that restrains 
the operation of the mind to particular regions, and sup-
poses that a luckless mortal may be born in a degree of 
latitude too high or too low for wisdom or for wit. From 
this fancy, wild as it is, he had not wholly cleared his 
head, when he feared lest the climate of his country 
might be 12£ cold for flights of imagination.l 
Beyond attacking the theories of environment or any 
other systematic causes for man's social or intellectual 
conditions, Johnson supplied many remarks that show that he 
was convinced of the place of accident or caprice in history. 
In Rambler XXIX he generalized this absence of system: 
The state of the world.is continually changing, and 
none can tell the state of the next vicissitude. What-
ever is afloat in the stream of time, may, when it is very 
near us, be driven away by an accidental blast, which shall 
happen to cross the general course of the current.2 
Johnson would not allow to political development even the 
dignity of deliberation: 
Forms of government are seldom the result of much de-
liberation; they are framed by chance in popular assemblies, 
or in conquered countries, by despotick authority. Laws 
are often occasional, often capricious, made always by a 
few, and sometimes by a single voice. Nations have 
changed their character; slavery is now no where more pa-
tiently endured than in countries once inhabited by zealots 
of 11berty.3 
1 Lives of the Poets (Works, IX, 130-31). 
2 Works, IV, 191. 
3 Idler, XI (Works, VII, 41-42). 
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This low order of political causes is a far cry from the pro-
found political theories that were being formed into the new 
science of politics that theorists on both sides of the ocean 
were then saying so much about. Johnson met some of these 
specific theories in his "False Alarm": 
Governments formed by chance and gradually improved by 
such expedients, as the successive discovery of their de-
fects happened to suggest, are never to be tried by a 
regular theory.l 
In "Falkland Islands" he assailed all historians who looked 
hard and long for causes behind political events: 
It seems to be almost the universal error of historians 
to suppose it politically, as it is physically true, that 
every effect has a proportionate cause. In the inanimate 
action of matter upon matter, the motion produced can be 
but equal to the force of the moving power; but the opera-
tions of life, whether private or publick, admit no such 
laws. The caprice of voluntary agents laugh at calculation. 
It is not always that there is a strong reason for a great 
event .2 
Here Johnson is disposing of the ingenious theorists in so-
cial matters who were impelled by the excitement over the 
physical sciences to argue social principles by analogy with 
physical principles. 
Another cliche of the prevailing philosophy was that of 
the "ruling passion" that had been so eloquently assumed by 
Pope. Here, too, was something too chimerical for the prac-
tically minded Johnson. He doubts the existence of anything 
so "innate and irresistible": 
Human characters are by no means constant; men change 
by change of place, of fortune, of acquaintance . 
1 Works, VIII, 77· 
2 12!£·, p. 116. 
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But to the particular species of excellence men are di-
rected, not by an ascendant planet or predominating humour, 
but by the first book which they read, some early conversa-
tion which they heard, or some accident which excited ar-
dour and emulation. 
It must at least be allowed, that this ruling passion, 
antecedent to reason and observation, must have an object 
independent on human contrivance; for there can be no 
natural desire of artificial good. No man therefore can 
be born, in the strict acceptation, a lover of money; for 
he may be born where money does not exist; nor can he be 
born, in a moral sense, a lover of his country; for so-
ciety, politically regulated, is a state contra-distinguished 
from a state of nature; and any attention to that coalition 
of interests which makes the happiness of a country, is 
possible only to those whom inquiry and reflection have en-
abled to comprehend it.l 
Thus, regarding determination in history, Johnson appears to 
be practically a behaviorist. The idea of man's adapting him-
self to conveniences to form the historical pattern is sug-
gested by Johnson in other places, as he generalizes it in 
2 
Rambler LVI: "the great end of society is mutual beneficence.~ 
National customs are not imposed, but are chosen by men by 
general agreement and continue "only by the continuance of 
3 
their cause." He implies concurrence with the thesis of John 
Locke by pointing to property as that "by which the order of 
4 
civil life is preserved." In spite of his known Stuart sym-
pathies, Johnson was able to consider the political situation 
in England with this same idea of practical expediency. 
1 "Pope," Works, XI, 130-31. 
2 Works, IV, 357· 
3 Idler XI (Works, VII, 42). 
4 Journey to~ Western Islands (Works, VIII, 257). 
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While the Stuarts had received their rights to the throne 
through both houses of York and Lancaster, the Hanover pos-
session was sufficient: "A right to a throne is like a right 
to any thing else. Possession is sufficient ••• for as to 
1 
the first beginning of the right, we are in the dark." 
While Johnson has some doubts about his being able to take an 
oath to the present rights to the throne, these rights, estab-
lished "by the long consent of the people," are suffic:l,ent to 
2 
make "culpable" any disturbing of them. 
Johnson had some interesting observations on the pat-
tern and virtues of historical development. In certain res-
pects, when free from the obsession of the doom to which 
man's corruption was leading him, Johnson could endorse by 
implication a Voltairean faith in man's ability to free him-
self from his evil passions and by virtue of his rational 
goodness to bring about development toward progress in society. 
There is a certain amount of fatalism in his view of social 
development, but at the same time he can see the doom of 
events possibly averted by man's rational control of his pas-
sions. In one of his expositions of the cycles of history, 
which he universalizes as •the general revolutions of affairs 
of every nation," he has "danger and distress" producing 
"unanimity and bravery"; in turn these virtues bring about 
success for the nation, but this success engenders pride 
1 Boswell, II, 116. 
2 _!lli., I, 458. 
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with faction which leads to calamity. The hopeful note in 
1 
the cycle is that calamity generally renews the virtues. 
In Adventurer CXV Johnson suggests another cyclic picture, 
basically similar to the one just cited but in more concrete 
terms: 
They who have attentively considered the history of 
mankind, know that every age has its peculiar character. 
At one time, no desire is felt but for military honours; 
••• this sanguinary fury at length subsides, and na-
tions are divided into factions. • Men then grow 
weary of debate and altercation, and apply themselves to 
the arts of profit.2 
In these two conceptions of historical change, it is notable 
that Johnson appears neither optimistic nor pessimistic. 
And when Johnson deals with the specific question of the 
past, present, and future, while he has no buoyant prospect 
of the future as many of his generation had, he usually ex-
presses a belief in a kind of progress. "Nations, like in-
3 
dividuals, have their infancy," he said. This growing up of 
nations implied better manners and laws. Johnson looked upon 
England of his own time as an improvement in manners and laws 
4 
over that of Shakespeare's and Dryden's. The growing wisdom 
of society brought about regulation which was government. 
Johnson argued against the political pretensions of the Ameri-
cans by implying that the kind of independence that they 
wished was throwing the clock back toward barbarism: 
1 "Life of Blake," Works, XII, 49. 
2 Works, III, 252. 
3 "Preface to Shakespeare," Works, II, 370. 
4 Ibid., p. 102 and 'bryden," Works, XI, 370. 
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But when by the gradual admission of wiser laws and 
gentler manners, society became more compacted and better 
regulated, it was found that the power of every people 
constituted in union, produced by one common interest. • 
From this time independence perceptibly wasted away. 
No part of the nation was permitted to act for itself. 
All now had the same enemies and the same friends; the 
government protected individuals, and individuals were 
required to refer their design to the prosperity of the 
government.! 
The maturing of society is suggested to be an incentive 
toward a golden rule of common sense: 
There is room to expect, that as the world is more en-
lightened, policy and morality will at last be reconciled, 
and that nations will learn not to do what they would not 
suffer.2 
Johnson's faith in the Enlightenment plus his heavy 
portion of common sense afforded little patience for the 
type of primitivism that was a part of the intellectual and 
social fashion of the mid-century. Imlac shortly answers 
Rasselas' question as to the reason for the Europeans' su-
perior power over all others: "because they are wiser"; and 
he adds, "knowledge will always predominate over ignorance, 
3 
as man governs animals." In "The Life of Drake" Johnson 
points to the fallacy of the Primitivists: 
Whether more enlightened nations ought to look upon 
them [primitives] with pity, as less happy than themselves, 
some sceptics have made, very unnecessarily, a difficulty 
of determining. More, they say, is lost by the perplexi-
ties, than gained by the instruction of science; we enlarge 
our vices with our knowledge, and multiply our wants with 
1 "Taxation no Tyranny," Works, VIII, 165-66. 
2 "Falkland Islands," Works, VIII, 101-102. 
3 Rasselas, Chap. XI (Works, III, 331). 
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our attainments, and the happiness of life is better se-
cured by the ignorance of vice than by the knowledge of 
virtue. 
The fallacy by which such reasoners have imposed upon 
themselves, seems to arise from the comparison which they 
make, not between two men equally inclined to apply the 
means of happiness in their power to the end for which 
Providence conferred them, but furnished in unequal pro-
portions with the means of happiness, which is the true 
state of savage and polished nations; but between two men 
of which he to whom Providence has been most bountiful 
destroys the blessings by negligence or obstinate misuse; 
while the other, steadily, diligent, and virtuous, !mploys 
his abilities and conveniences to their proper end. 
Thus, to Johnson, it is not the system of society that is at 
fault, but the individuals who indulge in their false pas-
sions. Monboddo's conjectures on the virtues of the primitive 
state to Johnson appeared as "strange speculations" to be 
2 
dismissed as "paradox" and "nonsense." Johnson deprecated 
Rousseau's view on civilization as paradoxes inspired by a 
3 
"childish desire of novelty." The "noble savage" did not 
exist in Johnson's mind. Man in his native state, Johnson 
said, is always cruel; pit{ was acquired and cultivated by 
the cultivation of reason. He attributed Omai's good manners 
to the good company the Tahitian had kept while he was in 
5 
England. And when Boswell defended the Tahitians against 
Johnson's charge of savagery by pointing to their knowledge 
1 Works, XII, 137· 
2 Boswell, I, 358, 486, and 564. 
3 l£1£·, PP• 272-73· 
4 1£1£•, p. 271. 
5 Ibid., II, 9· 
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of the art of navigation, Johnson 
in defense of Savages" and added, 
charged Boswell with "cant 
1 
"a dog or cat can swim." 
He was just as short in dismissing some claims of nobility 
2 
in the American Indian. From the wildness of the Isle of 
Skye he wrote to Mrs. Thrale a description of the hardness 
of life in that desert area: 
Philosophers there are who try to make themselves be-
lieve that this life is happy, but they believe it only 
while they are saying Jt' and never yet produced convic-
tion in a single mind. 
In short, he would allow no system of society to determine 
the virtue or vices of man. He praised Lobo's Voyage !£ 
Abyssinia for its recognition of the mixture of good and 
4 
evil in all human nature; and he censured Lord Kame's Sketches 
of the History of Man for its thesis that virtue is natural 
--s --
to man. 
Although Johnson could not agree with many of the 
philosophical assumptions that prevailed among his contempo-
raries when they sought to account for social and political 
conditions, he concurred explicitly with the substantialistic-
uniformitarian theory of human nature. Like Hume and most of 
the philosophic historical thinkers of the Enlightenment, 
Johnson was limited in his perception of history by the view 
1 !£!£·, P• 532. 
2 1£!£•, I, 464. 
3 Works, XII, 385. 
4 Boswell, I, 44. 
5 !£!£·, II, 251. 
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1 
that "human nature is always the same." From Scotland he 
wrote to Mrs. Thrale, August 12, 1773: 
You have often heard me complain of finding myself 
disappointed by books of travels; I am afraid travel it-
self will end likewise in disappointment. One town, one 
country, is very like another: civilized nations have 
the same customs, and barbarous nations have the same na-
ture: there are indeed minute discriminations both of 
places and of manners, which perhaps are not wanting of 
curiosity, but which a traveller ~eldom stays long enough 
to investigate and compare •••• 
Especially did he insist upon the universality of the products 
of culture: 
Those who have endeavoured to render their judgment in-
dependent upon manners and customs, ••• have not judged 
eo severely either of times, or of writers; they have die-
covered that a certain resemblance runs through all pol-
ished ages, which are alike in essential things, and dif-
fer only in external matters, which, if we except religion, 
are things of indifference; that wherever there is genius, 
politeness, liberty, or plenty, there prevails an exact 
and delicate taste, which, however hard to be expressed, 
is felt by those that were born to feel it ••• ,j 
He credited Shakespeare with genius because "his persons act 
and speak by the influence of those general passions and 
principles by which all minds are agitated, and the whole 
4 
system of life is continued in motion." Johnson found pla-
giarism a difficult thing to decide "since there are many 
occasions in which all reasonable men will nearly think 
5 
alike." As he was reluctant to grant the primitive life any 
1 Adventurer, XCIX (Works, III, 221). 
2 Works, XII, 355· 
3 "A Dissertation on the Greek Comedy," Works, III, 38. 
4 "Preface to Shakespeare," Works, II, 80-81. 
5 Adventurer, XCV (Works, III, 213-14). 
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more happiness than the civilized, he insisted that "happiness 
and misery are equally diffused through all states of human 
1 
life." This pattern of uniformity is so much of a part of 
nature that individuals ethically if not morally are obliged 
to conform to it: 
Singularity is, I think, in its own nature universally 
and invariably displeasing • • • and where it is associated 
with acknowledged merit, serves as an abatement or an al-
lay of excellence •••• 
To comply with the notions and prejudices of mankind, 
is in some degree the duty of a social being; because by 
compliance only he can please, and by pleasing only he 
can be usefu1.2 
To the passage last quoted Johnson added an exception 
to his thesis of conforming: "but • • • we are not to give 
up virtue to complaisance." Thus the moralist and the man 
of religion was present in spite of the attractiveness of 
the intellectual idea. And this is what it was with the 
generality of Johnson's reaction to the new idea of history. 
We have seen that he was very close in agreement with the 
enlightened historical excitement, and was very close to many 
of its practicers. But wherever the "new history" became as-
sociated with departures from the solid structure of Johnson's 
orthodox religion and nationalism as it so often did by 
the fact that its proponents were so much a part of the 
criticism of religion and of a cosmopolitanism with a French 
flavor -- then Johnson reacted counter to it. He wrote in 
1 "Life of Drake," Works, XII, 123. 
2 Adventurer, CXXXI (Works, III, 281-84). 
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Rambler CLIV: 
The mental disease of the present generation, is im-
patience of study, contempt of the great masters of ancient 
wisdom, and a disposition to rely wholly upon unassisted 
genius and natural sagacity •••• If no use is made of 
the labours of past ages, the world must remain always in 
the infancy of knowledge.! 
Thus Johnson could have been attacking the intellectual short-
comings of the philosophes who wrote history -- and his at-
tack is supported by a call to history. 
1 Works, VI, 82-85. 
PART THREE 
INTELLECTUAL AND LITERARY REFLECTIONS IN 
THE NEW HISTORY 
CHAPTER XII 
RELIGION AND THE CHURCH 
I. THE DILEMMA OF ORTHODOX RELIGION AND PURE REASON 
To many of the eighteenth century moralists, the sci-
entific rationalism of the seventeenth century had produced 
something of a dilemma. On the one horn was the feeling of 
incompatibility between the orthodox institutional religion 
and the new rational morality; on the other was the spirit 
of dissatisfaction with materialism and pure reason that 
tended to make man independent of all religion, reason the 
chief arbiter of morality, and morality, public and private, 
reducible to the formula·s of mathematics or physics. The 
strong didactic efforts of the century, efforts to avoid the 
atheistically inclined stoicism of pure reason on one hand 
and the superstitious and fanatic enthusiasms on the other, 
were thus as much anti-rational as they were rational. The 
skepticism of the so-called "Age of Reason" was directed as 
much against the intellectualism of the materialists or 
Cartesians as it was against the idea of divine intervention 
of Bossuet. When Pope, in the opening lines of Essay~~~ 
invites Bolingbroke to "vindicate the ways of God to man," 
he is calling for a rational proof that God has created and 
sustained the world out of his power and goodness toward the 
promotion of the happiness of man. The vindication is aimed 
at the atheists and Manicheans that seventeenth century 
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rationalism had promoted. Thomson, at the end of "Winter," 
written before Essay ~ Man was published, does much the 
same: 
The great eternal scheme, 
Involving all, and in a perfect whole 
Uniting, as the prospect wider spreads, 
To reason's eye refined, clears up apace. 
Ye vainly wise! ye blind presumptuous! now, 
Confounded in the dust, adored that Power 
And wisdom oft arraigned: see now the cause, 
Why unassuming worth in secret lived, 
And died, neglected: why the good man's share 
In life was gall and bitterness of soul: 
Why the lone widow and her orphans pined 
In starving solitude; while luxury, 
In palaces, lay straining her low thought 
To form unreal wants: why heaven-born truth, 
And moderation fair, wore the red marks 
Of superstition's scourge; why licensed pain, 
That cruel spoiler, that embosomed foe, 
Embittered all our bliss. Ye good distressed! 
Ye·noble few! who here unbending stand 
Beneath life's pressure, yet bear up a-while, 
And what your bounded view, which only saw 
A little part, deemed evil, is no more: 
The storms or Wintry Time will quickly pass, 
And one unbounded Spring encircle all. 
Thomson, as did Pope and the other so-called "optimists," 
fully recognized the inescapable fact or evil. As was Pope's 
object in the Essay~~' to vindicate the ways of God to 
man, Thomson's object was to show the great eternal scheme. 
His explanation of good and evil as: 
a perfect whole 
Uniting as the prospect wider spreads, 
To reason's eye refined, 
is as far from the churchmen's idea of persisting interven-
tion of Providence as it is from the dualism of the Maniche-
ans and the indifference of the atheists. The word of hope 
at the end is a recognition of man's ability to understand, 
to escape from his "bounded view." And this bounded view is 
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that of the "vainly wise!tt and •blind presumptuous!" 
The historians of the century, who also assumed to a 
great extent the role of moralists, are found to be facing 
Janus-like much the same opposition to their aims. On the 
one hand, they assaulted anti-rational religion; and, on the 
other, the pure rationalism of Descartes. This Cartesianism, 
that the pro-Locke and pro-Hume historians considered inimi-
cal, was not necessarily the heresy or atheism that the Popes 
and Thomsons had in mind. The intellectualism the historians 
opposed was more philosophic than religious. 
II. DISTINCTIVE RELIGIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES IN ENGLAND 
One of the distinctive differences between England and 
France during the eighteenth century was that of the state of 
religion. In France it was a matter of extremes. Rigid 
Catholicism was opposed by a complete skepticism'or denial 
among the intellectuals. What was accepted as Christianity 
in England, in France was fought with all the forces of auth-
ority. The French intellectuals, exiled from their homes by 
what was considered by them as a medieval institution, 
leveled their weapons against the Church with malignity. 
In England, the general spirit in the official church of 
toleration, moderation, and good-humored conservatism allowed 
room for the educated and uneducated classes. Hence, while 
the philosophers in France rushed to a doctrine of scientific 
materialism, in England their confreres were able to maintain 
their positions in the community as more or less respectable 
parishioners. 
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Religious strife in England during the seventeenth cen-
tury seems to have tempered all religious extremities in the 
eighteenth. or course, the settlements or 1688 and 1702 had 
established England safely as a Protestant nation; even the 
Jacobite threat was more a matter of differences within the 
Church of England than between Protestantism and Catholicism. 
After the first generation or the eighteenth century, the 
religious furor of the seventeenth seems to have greatly 
subsided. Perhaps the non-religious interests of the Wal-
pole regime also contributed to the quiescent state of theo-
logical concern. The failure of Conyers Middleton's attacks 
on Christianity (during the 1720's) to provoke strong replies 
was considered by Horace Walpole as a proof of a decline of 
1 
public interest in religious contention. With the Jacobite 
question seemingly settled and the dissenting elements in 
power with the court party of George II, extremists in reli-
gion became more rare as the century grew toward the middle. 
It is significant that people like Bolingbroke and Hume 
could keep to themselves the extravagant features in their 
religious thinking and have them exposed only after their 
deaths. Extremes of religious controversy could become the 
subject of satire, as witness Thwackum and Square in~ Jones. 
1 Memoirs£! the Reign of George l!, I, 147. 
2 Fielding also expressed his contempt for people like 
the "Robinhoodians," whom he considered "dregs" questioning 
the first principles of religion. Covent-Garden Journal 
(Feb. 1, 1752), I, 187-92· 
2 
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Furthermore, the Protestant background of the British 
historians would enable them to use many of the religious 
fire-works of the French philosophic historians but instead, 
thereby, of inciting the vengeful enmity of church and state, 
they would often win the approval of their churchmen. The 
attacks on medieval Catholicism that made Voltaire an exile 
from his homeland might make a bishop in England. When the 
English historian reached the post-Reformation period, his 
attacks on religion were often against enthusiasm and in-
tolerance, usually against the two extremes of dissension 
and Catholicism that equally opposed the state church. Thus 
the burden of the religious theme of the British philosophic 
historians was against religious contention, from whatever 
direction it came. 
The civil wars of the seventeenth century were dis-
tasteful to philosophers like Hume, especially so far as 
they were motivated by religious differences. Typical of 
the philosophe who had no appreciation for the significance 
of religious drives of the Middle Ages, Hume was more than 
indifferent to the seriousness of the contending doctrines 
of the Puritans and the Royalists. Smollett and Goldsmith, 
in many respects, echoed Hume's reactions. Hume had only 
ridicule for a popular assembly in 1629 attempting to discuss 
1 
religious questions; and he assailed both sides as bigots 
1 History, VI, 271. 
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when the King and Parliament, 1n 1648, in the Treaty of New-
port, "were willing to sacrifice the greatest civil inter-
ests, rather than relinquish the most minute of their theo-
1 
logical contentions." The Conference at Savoy, March, 1661, 
moved him to comment that disputes concerning religious forms 
are the most frivolous of any; they merit attention "only so 
far as they have influence on the peace and order of civil 
2 
society." Goldsmith has about the same to say about the 
different sects in the Puritan Parliament: "The difference 
between these two sects would hardly be worth mentioning, 
did not their religious opinions influence their political 
3 
conduct." Smollett, commenting on the danger posed by the 
administration in 1758 of the threats of Catholic France's 
designs upon the liberties of Protestant Europe, says, "This 
pretext was worn so threadbare, that, among the sensible part 
of mankind, it could no longer be used without incurring con-
4 
tempt and ridicule." 
With this coldness to the virtues of any kind of reli-
gious controversy, a special horror was associated with wars 
fought for religion. Whatever the issues are, they can be but 
1 Ibid. , VII, 126. 
2 Ibid., p. 269. 
3 History of England, III, 275· 
4 Continuation, III, 474. He adds, however, to this com-
ment: "Notwithstanding the general lukewarmth of the age in 
matters of religion, it produced considerable effect among the 
fanatic sectaries that swarm through the kingdom of England. 
The leaders of these blind enthusiasts . • • immediately seized 
the hint • • • " 
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fanatic to the man of reason. Bolingbroke saw religious 
motives greatly adding to the evils of private ambition and 
avarice: "so that some through folly, and some through 
knavery, are ready to sacrifice public liberty to their 
1 
particular schemes of religion." Of the extreme cruel ties 
and atrocities of the Irish Catholics in 1641, Hume noted 
the mockery: 
••• the sacred name of RELIGION resounded on every side; 
not to stop the hands of these murderers, but to enforce 
their blows, and to steel their hearts against every move-
ment of human or social sympathy.2 
Smollett, who is usually especially cynical toward war and 
religion, observed: "It has been a constant remark in all 
ages, that no quarrel rages to such a pitch of cruelty and 
outrage, as that which is inflamed with an ingredient of 
3 
religion." He recognized "religious fanaticism" as the most 
4 
"effectual ferment in all popular commotions." Goldsmith,· 
commenting on the same disturbance in Ireland as was Hume, 
added "liberty" to religion in this inspiration of "the 
5 
most atrocious actions." In his Grecian History, concerning 
a war with the Phocians who had ploughed up a piece of ground 
belonging to the temple of Apollo at Delphos, he wrote, 
1 Remarks 2n History (Works, I, 354). 
2 History of England, VI, 439· 
3 Complete History, I, 150· 
4 Adventures of an Atom (Works, 
----
XII, 373) 0 
5 • • • Series of Letters, II, 19. 
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ftEvery one knows how much religious wars are to be dreaded; 
and the prodigious lengths which a false zeal, when veiled 
1 
with so venerable a name, is apt to go." 
III. ATTITUDES TOWARD INSTITUTIONAL RELIGION 
IN GENERAL 
Not only was religion darkly associated with strife and 
bloodshed by the generality of continental historical think-
ers, it was regarded as the militant cause for the darkness 
of the Middle Ages, for the retardation of the advance of 
reason that finally fought through the darkness to the En-
lightenment. The Medieval Church, usually judged on the 
basis of the modern alliance of the Church with political 
despotism in Spain and France, was regarded with negative 
feelings, from scorn to vituperation. The Philosophical 
Speculations~ the History£! Humanity (1764), by the Swiss, 
Isaac Iselin, has been called "most representative of the 
educated public." This is Iselin's condemnation of the 
Christian church of the Middle Ages: 
19. 
Instead of spreading light, morality and humaneness 
among European people and making them prevail, corrupt 
Christianity augmented ignorance, anarchy and grossness. 
It made the wildest passions and the preposterous inclina-
tion to marvels, that tyrannized over great and small, into 
tools of priestly advantage and authority •••• It is a 
recognized principle that in the history of the Middle 
Ages the judgments of the historians, who were all priests, 
since no one else could read or write, must not be trusted.2 
1 II, 30-31· 
2 Quoted by Emery Neff, The Poetry of History, pp. 18-
I 
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Voltaire was always strongly outspoken in his condemnation of 
the church as a negative influence on the progress of history. 
Freely, whenever the occasion permitted, he excoriated the 
offices of religion, whether he was commenting on the his-
tory of Judaism, the sermons of Massillon and Bourdaloue, or 
the topic of Fanaticism in his Dictionnaire. 
While the intellectuals in England never achieved the 
intensity of their continental brethren in this attack upon 
religion, they associated themselves with the attacks at 
least in an intellectual manner. Even Newton, who on one 
hand went to the trouble to compute a chronology of the cre-
ation for the royal princess, on the other scanned the Scrip-
1 
tures for textual corruptions. And Gibbon, following Hume 
in a natur~listic interpretation of religion, appeared so 
shocking to Mrs. Montague, the ~ueen of the Blue-Stocking 
Club, that, according to Boswell, "she had bound up Mr. Gib-
2 
bon's history without the last two offensive chapters." 
At times, the Englishman who was in sympathy with many 
of the philosophes' ideas was annoyed by their attacks on 
religion. Chesterfield was quite cavalierish with religious 
practices. He would not accept with any credulity the Old 
Testament writers, as he wrote to young Huntingdon, ".!?.!:. Moyse 
n 1 est ~ !!!2.!! homme"; and to his son he described the "Rab-
3 
bins and Doctors" of Jerusalem as "extravagant and absurd." 
1 Smith, Enlightenment, pp. 266-67. 
2 II, 176. 
3 Dec. 6, 1765 and Oct. 19, 1753· 
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The crusades he termed "flagitious conspiracies against the 
1 
lives and properties of unoffending people"; and he consid-
ered the theological discussions by the Sorbonne divinity 
professors as nothing more than passionate debates of unin-
telligible points, "mystical refinements" that "disfigure and 
disguise the native beauty and simplicity of true natural 
2 
religion." But he was not in favor of the libertine attacks 
on religion that he characterized as "poor threadbare topics 
3 
of half wits, and minute philosophers"; and, while he ad-
mired Voltaire's Siecle, he considered Voltaire's contempt 
4 
for .. sects and their jargons" as "ridiculous." In a letter 
to the Bishop of Waterford, who had received his episcopal 
appointment through Chesterfield's efforts, Chesterfield 
insisted that the matter of the existence of God was not a 
5 
matter of proof, but of elementary belief. And Horace Wal-
pole, who was hardly punctilious about religion, was shocked 
by the French carelessness in discussing religious liberal-
ism within earshot of servants. 
Bolingbroke, while never as violent in his attacks on 
religion as Voltaire, did not make the reservations about the 
attacks as did Chesterfield. He, too, regarded the historical 
1 Sept. 20, 1748. 
2 Jan. 6, 1752. 
3 Jan. 8, 1750. 
4 To Huntingdon, Aug. 10, 1752. 
5 Aug. 30, 1755· Hume, skeptical about miracles, also 
insisted that religion was simply a matter of faith. (Essays, 
PP • 520-43.) 
\ 
' 
I 
I 
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Scriptures as "holy romances" which the fathers of the Church 
1 
did not disdain to employ. And while he acknowledged that 
the foundations of Judaism and Christianity were laid in 
truth, he charged that "numberless fables have been invented 
to raise, to embellish, and to support these structures, 
according to the interests and the tastes of the several 
2 
arch! tecta.'' The crusades, "so improperly called the holy 
wars," were occasions for the returning "wretched Christians" 
3 
to malign the Mohametans. Bolingbroke's reply to the claims 
of the atheists, unlike those of Chesterfield and Hume, was 
completely rationalistic. He resorted to the instrument of 
the "stoics' pride," mathematics, as well as to the new em-
piricism, to prove his theism: 
I made use of those· (proofs] you furnished me with by 
a geometrical application of the doctrine of final cause, 
which shows, in various instances, what numberless chances 
there are against one, that intelligence and design were 
employed in the production of these phenomena. 
When I could not silence my adversary by these proofs 
though they carry probability up to a reasonable, if not 
an absolute, certainty, I insisted on a proof which must 
give this certainty, I think, to every one who acknowl-
edges that we are capable of demonstrative knowledge. I 
argued, ~ posteriori, from the intuitive knowledge of 
ourselves, and the sensitive knowledge of objects exterior 
to ourselves, which we have, up to that demonstrative 
knowledge of God's existenc., which we are able to acquire 
by a due use of our reason. 
Hume, while accepting religion as a matter of faith 
1 Study ~ ~ of History (Works, II, 200-201). 
2 .!!!.1J!.' p. 213. 
3 Ibid., P• 215. 
4 "Letter toM. de Pouilly," Works, II, 462-63. 
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beyond the needs of rational proof, looked upon its manifes-
tations with the eye of common sense; and when historical re-
port departed from the limits of reasonableness, Hume looked 
upon that history with skepticism. In fact, in his statement 
that religion was a matter simply of faith he bewrayed the 
barbarous fools who resorted to the miraculous for proof of 
their religious tenets. His religious faith thus appears to 
be concerned with a primitive, or a natural, religion that 
stands in no need of revelation. His contempt for the theo-
logical disquisitions of the schools as well as for all a pri-
ori reasoning is expressed in the final paragraph of An Enquiry 
Concerning Human Understanding: 
If we take in hand any volume of divinity, or school 
metaphysics, for instance, let us ask, Does it contain any 
abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number? No. 
Does it contain any experimental reasoning concerning mat-
ter of fact and existence? No. Commit it then to the 
flames; for it can contain nothing but sophistry and il-
lusion. 
And this is the philosophic attitude he took with him when 
he wrote his History of England. In his first volume, deal-
ing with the reigns of James I and Charles I and the Common-
wealth, the unreasonable violence of religion was more heavily 
manifested on the side of the anti-royalists; therefore Hume's 
repulsion from the enemies of monarchy was so noticeable 
that his first volumes received violent Whig criticism. In 
the next volume, however, the extravagances of the Church of 
England forces against the dissenters were heavy. Hume, in 
this second volume, said a great deal against the Anglicans. 
The alleged Tory partiality of the first volume was somewhat 
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counter-balanced. The role of the Church in the Middle Ages 
Hume viewed with suspicion. The Roman ecclesiastics who 
brought Christianity to pagan Britain were of an institution 
1 
that had corrupted Christianity; Dunstan and Becket, in 
their controversies with the throne, were misguided oppor-
2 
tunists; Joan of Arc was treated as a misguided maid, how-
3 
ever with definite pity. 
This inability to see any elevated motives among the 
exponents of the One Church was just as persistent when Hume 
looked at the Church divided at the Reformation. Luther's 
motive was regarded as nothing more than a mercenary jealousy 
4 
over the privileges of selling dispensations. When Hume 
reached the quarrel between Charles I and Parliament, he saw 
nothing but contempt in the fact that the nation was so in-
5 
flamed over matters of religious liturgy and vestment. It is 
a pity, he said, that Laud, a man of courage, constancy, and 
pious 
views 
motives, should have been misguided by such limited 
6 
of religion. As a victim of religious extremities, 
Charles at his end was regarded with pity and respect for his 
religious devotion as "he reposed himself with confidence in 
1 I, pp. 61 ff. 
2 Ibid., PP· 112 ff. and 383 ff. 
3 III, 141 ff. 
4 IV, 35 ff. 
5 VI, 388. 
6 VII, 40. 
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the arms of that Being." In the spirit of the Enlightenment, 
the Deity is identified as one "who penetrates and sustains 
1 
all nature." 
Fielding was far from being in harmony with the "philo-
sophic" attitude toward religion that was developed by 
Bolingbroke, Voltaire, and Hume. He went beyond Goldsmith 
in expressing his opposition to the expressed religious tone 
of the Deists. It is true that Fielding had no sympathy with 
religion on the level of miracles and superstition. He fell 
upon Carte, the historian, with all the scurrility of his wit 
because Carte had included in the first volume of his General 
History of England an incident of the Old Pretender, in 1716, 
2 
curing a case of scrofula with the King's touch. Of course, 
Fielding's attitude toward Jacobitism could account for some 
of this reaction against one point of the Pretender's creed. 
Again suggestive of both his preJudice against extreme reli-
gious belief and the Jacobites is his calling divine right 
"the most pernicious doctrine which priestcraft had ever the 
3 
wickedness or the impudence to preach.'' And Fielding was 
Just as much repulsed by the extremes of religious enthusiasm 
in the other direction, as witness his treatment of White-
field and the Methodists in~ Jones. 
The Deist Square, in Tom Jones, would suffice to show 
1 Ibid., P• 115. 
2 Cross, History of Henry Fielding, II, 87. 
3 Tom Jones {Works, V, 246). 
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Fielding's contempt for the religion of the Bolingbrokes and 
Humes, even though Thwackum shows the novelist's contempt 
for the extreme of orthodoxism. Fielding took up the attack 
on this religious philosophy elsewhere, too. In the Champion, 
Jan. 22, 1739-40, he attacked the creed of Deism, showing 
1 
its evil, be it true or false. And in Amelia, he identified 
Deism with Atheism: 
••• this gentleman was what they call a freethinker; 
that is to say, a deist, or, perhaps, an atheist; for, 
though he did not absolutely deny the existence of God, 
yet he entirely denied his providence. A doctrine which, 
if it is not downright atheism, hath a direct tendency 
towards it; and, as Dr. Clarke observes, may soon be driven 
into it.2 
The efforts of the philosophes to deprive religion of its 
domain of morality and to assign this region to the jurisdic-
tion of philosophy, history, etc. were therefore highly dis-
tasteful to Fielding. In the same Champion paper that was 
quoted above he leveled his religious and moral wrath at 
these "political philosophers" with their two-way war on vir-
tue: 
They have first, as much as in them lay, endeavoured to 
ridicule and extirpate all our expectations of any future 
reward in another life; and secondly, they have represented 
it as directly incompatible with our happiness and advance-
ment in this. While one part of this tribe have been kick-
ing our religion out of doors, another have as strenuously 
applied themselves to send our morals after. We have seen 
religion represented as a grievance, and vices very mod-
estly called the c.hief benefits to a nation.3 
1 Miscellaneous Writings, II, 164-65. 
2 Works, VII, 16. 
3 Miscellaneous Writings, II, 163. 
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And a dozen years later, in the Covent-Garden Journal, he ex-
pressed his ironic views on the "opinion of the understand-
ings" of the English people presently prevailing among "the 
1 
French philosophers abroad." 
The basis of Fielding's opposition to the philosophers 
seems to rest in his belief that he expressed as early as 
1740 in the Champion: "Christianity hath taught us something 
beyond what the religion of nature and philosophy could ar-
2 
rive at." His growing association with Lord Lyttelton, who 
became one of the most soundly Christian writers of the time, 
would have done nothing to weaken this position. 
Smollett has been considered something of an enigma 
by several who have commented on his approach to religion. 
Professor Saintsbury, taking into account perhaps only Smol-
lett's non-historical writings, alludes to Smollett as a 
"curious exemplification of what may be called with pardon-
able exaggeration the Paganism of the eighteenth century." 
He finds Smollett free from the "philosophism'' or free think-
ing of the period, having never really faced the religious 
3 
point of view. In a letter to Garrick, April 5, 1761, Smol-
lett, himself, suggested that he had not been deeply touched 
by any religious feeling: 
I am old enough to have seen and observed that we are 
all playthings of fortune and that it depends upon something 
1 Covent-Garden Journal, II, 251. 
2 Miscellaneous Writings, II, 258. 
3 Introduction to Roderick Random (London & Phila., 1899), 
p. xli. 
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as insignificant and precarious as the tossing up of a 
halfpenny, whether a man rises to affluence and honours, 
or continues to his dying day itruggling with the diffi-
culties and disgraces of life. 
In his novels, there is little deviation one way or another 
that indicates any kind or a trend in his religious leaning, 
whether toward or away from orthodoxy. In Roderick Random 
one of the contributing factors to the downfall of Miss Wil-
liams was her being enticed to read Shaftesbury, Tindal, and 
Hobbes "and all the books that are remarkable for their de-
viation from the old way of thinking." Studying them "with 
pleasure," in a short time she became a "professed Free-
2 
thinker." While it is difficult to see Hobbes and Shaftes-
bury pulling the tender reader in the same direction, they 
could have been used by Smollett to generalize upon the 
philosophic forces that were being such a nuisance to old-
fashioned, conventional Anglicanism. In Count Fathom, Smol-
lett surprises the reader by producing the Jewish money-
lender, Joshua Manasseh, with such virtues that fairly glow 
in contrast to the run of Christians in the novel. And in 
the same novel, the virtuous and admirable Castilian finds 
no trouble in dropping his traditional Catholicism, although 
with no animus, and adopting Protestantism. He views reli-
gion as would a sound rationalist: 
I am fully satisfied that real goodness is of no par-
ticular persuasion, and that salvation cannot depend upon 
1 Letters, p. 69. 
2 Chap. xx. 
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1 
belief, over which the will has no influence. 
In his histories, Smollett, very much like Hume, struck 
at anything in the name of religion that appeared as frenzy, 
fanaticism, superstition, or intolerance. He related ironi-
cally how the eminent and venerable churchmen of the early 
fifth century, "to the unspeakable satisfaction of all ortho-
dox believers," confuted the heretic Pelagius, whom Smollett 
described as a man of unblemished morals and acute discern-
2 
ment. Sometimes Smollett went beyond the philosophic Hume 
in condemning superstition. While Hume related objectively 
the facts of Edward the Confessor's reputed virtue and resort 
to the King's touch, Smollett made a skeptical issue of these 
3 
reports. Wherever Smollett found an allusion to an event of 
strong religious implication, he treated it with skepticism, 
scorn, or contempt. William of Malmesbury's account of the 
translation of Joseph of Arimathea is palpable imposture, 
4 
"monkish fable, unworthy of refutation"; King Egbert 1 s re-
S 
tirement to a monastery was "a silly enthusiasm"; Peter's 
6 
Pence was a "disgrace of this nation"; an account of 
1 Works, IX, 289. The Castilian's observation in drop-
ping his religion is quite close to the conclusion that Hume 
came to in his shocking posthumous Dialogues. 
2 See above, pp.l67-68. Hume simply mentioned the 
Pelagian heresy, which, incidentally, stood for an interpre-
tation of the Scriptures that was quite rational. 
3 See above, p. 168· Hume's version was not available 
when Smollett wrote his. 
4 Complete History, I, 111. 
5 Ibid., P• 197· 
6 !£!£·, p. 210. 
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Augustine's restoring sight to a Saxon convert was tossed 
1 
aside with an assumption that the man was not blind at all; 
the account of the vision of St. Cuthbert appearing to Al-
fred required that the reader "needs not be told what credit 
2 
it deserves~; Dunstan was the leader of "ecclesiastical 
3 
traitors"; and Earl Goodwin's death "was probably no other 
than an apoplectic fit, the effect of age and infirmity; 
though the monkish writers imputed it to be the judgment 
4 
of heaven." 
Like Hume, Smollett recognized the evil and dangers in 
the Puritan extravagances during the Civil Wars; on the other 
hand, he had little patience with the High Church pretensions 
of 3acheverell, whom he termed "a clergyman of narrow intel-
5 
lects, and an over-heated imagination." He was especially 
moved to scorn by the superstition of the multitude of Lon-
. 
don that took to the fields and churches as "penitent sin-
ners" in face of the peculiar weather and the earthquake in 
the Spring of 1750. He was doubtful that after ages could 
6 
believe such a thing about the London of 1750. Now and then, 
however, Smollett could accept with respect what seemed to 
him a sincere religious interest. He remarked as laudable 
1 Ibid., P· 215. 
2 Ibid., P• 254 n. 
3 Ibid., P· 297· 
4 Ibid., P· 353· 
5 Continuation, II, 12. 
6 Ibid., III, 51-52. 
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Dr. Bray's plan in 1698 for propagating the gospel in foreign 
countries (the English colonies in America) with "missionaries, 
catechisms, liturgies, and other books of instruction of the 
1 
ignorant people." 
As a novelist and poet, Goldsmith is associated with 
the good Parson Primrose and the equally faithful parson in 
~Deserted Village, and thus he is aligned with the simple 
pieties of the church. In general, his religious views in 
his essays are in harmony with The Vicar of Wakefield and 
The Deserted Village. It is noteworthy, therefore, that so 
frequently in his histories, that supposedly he was writing 
for the young reader, his viewpoint on ecclesiastical mat-
ters could be touched with "philosoph1sm." Of course, like 
Hume and Smollett, many of his historical remarks against 
religious elements were directed against "Papism." But, like 
Voltaire and Gibbon, he could also fail to be sympathetic 
with the early primitive Christians, even though his antipathy 
was not as harsh as Voltaire's nor as decisive as Gibbon's. 
And Goldsmith, like so many of the philosophes, lowly re-
garded the historical reliability of the ancient religious 
2 
author! ties. 
Prior states that Goldsmith on occasion attended and 
took part in the meetings of the Robin Hood Society where 
''religious matters particularly, blasphemous notions were 
1 ~., I, 300. 
2 Citizen of the World (Works, II, 68); ••. Series of 
Letters, I, 37; and History of England, I, 62. 
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1 
frequently broached." Even if Goldsmith attended these meet-
ings of the "frequently illiterate or half-informed" for only 
"occasional amusement" as Prior suggests, from a strictly 
orthodox viewpoint his sense of amusement could be severely 
criticized. And Goldsmith has Lien Chi Altangi observe that 
those that reproach the Chinese for their false history and 
fabulous chronology should look at the Europeans' books 
"written by the doctors of their religion, filled with the 
2 
most monstrous fables, and attested with the utmost solemnity." 
Before Gibbon's version of Christianity's part in the decline· 
of Rome could have been read by anybody, Goldsmith points out 
that the empire, which had been built and conducted upon 
pagan principles, lost a great deal of its strength and co-
3 
herence when the new religion prevailed. The apostasy of 
Julian did not prevent Goldsmith from finding that emperor 
4 
a "very good and very valiant prince.'' While Goldsmith ac-
cepts with no comment Eusebius' account of the miraculous 
5 
vision that appeared to Constantine, the Christian claim of 
Maximin's (Constantine's eastern ruler) death being a judg-
ment from Heaven called forth from Goldsmith the remark: 
"but this was the age in which false judgments and false 
1 Life of Oliver Goldsmith, M.D., I, 419· The Robin-
hoodians-w9re~he organization tha~ielding expressed contempt 
for as "dregs'' questioning the first principles of religion. 
See above, p. 338, n. 
2 Works, II, 68. 
3 Roman History, II, 483. 
4 !.£!!!.' p. 494. 
5 !.£!!!.' p. 481. 
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1 
miracles made up the bulk of uninstructive history." And 
Goldsmith will not disallow entirely the heathens' invec-
tive-adorned description of the first Christian emperor, 
whose "scheme of politicks destroyed the empire" even though 
2 
he "established a religion that continues to be a blessing." 
About the Roman persecution of the Christians, Goldsmith can 
be surprisingly objective. After highly praising Trajan for 
his virtue, the historian observes that "it had been happy 
for this great prince's memory, if he had shown equal clem-
ency to all his subjects." In the ninth year of his reign 
"the extreme veneration which he professed for the religion 
of the empire" made him regard the progress of Christianity 
with alarm, and the "Christians were persecuted in all parts 
3 
of the empire." Also after noting a long list of the vir-
tues of Adrian, Goldsmith listed among Adrian's sins the re-
4 
vival of persecution of the Christians. Goldsmith credited 
Aurelian with restoring peace and virtue to the empire, even 
though Aurelian 1 s "rigours of justice" included persecuting 
the Christians who were "growing more numerous." The story 
that a Heaven-sent thunder-bolt deterred Aurelian from these 
persecutions is charged by Goldsmith to the "credulous his-
5 
torians of the times." Galerius' cruelty to the Christians 
1 Ibid., P• 484. 
2 Ibid., P• 491. 
3 Ibid., PP· 330-31· 
4 Ibid., PP· 341-42. 
5 Ibid., PP· 460-61. 
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"was one of the many crimes alleged against him" by the 
Christian historians who ~have not failed to aggravate the 
1 
circumstances of his death as a judgment from Heaven." 
In his treatment of the early English history, Gold-
smith like Hume and Smollett found little to praise concern-
ing the church. Regarding a bloody struggle between the 
proponents and opponents of Austin, Goldsmith observed, 
"Christianity, when erroneously taught, is even more injuri-
2 
ous to society than Paganism." The learning of the clergy 
in the seventh century was contemptible "since their prin-
3 
cipal tenet was to discard the lights of reason." Dunstan 
was a "haughty monk" who exploited his ecclesiastical powers 
for political purposes, and whose "illuminations" as reported 
by churchmen called for Goldsmith 1 s remark, "Nothing was so 
absurd, but what the monks were ready to propagate in favour 
4 
of their sect." Becket is considered more a fanatic than a 
saint. The miracles attributed to him were mocked at by 
Goldsmith with a Voltairean leer: 
When the people are resolved to see miracles, they are 
seldom disappointed: it was not sufficient that his 
shrine had a power of restoring dead men to life, it re-
stored also cows, dogs, and horses.5 
In the History.£!. England in~ Series of Letters, Goldsmith 
1 Ibid., pp. 479-80. This somewhat stand-offish atti-
tude towa:rdthe persecution of the Christians is suggestive 
of Voltaire's in Essai ~ ~ Moeurs, Chap. IX. 
2 ••• Series of Letters, I, 36. 
3 ... Series of Letters, I, 37; much the same in ~­
!2.!.:l of England, I, 62: 
4 History of England, I, 91-92. 
5 • • • Series of Letters, I, 83; and History of Eng-
land, I, 24'(. 
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regarded the crusade of Richard I to have been motivated by 
"a romantic desire for strange adventure, and an immoderate 
1 
zeal for the external parts of Christianity." But in the 
History£! England, he refrained from such critical comment; 
for the crusade of Prince Edward, during the reign of Henry 
III, he almost showed enthusiasm: "To that renowned field 
of blood flocked all the brave, the pious, the ambitious, 
2 
and the powerful." At other times, in the history that bore 
his name on the title-page, Goldsmith was less critical of 
ideas and actions of religious faith. Goldsmith's irrever-
ence for Joan of Arc decreased materially between the History 
of England in~ Series of Letters and the History of England. 
In the early version, there is a suggestion of the cynicism 
that we find in Voltaire's Essai and Pucelle. In Goldsmith's 
early version, Joan's visions were made to appear as "an 
unhappy imposture" put into practice by Baudricourt. Joan 
was "a woman of masculine strength and courage, pretending 
3 
to be but eighteen, but in reality, twenty-seven years old." 
In the later work, Goldsmith dropped the tone of cynicism 
and used the gist 
some sympathy for 
of Hume's version with more respect and 
4 
the "misguided"maid. But in both versions 
1 I, 87. Hume had greater respect for the "spirit and 
generosity" of the pagan Saladin than for the "bigoted" Chris-
tian allies. (History of England, II, 22.) 
2 I, 382. 
3 I, 272. 
4 History of England, II, 199-201. 
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the acceptance of her reported miracle was a matter of the 
1 
,.vulgar" being ready to accept the "imposture" as revelation. 
This somewhat supercilious attitude toward Christian-
ity that Goldsmith was rather profuse with in his histories 
does not harmonize with most of his non-historical observa-
tiona on religion. His sympathy with simple piety in The 
Vicar of Wakefield and The Deserted Village is apparent. In 
the Enguiry 1E!2 ~Present State £[Polite Learning, he 
found certain contemporary writers in France, by their writ-
ing against the religion of their country, doing nothing 
2 
better than rendering society less happy than they found it. 
In his review of Hawkins' Miscellanies (1759), he would ac-
cept nothing of the rationalist's interpretation of religion. 
His insistence upon the primacy of revelation is untinged 
orthodoxy: 
In showing how far reason, unassisted by revelation, 
can lead us into the nature of the Deity and ourselves, 
he has perhaps given our rational faculties greater saga-
city than they merit, as he thinks that reason alone 
points out the immortality of the soul . • • but revela-
tion has brought our doubts into certainty, and surely it 
is taking from the latter to ascribe to reason what is not 
its due •••• we are obliged to revelation alone for any 
evidence in this matter [proof of immortality of the soul]; 
and that those philosophers, who were guided only by rea-
son, vainly endeavoured to prove that immortality which 
1 Another indication, however slight, that Goldsmith 
might have been less desirous of appearing indifferent to the 
virtues of early Christianity in the pages of the History of 
England than in those of the earlier, anonymous work is the-
fact that in the later history is a note of warm appreciation 
for the work of the earl¥ missionaries in Britain that was not 
in the earlier history. (See History of England, I, 50.) 
2 Works, I, 432· 
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it is our duty to believe •••• But Mr. Hawkins thinks 
it not only apparent from reason, but as demonstrable as 
the immortality of God himself; and yet brings no proof 
of the immortality of God, but that of spirit not being 
subject to corruption •.•• We offer a better [argument]; 
namely, the omnipotence of the Godhead; and if he does 
not think proper to make use of it, that is his fault, 
not ours.l 
Goldsmith's objective or even critical view of religion 
that seems to be more evident in his histories than else-
where might be one of the aspects of the direct influence of 
Voltaire that have been found in the beginning of Goldsmith's 
historical writing, A History of England in a Series of Let-
2 
ters. Then the question arises, why Goldsmith did not re-
flect the same religious attitude when he was earlier obvi-
ously influenced by something of the same kind of French 
philosophic source? His Citizen of the World essays have 
been shown to owe almost as much to d'Argens' Lettres Chi-
3 
noises as his first history to Voltaire's Essai. But with 
all that Goldsmith drew from the Lettres Chinoises, he used 
little of the philosophical propaganda that is so prominent 
in d'Argens' work, especially the attacks on fanaticism and 
4 
superstition in European religion. In short, the sources of 
1 Works, III, 506-516. Goldsmith's argument here that 
religion is a matter of belief, not of reason, resembles Hume's 
argument to the same end. (See above, p. 344, n.) But Hume's 
argument was against the perversion of reason arguing religion 
by miracles; Goldsmith's is for faith, immortality, etc., by 
an orthodox acceptance of revelation. 
2 See above, PP• 269-70. 
3 See the article by R. s. Crane and H. J. Smith, "French 
Influences on 'Citizen of the World,'" Modern Philology, XIX 
(August, 1921), 83-92. 
4 This observation was made in the Crane and Smith article. 
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Citizen of the World account for ~none of the traits which 
constitute the essential originality of Goldsmith's work." 
Could it be that Goldsmith, in his histories, used what he 
was looking for and not what he found? that the problems 
that seem to have arisen in his mind around 1761-62, as he 
turned to political and social problems, implied more of the 
manner of the philosophe and suggested some attitudes that 
he had refrained from using earlier in the Citizen of the 
1 
World? 
IV. THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Some of the indifference or opposition to the spirit 
of religion in the Middle Ages by these British historians 
has to do with their feeling of repugnance for the Church of 
Rome more than their animosity toward religion itself. Like 
Voltaire and many of the French philosophes, they saw the 
Roman Church with its "superstitions" and "intolerance" as 
the maih obstacle to the progress of reason. Bolingbroke 
and Hume singled out the Catholic Church and its agents 
throughout their pages as enemies of intellectual decency 
and social happiness. Even soundly religious historians like 
Robertson and Lyttelton were virulent in attacking the powers 
of the papacy. On the other hand, often these philosophic 
historians of the Enlightenment were able to see some virtue 
1 It might also have been that the foregone nature of 
Citizen of ~ World would have precluded such displays of 
skepticism; and, also, the anonymity of the History of England 
in a Series of Letters would have made a difference. 
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in the machinery of the Church; and often they could express 
their sympathy with Papism in face of fanatic assaults by 
its enemies. Even the clerical baiting Voltaire found some 
virtue in the monasteries. In barbaric times, he allowed, 
it was a consolation to be able to find retreat in the clois-
1 
ter against tyranny. And life in the monasteries never was 
as vicious as life outside; great crimes were never commit-
2 
ted in the cloisters. Hume, too, allowed the Roman clergy 
credit for their treasuring classic letters in the Dark 
Ages. And in view of the "bigotted prejudices" against the 
Catholics around 1615 Hume thought that ''that furious big-
otry of the catholics which broke out in the Gunpowder con-
3 
spiracy appears the less surprising." While Chesterfield saw 
the Church's treatment of the Moors in Spain as "civil and 
ecclesiastical tyranny" barbarizing a country that had been 
4 
enlightened by the Moors; and the Inquisition as a violation 
of the "first natural principles of reason, justice, and 
equity," he expressed himself at times as a gentleman of 
reason and noted that justice would insist upon some respect 
for the Catholic Church. On May 10, 1748, he wrote to his 
son deploring the tendency of nwitlings and coxcombs" with 
1 Essai,(Oeuvres, XIII, 407-408.) 
2 .!!?.!£·, XV, 225. 
3 History of England, VI, 77• 
4 Letters to Huntingdon, p. 69 (Nov. 21, 1752). 
5 Letter to son, Oct. 9, 1749. 
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\ 
their "insipid jokes" insulting the clergy: 
With these people, every priest, of every religion, is 
either a public or concealed unbeliever, drunkard, and 
whoremaster; whereas, I conceive, that priests are ex-
tremely like other men, and neither the better nor the 
worse for wearing a surplice; but if they are different 
from other people, probably it is on the side of religion 
and morality, or, at least, decency, from their education 
and their manner of life. 
Even the "silly and pompous" ceremonies of the Catholic Church 
are things that the gentleman should understand; and the "in-
carcerated enthusiasts" of the "convents both of men and 
1 
women" should become objects of acquaintance. 
Smollett combined his traditional background of Scotch 
Whiggery and his antipathy for much of the French with his 
reaction against Catholicism. In his Travels he frequently 
berated the Roman Church for its contributions of frippery, 
2 
idleness, and poverty. Smollett was contemptuous toward the 
high Catholic churchmen in France who ridiculed the fervent 
3 
protestations of faith by the exiled James II; he scorned 
the efforts of the Irish general and his priests in their 
exhortations of the Catholic army before the battle of 
4 
Aghrim in 1691; and he pointed to the foolishness of the 
Spanish nation in their superstitious recourse to saints and 
5 
relics. On the other hand, Smollett at times could show a 
1 Letters to son, Jan. 6, 1752 and March 26, 1754. 
2 See Works, XII, 38, 187, and 217. 
3 Continuation, I, 32-33· Of course, here is an in-
stance of pity for the Catholicism of the English king who was 
being mistreated by the vulgarity of French Catholicism. 
4 Ibid., p. 112. 
5 Ibid., IV, 297· 
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flash of respect for Rome, when the forces of right reason 
seemed to him to be on its side. In Peregrine Pickle, when 
the physician ~in the pride and insolence of his learning, 
had undertaken to display the absurdity of the Christian 
faith" finally attacked the immaculate conception, the 
Catholic priest, who had borne much with patience, arose in 
1 
wrath and roundly lacerated the insolent physician. For the 
eighteenth century Popes, Benedict XIV and Clement XIII, 
2 
Smollett had praise and respect. 
Goldsmith, too, while displaying frequently a Protes-
tant and "philosophic" negative reaction against the Catho-
lic Church, could also show respect for what he considered 
virtues in the Church. In the Enguiry he remarked on the 
opposition to new learning by the "seminaries of monastic 
3 
ignorance" with their "monkish stupidities." And he consid-
ered the monk of the tenth century and the monk of the 
eighteenth century "equally enlightened with science, and 
4 
equally fit to promote the arts of happiness." At the time 
of the Reformation, he found that "the church of Rome had 
now, for more than a thousand years, been corrupting the 
sacred doctrines of Christianity, and converting into a 
temporal! ty the kingdom of another world." And, he added, 
1 Works, VI, 32-33· 
2 Continuation, IV, 84. 
3 Works, I, 419. 
4 ••. Series of Letters, I, 59 and much the same in 
History of England, I-,-136. 
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WWherever the church governs, it exerts its power with cru-
1 
elty." And relative to the time of James II, the property 
of Catholicism was "almost ever to contract the sphere of 
2 
the understanding." But occasionally Goldsmith showed 
respect for the culture of the Roman Church. In the fif-
teenth century, he acknowledged that while ''learning was 
separated from the purposes of common life." it was "by no 
means unknown or neglected by the clergy, as we are taught 
3 
to believe." And he deplored the devastation of the librar-
ies during the reign of Edward VI by the "fury" of the re-
4 
forming "barbarians." 
V. THE REFORMATION AND PROTESTANTISM 
As the pendulum of history of England swung from the 
assertions of the Roman Church in the Middle Ages to those 
of Protestantism in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
the reaction of the historians like Hume and Smollett against 
superstition and fanaticism was shifted against the dissen-
ters. The rise of the spirit of dissension against Rome was 
regarded generally with remarkable restraint. John Ball, in 
his ministry against the oppression of the authorities, was 
5 
considered by Hume simply as a "seditious preacher." 
1 • . • Series of Letters, I, 235· 
2 History £[ England, IV, 1-2. 
3 . . • Series ££ Letters, I, 181. 
4 History of England, III, 24-25. 
5 History of England, III, 7· 
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Wycliff's efforts, although to Bolingbroke they embodied the 
1 
"spirit of liberty in religion," to Hume were nothing more 
than Wycliff's strong tincture of enthusiasm opposing the 
2 
church which was dominated by superstition. Smollett 
thought nothing better of Wycliff's Lollardism than to call 
3 
it "fanaticism." And Sir John Oldcastle, when called before 
an ecclesiastical court, "behaved with all the indiscretion 
4 
of a hot-headed enthusiast." The Reformation, itself, at 
best, was regarded as something necessary. Bolingbroke 
gave "the theory of the Reformation in a nutshell": 
Henry VIII divided with the secular clergy and his 
people the spoil of the Pope and his satellites the monks; 
Francis I divided with the Pope the spoil of the clergy, 
secular and regular, and of his people.5 
6 
Chesterfield, like Hume, rather cynically regarded Luther's 
motives as little more than jealousy over the rights to sell 
7 
indulgences. 
Smollett's distinction between Catholicism and Calvin-
ism leaves little to choose between the two: 
I know not whether I may be allowed to compare the Rom-
ish religion to comedy, and Calvinism to tragedy. The 
1 "Remarks on History," Works, I, 321. 
2 History of England, III, 52. 
3 Complete History, V, 210. 
4 12!Q., p. 215. 
5 "Letters on History," Works, II, 241. 
6 See above, p. 347. 
7 Letters, I, 103-104 (April 26, 1748). 
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first amuses the senses, and excites ideas of mirth and 
good humour; the other, like tragedy, deals in the pas-
sions of terror and pity. Step into a conventical of 
dissenters, you will, ten to one, hear the minister hold-
ing forth upon the sufferings of Christ, or the torments 
of hell, and see many marks of religious horror in the 
faces of the hearers. This is perhaps one reason why the 
reformation did not succeed in France, among a volatile, 
giddy, and unthinking, people, shocked at the mortified 
appearances of the Calvinists; and accounts for its rapid 
progress among nations of a more melancholy turn of char-
acter and complexion. For, in the conversion of thl 
multitude, reason is generally out of the question. 
Smollett and Goldsmith followed Hume's version of the propul-
sion behind Luther in bringing about the Reformation. The 
theological matters involved, beyond the dispute over the 
selling of indulgences, are suggested as having been arrived 
at by Luther in his process of establishing the injustice 
of the Papacy in transferring a lucrative employment to the 
2 
Dominicans. 
In spite of Goldsmith's criticism of the Roman Catholic 
Church, Goldsmith was rather wary of changes in a state's 
religion. In the Enguiry, immediately concerned over the 
contemporary tendency among French intellectuals to attack 
the religion of France, Goldsmith generalized on revolution 
in religion: 
The change of religion in every nation has hitherto 
produced barbarism and ignorance; and such will be prob-
ably its consequences in every future period. For when the 
laws and opinions of society are made to clash, harmony is 
dissolved, and all parts of peace unavoidably crushed in 
1 Travels {Works, XII, 37). 
2 Complete Risto~, V, 387-88; • . Series of Letters, 
I, 237; History of Engiand, II, 348-49. 
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1 
the encounter. 
It is difficult to imagine that the writer could have writ-
ten the above sweeping generalization without having in 
mind the religious revolutions in England. Of course, his 
mind could have been heavily concerned with the clumsy ef-
forts of the Puritans in the seventeenth century, and even 
with the efforts of some of the broad church people in the 
eighteenth. But the Reformation of the sixteenth century 
could hardly have been forgotten. 
Henry VIII as seen by Smollett and Goldsmith gives 
us an insight of the views of these two writers on the reli-
gious change in England. Henry had been noticed by Hume for 
2 
his vices; but also for considerable virtues as a ruler. 
Smollett and Goldsmith did not notice his virtues at all. 
Chief among the faults that Smollett found with Henry were 
his superstition and his pre-occupation with "gloomy and 
3 
scholastic disquisitions." To Goldsmith, Henry VIII was 
simply a cruel tyrant: 
4 
in government, religion, and family. 
Henry's putting aside Catharine of Aragon, to Smollett, was 
simply a matter of his superstitious scruples relative to 
his marrying his brother's widow; Smollett objected to the 
historians who, in order to ~tarnish the merit of the 
1 Works, I, 432-33· 
2 History E! England, IV, 266-67. 
3 Complete History, VI, 113. 
4 History of England, II, 321. 
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reformation in England" as well as "to blacken the character 
of Henry," "have represented the king 1 s pretended scruples 
1 
as the effect of his passion for Anne Boleyn." To Goldsmith, 
Henry's passion for Anne was the motive for divorcing Cathar-
ine: "he alleged that his conscience rebuked him for having 
2 
so long been married to the wife of his brother." Smollett 
admitted that Catharine was a "devout and virtuous princess," 
but "she was a bigot in religion, and of a fretful disposi-
tion, which, 
3 
affection." 
in all probability, at first alienated the king 1s 
Goldsmith described 
virtue and the gentleness of her 
her as "esteemed for her 
4 
disposition." Goldsmith 
insisted that nothing could be "more absurd" than the pains 
that "our divines" have taken "to vindicate the character of 
this vicious Prince [Henry VIII], as if his conduct and our 
5 
reform were, in fact, united." It was Archbishop Cranmer 
who was to undertake the "real reformation, which Henry VIII 
6 
only pretended to." Thus to Smollett both Henry and Cathar-
ine were chiefly objectionable because of their devotion to 
religion, with superstition and bigotry. And the divorce 
was in whole a matter of Henry's superstitious scruples. 
1 Complete History, V, 444-45. 
2 History of England, II, 353-54. 
3 Complete History, VI, 31. 
4 • • • Series of Letters, I, 239. 
5 !:21..!!·, p. 257. 
6 Ibid., pp. 259-60. 
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This detail he accepted as a part of the English Reforma-
tion, but he freed it of the taint of being motivated by 
Henry's passion for Anne Boleyn. Goldsmith simply found 
Henry a brute and Catharine nearly an angel. Anne Boleyn 
was the cause of the divorce; but Henry was not instrumental 
1 
in the "real" Reformation. 
VI. THE DISSENTERS AND THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
The enthusiasm of the Dissenters was to Smollett as 
objectionable as the superstition of the Catholics. And as 
Goldsmith was a shade more temperate in his condemnation of 
papacy than was Smollett, he was more temperate in his 
handling of the Dissenters. Hume had objected to the Puri-
tans for their extremities in religion and their intolerance 
in religion, conduct, and politics. Smollett followed Hume 
very closely, and very often went beyond his fellow Scotsman 
in finding fault with the Presbyterians, Independents, and 
other sects opposing both Rome and the Church of England. 
Smollett carried his antipathy for religious enthusiasts 
from Lollardism forward to the Puritans. He was more strin-
gent than Hume in castigating the Presbyterians; and he par-
ticularly singled out the Scotch for a share of scorn. The 
early Scotch reformers, according to Smollett, "were actuated 
1 Both of these interpretations differ in part from 
Hume's. Of course, Hume's version was not available for Smol-
lett; but Goldsmith disagreed with both Hume and Smollett. 
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by a Gothic spirit of ignorant fanaticism, which they had 
1 
imbibed from Calvin, and the apostles of Geneva." The 
Scotch clergy around 1600 were "generally sour, gloomy ped-
2 
ants, equally inspired with pride and fanaticism." The 
3 
Covenanters of 1679 were pictured as ':'barbarous fanatics." 
The Presbyterians in the general assembly during William's 
reign were "equally odious and contemptible" with the Eng-
4 
lish non-jurors. 
This comparison of the Presbyterians with the non-
jurors is a key to Smollett's attitude toward all religion-
ists, of whatever sect or creed they are. While Smollett 
was never particularly zealous in favoring the Church of 
England, he was sympathetic with the bishops at the confer-
ence at the Savoy in 1661 who "would not offer such an in-
dignity to the church as to make the least concession to 
5 
this stubborn sect," the Presbyterians. Tillotson, for his 
liberal but tolerant religious views, was "a pattern of ele-
6 
gance, ingenuity, meekness, charity, and moderation •. , Smol-
lett considered Whitfield and the Wesleys fanatic sowers of 
imposture and "delusions of a superstition called Methodism"; 
and Hutchinson was ''a visionary, intoxicated with the fumes 
1 C~mplete History, VI, 218. 
2 Jill·, p. 435· 
3 ~·, VIII, 159· 
4 Continuation, I; 104. 
5 Complete History, VIII, 12. 
6 Continuation, I, 202. 
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of rabbinical learning," who, in confining all knowledge to 
the five books of Moses, "denied the merit of good works; 
and bitterly inveighed against Newton as an ignorant preten-
1 
der." But in the same place he paid his respects to "many 
instances of extraordinary genius, unaffected piety, and 
universal moderation" among the dissenting ministers of the 
2 
reign of George II. Smollett, like Hume, although he des-
pised the enthusiasm of the sectarians, did not fail to rise 
to indignation when the forces of Archbishop Sharp under 
Dalziel cruelly attacked a helpless band of "poor, innocent 
enthusiasts" after their march upon Edinburgh (1666) had 
been thwarted. Smollett compassionately described their 
harmless preaching, psalm-singing , and praying; and de-
nounced the slaying of forty and capturing of about a hundred 
3 
and thirty of them. 
The Church of England, with these English historians 
of the mid-century, did not gain the favor that its apparent 
compromise between the extremes of Rome and dissension would 
suggest. The ardent royalist churchmen in Parliament during 
the generation after the Restoration in their violent treat-
ment of the Dissenters precluded all sense of compromise in 
4 
the administration of religious affairs. The church maintained 
1 .!.21.£. , IV, 459 · 
2 Ibid. 
3 Com41ete History, VIII, 41. Obviously derived from 
Hume, VII, 42-44. 
4 See Trevelyan, History of England, p. 451; and Firth, 
"Stewart Restoration," Cambridge Modern History, V, 97. 
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its strong political character throughout the reign of Anne; 
many reasonable people were disgusted by the extravagant in-
sistences of the "non-jurors." During the reigns of George 
I and II, the church, represented at court by the Whig ad-
ministrations, ceased to be a considerable political rally-
ing ground; and it had also lost much of its distinctive 
character. Its nominal head, George II, denounced the bish-
ops as "a parcel of black, canting, hypocritical rascals." 
The bishops, at the same time that they were guarding their 
temporal interests by opposing Whig principles of tolera-
tion and comprehension, were also, as nominees of the Whig 
administrations, latitudinarian in theology and careless in 
their doctrinal duties. They were no longer revered by the 
1 
laity nor respected by the Tory clergy. Thus by the middle 
of the century, the church was too generally an object of 
luke-warm concern. Chesterfield, who had had his protege, 
Dr. Chenevix, established as the Bishop of Waterford, in 
1756 wrote to Solomon Dayrolles that for a "good, dull, and 
2 
decent boy" a proper career would be in the church. 
Hume's idea of the virtues of the English Church was 
more in terms of what it was not than what it was. The 
church under the Tudors he preferred for its "affinity to 
the tame superstition of the catholics, rather than to the 
3 
wild fanaticism of the puritans." The quarrel between 
1 See Leadam, History of England ~ Accession of ~ 
to~ Death of George II, P• 354; Larson, Risto~ of England 
and the British Commonwealth, pp. 487-88; Ward, Hanoverian 
Succession,'' Cambridge Modern History, VI, 21. 
2 Letters, III, 1152. 
3 History of England, VI, note to p. 106 
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Archbishop Laud and the Puritans called from Hume the follow-
ing slight partiality for the episcopacy: 
Whatever ridicule, to a philosophical mind, may be 
thrown on pious ceremonies, it must be confessed, that 
during a very religious age, no institutions can be more 
advantageous to the rude multitude, and tend more to mol-
lify that fierce and gloomy spirit of devotion, to which 
they are devoted. Even the English church, though it had 
retained a share of popish ceremonies, may justly be 
thought too naked and unadorned, and still to approach 
too near the abstract and spiritual religion of the puri-
tans. Laud and his associates, by reviving a few primi-
tive institutions of this nature, corrected the errors 
of the first reformers • • • 
Thus, whatever the English Church professed and practiced was 
good because it prevented something worse. At the restora-
tion of the episcopal service in 1660, Hume is aesthetically 
moved to comment that the liturgy was "decent, and not with-
2 
out beauty." 
Smollett posited his spiritual coldness toward the 
church in a letter to Dr. Moore, Sept. 28, 1758: 
'I consider the Church not as a religious, but as a 
political establishment, so minutely interwoven in our 
Constitution, that the one cannot be detached from the 
other without the most imminent danger of Destruction to 
both.3 
In Roderick Random, the picture of the Church of England 
chaplain on board the Thunder is that of a contemptible, High 
Church bigot who turned his back on the sick Presbyterian 
Random and returned to his merry-making messmates in the 
1 ~·, VII, 41. 
2 Ibid., p. 362 • 
3 Letters, p. 162. 
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1 
wardroom. Smollett's doctrinal predilection seems to be con-
fined to the purity of the primitive church. He was proud 
that the British bishops in the fourth century renounced the 
Arian heresy of the council of Arimunum and confirmed the 
doctrines of the Nicene faith -- all "for the glory of that 
2 
pure and prim! ti ve church." And he praised Cranmer for his 
"candour, simplicity, meekness and benevolence of a primi-
3 
tive christian." While Smollett declared that Laud was "a 
prelate of uncommon learning, piety, and virtue," he charged 
Laud's "superstition" heavily with blame for the religious 
4 
troubles with the Puritan "fanatics." And Smollett followed 
Hume very closely in denouncing the extravagances of the 
5 
non-juror Sacheverell. 
' Goldsmith, like Hume and Smollett, showed very little 
conviction of the high office of the Church of England. In 
The Vicar of Wakefield and ~Deserted Village, it is true, 
he respects the sincere ministrations of the village clergy-
man. But his respect is more for personal elements than in-
stitutional. And he shows reverence for the office of the 
ministry in his dedication to ~ Traveller, addressed to 
his clergyman brother: "You have entered upon a sacred 
1 Chap. XXXIV. 
2 Complete History, I, 115. 
3 Ibid., VI, 188. 
4 Complete History, VII, 294 and 136. 
5 See above, P• 353. 
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office, where the harvest is great and the laborers are but 
few • • " This is still less than a whole-hearted laudation 
of the church. The virtues implied in these places are quite 
removed from the doctrinal edifice standing upon the founda-
tions of the episcopacy and the thirty-nine articles. 
In several places in his non-historical writings, Gold-
smith commented on the clergy of the Established Church. In 
The Bee he wrote a paper "Of Eloquence and the Pulpit" in 
which he found more wrong than right with contemporary 
preaching. He pointed out the inadequacy of the pulpit in 
its address to the "vulgar" who are told 
••• of cause and effect, of beings self-existent, and 
the universal scale of beings. They are informed of the 
excellence of the Bangorian Controversy, and the absurd-
ity of an intermediate state. The spruce preacher reads 
his lucubration without lifting his nose from the text1 and never ventures to earn the shame of an enthusiast. 
In "on the English Clergy and Popular Preachers," Goldsmith 
followed this same line in criticizing the English clergy 
for their failure in moving the vulgar, and for their de-
voting their sermons to matters of speculation touching 
upon controversy. He compared the English divine unfavor-
ably with the French; and upon the coldness of the English 
sermons he suggested that some of the current depravity may 
be blamed. He directed the Anglican clergyman to Whitfield 
and the Methodists for examples to be followed toward a more 
1 Works, I, 128. Boswell reported Dr. Johnson's mak-
ing the same criticism of the clergy's preaching "over the 
heads of the common people, without any impression on their 
hearts. 11 (Life, I, 390.} 
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1 
efficient preaching to the masses. And in a Citizen of the 
World paper, Goldsmith has the Man in Black describe an Eng-
lish clergyman: 
A priest in England is not the same mortified creature 
with a bonze in China: with us, not he that fasts best, 
but eats best, is reckoned the best liver; yet I rejected 
a life of luxury, indolence, and ease, from no other con-
sideration but that boyish one of dress.2 
In his histories, Goldsmith followed Hume and Smollett in 
condemning the High Church champion, Dr. Sacheverell, as a 
3 
"minister of narrow intellects and bigotted principles." 
Just as Goldsmith's remarks in his histories on the Dis-
senters were very scanty, so were his comments on the Estab-
lished Church. For the period of the Puritan civil war he 
occasionally referred to the reformers as fanatics and enthu-
siasts, but, unlike Smollett, he did not take every opportun-
ity to berate dissenting fervor. He found no more virtue in 
the Reformation than Smollett did; what he had to say in praise 
of Cranmer is balanced by his laudatory portrait of More. All 
this added to his rather objective picture of Christianity in 
the Roman History and his restrained comments on early Chris-
tianity in Britain makes Goldsmith's religious perception 
somewhat contradictory. While in some respects he reflected 
the attitude of Hume, in others he suggested a definite sym-
pathy or at least an effort to appreciate the position of the 
Dissenters. Certainly, he did not go out of his way as did 
Smollett to lacerate all forms of religious extremes. 
1 Works, I, 339 ff. 
2 Works, II, 115. 
3 .•. Series of Letters, II, 103; in the History of 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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VII. SUMMARY 
The historians, to an extent like the general run of 
thinkers of the period, found themselves having to secure a 
course between the two extremes of seventeenth century 
heritage: the orthodox religious assumptions of those like 
Bossuet and the abstract "metaphysics" of the followers of 
Descartes. Both of these systems were repugnant to the 
historians. The French philosophes, because of the absolut-
ism of the religious target they were attacking, were more 
violent in their anti-clericalism than were their English 
confreres, who found a smaller space dividing the acknowl-
edged churchmen and the equally acknowledged skeptics of re-
ligion. By the middle of the century, religious controversy 
had become almost quiescent in England. Even so, the his-
torians in England were ready to react against all forms of 
religious fanaticism, enthusiasm, or intolerance; and they 
were reluctant to understand with any sympathy the motives 
of medieval Christianity. Like Bolingbroke and Hume, who in 
time were to be known as wicked apostates of religion, Smol-
lett and Goldsmith could manifest decided skepticism relative 
to the aims of institutional religion. Smollett, in his his-
tory of England, at times outdid Hume in castigating reli-
gious claims. Goldsmith, while not as determined as Smollett, 
(Footnote continued from preceding page) 
England, IV, 142, the phrase "bigotted principles" was changed 
to "overheated imagination," exactly the same words that 
Smollett had used. 
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could be surprisingly critical of the church, especially 
that of the past. Understandable as these Protestants might 
be in their views on the Catholic Church, they were almost 
as severe with the strong pretensions of the reformers and 
dissenters. Even the Church of England did not receive what 
might be expected to be its share of favor. 
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CHAPTER XII 
SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY 
I. RESISTANCE TO CARTESIANISM 
The humanistic character of history inclined the his-
torians of the eighteenth century to be indifferent, skepti-
cal, or antagonistic toward religion because the spirit of 
religion appeared to deny the extension of human reason ne-
cessary for historical evaluation. On the other hand, the 
historians attacked the reason of Descartes because it de-
nied the study of man and society the validity that history 
demands. Thus along with the historians' assaults upon the 
providential intervention of Bossuet was their resistance to 
the "systems" of mathematics and "metaphysics" of the Carte-
sians like Malebranche. Locke's sensationalism and Newton's 
empiricism, made eloquent by Hume, were taken up by the 
philosophes as they insisted that the proper study of mankind 
is man. Whether the humanism associated with these attacks 
suggested the interest in history, or whether the ferment of 
history initiated the attacks is difficult to decide; but 
the issue of philosophy, science, and psychology promulgated 
by the resistance to Descartes has been recognized as an 
important part of the development of historiography in the 
eighteenth century: 
At first, the empiricism of the school, though already 
in conscious opposition to Descartes, had no conscious 
relations to the problems of historical thought. But as 
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the school developed it gradually became clear that the 
point of view which it was working out could be used in 
the interests of history, if only in the negative sense, 
that is, in order to destroy the Carteslanlsm which had 
banished history from a place on the map of knowledge.! 
Even though Descartes' principles of the supremacy of 
reason and the immutability of natural laws remained an 1m-
portant part of the thought of the philosophes, his views on 
mental phenomena were superseded by the psychology of Locke. 
Writers like Voltaire and Condlllac championed the sole valid-
lty of Locke's conception of human understanding. The sensa-
tionalism of Locke, with its strict relativity of knowledge, 
led to the pragmatic doctrine that man is the measure of all 
2 
things. Collingwood, listing the points of Locke's philo-
sophy, observes that each of these points, negatively, is 
anti-Cartesian and, positively, is a contribution toward the 
orientation of philosophy in the direction of history: 
1. Denial of innate ideas: insistence that knowledge 
comes through experience. 
2. Denial of the argument intended to bridge the alleged 
gulf between ideas and things: the denial grounded on 
the doctrine that knowledge is concerned not with a 
reality distinct from ideas but with the agreement and 
disagreement of ideas themselves. 
1 Collingwood, Idea of History, p. 71. 
2 Bury, Idea of Progress, p. 161. Voltaire, although 
unlike many of-niB contemporaries he never lost his respect 
for Descartes, claimed for Locke's ideas on human understand-
ing undisputed supremacy. (Slecle, Oeuvres, XVIII, 276.) Con-
dillac, who had lons been a fervent disciple of Descartes' 
"metaphysics," in the preface to his Essai sur l'Origine des 
Connolssances Humaines (1746), found that Locke, of all philo-
sophers, had avoided the extravagances of "metaphysics" and 
alone had thrown light upon human understanding. (I, viii.) 
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3· Denial of abstract ideas: insistence that all ideas 
are concrete. 
4. Denial of absolute truth and certainty: conception of 
human knowledge as falling necessarily short of abso-
lute truth and certainty, but capable of attaining such 
certainty as our condition needs.l 
Newton, with his emphasis upon observation as a limit 
of the reach of science and upon the practical rather than 
the theoretical application of mathematics, quickly became 
the object of adulation for the philosophes as they directed 
themselves toward history. The science of Newton, along 
with the psychology of Locke, became "the decisive factors 
2 
in shaping the doctrines of the philosophes." Newton became 
to the Enlightenment a symbol of philosophic hope. HiS' per-
fectly ordered universe established the relationship between 
man and the law of nature. It required omniscience in its 
Creator. It satisfied the Theists and Deists by its refuta-
tion of the atheism implied in the extension of the mathe-
matical stoicism of Cartesianism. It made reason an important 
part of Nature; but it also allowed for error that must be 
corrected by the guide of reason. For almost all the reli-
gious thinking of the period, the Newtonian science was satis-
factory. 
Newton's popularity reached far and wide. Voltaire 
said that very few people read Newton because of the learning 
required, but everybody talked about him. Even for the 
1 ~· cit., p. 72. 
2 Collingwood, P• 357· 
..• '"~ , .. 
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unlearned,Newton was made available by popularizers in prose 
1 
and verse. In an age when few public figures reached beyond 
party lines, Newton was accepted nationally. When he died 
in 1727, he was given a royal funeral. Thomson and Pope 
eulogized him in verse. The former was direct in praising 
Newton's work against that of Descartes: 
from the wide rule 
Of whirling vortices and circling spheres 
To their first great simplicity restored. 
People as disparate as Lord Chesterfield and Dr. Johnson pro-
claimed Newton's excellence, often in terms of his superior-
2 
ity over Descartes. 
Locke and Newton, whether or not they were recognized 
as philosophic exponents of the new interest in history, 
were revered by the incidental historians, just as the "meta-
physics" of the Cartesians was reviled. Fielding, in the 
epilogue to Pasguin, holds up Locke and Newton along with 
Boyle as philosophers and scientists unmatched by any in the 
world. He used the expression "twenty Sir Isaac Newtons!" 
as a hyperbole to denote the affection the female has for a 
1 The following popular versions are listed by Professor 
Becker: J. T. Desaguiller, The Newtonian System of the World, 
the Best Model of Government:-in Alle~orical Poem~l72E); Vol-
tair~lements~e la philosophie deewton (trans. into Eng-
lish), (1738); Coun~Algorotti, Il:Newtonianismo peM le dame (trans. into French and English):-(1738); Benjamin a~in, A 
Plain and Familiar Introduction to the Newtonian PhilosophY~ in 
~ SeCtrons, Illustrated by Six-copper Plates, (1751); James--
Ferguson, Astronomy Explained upon Sir Isaac Newton's Princi~les, 
and~ Easy!£ Those who~ not Studied Mathematics (175 ). 
\Heavenly City of the Eighteenth Century Philosophers, pp. 60-61.) 
2 See Chesterfield, Letters, II, 834; and Boswell, I, 392. 
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1 
dandified beau. "Metaphysics" Fielding called his greatest 
enemy; to him it appeared to be a science "invented with a 
design rather to puzzle and to darken truth, than to explain 
and enlighten it." In the same place he expressed hie con-
2 
tempt for "the word reasoning." Smollett, in Count Fathom, 
spoke of the "immortal Newton" being scornfully considered 
by a "contemptible original" who was arguing in favor of the 
3 
Pentateuch as the sole guide to enlightenment. In Adventures 
of ~ Atom, the great discoveries of Newton were used in 
picturing "reptile man," who since Newton had "believed it-
4 
self a demi-god." Goldsmith consistently bowed to the great-
ness of Locke and Newton and frowned upon the schools of 
Descartes. In the Enguiry, he spoke of the school disputes 
between the followers of Descartes and those of Aristotle. 
With a note of ridicule, he described Cartesianism as an 
1 Jonathan Wild (Works, X, 47). 
2 Champion (Jan. 5, 1739-40) Works (London, 1824), XII, 
138. 
3 Works, IX, 7· Smollett, in his review of the culture 
of the reign of George II, at the end of volume IV of the Con-
tinuation, mentioned this kind of resistance to Newton: "Filliati-
clsm also formed a league with false philosophy. One Hutchin-
son, a visionary, intoxicated with the fumes of Rabinnical 
learning, pretended to reduce a demonstration from Hebrew roots, 
and to confine all human knowledge to the five books of Moses. 
His disciples became numerous after his death. With the meth-
odists they denied the merit of good works: and bitterly in-
veighed against Newton as an ignorant pretender, who had pre-
sumed to set up his own ridiculous chimaeras in opposition to 
the sacred philosophy of the Pentateuch." This passage, inci-
dentally, very strongly suggests the original for the "contemp-
tible original" of Count Fathom. 
4 Works, XII, 246. 
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"exploded system" that the Germans "continue to call the new 
1 
philosophy." As Condillac and Voltaire had done already, 
Goldsmith set up Locke as the deliverer of thought from the 
metaphysics of the "schools": 
Though the jargon of the schools had been before him 
arraigned, yet several of their errors had still sub-
sisted, and were regarded as true. Locke therefore set 
himself to overturn their systems, and refute their ab-
surdities; these he effectually accomplished; for which 
reason his book, which, when published, was of infinite 
service .2 
II. RESISTANCE TO! PRIORI AUTHORITY 
The anti-metaphysical empiricism of the new science 
and the new history did not stop with its attacks on Car-
tesianism; it extended its assaults upon all abstractions 
and all ~ priori authority. The new historical thinkers, 
with the same repugnance with which they considered the 
providential intervention of the ecclesiastical historians, 
shunned the authority of Aristotle and the abstractions of 
logic and even mathematics. Hypotheses and authority were 
alike repulsive to the practical scientists. Newton 
gave strength to the new science. In his Principia he de-
clared, "whatever is not deduced from the phenomena is to 
be called an hypothesis; and hypotheses, whether metaphysical 
or physical, have no place in experimental science ."3 
1 Works, I, 415· 
2 History of England 1B ~ Series of Letters, II, 137-38. 
3 .Book III, quoted by Smith, Enlightenment, p. 36. 
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For upsetting ancient and solid learning as well as destroy-
ing the established religion, the Royal Society, in its early 
years, was attacked scurrilously and violently. The Rev. 
Robert Crosse, Vicar of Great Chew, assailed the Society 
1 
for assuming to advance science farther than had Aristotle. 
In 1718 the Society published a pamphlet containing among 
other things the subjects that "seem most suitable to the 
ends of its institution," with the following proscription: 
•.• all along remembering, at least as a Society, not 
to assert any thing but what ocular demonstration would 
allow to be matter of fact, in spite of the hypothetical 
influence of Aristotelians, sartesians, Adepts, Astrologers, 
and common Longitudinarians. 
The authority of the ancients and of logic was disdained by 
people like Chesterfield, who found value only in the more 
pragmatic studies. To the young Lord Huntingdon Chesterfield 
wrote, August 31, 1749: 
That great share of classical and academical knowledge 
which you have already acquired will be an ornament to 
your character and an agreeable refuge for your leisure 
hours; but the thorough knowledge of modern languages, 
modern history and geography, and the manners and charac-
ters of the present times, can alone enable you to make 
that figure which your rank entitles, and your talents 
qualify you to make in the world. Let Homer, who sometimes 
nods, sleep soundly upon your shelf for three or four 
years, and let useful facts and dates from Charlemagne 
down to this day, take the place of useless and endless 
metaphysical researches and jargon.3 
And he discounted the value of abstract reasoning in a letter 
1 Weld, History of ~Royal Society, I, 229. 
2 JE.!.9..' p. 425. 
3 Letters to Huntingdon, p. 6. 
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to his son, June 16, 1749: 
••• desire him [the son's tutor] to give you in conversa-
tion the outlines, at least, of Mr. Locke's Logic; a 
general notion of Ethics, and a verbal epitome of Rhet-
oric; of all which, Mr. Harte will give you clearer ideas 
in half an hour by word of mouth, than the books of most 
of the dull fellows who have written upon these subjects 
would do in a week.l 
And Bolingbroke, right after he laid down his famous defini-
tion of history as philosophy teaching by examples, indulged 
in Humian psychology to enforce the empirical value of his-
tory: 
Such is the imperfection of human understanding, such 
is the frail temper of our minds, that abstract or general 
propositions, though ever so true, appear obscure or doubt-
ful to us very often, till they are explained by examples; 
and that the wisest lessons in favor of virtue go but a 
little way to convince the judgment, and determine the 
will, unless they are enforced by the same means; and we 
are obliged to apply to ourselves what we see happen to 
other men. Instructions by precept have the further dis-
advantage of coming on the authority of othersA and fre-
quently require a long deduction of reasoning.c 
Dr. Johnson was just as averse as Chesterfield and Boling-
broke to speculative reasoning of the "schools.'' Aristotelian 
logic Johnson, in 1748, called "a mere art of wrangling of 
very little use in the pursuit of the truth" and logicians 
were inclined to be "overborne by passion, or blinded by 
3 
their prejudices." Ten years earlier Johnson had vindicated 
the great Boerhave's assault upon the medical Cartesians and 
1 Letters, I, 217. 
2 On the Study and Use of History (Works, II, 177-78). 
3 "Preface to The Preceptor," Works, II, 248. 
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showed in very bad light the protestations of the Cartesians 
in the face of Boerhave's flaunting the pretensions of "the 
1 
principles of things." Much later, in 1763, Johnson was re-
ported by Boswell as defending against ~ priori reasoning 
the Christian religion, which, he says, like history "in 
reasoning a priori, we have more arguments [against] than 
we have for .. ; but then, testimony has great weight, 
2 
and casts the balance." Thus we have the skepticism born of 
experimental science, used by the great Doctor as a defense 
of revealed religion. 
Hume seems to have turned to history because there one 
was not dependent upon any questionable metaphysical hypo-
3 
theses. In his History of England he stopped to mention the 
"celebrated" Hobbes, who "in our time . . • is much neglected." 
Hobbes, Hume said, is "a lively instance, how precarious all 
reputations founded on reasoning and philosophy!" And then 
Hume commented on "systems": 
But a system, whether physical or metaphysical, com-
monly owes its success to its novelty; and is no sooner 4 
canvassed with impartiality than its weakness is discovered. 
In his review of the science and literature of the reign of 
James I, Hume accounted for the "infancy" of science and po-
lite literature by the retarding influence of "scholastic 
1 "Life of Boerhaire," Works, XII, 24. 
2 Boswell, I, 246. 
3 See above, p. 4g. 
4 VII, 346. 
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1 
learning and polemical divinity.n 
Fielding, Smollett, and Goldsmith carried on this nega-
tive view of the reasoning of the "schools" and of the Car-
tesian mathematical metaphysicians. Fielding has been noted 
for his antagonism to "metaphysics" and contempt for "reason-
2 
ing"; he portrayed the obnoxious Square: ''in morals he was 
a profest Platonist, and in religion he inclined to be an 
3 
Aristotelian." In Johathan Wild Fielding burlesqued the 
systematic reasoning of the philosophers in various places, 
as when he had Wild proceed "to reason thus with himself": 
"The art of policy is the art of multiplication, the 
degrees of greatness being constituted by those two little 
words more or less. Mankind are first properly to be con-
sidered under two grand divisions, those that use their 4 
own hands, and those who employ the hands of others. • . " 
Smollett had Random report of his education: ''I understood 
Greek very well, was pretty far advanced in the mathematics, 
and no stranger to moral and natural philosophy; logic I 
5 
made no account of; . . • " And in Peregrine Pickle, Jolter, 
Peregrine's pedantic and rather ridiculous governor, under-
took "to prove, by mathematical demonstration, that this in-
trigue (Pickle's affair with Emily] if further pursued, would 
tend to the young gentleman's ruin and disgrace." Then at 
1 History of England, VI, 197· 
2 See above, p. 384. 
3 Tom Jones (Works, III, 131). 
4 Works, X, 67-68. 
5 Chap. VI. 
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great length Jolter proceeds with geometric propositions 
1 
until his pupil interrupts him with a loud laugh. Goldsmith 
began his dislike of all forms of metaphysical or philoso-
phical study while he was in school. As he wrote later, he 
considered it all as "the cold logic of Burgersdicius, or 
2 
the dreary subtleties of Smiglesius." In the Citizen of the 
---
World, Goldsmith found a decline of learning when "the study 
of morality [is] displaced for mathematical disquisition, or 
3 
metaphysical subtleties." In The Vicar of Wakefield mathe-
matical-metaphysical-Aristotelian reasoning was used as the 
basis of a jolly burlesque. In the scene, son Moses chal-
lenges the apparent Squire in an argument; the Squire winks 
at the rest of the company to prepare them for the sport and 
proceeds: 
~And, first, whether are you for managing it analogi-
cally, or dialogically?" "I am for managing it rationally," 
cried Moses, quite happy at being able to dispute. "Good 
again," cried the Squire, "and firstly, of the first, I 
hope that you'll not deny that whatever is, is ..•. I 
hope, too, ••• you'll grant that a part is less than a 
whole •••• you will not deny, that the two angles of a 
triangle are equal to two right ones •••• Very well," 
cried the Squire, speaking very quick, "the premisses be-
ing thus settled, I proceed to observe, that the concatena-
tion of self-existences, proceeding in a reciprocal dupli-
cate ratio, naturally produce a problematical dialogism, 
which in some measure proves that the essence of spiritual-
ity may be referred to the second predicable •••• Do you 
think Aristotle right when he says, that relatives are re-
lated? • • • do you judge the analytical investigation of 
1 Works, V, 157-59· 
2 See Masson, "Biographical Introduction," Miscellaneous 
Works of Oliver Goldsmith, p. xv. 
3 Works, II, 267-68. 
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the first part of ~ enthymem deficient secondum quoad, 
or quoad minus ••• 1 
In the introduction of the History of England in ~ Series of 
Letters, Goldsmith granted that mathematics and ancient 
poetry improve us in rational enquiry but logic or metaphy-
sics give only the theory of reasoning. But at best all 
these are but "ornaments of the mind." It is from history 
2 
alone that "true wisdom and real improvement can be expected." 
And in his "Life of Bolingbroke" Goldsmith agreed with Boling-
broke's method of considering history as an empirical study, 
3 
from which to deduce "general maxims from particular facts." 
III. EMPIRICISM AND THE INTEREST IN HISTORY 
The new naturalistic philosophy, based on empirical 
science, has been considered as a direct influence on the 
new enthusiasm in history. The philosophers sought to re-
solve the apparent contradiction between the usual assumption 
of evil in the universe and their thesis of the goodness of 
man. Reason, itself, having been found inadequate in proving 
the validity of their beliefs in the laws of nature and of 
nature's God, the philosophes attempted to solve this prob-
4 
lem by a careful examination of man's past. Locke and 
1 Chap. VII. 
2 I, 2-3· 
3 Works, III, 438. 
4 Barnes, History of Historical Writing, p. 151. 
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Montesquieu carefully studied past history, present govern-
ments, and anthropology for the basis of their political 
ideas; they, like others, studied the history of Rome, the 
working of the English constitution, the fundamental laws of 
the American colonies, and the social arrangements of the 
1 
races from China to Peru. Experience, not reason, was the 
accepted key to development, as Gibbon sweepingly noted: 
"for nations, like individuals, are indebted for everything 
2 
to experience." Bolingbroke resorted to human experience 
for a test of validity in history: general experience plus 
observation are the empirical checks on the frail foundation 
3 
of the testimony of authority, which is often lies. Chester-
field assumed all "metaphysics" to be ., guess -work of imagina-
tion"; only that which is based upon "knowledge and experi-
ence" has public utility -- this he wrote to his friend Dr. 
4 
Cheyne relative to a medical text the doctor had written. 
To his son, December 19, 1749, he wrote that knowledge of 
mankind is not to be got "systematically"; "you must acquire 
5 
it yourself by your own observation and sagacity." The grounds 
for Hume's theory of the belief of facts are the testimony of 
the senses, the records of memory, and inference relying on 
1 Smith, .2.E.• cit., pp. 191-92· 
2 "Essay on the Study of Literature," Miscellaneous Works, 
P• 663. 
3 "Letter to M. de Pouilly," Works, II, 467. 
4 Letters, II, 770 (April 20, 1742). 
5 Letters, I, 294 • 
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cause and effect. But we "ought not to receive as reasoning" 
any of the observations that establish the relationship of 
cause and effect; "since in none of [these observations] the 
1 
mind can go beyond what is immediately present to the senses!' 
Leslie Stephen summed up Hume 1 s empiricism: "Experience, 
and experience alone decided for him questions of morality 
2 
and poll tic.s." Professor Becker assumes that Hume 1 s turning 
from philosophy to history was symptomatic of a change in 
"the climate of opinion" -- an increasing interest in concrete 
3 
political and social activities of men. The "common sense" in 
Dr. Johnson's view of human knowledge resembles the philosophy 
of Hume, whom Johnson so heartily despised: 
Memory is the primary and fundamental power, without 
which there could be no other intellectual operation. Judg-
ment and ratiocination suppose something already known, and 
draw their decisions only from experience. Imagination 
selects ideas from the treasures of remembrance, and pro-
duces novelty only by varied combination.4 
Johnson was further emphatic in his insistence upon the limi-
tations of all theory: 
Human experience, which is constantly contradicting. 
theory, is the greatest test of truth. A system, built 
upon the discoveries of a great many minds, is always of 
more strength, than what is produced by the mere workings 
of any one mind, which of itself, can do little.5 
1 Treatise of Human Nature, I, 376. 
2 English Thought~~ Eighteenth Century, I, 57· 
3 Heavenly City of ~ Eighteenth Century Philosophers, 
P· 83 • 
4 Idler XLIV (Works, VII, 173). 
5 Boswell, I, 281. Also see Rambler XLI (Works, IV, 265) 
and "Review of Jenyns 1 Free Enquiry, 11 Works, VIII, 33 . 
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The psychological attractiveness of empiricism ap-
pealed to Goldsmith: 
In every contemplation, our curiosity must be first 
excited by the appearance of things, before our reason 
undergoes the fatigue of investigating the causes. Some 
of those appearances are produced by experiment, others 
by minute inquiry: . • • 1 
In commenting on the process of education, Goldsmith expressed 
a preference for the directness of the empirical appeal to 
the student's curiosity over the more "methodical" explana-
tion before the experiment: 
The most methodical manner of lecturing, whether on 
morals or nature, is first rationally to explain, and then 
produce the experiment. The most instructive method is 
to show the experiment first; curiosity is then excited, 
and attention awakened to every subsequent deduction. 
and, continuing directly, he displayed history as the inductive 
approach to morality; history, therefore, deserves priority 
in education: 
Hence it is evident, that in a well formed education, a ~ 
course of history should ever precede a course of ethics.~ 
IV. SUPREMACY OF PASSION OVER REASON 
Exponents of the new empiricism, in their resistance 
to the speculations of reason, did not stop at the level of 
method. Inductivism in the physical sciences made the sci-
entiat beware of assumptions that experience and observations 
did not first justify. Inductivism, therefore, did not allow 
1 Citizen of the World, (Works, II, 339). 
2 An Enquiry (Works, I, 464). 
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for systems that suggested perfection or any state of the 
absolute, such system as the Cartesians' idea of solving 
human problems by abstract speculation. Locke and Hume had 
attacked with their skepticism this idea of Cartesian pure 
reason. Montaigne, La Rochefoucauld, Hobbes, and Mandeville 
also had been skeptical of this human intellectual pride. 
Pope asked rhetorically, "What can we reason, but from what 
we know?" Pope credits man with "too much knowledge for the 
Sceptic's side," but he charges him with "too much weakness 
for the Stoic's pride." In the Essay~ Man, reason and 
passion are about evenly balanced. As the momentum of at-
tacks upon Cartesian speculation increased in the middle of 
the century, passion gained upon reason. It acquired more 
importance and more virtue. This change in the relative 
positions of passion and reason is especially noticeable 
among the writings of the new historians. 
Bolingbroke, in recognizing the empiricism of history, 
showed how history by its nature had a human appeal and, 
therefore, a value that a priori precept or reason had not: 
The instruction comes then upon our own authority: we 
frame the precept after our own experience, and yield to 
fact when we resist speculation. But this is not the 
only advantage of instruction by examples; for examples 
appeal not for our understanding alone, but to our passions 
likewise. Example assuages these, or animates them; sets 
passion on the side of judgment, and makes the whole man 
of a piece; which is more than the strongest reasoning and 
the clearest demonstration can do: and thus forming habits 
by repetition, example secures the observance of those 
precepts which example insinuated.l 
1 On the Study and Use of History (Works, II, 178) • 
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Not only does passion represent the stronger motive along-
side reason, but it exists where reason does not. In the 
lives of the greater part of mankind, Bolingbroke found that 
reason has small effect: "a turn of imagination • deter-
mines their conductM and "passion is taken for prin-
1 
ciple." And again he said, "there are few that think, and 
none that act, in any country, according to the dictates of 
2 
pure unbiassed reason." 
Chesterfield furnished us a wealth of testimony to this 
distrust of reason as a part of the motives of man's behavior. 
About the same time that Bolingbroke was putting down the 
above comments, Chesterfield wrote to his son: 
Those who suppose that men in general act rationally 
because they are called rational creatures, know very 
·little of the world; ••. Thus the speculative cloistered 
pedant in his solitary cell forms systems of things as 
they should be, not as they are; and writes as decisively 
and absurdly upon war, politics, manners and characters • 
. . . Such closet politicians never fail to assign the 
deepest of motives for the most trifling actions, instead 
of often ascribing the greatest actions to the most trif-
ling causes, in which they would be much seldomer mistaken. 
They read and write of Kings, heroes, and statesmen, as 
never doing anything but upon the deepest principles of 
sound policy. But those who see and observe Kings, heroes, 
and statesmen, discover that they have headaches, indiges-
tions, humours and passions, just like other people; every 
one of which in their turns determine their wills in de-
fiance of their reason.3 
Chesterfield projected Hume's skepticism of systems of causa-
tion as he looked upon history as nothing more than a bare 
1 Patriot King (Works, II, 410). 
341. 
2 "Of the True Use of Retirement and Study," Works, II, 
3 Letters, I, 283 (Dec. 5, 1749). 
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recital of facts, examples, of man acting like man. The 
facts of history are thus completely divorced from any ~ pri-
2£! pattern: 
Were· most historlcal events traced to their true causes, 
I fear we should not find them much more noble, nor disin-
terested, than Luther's disappointed avarice; and there-
fore I look with some contempt upon those refining and 
sagacious historians, who ascribe all; even the most com-
mon events, to some deep political cause; whereas mankind 
is made up of inconsistencies, and no man acts invariably 
up to his predominant character. The wisest man sometimes 
acts weakly, and the weakest sometimes wisely. Our jar-
ring passions, our terrible humours, nay, our greater or 
lesser degree of health and spirits, produce such contra-
dictions in our conduct, that, I believe, those are the 
oftenest mistaken, who ascribe our actions to the most 
seemingly obvious motives: and I am convinced that a 
light supper, a good night's sleep, and a fine morning, 
have sometimes made a hero of the same man, who, by an 
indigestion, a restless night, and a rainy morning, would· 
have proved a coward. Our best conjectures, therefore, as 
to the true springs of actions, are but very uncertain; 
and the actions themselves are all that we must pretend 
to know from history.l 
As an extension of this down-grading of reason and up-
grading of passion and the displacement of systems of specu-
lation by the caprice of appetite, the irrational forces or 
motives became more important; and as they became more im-
portant, they became first non-sinful, then useful, and then 
virtuous. Chesterfield, in 1749, wrote, ''the eyes and ears 
2 
are the only roads to the heart"; Gibbon remarked that the 
1 Letters, I, 104, (April 26, 1748 -- to his son). See 
also his letter to Solomon Dayrolles (May 3, 1748), Ibid., II, 
864-65 and to his son (August 30, 1748), Ibid., I, l~or 
the same sentiments and ideas. It is to be noted that "Luther's 
disappointed avarice" is about all that Hume, Smollett, and 
Goldsmith will allow as a contributing cause of the Reforma-
tion. 
2 Selected Letters, P• 179· 
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passion of selfishness can produce ends that reason would 
dictate: 
Point out to the English the advantages they may derive 
from the French; acquaint a natural philosopher with the 
assistance he may obtain from literature; and then self-
love will perform the office of sound reasoning.l 
And even Johnson, who so frequently expressed his contempt 
for the caprices of the vulgar, could at times assent to the 
merit of untutored passions: 
••• the common voice of the multitude uninstructed by 
precept, and unprejudiced by authority, which, in ques-
tions that relate to the heart of man, is, in my opinion, 
more decisive than the learning of Lipsius.2 
In Goldsmith, we can follow this development of virtue 
in the passions. Goldsmith expressed his doubt over the 
power of reason as he commented on the philosophy of Berke-
ley, who ~surpassed all his contemporaries in subtlety of 
disquisition.• But this subtlety is not enough: 
• • . the mere efforts of reason, which are exerted 
rather to raise doubt than procure certainty, will never 
meet with much favour from so vain a being as man.3 
Then the senses are named as the origin of our pleasures: 
••• all our pleasures, though seemingly never so remote 
from sense, derive their origin from some one of the sen-
ses •.•• and he who separates sensual and sentimental 
enjoyments, seeking happiness from mind alone, is, in 
fact, as wretched as the naked inhabitant of the forest, 
who places all happiness in the first, regardless of the 
latter.4 
1 ttEssay on the Study of Literature,n Miscellaneous 
Works, p. 649. 
2 Rambler, LII (Works, IV, 332). 
3 •.. Series of Letters, II, 138. 
4 Citizen of the World (Works, II, 35). 
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And against those philosophers who had long declaimed against 
the passions as the source of all misery, Goldsmith insisted 
that all our pleasures, as well as misfortune, come from the 
passions. Somewhat in the manner suggested in the Essay~ 
Man, Goldsmith has reason restraining the vicious passions, 
but only with the assistance of other passions, "those which 
1 
direct to virtue." The sensual appeal by way of the "fancy" 
is made constructive: 
.•• sensual enjoyment adds wings to curiosity •... A 
desire of enjoyment first interests our passions in the 
pursuit, points out the object of investigation, and 
reason then comments where sense has led the way. An 
increase in the number of our enjoyments, therefore, ne-
cessarily produces an increase of scientific research; 
but in countries where almost every enjoyment is wanting, 
reason there seems destitute of its great inspirer, and 
speculation is the business of fools when it becomes its 
own reward. 2 
Thus "reason" has become a greatly reduced part of learning. 
Identified with "scientific research," it must depend upon 
"sensual enjoyment" for inspiration. In~ Vicar of~­
field the good Mr. Burchell comments on another phase of the 
inter-dependence of the mind and the affections. He shows 
this relationship to be an act of Providence: 
"I have ever perceived, that where the mind was capa-
cious, the affections were good. And, indeed, Providence 
seems kindly our friend in this particular, thus to de-
bilitate the understanding where the heart is corrupt, and 
diminish the power where there is the will to do mischief." 
Burchell then furnishes examples of this wisdom of distribution 
1 Ibid., pp. 199-200. 
2 Ibid., P• 339· 
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1 
in the animal world. In 1759, Goldsmith had very specifi-
cally expressed his opinion, very close to that of Pope in 
the Essay on ~' that in the instinct of animals the pri-
mordial bliss of creation was more apparent than in the 
rational pretensions of man: 
That man and all his ways are vain; 
And that this boasted lord of nature 
Is both a weak and erring creature. 
That instinct is a surer guide 
Than reason, boasting mortals' pride; 
And that brute beasts are far before 'em, 
Deus est anima brutorum.2 
VI. HISTORY AND ANTI-INTELLECTUALISM 
Goldsmith applied this anti-intellectualism to the 
study of history. In his essay "on the Cultivation of Taste," 
quoted from above, in dealing with the topic of the value of 
history for young people, Goldsmith perhaps gives us a clue 
to one aspect of the rise of what has been called "sentiment-
alism": 
Historical knowledge, indeed becomes necessary on many 
other accounts [ i·e ., other than good examples] • • . but, 
as the formation of the heart is the first consequence, 
and should precede the cultivation of the understanding, 
such striking instances of superior virtue Qught to be 
culled for the perusal of the young people.5 
And in his essay "On Education," Goldsmith further insisted 
upon this non-intellectual characteristic of history. Here 
1 Works, III, 89. 
2 "The Logicians Refuted," Works, IV, 127. 
3 Works, I, 270. 
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he wrote that in order that the young readers should not have 
destroyed "all their future relish for our best historians, 
who may be termed the truest teachers of wisdom,'' youth should 
be protected from having their memories ''burdened by a number 
of disgusting names." In short, the writer added, "in his-
tory, such stories alone should be laid before them as might 
1 
catch the imagination." Thus in separate places, for pur-
poses of education especially, Goldsmith considered history 
serving in the cultivation of "wisdom" through the "heart" and 
"imagination." Furthermore, he added, youth should be taxed 
with no more than the concrete details of these stories in his 
study of history. The logical (intellectual) apparatus of 
cause and effect should be omitted even though "such a youth 
might not appear so bright, or as talkative, as those who had 
learned the real principles and causes of some of the science.'' 
{Again we are led away from the abstraction of reason, logic.) 
The youth favored as Goldsmith would have him will "make a 
wiser man" and further ,.will retain a more lasting passion for 
2 
letters." These remarks of Goldsmith seem quite modern, if 
not "progressive," in their educational theory when compared 
with some remarks by Johnson ten years earlier on history in 
education: 
The study of chronology and history seems 
the most natural delights of the human mind. 
easy to live without inquiring by what means 
1 Works, I, 113. 
2 ill£· 
to be one of 
It is not 
every thing 
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was brought into the state in which we now behold it, or 
without finding in the mind some desire of being informed 
concerning the generations of mankind that have been in 
possession of the world before us, whether they were bet-
ter or worse than ourselves; or what good or evil has been 
derived to us by their schemes, practices, and institutions. 1 
v. SUMMARY 
The reaction against the absolute reason, the "metaphy-
sical" abstractions of the Cartesians, with their insistence 
upon the supremacy of mathematics and logic, was perhaps more 
consistent among the historians, great and small, than were 
their reactions against orthodoxy. With Newton and Locke as 
their champions, the historians French and English -- at-
tacked the ~ priori assumptions not only of the Cartesians but 
of all deductivism of authorities. Empiricism in science was 
recognized as the hand-maiden of history. Fielding, Smollett, 
and Goldsmith, while not all in agreement with the revelry 
over the new place for practical science, were in hearty accord 
with the philosophes in condemning the "metaphysics'' of the 
mathematical philosophers. The empiricist's emphasis upon ob-
servation was asserted by these incidental historians -- in 
their fiction and history. Finally, these minor historians 
echoed the philosophers' recognition of the superior importance 
of feeling or passion over reason. History was proclaimed by 
Goldsmith to be of special value mainly because it appealed 
to man's heart rather than to his mind. And thus history be-
came a part of the anti-intellectualism that seems to have 
fostered in part the cult of the sentiment. 
1 "Preface to The Preceptor," Works, II, 245. 
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CHAPTER XIII 
SMOLLETT'S AND GOLDS~UTH'S HISTORICAL STYLE 
I. THE GRAND STYLE OF HISTORY 
The eighteenth century historians, especially those 
discussed here -- Bolingbroke, Montesquieu, Voltaire, and 
Hume -- were highly conscious of the literary qualities of 
their histories; and so were their contemporary critics. 
For a consciousness of prose excellence no tradition could 
wish for a better genesis than one from these four. From 
the point of view of the modern reader, this apparent striv-
ing for stylistic effect is a shortcoming of this group of 
writers. 
The late seventeenth century reaction against the 
prevalent baroque obscurity of prose style seems to have 
gone in two directions. The course set by the style of the 
essays of Cowley and Dryden seems to run through Addison 
and Steele. Swift and Defoe, in spite of social and cultural 
distinctions, carried on the tendencies of plainness, in-
formality, and lightness and liveliness that the periodical 
essay contributed to prose style. It would be difficult to 
imagine how the novel could have developed as it did without 
these developments in prose. On the other hand, there was 
the classical reaction against the style of the Burtons and 
Taylors. Perhaps influenced by the French, some English 
writers sought to clean up the sprawling extravagances of 
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English prose by using ancient models, such as Cicero and 
Quintilian. Thus the parts of sentences were arranged with 
deliberate order. Within the phrases and clauses a classi-
cal sense of' propriety, decorum, and economy afforded a re-
lief from the baroque license in diction that annoyed the 
Neo-classic critics. This poised and measured discipline 
was a conscious means of producing a stateliness and splen-
dor that was unlike the easy informality and efficiency of 
the prose style that was developing from the suggestions of 
Bishop Sprat, Cowley, Addison, Defoe, etc. In this aristo-
cratic tradition were Temple and Clarendon. Johnson acknowl-
edged Temple's style as the basis for his own; he recognized 
Temple as the first writer "who gave cadence to English 
prose.• (Johnson also praised Addison's "middle style.") 
Whatever the merits or demerits of this noble style may be, 
it is obvious that it came to be the assumed dress for his-
torical narrative in English. 
Bolingbroke, with his "facile Ciceronianism" was a 
willing heir of the noble Clarendon's prose manner. Claren-
don's political bias was enough to earn Bolingbroke's ad-
miration for everything Clarendon wrote including the Latin-
ized style in which it was written. Bolingbroke also di-
rectly expressed his respect for the Latin manner of history. 
The ancient Greeks, as historians, suffered in comparison 
with the Romans. Bolingbroke found certain matters in Herodo-
tus, Thucydides, and Xenophon commendable; but the "levity" 
and "loquacity" of the Greeks "made them incapable of keeping 
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up with the true standard of history." Besides these three, 
"even Polybius and Dionysius of Halicarnassus must bow to 
. 1 
the great Roman authors." In practicing this Roman style, 
Bolingbroke, for his literary artistry, was admired by many 
who were not pleased by his ideas. Fielding was one of these: 
I must confess myself to be one of those who brought 
with me to the perusal of the late published volumes of 
the late Lord Bolingbroke, a very high prejudice to the 
doctrines said to have been established in them; but, at 
the same time, can as truly assert, that I had the high-
est and strongest prepossession in favour of the abilities 
of the author.2 
Bolingbroke's biographers have been lavish in claiming his 
stylistic influence: 
He was in truth, the founder of a great dynasty of 
stylists. On him Burke modelled his various and exuber-
ant eloquence. From him Junius learned some or his most 
characteristic graces. The two Pitts made no secret of 
their obligations to him; and among his disciples are to 
be numbered Goldsmith, Gibbon, Hume, and even Macaulay.3 
••• a literary genius which has left an undying imprint 
on Pope and Voltaire, a style which kindled Chatham, in-
spired Gibbon, and preluded Macaulay, ••• 4 
Hume, in his Essays, seems to have been trying to 
adopt the personal discursiveness suitable to the periodical 
essay; and ~ Enguiry Concer~ing Human Understanding, in 
Works 
1 Study and ~ of History (Works, II, 226). 
2 "A Fragment of a Comment on Lord Bolingbroke's Essays," (1824), XII, 441. 
3 Collins, Bolingbroke, A Historical ~tudy • , p. 
14. 
are 
Goldsmith's Enquiry and the dedication to The rraveller 
pointed to as showing this influence. ---
4. Sichel, Bolingbroke and his Times, p. 2. 
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spite of its occupation so largely with abstraction, is sur-
prisingly informal and personal. But neither of these works 
is free enough from rhetorical awareness to make it approach 
even the "middle style" of Addison. Hume's Essays read 
alongside those of Swift show Hume's inherent formalism. 
Hume's style has been attributed to a French influence. He 
was perhaps more at home in Paris than in London. Johnson 
contemptuously insisted that Hume's style was French and 
1 
that Hume was nothing more than an echo of Voltaire. Horace 
Walpole said that Hume imitated Voltaire; but Walpole so 
admired the excellencies of Voltaire's general ability as a 
writer that Hume's imitation of the Frenchman made Walpole 
2 
regard his style as the best in English. Hume wrote his 
History of England in a style that contained much of the 
Roman tradition. His use of balanced and parallel construe-
tions, conscious rhy~hmic patterns, abstrac~ions, and Latin-
ized language associates him with Gibbon, Burke, and John-
3 
son. Like these three, and unlike Bolingbroke, Hume tended 
to shorten the sentence elements that he used for his rhetori-
cal effects, which inHume's case might have been a result of 
his intimacy with French. Hume was not at all dazzled by 
Bolingbroke's favorite, Clarendon. He did not consider 
Clarendon a sound historian. And he criticized Clarendon's 
1 Boswell, I, 346. 
2 Letters, III, 294; VIII, 335; IX, 85 and 329. 
3 See Sherburn, "Restoration and Eighteenth Century," 
A Literary History~ England, pp. 1003 and 1083. 
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style as "prolix and redundant" which "suffocates us by the 
1 
length of his periods." 
Smollett and Goldsmith seem to have recognized the pro-
priety of the grand style in history. Smollett praised the 
style of Robertson's History of Scotland nas becomes the 
2 
dignity of history, nervous, regular, chaste, and uniform.n 
In the same review Smollett wrote that any work "unadorned 
3 
with any elegance, deserves not the name of history.~ After 
enumerating other virtues of good history, Smollett ended 
the paragraph containing this last statement by calling the 
contents of the paragraph "a very magnificent idea of his-
tory" and claiming that "we have seen it happily executed in 
the late Complete History of England'' his own, of course. 
Smollett agreed with the fastidious Chesterfield in objecting 
to the unrestrained and unmeasured prose of Hart's Gustavus 
Adolphus. The obvious scholarliness of Hart's history was 
not allowed by either of these critics to offset the damage 
4 
done by the stylistic barbarism. Goldsmith, in his review 
1 History~ England, VII, 348. 
2 Critical Review (Feb. 1759), VII, 90. Robertson's 
style was thought by some, including Dr. Johnson, to have 
been influenced by Johnson's: "In Baretti's Review, which 
he published in Italy ••• it is observed, that Dr. Robert-
son the historian had formed his style upon that of 'Il cele-
bre Samuele Johnson.' My friend himself was of that opinion; 
for he once said to me, in a pleasant humour, 'Sir, if Rob-
ertson's style be faulty, he owes it to me; that is, having 
too many words, and those too big ones.•" (Boswell, II, 127.) 
3 Critical Review, VII, e9-90. 
4 See above, pp. 26-27· 
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of Smollett's Complete History, praised the elegant "nervous" 
1 
style. And he admired Smollett for being able to elevate 
contemporary events to the nobility of history: 
His style is rapid and elegant, and he is perhaps the 
first who ever undertook to dress the new-~orn occurrences 
of the day in the pompous robe of history. 
In the prefatory letter of A History of England 1g ~ Series 
of Letters from a Nobleman to his Son, Goldsmith had the 
noble father hold up Livy, Sallust, and Tacitus as sources 
of "a more just manner of thinking and expression, than, 
perhaps, from any others of any age or country." Unlike 
Bolingbroke, however, Goldsmith allowed a Greek, Xenophon, 
3 
inclusion with these Romans. But he found Livy worthy of 
the highest praise, especially for noble style: 
.•• in point of accuracy, eloquence, or vigour of ima-
gination, he has left mankind a model of the grandest 
subject, treated in the most becoming manner.~ 
The reference to history as "the grandest subject" combines 
the prestige of the subject in Goldsmith's mind with his de-
sire to influence the reader's respect for the subject of 
the book. 
II. SMOLLETT'S HISTORICAL STYLE 
When Smollett and Goldsmith turned to history, it seems 
1 Works, III, 452· 
2 "The State of Literature," Lloyd's Evening Post (Jan. 
29 -Feb. 1, 1762), ~Essays, p. 110. 
3 I, 6. 
4 Roman History, II, 97· 
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obvious that they realized that the style that they had used 
in their other narrative would not do for the majesty of 
history. Of course, they never reached the Ciceronic heights 
of their models. They had to write their histories in haste; 
and they were not moved to write them as much by hopes of 
literary fame as by desire for publishers' profits. 
For his Complete History Smollett must have had within 
reach the first two volumes of Hume's history -- the volumes 
covering the reigns of the Stuarts. It is obvious that some 
of his material on this period was taken directly from Hume 
even though for it Smollett did not credit Hume. In this 
material Smollett altered the expression, sometimes slightly 
and sometimes materially. Although he often held on to some 
of the characteristics of Hume's style that are very differ-
ent from those of his own, in other places, when he did 
change a passage from Hume the change was usually slightly 
away from pompousness. This operation is seen in the fol-
lowing adaptation of one of Hume's passages on Charles I; 
Had he been born an absolute prince, his humanity and 
good sense had rendered his reign happy and his memory 
precious; had the limitations on prerogative in his time 
been quite fixed and certain his integrity had made him 
regard as sacred the bounds of the constitution. Unhappy 
his fate threw him into a period when the precedents of 
many former reigns savoured strongly of arbitrary power, 1 
and the genius of the people ran violently towards liberty. 
Smollett handled this aspect of Charles' fortune in the fol-
lowing words: 
1 History of England, VII, 147. 
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He had the misfortune to be bred up in high notions 
of the prerogative, which he thought his honour and duty 
obliged him to maintain. He lived at a time when the 
spirit of the people became too mighty for those restraints 
which the regal power derived from the constitution.l 
It seems reasonable to suppose that Smollett had this passage 
of Hume's close by when he was writing his. InHume's pas-
sage there are five ideas touched upon: 
1. The inopportune time for Charles' life. 
2. Charles' legacy of the sense of the prerogative. 
3· The uncertainty of the constitution. 
4. Charles' royal sense or duty. 
5· The new ferment of liberty. 
Smollett explicitly included all these ideas except the third 
which he handled by implication. It is noticeable that in 
dealing with the contents of this passage Smollett reduced 
the weight of the expression. The first idea Hume expressed 
in part by the repeated subjunctive, "Had he been born .. . . . 
and "had the limitations II Smollett reduced this idea 
to the less dramatic "He had the misfortune • • • " Hume ex-
pressed the second idea in metaphorical language: "when the 
precedents of many former reigns savoured strongly of arbi-
trary power." Smollett said simply, "to be bred up in high 
notions of the prerogative." Hume expressed the third idea 
in rather rhetorical language: "his integrity had made him 
regard as sacred the bounds of the constitution." Smollett 
more quietly said, "he thought his honour and his duty ob-
liged him to maintain." For the fifth idea Smollett again 
avoided Hume 1 s metaphor; instead of "the genius of the people 
I Complete History, VII, 373. 
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ran violently toward:s liberty," he wrote, "the :spirit of the 
1 
people became too mighty for those restraints • . . " 
Hume and Smollett gave us a picture of the unkempt 
Charles when he surrendered to Parliament in 1648. Hume at-
tributed his material to Burnet! Smollett furnished no imme-
diate marginal reference to the source for his passage, but 
closely following this pas:sage in the margin, as though it 
might include thi:s material, is a reference to Rushworth. 
It seems probable, however, that Smollett again freely used 
Hume. This is Hume's version: 
• he had laid aside all care of his person, and had 
allowed his beard and hair to grow, and to hang dishevelled 
and neglected. His hair was become almost entirely grey, 
either from the decline of years, or from the load of sor-
row under which he laboured, and which, though borne with 
constancy, preyed inward on his sensible and tender mind. 
His friends beheld with compassion, and perhaps even his 
enemies, that grey and discrowned head, ••. 2 
And this is Smollett•s: 
He had allowed his beard to grow; his hair, which being 
dishevelled and neglected, was now almost totally silvered 
with the hand of time, or the pressure of anxiety; and his 
apparel bore the marks of misfortune and decay. Thus he 
stood a venerable figure of majesty and distress, which 
even his adversaries could not behold without reverence 
and compassion • • .3 
1 Goldsmith followed Smollett very closely as he obvi-
ously borrowed from him: NHe had the misfortune to be bred up 
in the high notion of the prerogative which he thought his duty 
to sustain. He lived in a time when the spirit of the law was 
in opposition to the genius of the people • • • 11 ( • • • Series 
of Letters, II, 42-~3-) Goldsmith's use of the.phrase "in op-
position to the genius of the peopleu when he departed from 
Smollett•s language suggests that he.also had his eye on Hume's 
passage. 
2 History of England, VII, 121. 
3 Complete History, VII, 356. 
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Between these passages there is not as much to choose as 
there was between the previous pair. But even here Smollett's 
passage contains less of the effort toward oratorical style 
than Hume's. No doubt, to the eighteenth century reader 
Hume's passage would appear more elegant; but Smollett's 
style here contains less of that overpowering consciousness 
that in Hume and more so in Gibbon frequently tires the mod-
ern reader. 
Notwithstanding these suggestions of Smollett•s ten-
dency to avoid artfulness in his historical prose, it would 
be wrong to leave the impression that he did not indulge in 
pretentiousness in his histories. The example of Hume or the 
dignity that was associated with history seems to have had 
something of an effect on Smollett's historical style that 
makes his historical narrative quite different from that of 
1 
his novels. The opening paragraph of his Complete History 
' consists not only of contemporary cliches of historical the-
' ory but also of contemporary cliches of' prose mannerisms. 
For convenience, the last two sentences of this paragraph 
are re-quoted: 
The faculties of the mind are opened and enlarged in the 
contemplation of such an expanded field: the l:JUmane pas-
sions are interested in the fortune of the remotest na-
tions, because humanity is everywhere the same; and howso-
ever divided by moumtains, rivers and seas, severed by 
policy, dispersed by accident, or distinguished by a dif-
ference of laws, language, climate or complexion, we are 
l See above, PP'• 201-202. 
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all the children of one family. '£he understanding unfolds 
and ripens, and the heart glows with a laudable emulation 
to rival the practice of recorded virtue. 
The cadences of this passage remind one more of Gibbon than 
tney do o1' tne ::>mollett of the novels. So does the following 
description of Elizabeth, the material for which, like the 
opening paragraph of the Complete History, could not have been 
derived from Hume: 
.•. and notwithstanding all her great qualities, we 
cannot deny that she was vain, proud, imperious, and in 
some cases cruel~ her predominant passions were jealousy 
and avarice; though she was also subject to such violent 
gusts of anger as overwhelmed all regara to the dignity of 
her station, and even hurried her beyond the bounds of 
common decency. She was wise and steady in her principles 
of government; and, above all princes, fortunate ~n a 
ministry.l 
When Smollett got to the last volume of tne Complete 
History and to the Continuation, he was writing history of a 
period which up to that time haa not been coverea by any 
other writer. So he could not have oeen influenced by tne 
manner or any other historian on that material. These are 
his volumes that read the best. They are good because they 
have so much that was not re-hashed from some other writer. 
When the political and military matter became thin, especially 
for the long period of Walpole's peace, Smollett had to fill 
in with less imposing but more interesting material. His nar-
ration of crimes, trials, earthquakes, and scandals is better 
than that of the characters of kings. It seems that at times 
1 VI, 452· 
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he forgot that he was dressing these occurrences in "the 
pompous robe of history,'·' for which Goldsmith had given him 
credit. In a passage on relief needed for aristocratic 
debtors he surprises the reader with an outpouring of sensi-
1 
bili ty. His poli.tical animus for contemporary public per-
sona took advantage of the opportunity to attack these with 
2 
irony and ac.orn. On the death of George II, a topic that 
was so close that one had to be caterul with his comments 
on it, Smollett neatly expressed a very restrained opinion 
or the late king amid a parade or ridicule of those who 
were lavish with praise of him: 
• • • as the king happened to die in the midst of their 
transports, occasioned by the final conquest of Canada, 
their good humour garnished his character with a prodi-
gality or encomiums. A thousand pens were drawn to paint 
the beauties and subliaity or his character, in poetry 
as well as prose. Tbey extolled him above Alexander in 
courage and heroism, above Augustus in liberality, Titus 
in clemency, Antonius in piety and benevolence, Solomon 
in wisdom, and St. Edward in devotion. Such hyperboli-
cal eulogiuma served only to throw a ridicule upon a 
character which was otherwise respectable. The two uni-
versities vied with each other in lamenting his death; 
and each published a hur. collection or elegies on the 
subject; nor did they ail to exalt his praise, with 
the wa1'118st expressions of affection and regret, in the 
compliments or condolence and congratulation which they 
presented to his successor. The same panegyric and pathos 
appeared in all the addresses with which every other com-
munity in the kingdom approached the throne of our pres-
ent sovereign; insomuch that we may venture to say, no · 
prince was ever more popular at the time of his decease.3 
1 See above, p. 179· 
2 See above, PP• 176-78. 
3 Continuation, IV, 456. 
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While there is nothing offensive to the throne in this pas-
sage, the reader has little trouble in appreciating the low 
esteem in which Smollett held George II. When he did not 
have to be so indirect, Smollett expressed his scorn in pic-
turesque style, as he did when expressing his opinion of 
Parliament's free spending on the German war: 
The liberality of the Parliament was like a rock in 
the wilderness, which flowed with the welcome stream when 
touched by the rod of Moses.l 
III. GOLDSMITH'S HISTORICAL STYLE 
Equally with Smollett, Goldsmith admired the grand 
style practiced by the neo-classical historians. He was im-
pressed by Bolingbroke and Hume. He qualified his admira-
tion of the former's character but was satisfied that Boling-
2 
broke was "a man of great eloquence." Goldsmith regarded 
Hume's style with awe. He gave Hume first rank among the 
sources he said he used for his history: 
Of these I have particularly taken Hume for my guide, 
as far as he goes; and it is but justice to say, that 
wherever I was obliged to abridge his work I did it with 
reluctance, as I scarce cut out a line that did not con-
tain a beauty.3 
Goldsmith retained in his history many a "bea'uty" of Hume; 
and he added some of his own. It might have been this con-
scious effort to follow Hume that helped Boswell to say, 
1 Ibid., III, 474. 
2 History of England, IV, 137· 
3 Ibid., I, vi. 
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"To me and to many others it appeared that he [ Goldsmith ] 
studiously copied the manner of Johnson, though indeed, upon 
1 
a smaller scale." To those who have read of Goldsmith only 
his essays and fiction with their warm, informal lightness 
of expression, an association of his manner with that of 
Johnson appears ridiculous. Reading Goldsmith's histories, 
however, makes one realize that Boswell's remark might con-
tain more than an expression of Boswell's well known lack of 
respect for Goldsmith. 
Smollett's Complete History was near enough the length 
of some of the pistories that he might have used for his 
sources to enable him, or to tempt him, to express his ideas 
in much the same language and style. Neither of Goldsmith's 
histories was extensive enough for him to do much more than 
extract the thought of his sources; only at times did he 
reproduce short passages in the degree of expansiveness of 
the historian from whom he was borrowing. The History of 
England in a Series of Letters, in its two small volumes, 
is little more than a digest of the major events of English 
history interestingly punctuated by the author's political 
observations. Excepting the story of Mary Queen of Scots 
and of Anson's voyage, to which he devoted space far out of 
proportion to their historical importance, Goldsmith spread 
very thin the history of seventeen hundred years. What 
1 Boswell, I, 255· 
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literary charm there is in the history is contained in Gold-
smith's consistent manipulation of the account to fit his 
thesis of monarchism and in his occasional winking remark 
like the one on Elizabeth, "this virgin monarch, as some 
historians have called her." 
We have a description of Goldsmith's method of writing 
the Histor;y ..:·-....:.....:.· 1:!!. .!!. Series of Letters: 
In the morning, says Mr. Urban's correspondent, he 
would study the period on which he was engaged, in Rapin, 
Carte, Kennett's Collection, and the recent volumes of 
Hume; then, having made the notes he thought necessary, 
he would set forth on a country walk, all the more hap-
pily if a friend accompanied him; and not till after his 
temperate dinner, on return, would he begin to write. If 
the friend stayed to partake, and a "cheerful evening" 
intercepted work, some hours were still "seized from 
sleep," to write as much as he had contemplated by the 
studies of the morning.l 
This was at Islington, where Goldsmith lived some very com-
fortable and seemingly happy months. The idyllic setting 
for the composition of the history should allow one to expect 
that the book would contain Goldsmith at his best. But the 
modest size of the history does not seem to have caused 
Goldsmith to forget that he was handling the "pompous robe 
of history." The history, in general, betrays the writer's 
efforts toward elegance and measure. In spite of occasional 
dashes of true Goldsmith, the book is heavier reading than 
any of Goldsmith's reviews or essays that were written under 
terrible conditions in Green Arbour Court. Another reason 
for this artificiality might be the purpose of passing the 
1 Forster, Goldsmith, pp. 263-64. 
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history as the work of a nobleman. The noble style would 
fit both the aristocracy of history and that of the alleged 
noble father. 
The "nobleman" father opened the history with a pom-
pous letter of general advice about history and education: 
There is scarce any other passion, but that of curi-
osity, excited by a knowledge of the early part of our 
history. We may go through the account of that distant 
aera, with the same impartiality with which we consider 
the original inhabitants of any other country, as the 
customs of our British ancestors have no connexion with 
our own. But then, to some minds, it must be a pleasing 
disquisition to observe the human animal, by degrees, 
divesting himself of his native ferocity, and acquiring 
the arts of happiness and peace; to trace the steps, by 
which he leaves his precarious meal, acquired by the 
chace, for a more certain, but a more laborious, repast, 
acquired by cultivation.l 
This pretentiousness is maintained. Thus appears a part of 
the characterization of Becket: 
He was a man of strong passions, great pride, and great 
zeal, which had been, in the early part of life, smothered 
in deep dissimulation and apparent humility • • • he 
either thought himself a saint, or affected to be thought 
so; he wore sackcloth next his skin, and his equipage and 
diet were mean and simple. So much power, pride, and 
seeming humility, united, were formidable; and such Henry 
found them.2 
Henry VIII in part is described: 
Yet, from the beginning, you must not expect to read 
the history of a good Prince. All these advantages were 
either the gifts of nature, of fortune, or of his father; 
with all these happy talents, Henry VIII wanted the two 
great requi~ites in forming every good character: wisdom 
and virtue.j 
1 I, 11. 
2 I, 81. 
3 I, 226. 
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And further on: 
Henry was cruel from disposition alone, cruel in the 
government, cruel in religion, and cruel in his family: 
yet, tyrant as he was, he died peacefully in a natural 
death.l 
William of Orange is paraded by with a very artful gait: 
William left behind him the character of a great poli-
tician, though he had never been popular; and a formidable 
general, though he was seldom victorious; his deportment 
was grave and sullen, nor did he ever show any fire, but 
in the day of battle. He despised flattery, yet loved 
dominion. Greater as the general of Holland, than the 
king of England; to the one he was the father, to the 
other a suspicious friend. He scrupled not to employ the 
engines of corruption to gain his ends; and, while he in-
creased the power of the nation he was brought to govern, 
he contributed, in some measure, to corrupt their morals.2 
When Goldsmith wrote his second history of England, he 
lifted a large amount of material directly from his earlier 
one. The second history was more expansive than the first. 
But it was new material rather than expansion of the passages 
re-used that increased the size. Almost invariably the pas-
sages lifted from one history to the other were contracted; 
and this contraction was in tone as well as volume. The pom-
pousness of history, while still recognizable, is not as ap-
parent in the later work. These changes could hardly have 
been an effort to hide the connection between the history 
acknowledged by Goldsmith and the one still enjoying an excel-
lent sale because of its alleged noble authorship. So many 
passages were lifted word for word and so many of the 
1 I, 257· 
2 II, 8g. 
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sentiments and ideas are similar that it is surprising that 
anyone could have failed to recognize the common authorship. 
Of course, in the second history it was not necessary to af-
fect the pompous style appropriate to an aristocratic writer. 
Goldsmith, like Smollett, in the beginning might have been 
influenced in style by a sense of the dignity of history or 
by the tone that Hume had given to historical narrative. 
But Goldsmith, in his second history of England, did not 
hesitate to make some notable changes in the style of many 
passages he adopted from his History 2f England ~ ~ Series 
2f Letters. To Goldsmith's credit, he seems to have delib-
erately removed some of the worst of the artificial diction 
and mannerism. In the Series 2f Letters is the following: 
It is sufficient to observe, that the penal laws of 
our ancestors were mild and humane. As a nation becomes 
more polite, the penal laws become more numerous and 
severe, till, at length, growing intolerable to the poor, 
against whom they are principally levelled, they throw 
off the yoke of legal bondage, either by admitting a 
despotic prince, or by taking the government into their 
own hands by military invasion.l 
This passage is in the account of Alfred's administration. 
In the History of England, in the relative place, is simply: 
••. for, among our early ancestors, all the penal laws 
were mild and merciful.2 
Because around 1770 the problem of severe penal laws was a 
real one (Goldsmith had said much against them in ~ Vicar 
of Wakefield) perhaps Goldsmith thought that the solution 
1 I, 41. 
2 I, 87. 
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suggested by the observation in his early history was danger-
ously violent; but it is also possible that he regarded the 
observation a little heavy in proportions. In the following 
two passages he was describing a battle for the crown be-
tween Henry VI and Edward IV: 
What a dreadful sight to behold almost an hundred thou-
sand men, of the same country, fighting to satisfy the 
empty ambition of one or two weak and empty wretches; 
murdering each other for an ideot and a boy: the contest 
only which should wear a crown with diamonds, or wield 
an empty sceptre?l 
It was a dreadful sight, to behold an hundred thousand 
men of the same country engaged against each other; and 
all to satisfy the empty ambition of the weakest, or the 
worst of mankind.2 
The color that the revision lost must have seemed too purple 
to the reviser. In the next pair of quotations the revision 
eliminates one trite figure of speech and the concluding 
touch of rhetorical balance: 
Elizabeth knew her own power, and often stretched it 
to the very limits of despotism; but when commerce was 
introduced, liberty necessarily entered in its train; 
for there never was a nation perfectly commercial and 
perfectly despotic.3 
Elizabeth knew her own power, and stretched it to the 
very verge of despotism; but now that commerce was intro-
duced, liberty soon after followed; for there never was a 
nation perfectly commercial, that submitted long to slavery.4 
1 •.. Series of Letters, I, 180. 
2 History of England, II, 232. 
3 ••• Series of Letters, I, 299· 
4 History £! England, III, 154-55· 
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Commenting on the struggle between king and parliament, Gold-
smith wrote in the first version: 
We now are all agreed, that unlimited power arrogated 
on one side, and the tumultuous freedom introduced on the 
other, are both intolerable; yet, of the two, perhaps, 
despotism is superior. 
When he got to this topic in the revised version of the His-
tory of England, he wrote: 
In the comparison between a republic and a limited 
monarchy, the balance entirely inclines to the latter. 2 
Almost as startling is his reduction of the following material 
on the late years of the reign of George I: 
The parliament also made some efforts to check the 
progress of vice and immorality, which now began to be 
diffused through every rank of life; luxury and profligacy 
had increased to a surprising degree; nor were there any 
transactions to fill the page of history, except the mer-
cenary schemes of vile projectors, or the tasteless pro-
fusion of new-made opulence.3 
It must be owned that the parliament made some new ef-
forts to check the progress of vice and immorality, ~hich 
now began to be diffused through every rank of life. 
On the sensational fate of Admiral Byng, Goldsmith wrote 
this in his first history: 
Those who plead with the greatest vehemence against 
him, seem, however, at present, to bring their arguments 
from the necessity there was of making some one commander 
an example to give resolution to the rest, and from the 
good effects that seemed to attend his execution, by our 
repeated success after it. These, however, are such 
1 II, 16. 
2 III, 248. 
3 •.• Series of Letters, II, 135· 
4 History of England, IV, 250. 
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reasons as may silence, but not satisfy.l 
In his second history of England he toned down both sentiment 
and rhetoric: 
There appears some severity in Byng's punishment, but 
it certainly produced soon after very beneficial effects 
to the nation.2 
The Roman History was written between Goldsmith's two 
histories of England. If anything, it is less rhetorical in 
its style than either of Goldsmith's English histories. For 
it Goldsmith did not have as much of an established tradi-
tion as he had for his English histories. There were no 
histories of Rome in English that would have suited Goldsmith 
3 
for emulation. The slight freedom from historical stylism 
with which the Roman History was written, however, did not 
add much to its attractiveness. It seems that Goldsmith 
recognized his task as that of telling the story of Rome 
that would satisfy the curiosity of the popular reader. He 
seems to have made less effort for effect in any direction 
than he did in his two histories of England. In the Preface, 
where the eighteenth century historian usually preened him-
self, he characterized the Romans with no effort toward 
1 II, 213· 
2 IV, 359· In Candide Voltaire had Martin explain Byng's 
death to Candide: "In this country [England] it is a good 
thing to kill an admiral froa time to time to encourage the 
others." (Chap. XXIII.) Voltaire had worked hard with those 
who tried to save Byng. He was naturally bitter about the 
execution. 
3 See above, pp.271-72. Of course, this was before 
The Decline and Fall. 
- --
pomposity: 
The Romans, perhaps, upon many occasions, formed wrong 
ideas of virtue; but they were by no means so ignorant or 
abandoned in general, as not to give to their brightest 
characters the greatest share of their applause; and I 
do not know whether it is fair to try Pagan actions by 
the standard of Christian morality. • • • 
This somewhat neutral tone is often present: 
The charges against the decemvirii ••• are all, ex-
cept one or two, merely general; and of these which are 
specified, the facts do not seem to support the accusa-
tion. However, the limits I have assigned myself in this 
work are too short to permit a discussion of their veracity, 
and perhaps it is our wisest way, at this distant period, 
to take the accounts as given us by the historians of the 
time, and not to show the affectation of sagacity, by at-
tempting to newly state an evidence which has been cred-
ited through successive ages. 
But when the material became inflated with drama, Goldsmith 
allowed his narrative to reflect this inflation. Here we 
have his comment on the blow to Rome of the death of Aurelius 
in 180 A.D.: 
It seemed as if the whole glory and prosperity of the 
Roman empire died with Aurelius. From thence forward we 
are to behold a train of emperors either vicious or im-
potent •••• We are to behold an empire grown too great, 
sinking by its own weight, surrounded by barbarous and 
successful enemies without, and torn by ambitious and 
cruel factions within; the principles of the times wholly 
corrupted; philosophy attempting to regulate the minds of 
men without the aid of religion; and the warmth of patriot-
ism entirely evaporated, by being diffused in too wide a 
circle.2 
And when the historian had an important character to pose, he 
did it with rhetorical consciousness, as he did here with 
Constantine: 
1 I, 152. 
2 II, 375· 
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This monarch's character is represented to us in very 
different lights; the Christian writers of that time 
adorning it with every strain of panegyrick; the heathens, 
on the contrary, loaded it with all the virulence of in-
vective. In fact it seems to be composed of a mixture 
of virtues and vices, of piety and credulity, of courage 
and cruelty, of justice and ambition. He established a 
religion that continues to be the blessing of mankind, 
but pursued a scheme of politicks that destroyed the 
empire.l 
The Grecian History, which was published a few months 
after Goldsmith's death and no doubt was hurriedly and pain-
fully written just before his death, in style and content is 
fairly characterless. It was written to take advantage of 
the popularity that the History of England and the Roman 
History had achieved. Like these two, it had no literary 
pretensions. It did as well as the other two in satisfying 
a simple need of a readable account of the major events in 
the histories involved. The three histories, with minor 
changes, were adapted by Goldsmith and others for school 
use; and for a century they all enjoyed great success in 
schools of England and America. 
IV. COMPARISON OF SMOLLETT AND GOLDSMITH 
At one point we are able to compare the literary ef-
fectiveness of the historical narrative of Smollett and 
Goldsmith when both were writing on material they seemed 
equally to enjoy, the career of Mary Queen of Scots. And 
here the difference between the size of the two histories 
1 II, 491. 
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does not have to be a determining condition because Gold-
smith ignored all historical proportion when he wrote on 
Mary. He gave to her more space than he gave to most of 
the kings of England. Here are the two passages on Mary's 
execution: 
Thenthe noblemen and the sheriff going before, and 
Melvil bearing up her train, she walked to the scaffold, 
which was raised about two feet from the floor of the 
hall, and furnished. with a chair, a cushion, and a block, 
covered with black cloth. As soon as she had seated her-
self, Beale began to read the warrant for her execution; 
then Fletcher, dean of Peterborough, standing within the 
rails, repeated a long exhortation, which she inter-
rupted twice, desiring him to forbear, as she was firmly 
resolved to die in the Roman catholic religion. The 
lords industriously tormented this poor lady in her last 
moments. They ordered the dean to pray; and he proceeded, 
although she told him that she could not join with them, 
and had very little time to spare with her own devotions. 
She, therefore, with her servants, fell on her knees, and 
prayed aloud in Latin, from the office of the Virgin Mary. 
When the dean left off speaking, she prayed again in the 
English tongue, fervently recommending the church, her 
son, and queen Elizabeth, to the protection of Almighty 
God. When her acts of devotion were finished, she ordered 
her women to undress her for the block; and the execution-
ers rudely interfering, bade them stand off, saying she 
was not used to undress herself before so much company, 
nor accustomed to such valets de chambre. Her two women 
bursting into tears, and loud exclamations of sorrow, she 
reminded them, in the French language, of her having 
undertaken for their discreet behaviour; she embraced them 
tenderly, bidding them forbear their womanly lamentations, 
for now she should rest from all her sorrows; then turn-
ing to her men servants, who were overwhelmed with un-
speakable afflictions, she, with a gracious smile, bade 
them farewel. The two executioners kneeling, and asking 
her pardon, she said she forgave them, and all the authors 
of her death, as freely as she wished God would forgive 
her own transgressions. She once more made a solemn pro-
testation of her innocence. Her eyes were covered with a 
linen handkerchief: she laid her head upon the block 
without the least mark of perturbation, recited a psalm, 
and having repeated a pious ejaculation, received the 
fatal stroke. She was cruelly mangled by the executioner, 
who having at length severed her head from her body, and 
holding it up in his hand, the dean of Peterborough ex-
claimed, "So let all queen Elizabeth's enemies perish." 
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The earl of Kent answered, Amen; while the rest of the 
spectators wept and sighed at this affecting spectacle. 
(Then Smollett added some concrete details of the prepara-
tion of Mary's body for burial.)l 
She then passed into another hall, the noblemen and 
the sheriff going before, and Melvil bearing up her train; 
where was a scaffold erected and covered with black. As 
soon as she was seated, Beale began to read the warrant 
for her execution. Then Fletcher, dean of Peterborough, 
standing within the rails, repeated a long exhortation, 
which she desired him to forbear, as she was firmly re-
solved to die in the catholic religion. The room was 
crowded with spectators, who beheld her with pity and dis-
tress, while her beauty, though dimmed by age and afflic-
tion, gleamed through her sufferings, and was still re-
markable in this fatal moment. The earl of Kent observing 
that in her devotions she made frequent use of the cruci-
fix, he could not forbear reproving her, exhorting her to 
have Christ in her heart, not in her hand. She replied, 
with presence of mind, that it was difficult to hold such 
an object in her hand without feeling her heart touched 
with the sufferings of him whom it represented. She now 
began, with the aid of her two women, to undress for the 
block; and the executioner also lent his hand to assist 
them. She smiled, and said that she was not accustomed 
to undress herself before so large a company, nor to be 
attended by such servants. Her two women bursting into 
tears, and loud exclamations of sorrow, she turned about 
to them, put her finger upon her lips, as a sign of impos-
ing silence upon them; and having given them her blessing, 
desired their prayers in return. The two executioners 
kneeling, and asking her pardon, she said she forgave 
them, and all the authors of her death, as freely as she 
hoped forgiveness from her Maker, and then once more made 
a solemn protestation of her innocence. Her eyes were 
then covered with a linen handkerchief; and she laid her-
self down without any fear or trepidation. Then reciting 
a psalm, and repeating a pious ejaculation, her head was 
severed from her body at two strokes by the executioner. 
He instantly held it up to the spectators, streaming with 
blood, and agitated with the convulsions of death; the 
dean of Peterborough alone exclaimed, "so perish all 
Queen Elizabeth 1 s enemies." The earl of Kent replied 
Amen, while the rest of the spectators wept and sighed 
1 Complete History, VI, 374-75· 
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at this affecting spectacle; (Goldsmith then continues 
with a remark upon Mary's age and beauty and upon the 
degree of Elizabeth's culpability.)l 
While it seems probable that Goldsmith had Smollett's text 
in front of him as he wrote his, (Goldsmith acknowledged 
Smollett as one of his basic sources), it is not necessary 
to assume that he had to depend upon Smollett or any other 
secondary source for the details of this event. In 1727-28 
James Anderson published Collections Relating to ~ History 
of ~ Queen £! Scotland. In this four volume compilation 
were available perhaps all the accounts of witnesses and 
commentators on Mary's career. The richness of details in 
this collection affords the historian all he desires for 
the picture he wants to draw. More interesting than the 
sources used by either Smollett or Goldsmith are the manipu-
lation and interpretation of the details. After the identi-
cal words opening these two passages, Smollett gives the 
reader a picture of the scaffold with details as to its 
height, its furnishings, and its black cloth covering. Gold-
smith simply says that the scaffold was "covered with black." 
Smollett reports Mary as interrupting Fletcher's long exhorta-
tion "twice, desiring him to forbear." Goldsmith is satis-
fied to say, "she desired him to forbear." Smollett then 
sets up the pathos of Mary and the villainy of her persecu-
tors: · "The lords industriously tormented this poor lady in 
1 History of England, III, 127-29· 
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her last moments .•• Goldsmith, before he gets to the differ-
ence in religion between the queen and her captives, gives a 
picture of Mary's unaging beauty and the effect it had upon 
the· spectators. The earl of Kent's "reproving" Mary for her 
use of the crucifix is far less villainous than Smollett's 
"industriously tormented." Further on, when Mary orders her 
women to undress her for the block, Smollett says, "the exe-
cutioners rudely interfering,[ Mary] bade them stand off." 
Goldsmith softens this considerably: "the executioner also 
lent his hand to assist them. She smiled, and said • • II 
Against Smollett's gruesome "she was cruelly mangled by the 
executioner, who having at length severed her head from her 
body," Goldsmith makes the beheading as gentle as possible: 
"her head was severed from her body at two strokes by the 
executioner." Goldsmith's only indulgence in vividness 
that Smollett missed is his description of Mary's head, 
"streaming with blood, and agitated with the convulsions of 
death." What difference there is between the literary merit 
of the two passages seems to be in Smollett's favor. Of 
course, it was the kind of material that Smollett had much 
practice in writing; and the added cruelty of the English 
executioners might be the reaction of Smollett's Scotch 
prejudice. But beyond these allowances, Smollett's passage 
appears to have certain vigor that was lost in Goldsmith's 
revision, if such it is. 
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v. SUMMARY 
It is interesting to notice how Smollett and Goldsmith, 
who helped develop the prose style for subsequent fiction, 
when they got close to history stiffened and straightened 
up. But the conflict between their natural selves as styl-
ists and their posed historical selves is apparent as they 
are seen removing some of the formality from the narrative 
that they adapted or revised. While both of them expressed 
definite agreement with the tradition that history should 
be written in the noble style, and both of them apparently 
set about their historical writing determined to maintain 
this style, even as they progressed with their historical 
missions they seemed to free themselves in varying degree 
from the imposition of the Ciceronians. 
It would be too much to expect that historians of 
Smollett's and Goldsmith's stature should have influenced 
at all the style of history. Just a few years after they 
wrote their histories, Gibbon, with his highly designed style, 
became the greatest Roman of them all. There is no reason 
not to believe that Gibbon set much of the tone for Macaulay 
and some of the other great nineteenth century English and 
American historians. It is fortunate that the narrative 
traditions of history did not materially affect the novel. 
Mackenzie elevated the style of his novels in an effort to 
dignify fiction; and Fanny Burney, perhaps influenced by her 
venerable friend, Dr. Johnson, also wrote with a sense of 
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formal discipline, confessedly to add dignity to the novel. 
One would hardly dare suppose that these novelists were in-
fluenced by the pompous robe of history. It is more or a 
possibility, however, that the cumbersome patches of 
eighteenth century mannerism that show up here and there 
amid the welter of undistinguished characteristics of style 
in Scott's historical novels were in part results of this 
grand tradition of eighteenth century history. Again for-
tunately, the nineteenth century English novelists also had 
Fielding, Smollett, Sterne, and Jane Austen to turn to for 
models of expression. 
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CHAPTER XIV 
THE "NEW HISTORY" AND THE NOVEL 
I. EMPIRICISM IN HISTORY AND REALISM IN FICTION 
The "climate of opinion," which contributed to the 
1 
new interest in history, seems also to have contributed to 
the development of the novel. In method, content, and mood 
the development of the novel in the second half of the cen-
tury reflects resemblances to factors present in the "new 
history." 
The course of inductivism that history took, away 
from the deductivism of both religion and Cartesian philo-
sophy and toward the observationalism and empiricism of 
Lockian and Newtonian science, is a course toward realism. 
The proclivity toward realism by the first generation of 
novelists is by its nature a refutation of the "systems" 
of the "metaphysical" philosophers. The meanness of detail, 
a principal support of the novel, supported the thesis of 
both the new historian and the novelist. Bolingbroke's 
thesis of history, "philosophy teaching by examples," sug-
gests the inductivism of the novel. Just as the empiricism 
of history demanded more attention to the details of life, 
the demands of fiction called for more realism, especially 
realism of manners. The novels of Fielding and Smollett 
1 See above, p. 49. 
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abound with this realism of experience and observation based 
upon the concreteness of everyday life. In Fielding's novels 
the details of this realism are consciously subjected to a 
selectivity such as was professed to be practiced by the 
1 
historians. By this method or selection the reader is led 
empirically to form a precept or generality. Such practice 
is especially noticeable in Fielding's book of travels, 
2 
Journal £! ~ Journey ~ Lisbon. In !2m Jones and Amelia de-
tails of the social background are in such vivid abundance 
that it has become commonplace for critics to remark on 
3 
their historical value. Amelia contains a chapter on con-
temporary medicine which the author includes "to inform pos-
4 
terity concerning the present state of physic." In the essays 
between the chapters of Tom Jones Fielding compared the "his-
tory" he was writing with those written by people called 
"historians." Rather than a story-teller, he considered 
himself a writer of a kind of history that "may properly be 
5 
called models of HUMAN LIFE." While Smollett was not as 
philosophically selective as was Fielding, in his Travels he 
was quite aware of the importance of transmitting minute de-
tail rather than general impression as the responsibility of 
1 See above, PP• 108 and 117. 
2 See above, PP· 108-11o. 
3 See above, PP· 111-12. 
4 See above, P• 104. 
5 See above, P• 95 rr. 
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a travel writer. His emphasis on details of weather, politics, 
religion, economics, public works and buildings, and natural 
history testifies to this awareness. In his early novels 
Smollett was more disposed to depict the humors of his pic-
aresque characters than to set up his situations as a kind 
of history. But the realism in these novels is of a high 
order and is that of a reporter rather than a moralist. And 
it must be granted that at least in his naval scenes he re-
produced the pictures as he saw them. In Roderick Random 
much of the naval material was the same that Smollett in-
eluded in his History ££ England. The details of surgery 
in Roderick Random also are realistic enough to lend material 
for history. In Smollett's last novel, Humphry Clinker, 
the material of history is so profuse that it has been sug-
gested that the novel was written in large part from the 
research that Smollett did for his Present State ££ !!! Na-
1 
tiona. 
No one would say that Goldsmith's one little novel is 
a masterpiece of realism. But the author of ~ Vicar of 
Wakefield did not fail to recognize the superior validity of 
experience and observation over speculation as means by which 
the writer produces his effects. Even for such a work as !h! 
Deserted Village he insisted upon inductiveness. In the 
dedicatory letter to Reynolds, he wrote about any objection 
to the facts of depopulation in the poem: 
1 See above, p. 138. 
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I have taken all possible pains, in my country excur-
sions, for these four or five years past, to be certain 
of what I allege, and that all my views and inquiries have 
led me to believe those miseries real, which I here attempt 
to display.l 
The experimental method, to Goldsmith, was the ~ qua ~ 
for the travel writer: 
Happy it were for mankind, if all travellers would 
thus, instead of characterising a people in general terms, 
lead us into a detail of those minute circumstances which 
first influenced their opinion. The genius or a country 
should be investigated with a kind of experimental inquiry; 
by this means we should have more precise and just notions 
of foreign nations, and detect travellers themselves when 
they happened to form wrong conclusions.2 
Even though his History of the Earth ~ Animated Nature to 
a great extent is a digest of the work of non-observers, in 
the preface to Animated Nature Goldsmith declared that be-
fore an inquirer should pretend to inspect the habitudes and 
history of an object his first care should be "to see, to 
3 
visit, and to examine." In fact, Goldsmith was so insistent 
upon the value of direct observation and experience that he 
was able to stretch the truth rather far in a journalistic 
way in order to produce the effect of genuineness of detail. 
In his "Familiar Introduction to the Study of Natural History" 
he professed: 
But I have one advantage over almost all former natural-
ists; namely, that of having visited a variety of countries 
1 This poem has been described as a possible source for 
social historians. (Crane, ~Essays, p. xl.) 
2 Citizen .2! ~World, XXX (Works, II, 126). 
3 Works, I, 579· Although far removed from direct ob-
servation of the material of Animated Nature, Goldsmith, in 
his essay in The ~' "on the Sagacity of the Spider," gave us 
a delightful fruit of direct and minute observation. (See 
Works, I, 76 ff.) 
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myself, and examined the productions of each upon the spot. 
Whatever America or the known parts of Africa have pro-
duced to excite curiosity, has been carefully ob!erved 
by me, and compared with the accounts of others. 
II. ANTI-INTELLECTUALISM IN HISTORY AND SENTIMENTALISM 
AND SENSIBILITY IN FICTION 
With the historians' anti-intellectualism implied by 
their reaction against abstract, ~ priori speculation is as-
sociated their recognition of the greater effectiveness of 
2 
the appeal to the heart than to the mind. Of course, this 
denial of the undisputed supremacy of reason was not exclusive 
with the historians; it was another philosophic and psycholo-
gical evaluation that since Shaftesbury seems to have been 
receiving increasing attention in formal and informal ex-
pression. Pope gave the passions an important part in moral-
ity; and Thomson and other poets indulged in suggestions of 
sentimentalism. Fielding, who seems to have started as a 
novelist with a purpose of intellectualizing Richardson's 
sentiment, wound up by pulling the heart-strings himself. 
The reader's affections for the floundering Parson Adams make 
secondary the witty ridicule of the Booby clan. Tom Jones, 
amid all the thoughtful deliberations of purpose in the novel, 
has become one of fictions most beloved imperfections because 
of his feeling heart. Amelia no doubt has been wept over by 
1 Works, II, 4g6. 
2 See above, P·394 ff. 
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some of the same readers who wept for Clarissa. In Smollett's 
vigorous early novels there is little of the softer appeal of 
the heart; but with all the lusty oddments of actions and 
characters humor rather than wit determines the literary 
value of the stories. And among all the grotesqueries of 
Humphry Clinker Matthew Bramble appeals to the reader's sym-
pathy because his heart is in everything he does. Smollett, 
in his history, bowed to the artists of feeling. At the end 
of volume four of the Continuation he attributed to Richard-
son "the laudable aim of inlisting the passions on the side 
of virtue"; and to Johnson he gave high honor for "the agree-
able manner in which he investigates the human heart, trac-
ing every interesting emotion, and opening all the sources 
of morality." In this same volume Smollett frequently in-
dulged in approaches to the heart. In a plea for relief 
1 
for aristocratic debtors he pulled hard at the heart-strings. 
And Goldsmith, who perhaps started ~Vicar£[ Wakefield 
with something of the idea of ridiculing the idea of optim-
ism and perfectibility, wound up by writing a novel that 
made the young Goethe weep. 
When we look at Sterne, with his mixture of sensibil-
ity and intellectual cynicism, the early novel appears dis-
tinctly related to the "new history." The relationship is 
as close as that of offspring from the same parents. The 
1 See above, pp. 177-78. 
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essence of the doctrine of the anti-Cartesians (who fathered 
the new interest in history) was the sub-rational character 
of all human motivation: whatever we may think, we act in 
answer to the passions. Even the best of men had ''too much 
weakness for the stoic's pride." And since reason plays 
such a subordinate part in conduct, then we ought to study 
conduct not according to some pre-arranged logical formula 
but according to facts as they appear. The best that man 
can do is "to live according to nature." Nature is thus 
reduced to human capability; it loses its idealism and be-
comes realistic. Chesterfield's moral tone and Walpole's op-
portunism as well as the new attention to the matter-of-
factness of history might be products of this deflated con-
cept. If cool thinking cannot make us do good, then we are 
moved to do good by something more primary than reason: 
good feelings. Thus the historian's making little of pre-
tensions toward speculative reason and his search for the 
story of society among a welter of sub-rational acts are 
blood brothers of Sterne's gay cynicism toward man's rational 
nature and his making much of good deeds springing from good 
feelings. 
Further than this anti-intellectualism of the senti-
mentalism and sensibility that pervaded the early novel, sys-
tematic logic or reason was flaunted by the general non-ra-
tional nature of the chain of events that the novelist used 
in his plots. Essential to the novel is the writer's pre-
occupation with the study of man and manners that are subject 
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to accidents, passions, whims, and everything but the cold 
reason. Sterne, in Tristram Shandy, frolics with the ped-
antry of syllogistic logic just as Goldsmith had done in 
!h! Vicar of Wakefield and Smollett in Peregrine Pickle. 
And all other ~ priori systems are whistled away in Tristram 
Shandy to the tune of my uncle Toby's Lilibulero. John 
Locke and his idea of irrational association of ideas are 
explicitly and implicitly featured in this novel -- as much 
so as Locke's assault upon the system of Descartes was em-
braced by the historians. A couple of decades later Godwin, 
in a very different tone, also was to write a novel whose 
thesis rested entirely upon Locke's psychology of experience 
as the decisive force in men's lives. Henry Brooke's ~ 
£t Quality is something of a long sentimental sermon on so-
cial good and evil in which impulse and inclination are 
shown to have more to do with our lives than reason and pre-
cept. All of this is a fundamental part of the argument ad-
vanced by the Humes and Voltaires on behalf of the new his-
tory; and it is sounded by Goldsmith when he said that the 
1 
historian must understand the heart. 
III. "RATIONALISM" AND SOCIAL PROGRESS 
In trying to understand human beings and their prob-
lems, the eighteenth centurt historians were satisfied with 
1 See above, p. 275· 
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the assumption that human nature was a very tangible concept, 
if not a thing, that existed very much the same wherever 
there were human beings. As they studied the diversity of 
public and private manners, culture, climate, industry, com-
merce, religion, and politics, they considered all these 
against the background of an assumed universal human nature. 
Bolingbroke, Voltaire, and Hume regarded history as important 
because in its enchainment of events the student of history 
could see how parts of the human race had come up from bar-
barism by restraining their evil passions -- superstition, 
fanaticism, intolerance, tyranny, etc. These passions had 
been subJugated by rationalism. This rationalism was not 
the cold abstract intellectualism that was formalized by 
the "metaphysical" reasoners or logicians; it was a recogni-
tion of social give and take that bred tolerance, community 
decency, political fair play, and general material welfare 
for all people. It was often and, perhaps, best expressed in 
the phrase "common sense." At first "common sense" meant 
the chart of reason that should guide the course of the pas-
sions, with reason and passions forming a dichotomy of human 
nature. As the non-rational elements of human nature came 
to be regarded with more respect until finally they were re-
garded as capable of producing virtuous acts, the cult of 
the sentiments -- sensibility and emotionalism -- came into 
its own. "Reason," as Pope used it in the Essay 2n ~. 
lost more of the sense of intellectuality as it was associated 
more with the idea of common sense; it acquired more of the 
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nature of benevolism. Even in the histories this psychologi-
cal shift of emphasis is noticeable. The "rationalist" Ches-
terfield expressed his hearty approval of the "rationalist" 
Voltaire's Charles XII: 
How delightful is his story of that northern brute, 
the King of Sweden! for I cannot call him a man; and I 
should be sorry to have him pass as a hero, out of regard 
for those true heroes, such as Julius Caesar, Titus, 
Trajan, and the present King of Prussia, who cultivated 
and encouraged arts and sciences; whose animal courage 
was accompanied by the tender and social sentiments of 
humanity; and who had more pleasure in improving, than in 
destroying fellow creatures.l 
Thus Chesterfield found delight in history because in it he 
found a lesson in humanitarianism. Against the northern 
brutality of the Swede he held up the enlightened heroes of 
history; and the enlightenment of Frederick the Great con-
sists of "animal courage" accompanied by "the tender and 
social sentiments of humanity" and a greater pleasure in 
improving than in destroying fellow creatures. Chesterfield 
was expressing his approval of the rational enlightenment of 
Voltaire as much as that of the King of Prussia. Hume, in 
his Enquiry Concerning the Principle of Morals, argued for 
the existence of disinterested benevolence in man's nature. 
And this benevolence, Hume said, was a utility that served 
toward the accomplishment of man's happiness. It was nothing 
chimerical; it could be observed producing pleasure for the 
dispenser and for the recipients. To Voltaire and Hume good-
ness of life sprang from social sentiments; Pope's chart of 
1 Selected Letters, p. 282. 
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reason seems to have become emotionalized. 
The developing spirit of active humanitarianism (a word 
that is not in Johnson's Dictionary) was another characteris-
tic feature of the second half of the eighteenth century. 
No subtlety is required to account for the development of 
this spirit. It was greatly needed. In France, the glory 
of Louis XIV had been paid for by the French people with 
wretched misery. Voltaire and other philosophes earned some 
of their troubles with their government by calling attention 
to these miseries. In England, corruption and vice, along 
with the wretchedness of the lower classes, were outrageous 
during the first two decades of George II's reign. Smol-
lett, in his Continuation, used these conditions as the cen-
1 
ter of his attack on Walpole's administration. Fielding em-
phasized the need of various social reforms in most of what 
he wrote after 1746. In his dedication of Amelia, he de-
clared: 
The following book is sincerely designed to promote 
the cause of virtue, and to expose some of the most glar-
ing evils, as well public as private, which at present 
infest the country. 
John Brown, in his Estimate ~ 1h! Manners ~ Principles ~ 
the Times {1757) attributed much of the low political and 
military fortune of the nation to a corruption of private 
manners. Disapproval of the misanthropy of the Man of the 
Hill and Asem, the Man-hater were Fielding's and Goldsmith's 
1 See II, 259· 
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endorsement of the doctrine of man being his brother's 
keeper. Goldsmith found much to praise when he reviewed 
Guicciardini's History of Italy, but he objected to Guicci-
ardini's constant "leaning to the worst side of a character": 
The persons who figure in his drama are almost all 
knaves or fools, politic betrayers, or blustering idiots. 
In· short, the history before us may be styled a truly 
misanthropical performance. To a person inclined to hate 
the species, what ample matter will it not afford, both 
for ridicule and for reproach.l · 
In ~ Traveller Goldsmith professed a sentimental benevolism: 
and 
Thus to my breast alternate passions rise, 
Pleas'd with each good than heaven to man supplies: 
Yet oft a sigh prevails, and sorrows fall, 
To see the hoard of human bliss so small; 
And oft I wish, amidst the scene, to find 
Some spot to real happiness consign 1d.2 
Here let me sit in sorrow for mankind.3 
The concern for the welfare of society was applied to 
concrete conditions. Fielding in his pamphlets applied his 
humanitarianism to the sufferings of the poor by attacking 
the evils of gin and suggesting reforms in the administra-
tion of poor laws. As a journalist, pamphleteer, and a 
police court judge, he showed a deep-seated desire to 
4 
law. 
alter 
for the better the entire state of criminal Like Field-
5 
attacked the evils of gin; he ing, Smollett in his history 
1 Works, III, 496. 
2 Ll. 55-60. 
3 L. 103. 
4 See for example Covent-Garden Journal, II, 34; Cross, 
History of Henry Fielding, II, 229. 
5 Continuation, II, 440 and IV, 148-49. 
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also pointed to the social iniquity as well as the economic 
fallacy of the government's deriving so much of its revenue 
1 
from the tax on malt and liquors. Smollett also was con-
cerned over the conditions of the poor. He was very much in 
favor of replacing the system of parish assessment by that 
of work houses. He argued in favor of work houses on humani-
2 
tarian grounds. One would expect Goldsmith to be moved by 
the wretchedness of the poor, as he was in Citizen of ~ 
World CXIX. Smollett and Goldsmith in their histories were 
3 
exponents of prison reform; and they both took stands on the 
virtues of the Marriage Act of 1753· Smollett was in favor 
of the bill, and Goldsmith was against it; but they both 
4 
held up the virtues of their positions in terms of humanity. 
Organized charity came into existence with the gener-
ality of compassion for the victims of poverty, misfortune, 
5 
disease, and the distress of old age. Dr. Johnson, who was 
suspicious of the value of "fanciful men" who, with their 
6 
plans of reform, tried "to disturb the system of life," 
nevertheless recognized the fact that the ancient nations 
1 Ibid., IV, 149. 
2 Ibid., p. 148. 
3 Ibid., II, 274; Goldsmith, ..• Series of Letters, 
II, 87 and History of England, I, 41. 
4 Smollett, Continuation, III, 100-101; Goldsmith, His-
~ of England 1rr! Series of Letters, II, 196-97 and HistOry 
~England, IV, 339-40. 
5 See Lewis and Williams, Private Charity in England, 
1747-1757, passim. 
6 Boswell, I, 374. 
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with all their wisdom "have left behind them no mention of 
alms-houses or hospitals, of places where age might repose, 
1 
or sickness be relieved." And Goldsmith, commenting on the 
hospital at Bath which was started in 1711 but not finished 
until 1742 because of shortage of funds, showed how his own 
time was superior to earlier generations in responding to 
the needs of charity, "the characteristic virtue of the 
present age." This, he said, shows the difference between 
2 
"ancient and modern benevolence." Smollett, in his Continu-
ation, treated as history these new examples of English 
benevolence. He was proud of the organized relief of the 
poor's distress during the severe frost of 1740: 
In this season of distress, many wretched families 
must have perished by cold and hunger, had not those of 
opulent fortunes been inspired with a remarkable spirit 
of compassion and humanity. Nothing can more redound 
to the honour of the English nation than did those in-
stances of benevolence and well-conducted charity which 
were then exhibited.3 
From a viewpoint in the closing years of George II's reign 
Smollett again proudly credits the nation with its private 
charitable efforts to overcome the rampant evils of the age: 
••• amidst a variety of crimes and disorders, arising 
from impetuosity of temper, unreigned passion, luxury, 
extravagance, and an almost total want of police and 
subordination, the virtues of benevolence are always 
springing up to an extraordinary growth in the British 
soil; and her charities are often established by the 
humanity of individuals, which in any other country would 
1 Idler, III (Works, VII, 13)· 
2 "Life of Nash," Works, III, 323· 
3 II, 387. 
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be honoured as national institutions: witness the great 
number of hospitals and infirmaries in London and West-
minster, erected and maintained by voluntary contribu-
tions, or raised by the princely donations of private 
founders.l 
He follows this passage with the description of two insti-
tutions which show that this impulse of charity reached 
heights of virtuosity. One was a hospital-home for repentant 
prostitutes; the other was a home for poor maidens which had 
an endowed provision for supplying each year two fortunate 
inmates with husbands. Smollett seriously commended the 
benevolence of both of these institutions. 
IV. GENERAL POINTS OF CONTACT BETWEEN THE NEW 
HISTORY AND THE NOVEL 
The first half century of the English novel was in-
volved with the basic psychology that claimed the devotion 
of the new historians. From Richardson to Godwin some as-
pect of the historian's assumptions about human nature is 
found claiming the attention of the novelists. In the lower 
ranks of fiction these new realizations of social and per-
sonal forces are more obvious than in the first rank. sarah 
Fielding, Clara Reeve, Mrs. Lennox, Henry Mackenzie, Henry 
Brooke, Mrs. Inchbald and Mrs. Gaskell pulled one or more of 
the stops of this "enlightened" psychology and morality. It 
is possible that they sounded some of these matters so heav-
ily that to posterity their novels appear more like a kind 
1 IV, 102-103. 
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of history than art. Further, the strong didactic tone of 
the novels of this group condemns them as art in much the 
same way that the didactic mission of the eighteenth century 
historian has condemned him. The ~ of Quality appeared 
so favorable as a tract that in 1781 John Wesley issued a 
1 
condensed version of it; Caleb Williams helped inspire a 
generation of social revolutionaries. 
These points in common between the new novel and the 
new history, of course, do not mean that the novel was de-
pendent upon history. Resemblances and influences are quite 
different. Establishing influences is very difficult; of-
ten the most obvious relationship between two phenomena is 
not the true one. Sentimentalism and doctrinairism of the 
late eighteenth century novel seem at first sight to have 
been generated by the astonishing vogue of Rousseau. 
Professor Crane has shown that Rousseau might have invigo-
rated these matters in the English novel but he did not fur-
nish the sources, which appear to be a long and complex and 
2 
not very obvious list of possibilities. Therefore, to say 
that any of these tendencies in psychology and morality 
make the novel even in part dependent upon the new excite-
ment in history would be as dangerous as to say that the 
picture of the villainous Ambrosio in Lewis' The Monk and 
1 Sherburn, "Restoration and Eighteenth Century," 
Literary History £[England, p. 1028. 
2 See R. S. Crane, "Suggestions Toward a Genealogy of 
the 'Man of Feeling, 111 Journal of English Literary History, 
I (1934), 205-230. 
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Schedoni in Mrs. Radcliffe's ~Italian were inspired by the 
monkish impostors, hypocrites, seducers, and murderers that 
the anti-clerical line of historians from Voltaire to Smol-
lett often created for their purposes. It seems safe, how-
ever, to consider these new literary interests, the new his-
tory and the novel, that received so much of their initial 
impulse almost witHin the same decade, to be related by some-
thing more than coincidence. 
When Smollett and Goldsmith wrote their histories they 
no doubt had in mind the market for history that Hume's his-
tory and others had shown to exist. Like the novel, history 
was popular with the expanding literate middle class. In fact, 
popular history was a better venture for the bookseller than 
fiction. Smollett with his Complete History succeeded in re-
gaining readers that he had lost with his two novels after 
Peregrine Pickle. Smollett's earnings from his histories were 
1 
enough to make him wealthy. Goldsmith received sixty guineas 
for his Vicar of Wakefield, but he received two hundred and 
fifty for his Roman Historz. The publisher's sales more than 
justified the difference in these payments. The succession 
of histories that found good markets between 1750 and 1780 is 
remarkable: Carte's, Guthrie's, Hume's, Smollett's, Gold-
smith's, Ferguson's, MacPherson's, Henry's and Gibbon's. Not 
until Scott did fiction outsell history. And the fact is ex-
plosive that Scott won his public with historical novels. 
1 See above, p. 146. 
CONCLUSIONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
Calling attention to the historical writing of people 
like Smollett and Goldsmith adds nothing significant to the 
study of history. As history, what they wrote is negligible. 
But in the history of ideas the responses of these writers 
and those like Fielding and Johnson to the muse of history 
might be interesting if not significant in showing with what 
readiness these novelists and essayists reacted to a phenom-
enon as ponderous as the new tendency in history. To them 
history was not a casual matter. And the fact that their 
comments and performances resembled as much as they did the 
revolutionary insistences of the great historical thinkers 
of the time shows how pervasive was the intellectual climate 
of opinion. That these writers of fiction felt that their 
readers could appreciate these ideas and that such a wide 
audience appreciated these ideas in the popular histories 
indicate that the philosophy of the Enlightenment was not 
confined to the rarefied air of the intellectuals. 
The fact is clear that the latter half of the eighteenth 
century, in a wide social and intellectual area, was prepared 
to take advantage of the expanding social and intellectual 
view that the Enlightenment afforded. The appearance of the 
modern world as the. eighteenth century came to an end suggests 
some relationship with this phenomenon of popular history. 
It appears that many of the ideas that are so frequently 
recognized as products of a revolutionary reaction against 
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the "sterility of the Augustans" -- ideas like opposition to 
authority, interest in the common man, suspicion of the past, 
devotion to science, attention to emotions, and devotion to 
humanitarianism -- were worked up by what Carlyle growled 
at as "death's-head Philosophies 'teaching by example'" and 
"Dryasdust Philosophisms." 
It is obvious that during this period of historical 
excitement history was considered primarily as literature. 
When it was written or criticized, it was approached with as 
much literary attention as was the novel. Style, organiza-
tion, and entertainment value were prominently appraised. 
History was often Judged as a more worthy rival of romance. 
Unfortunately the aristocratic background of history enticed 
writers into a mannerism that gave to their popular histories 
an unpleasant artificiality. But this fact did not deter 
readers and critics from Judging history with much the same 
critical apparatus as they used on poems, plays, and novels. 
Therefore, these histories of Smollett and Goldsmith, in spite 
-i 
of their hack-work nature, might be associated at least with 
the Journalistic work of these writers which was motivated 
by as much mercenary interest and very little more literary 
ambition. 
Smollett and Goldsmith devoted a large amount of their 
literary energy and time to these histories. An examination 
of this amount of literary occupation by such important 
writers seems to Justify itself, if only to notice a gap 
that has been generally neglected. In this gap appears 
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some insight into the literary and personal characteristics 
of these writers. It is satisfying to discover in these 
volumes of commercially minded eclecticism so much of the 
writers' literary personalities persisting. When the his-
tories of Smollett and Goldsmith are examined -- and it is 
obvious that both were warming over, for the most part, the 
same dishes cooked by greater chefs -- something distinct 
of each writer often appears to identify his particular 
genius. 
These popular historians bringing the ideas of the 
patricians of philosophy to readers in lower orders of so-
ciety and intelligence suggest the same operation by the 
novelists. History in the second half of the eighteenth 
century was thus vying with fiction in creating a new public 
for literature. This excitement over history along with the 
rise of the novel was establishing a new relationship be-
tween writer and reader. These resorts of Smollett and 
Goldsmith into popular history for financial security show 
an interesting phase of the evolutionary adjustment of the 
man of letters from his earlier dependency upon noble patron-
age to his ultimate dependency upon the patronage of the 
bookstall. Readers of history as much as readers or fiction 
supplied this patronage. 
Finally, for a note on the value of giving attention 
to these relatively unimportant pieces of literature, Gold-
smith, himself, might be called upon. A comment in the 
Public Ledger, August 15, 1760, that to Professor Crane 
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seems to have been written by Goldsmith, says 
••• the minutest performances of great men are subjects 
of curiosity, as in them we often discover more of their 
real characters than in their actions performed in the 
eye of the world • • • 
and in his comments on Montesquieu's Miscellanies he said 
something perhaps more to the point: 
There is a pleasure arising from the perusal of the 
bagatelles of men renowned for their knowledge and genius; 
and we receive with veneration those pieces after they 
are dead, which would lessen them in our esteem while 
living. • • • 
'' 
.' jJ, , 
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ABSTRACT 
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Smollett; and Gold0mi th by their contemporaries were fairly 
well known as historians: Smollett for his Comolete Histo~ of 
,;;ngland (four volumes, 1757-58; re-issued in eleven octavo vol-
umes, l7.'5D-60) and Continuation of the Comple_t~ History of :Sng-
land (four volumes, 1760-61 and a fifth volume, l7t35); Gold-
smith for his History of England in 11 Series of Letters from ~ 
Nobleman to his Son (two volumes, 1764); rlornan History (two vol-
UJnes, 1769); History of 3ngland (four· volumes, 1771); and Gre-
cian History (two volumes, 1774). c'he purpose of the disser-
tation of which this is an abstract was to determine the nature 
and extent of Smollett' s and Goldsmith's reaction to the "new 
history" of the Enlightenment. Attention was directed to any 
reflectio!1 of this interest in their other writings and to any 
relationship between the new interest in history and the develop-
ment of the novel. 
Part One of the study deals with the baclq;round of the 
"Enlightened" h:cstory with emphasis on the contributions of 
Bolingbroke, !.Iontesquieu, Voltaire, and Ilurne. Part 'rwo concerns 
Smollett•s and Goldsmith's ;Jarticipation in history: their atten-
tion to history in their miscellaneous Vlritings and their achieve-
r;Jents in their histories. Also in this section are chapters on 
-c'ielding and Johnson because cf cheir relationship to SJOlollett 
and Goldsmith and their own reactions to the new interest in 
history. Part '?hree deals ·:ith intellectual and literary re-
flections in the now history. 
Smollett, before his Complete _E:Ilsto~;y, showed little interest 
in history. In his first four novels he indiceted hardly any 
preoccupaticn with methods and ideas of history and very little 
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concern with the "philosophic" matters of the new history. 
He seeprs to have been prompted to write hi~tor;; b;r Hume 1 s 
exanple and the promise of substantial :eemunerpl;ion. ,'or that 
part of his Complete History up to the ci:moverians, he closely 
followed Hrune in method and idea: he expressly avoided, as did 
Hume, the "philosophic" tendency toward disquisition andre-
flection; he maintained an ore:anization strictly b;y reigns and 
devoted his history primarily to political and railitary matters. 
Verc much like Hume, while profe s::inp; impartial! t:;-, he implied 
an anti-\lhig prejudice in politics and rcli;·;ion. ·''or those 
parts of his history f·~,r v1hich he had a volume of Hrune, he used 
many passa[eS from Hume ·:'i th very little alteration. Recognized 
as a rival to Hume, Smollett was always almos·c obsequious in his 
respect for his fellow Scotsman. 
Por this side of 1700, Smollett did not have Hume or ver;; 
much of any historian to follow. In this history of recent times, 
a boasted exclusiveness b. which Smollett perhaps sought advan-
tage over Hu.'"le, he is more interesting. Instead of following 
the Humian engrossment with politics and vrors, he included a 
c;re"t amount of miscellaneous social h".story. S<·metimes he would 
recognize a paucity of ~:historical matter" and admi'c a necessity 
of filling his pages with accc·_onts of suicides, murders, scan-
dals, trials, cornrr,erce, industry, et~. 
In the foarth volume of the Complete History and in the 
Continuation Smollett departed J'rom the Huuian avoidance of 
disquisition and reflection. "'his mic;ht have been a response 
to criticism of his e:u'lier volumes. J:'hese later volumes on 
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the late reign of George II ccntain much political contention, 
in which Smollett ventecl his feelincs ar;ainst the administra-
tion and j_ndividuals. 'rhese volumes also contain more conment 
on the mundane affairs of cor:merce, industry, o.nd social mat-
ters in ceneral. All tho.t Sr10llett rrrote after chis middle 
;'eriod of' history r,-,flect an inter;;st in the matcer of his-
tory that seecns lackir.g in his ectrly novels. Htu;~p:h_ry Clinker, 
his last book, contains !"any of i~he char:-cteristics of contem-
rorary history. l3ut in spite of all hi::-. hi.storico..l writinc, 
Smollett never seem.s to have becor'1e ·1hiloso~qhicall~/ concerned 
YJit~ history. Other t!-::_an in the openin[~ p:tragro.:rh of the Con-
plete Historv, whel'e he ~~~ilosophicall~' con~2':Lented on history, 
he showed little concern -,-;J.th historical theory. Besioes his 
aprar· nt coJrDercia1 interests hE:' Seems to have been satisfied 
with an insiscence upon truth 8_S the historian 1 s guiding prin-
ciple. 
r}oldsm~·-th 'Nas versed in 11 philosophism:: of histor:r bel'ore 
he wro'~e his first history. In •''ranee he had visited admiring-
ly Voltaire and other philosorhes. Eis early -:~rub Str-eet writinr:s 
frequently contained philosor.h:Cc co~I -ents on history o.r-d histo-
rians. His fir~t book, Enquir,, into ti-e Present State of Po-
of : -'ontesquieu and Voltaire. He wrote reviews and menoirs of 
Volc-aire and Montesqu:leu; he revi.evwd plc.ilosophically several 
histories, including Smollett t s. :Ie definii~el,r favored Boling-
broke t s, Voltaire 1 s, and Hume 1 s "enchain'''ent of events" theory 
of history over L-iontesquieu 1 s theor;,' of cl :_mate. '>oldsmith al-
so favored the philoso;:hic insistence upon "'- broader subject 
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matter and a didactic purpose for hi:·tory. 
Like Smollett, Goldsmith wrote history with his e;e upon 
its comraercio.l possibilities. It is s_lso possiiJle that he had 
a 11 philo:;ophic" purpose in mind. In his l!L,_tory of ~n[~_ncl in 
a Series of Letters is a stronc political chesis in favor of 
monarchism and against a powerful ministerial ( "arisc.ocratical") 
c-:overnnent and popular government. '.lhis thesis seeres to have 
developed with Golctc'mi th around 1702. Before this, Gold.s•.d th 
had gene~ ally praised the political picture in :c:w·land. In 
the early portion of 'The Tr~veller ( beforn line 335), which 
could have beer' the part of the poem :~hat }olclunith said he 
wrote while he w2.s on the continent, he seems conparatively 
satisfied with political and social conditions in Enc;lancl.; but 
in the later p.arts of the poem, begim.~in::· c.lmost abruptly with 
line 335, he attacks prevalent government by wealthy "aristo-
cratic" ministers. He does the same in his ·vic 8 r of ·.~akefield 
(probably written around 1702) and The Dese:r>ted Vill_!lge (1770). 
The question arises, how much of this thesis, that coincided 
c;reatly with Boline;broke 1 s idea or a Patriot King, Yl'lS aroused 
b~.· che controversial issues of' lcinc;ship broucht up by the nev1 
George III? and how much by Golds'.1li th' s acquaintanceship with 
JoDnson, which began in 1761? In his other histories Goldsmith 
also noticeably expressed these political opinions. 
In •rom Jones and Amelia Pielding seems occupied with methods 
and theories of history. He claims a role of a kind of histo-
rian. His approach to human nature suggests the substantial-
ism of .E<:nlir;hteneci historians. In hL' L·te pamphlets and es-
pecially in his last book, Journal of ~ Jour_Ilez to Lisbon, he 
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poses many of 'che problems of a writer of history. Finally, 
.t<'ielding 1 s library when he died contained a heavy amount of 
material that su,c;e;ests a possible intenGion tu v:ri te history. 
In general, c"ielcling 1 s comnent s on his cor:; are far closer to 
those of Bolinp:broke than are those of SNollett. 
Johnson is surprisingly in harmony with many of the ideas 
of the "philosophic" history although he despised its lead-
ing French and English exponents. Jolmson 1 a ~ravel and bio-
graphical writings, genres that during the period were often 
considered alone with history, reflect many of the characteris-
tics of the new history. In his other writings Johnson often 
coJmnented upon matters of his tory, as frequently agreeing as 
disagreeing with the ideas of the phi~~~ophes. Johnson, like 
most Englishr,lEln, would have nothing to do vii th the "fanciful" 
climatic theory of I·~ontesquieu. iUs ideas of historical causa-
tion were quite Voltairean, as uas his insiscence that history 
should be concerned for its subject Natter more with common nan 
than with kings. 
Smollett, b;;r nature seemingly cold to religion, outdid 
Hume in castigating "irrational" religious aspects. Goldsmith, 
while not as determined as Smollett, could be surprisine;ly 
critical of the church, especiall;r of' the past. Both Smollett 
and 'J-oldsmi th were severe with pretensions of' the reformers and 
dissenters. Goldsmitl1, in his R<22~an His!ory, was :Cairly objective 
about the Homan persecutions of the Christians. Goldsmith, in 
his anonymous history, History of i~n l_a_r;t_:l: in~ series _:Jf Letters, 
was more severe in religious and political criticisms than he 
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was in his signed histories. 
'rhe reaction against absolute reason, "metaphysical" 
abstractions of the Cartesians, ·,o~as cons is tent amon{'; the new 
his1:.crians. \lith Bacon, Newton, and Locke as their idols, 
the historians Yrench and English -- attacked the a nriori 
assumntions of all authorities. Empiricism in science was 
recognized as the handmaid of history. Pielding, Smollett, 
Gold;,mi th, and Johnson, r;hile not all ir• agreement with the 
revelry over practical science, were in accord with i~he philo-
sophes in condemning the "metaphysics" and lof:ic of the mathe-
matical philosophers. '.Chese incidental historians insisted up-
on empiricism of observation and experience over speculation 
and precept. This resistance to the intellectual stoicism of 
the Cartesians ene;endered a kind of anti-intellectualism that 
increased the importance and virtue of feelings or passions 
over reason. History was proclaimed by Goldsmith to be of spe-
cial value because it appealed to c;he heart rather than to the 
mind. 
Smcllett and Goldsmith seem to have been convinced that the 
di;:;nl ty of history demanded a noble st::le. •ihen they turned to 
history they seem to have consciously avoided their own natural 
prose characteristics and emulateci the Ciceronianism of Hume 
and Bolingbroke. It is possible tha'c Golcismith, in hi2 first 
history, picked up some of Voltaire's prose consciousness. But 
when Srnollett and Goldsmith got far·cher mva: from their aristo-
cratic models -- Smollett in his later volumes and Goldsmith in 
his later histories -- they both freed their narrative from some 
pompousness. Smollett, at moments, displayed some of the charac-
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terisics of the prose of his novels; Golcismith, while now 
and then spar'klinc; in his histories, never reached the natu-
ralness and liveliness of his essays or novel. But there 
were other points of contact betvJeen the new hi story and the 
new novel: the inductivism of history and the realism or 
fiction; che new history's elevating passion OV(or reason and 
the novel's emphasis upon sentiment and sensibility; history's 
attention to the subrational features of humanity and the nov-
el•s devotion to whims, accidents, passions, and the illogical 
orO.cJr of manners; finally, the didoctism o.C history -- frec;uent-
ly directed tow.o,rd c;uidin1~ societ;; to a warmer humanitarianism --
sug:--:ests many of the themes o:" the eighteenth century and nine-
teenth centurv fiction. ,, 
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